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The interpretation
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the back of each register.
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BEFORE THE PUBLIC EMPLOYEES' RETIREMENT BOARD
OF THE STATE OF MONTANA
In the matter of proposed amendment
of
ARM
2.43.204
relating
to
administrative
procedures
for
contested cases
TO:

NOTICE OF PROPOSED
AMENDMENT
NO PUBLIC HEARING
CONTEMPLATED

All Interested Persons.

1. On September 22, 1994, the Public Employees• Retirement
Board proposes to amend ARM 2.43.204 relating to administrative
procedures for contested cases.
2.

The rule proposed to be amended provides as follows:

2.43.204 CONTESTED CASE PRQCEDUBES (1) Remains the same.
(a) remains the same
(b)
The hearing examiner may establish pre-hearing and
hearing calendar and procedures, rule on procedural matters,
make proposed ardara, findings and conclusions, and otherwise
regulate the conduct llnd adjudication of contested cases as
provided by l•w.
Tb• hearing. unless the parties stipulate
otherwise. shall be conducted in the following order;
the
statement And evidence of the petitioner opposing agency action;
tbe statement and evidence of the agency; rebuttal testimony.
(c) and (d) remain the same.
Cal
In contested cases. exceptions to proposals for
decisions wbich are allowed by statute must be filed with the
division and served upon opposing counsel within 20 days of
service of the prooosal for decision.
Any response must be
filed within 10 days of service of the exceptions.
Briefs do
not have to be filed. but if filed. myst be filed simultaneously
with exceptions or responses.
Date of service and date of
filing •hall be the dote of actual delivery or the postmarked
date of gailing. Tbe boArd may regyest additional briefing by
the parties.
Cfl
The oral arqyment. if regyested in writing, will be
heard at the next reqylar board meeting held more than 15 days
after time allowed for exceptions and responses.
(2) through (4) remain the same.
AUTH: 19-2-403, MCA
IMP:
19-2-403, MCA
3.
Amendments to 2.43.204 are necessary to include
procedures and requirements for filing exceptions to proposals
for decisions which are allowed by statute in contested cases
and to 1pecify the order of presenting evidence in contested
casas which is different than the order contained in the
attorney general's model procedural rules.
4,
Interested persons may present their data, views, or
arguments concerning the proposed amendments in writing no later
MAR Notice No. 2-2-231
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than September 12, 1994 to:
Linda King, Administrator
Public Employees' Retirement Division
P.o. Box 200131
Helena, Montana 59620-0131
5. If a person who is directly affected by the proposed
amendment wishes to express data, views and arguments orally or
in writing at a public hearing, the person must make written
request for a hearing and submit this request along with any
written comments to the above address. A written request for
hearing must be received no l~ter than september 12, 1994.
6. If the agency receives requests for a public hearing on
the proposed a111endments frolll either 10' or 25, whichever is
less, of the persons who are directly affected by the proposed
action;
fro111 the adllinistrative code com~~ittee of the
legislature; from a governmental subdivision or agency; or from
an association having not less than 25 members who will be
directly affected, a hearing will be held at a later date.
Notice of the hearing will be published in the Montana
Administrative Register. Ten percent of those persons directly
affected has been determined to be 4277 persons based on
February 1994 payroll reports of active and retired members.

Rule Reviewer
Certified to the secretary of State on August 1, 1994.
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
OF THE STATE OF MONTANA
In the matter of the repeal of
rule 16.10.1001 concerning
annual jail inspections.

NOTICE OF PROPOSED
REPEAL
NO PUBLIC HEARING
CONTEMPLATED
(Jail Inspections)

To: All Interested Persons
1.
On September 12, 1994, the department proposes to
repeal ARM 16.10.1001, concerning the inspections of jails.
:2.
The rule, as proposed to be repealed, is found on
page 16·471 of the Administrative Rules of Montana.
3.
The department is proposing to repeal this rule for
a number of reasons.
First, the rule was enacted in 1972 and
no authority section was given for its implementation.
Upon
reviewing its rules, the department concluded that it did not
have the authority to promulgate the rule, as there is no
rulemalting authority in the statutes for such a rule.
In
addition,
the rule mimics the statutory language of §
50-1-203, MCA, but adds the additional requirement that all
jails must be inspected annually.
There is no statutory
basis to support this additional requirement and the rule
goes beyond the clear language of the statute.
For· these
reasons, the department is proposing to repeal the rule until
and unless appropriate statutory authority is given to the
department to authorize the promulgation of rules in this
area.
4.
Interested persons may submit their data, views, or
arguments concerning the proposed repeal, in writing, to
Mitzi Schwab, Department of Health and Environmental Sciences, Cogswell Building, Capitol Station, Helena, Montana
59620, and must submit them in sufficient time so that they
are received no later than 5:00p.m. on September 9, 1994.
5.
If a person who is directly affected by the proposed repeal
wishes to express his/her data, views, and
arguments orally or in writing at a public hearing, he/she
must make written request for a hearing and submit this request along with any written comments he/she has to Mitzi
Schwab, Department of Health and Environmental Sciences,
Cogswell Building, Capitol Station, Helena, Montana 59620. A
written request for hearing must be received no later than
5:00p.m. on September 9, 1994.
6.
If the agency receives requests for a public hearing on the proposed
repeal
from either 10\ or 25, whichever is less, of the persons who are directly affected by the
proposed action; from the administrative code committee of
the legislature; from a governmental subdivision or· agency;
or from an association having not less than 25 members who
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will be directly affected, a hearing will be held at a later
date. Notice of the hearing will be published in the Montana
Administrative Register.
Ten percent of those persons directly affected has been determined to be in excess of 25
persons, based on the number of county and city jails in the
State of Montana and the number of persons incarcerated in
them.

1"-•o~,d?.j.tJL,o,
Certified to the Secretary of State

August 1. 1994

Reviewed by:

.??! ..... ""

'f-),.4

~ z:<:-N--1.&--

Eleanor Parker, DS AttorneY
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
OF THE STATE OF MONTANA
In the matter of the amendment of
rules 16.8.708, 16.8.946,
16.8.1120, 16.8.1429, 16.8.1702,
16.8.1802 and 16.8.2003, regarding
incorporation of federal air
quality rules and incorporation
of the Montana source testing
protocol and procedures manual

NOTICE OF PUBLIC
HEARING FOR PROPOSED
AMENDMENT OF RULES

(Air Quality)
To:

All Intere.sted Persons

1.
On September 16, 1994, at 8:30a.m., the board will
hold a public hearing in Room C209 of the Cogswell Building,
1400 Broadway, Helena, Montana, to consider the amendment of
the above-captioned rules.
2.
The rules, as proposed to be amended, appear as fol~
lows (new material in existing rules is underlined; material
to be deleted is interlined) :
16.8.708 INCORPORATIONS BY REFERENCE
(1)
In this subchapter, and unless expressly provided otherwise, the following is applicable:
(a)
Where the board has adopted a federal regulation by
reference, the reference in the board rule shall refer to the
federal agency regulations as they have been codified in the
July 1, ~ ~. edition of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) ;
(b)-(d) Remain the same.
(2)
For the purposes of this subchapter, the board here~
by adopts and incorporates herein by reference the following:
(a)-(j) Remain the same.
(k) The Montana source testing protocol and procedures
manual (July~~ ed.), which is a department manual setting forth sampling and data collection, recording, analysis
and transmittal requirements;
(1)-(p) Remain the same.
(q) A copy of the above materials is available for public inspection and copying at the Air Quality ~ Division,
Department of Health and Environmental Sciences, ~±±
Btlilliift!, 1499 Bre<tliway 836 Front St,, Helena, Montana 59620.
copies of the federal materials may also be obtained at EPA's
Public Information Reference Unit, 401 M Street SW, Washing~
ton, DC 20460, and at the libraries of each of the 10 EPA Regional Offices.
Interested persons seeking a copy of the CFR
may address their requests directly to: Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
D.C.
20402.
AUTH: 75-2-111, MCA; IMP: Title 75, chapter 2, MCA

MAR Notice No. 16-2-467
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INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE
( 1)
In this subchapter, and unless expressly provided otherwise, where the
board has adopted a federal regulation by reference, the reference in the board rule shall refer to the federal agency
regulations as they have been codified in the July 1, ~
~. edition of Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR).
(2) (a)-(g) Remains the same.
(h) A copy of the above materials is available for public inspection and copying at the Air Quality ~ Qiyisipn,
Department of Health and Environmental Sciences, eegawell
~ilaiftg, 1499 Breaa~ay 836 Front St , Helena, Montana 59620.
Copies of the federal materials may also be obtained at EPA's
Public Information Reference Unit, 401 M Street SW, Washington, DC 20460, and at the libraries of each of the 10 EPA Regional Offices.
Interested persons seeking a copy of the CFR
may address their requests directly to: Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, washington, DC 20402.
The standard industrial classification manual (1987) (order
no. PB 87-100012) and the guidelines on air quality models
(revised) (1986) (EPA publication no. 450/278-027R) and supplement A (1987) may also be obtained from the U.S. Department
of Commerce, National Technical Information Service, 5285 Port
Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 22161.
AUTH:
75-2-111, 75-2-203, MCA; IMP:
75-2-202, 75-2-203,
75-2-204, MCA
1fi.B.l120
INQQRPQ&ATIQN BY REFERENCE
(1)
For the purpose of this subchapter, the board hereby adopts and incorporates by reference 40 CFR Part 60, (July 1, ~ lliJ. ed.),
which sets forth standards of performance for new stationary
sources; 40 CFR Part 61, (July 1, ~ .l.2ll ed.), which sets
forth emission standards for hazardous air pollutants; 40 CFR
Part 51, subpart I, (July 1, ~ lliJ. ed.), which sets forth
requirements for state programs for issuing air quality preconstruction permits; 40 CFR 52.21, (July 1, ~.llU ed.),
which sets forth federal regulations for prevention of significant deterioration of air quality, and 40 CFR Part 52, subpart BB (July 1, ~ ~ ed.), which sets forth the Montana
state implementation plan for the control of air pollution in
Montana.
Copies of the above regulations and the state implementation plan are available for review and copying at the Air
Quality ~ Division, Department of Health and Environmental Sciences, CQ!Jswell B~;tilliifl! Q36 Front St,, Helena, Montana, 59620.
AUTH:
75-2-111, 75-2-204, MCA; IMP: 75-2-211, MCA
16.8.1429 INQQRPOBATIQNS BY RBFERgNCE
(1)
In this subchapter, and unless expressly provided otherwise, the following is applicable:
(a) Where the board has adopted a federal regulation by
reference, the reference in the board rule shall refer to the
federal agency regulations as they have been codified in the
July 1, ~ ~. edition of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR);
(b)
Remains the same.
15-8/11/94
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(2) (a)- (f)
Remain the same.
(g) A copy of the above materials is available for public inspection and copying at the Air Quality ~ Division,
Department of Health and Environmental sciences, Cegewell
B~il9isg,
1499 BFea9wa) 836 Front St , Helena, Montana.
Copies of the federal materials may also be obtained at: EPA's
Public Information Reference Unit, 401 M Street SW, Washington, DC 20460; at the libraries of each of the 10 EPA Regional
Offices; as supplies permit from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Research Triangle Park, NC 27711; and for purchase from the U.S. Department of Commerce, National Technical
Information Service, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA
22161.
The standard industrial classification manual ( 1987)
may also be obtained from the u.S. Department of Commerce,
National Technical Information service (order no. PB 87-100012).

AUTH:

75-2-111, 75-2-203, MCA; IMP:

75-2-203, MCA

16,8,1702
INCQRPORATION BY REFERENCE
(1)
In this subchapter, and unless expressly provided otherwise, the following is applicable:
(a)
Where the board has adopted a federal regulation by
reference, the reference in the board rule shall refer to the
federal agency regulations as they have been codified in the
July 1, ~ ~. edition of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR);
(b)
Remains the same.
(2) (a)-(f) Remain the same.
(g) A copy of the above materials is available for public inspection and copying at the Air Quality ~ Division,
Department of Health and Environmental Sciences, Ce~ewell
B~il9iRg, 1499 8Fea9way 836 Front St , Helena, Montana 59620.
Copies of the federal materials may also be obtained at EPA's
Public Information Reference Unit, 401 M Street sw, Washington, DC 20460, and at the libraries of each of the 10 EPA Regional Offices.
Interested persons seeking a copy of the CFR
may address their requests directly to: Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402.
The standard industrial classification manual (1987) may also
be obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, National
Technical Information Service, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 22161 (order no. PB 87-100012).
AUTH:
75-2-111, 75-2-203, MCA; IMP:
75-2-202, 75-2-203,
75-2-204, MCA
16,8,1802
INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE
(1)
In this subchapter, and unless expressly provided otherwise, the following is applicable:
(a) Where the board has adopted a federal regulation by
reference, the reference in the board rule shall refer to the
federal agency regulations as they have been codified in the
July 1, ~ ~. edition of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR);
(b)
Remains the same.
(2) (a)-(f) Remain the same.
(g) A copy of the above materials is available for pub-
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lie inspection and copying at the Air Quality ~ Division,
Department of Health and Environmental Sciences, eegswell
B~tildittg, H99 BFeadway 836 Front St., Helena, Montana 59620.
Copies of the federal materials may also be obtained at EPA's
Public Information Reference Unit, 401 M Street SW, Washington, DC 20460, and at the libraries of each of the 10 EPA Regional Offices.
Interested persons seeking a copy of the CFR
may address their requests directly to: Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402.
The standard industrial classification manual (1987) may also
be obtained from the U.S. Department of COITI1\erce, National
Technical Information service, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 22161 (order no. PB 87-100012).
AUTH:
75-2-111, 75-2-203, MCA; AUTH:
75-2-202, 75-2-203,
75-2-204, MCA
•
16.8.2003 INQORPQRATIONS BY REFERENCE
(1)
In this subchapter, and unless expressly provided otherwise, the following is applicable:
(a) Where the board has adopted a federal regulation by
reference, the reference in the board rule shall refer to the
federal agency regulations as they have been codified in the
July 1, ~ ~. edition of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR);
(b) Remains the same.
(2) (a)-(d) Remain the same.
(e) A copy of the above materials is available for public inspection and copying at the Air Quality ~ Qivision,
Department of Health and Environmental Sciences, eegswell
B~tildittg, 1499 BFeadwa~ 836 Front St., Helena, Montana 59620.
Copies of the federal materials may also be obtained at EPA's
Public Information Reference Unit, 401 M Street sw, Washington
DC 20460, and at the libraries of each of the ten EPA Regional
Offices.
Interested persons seeking a copy of the CFR may
address their requests directly to: superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, washington DC 20402.
The standard industrial classification manual (1987) (Order
no. PB 87-100012) may also be obtained from the u.s. Department of Commerce, National Technical Information Service, 5285
Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 22161.
AUTH: 75-2-217, MCA; IMP: 75-2-217, 75-2-218, MCA

3.
The proposed amendments incorporate the most recent
version of the federal air quality rules and the most recent
version of the Montana source testing protocol and procedures
manual.
These amendments are necessary to keep state air
quality law at least as stringent as federal law and, thereby,
retain state control over the state air quality program.
Incorporation of the most recent version of the Montana source
testing protocol and procedures manual is necessary to implement revised requirements for sampling and data collection,
recording, analysis and transmittal.
4.
Interested persons may submit their data, views, or
arguments concerning the proposed amendments either orally or
in writing, at the hearing. Written data, views, or arguments
may also be submitted to Yolanda Fitzsimmons, Department of
15-8/11/94
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Health and Environmental Sciences, Cogswell Building, Capitol
Station, Helena, Montana 59620, no later than September 15,
1994.
5.
Will Hutchison has been designated to preside over
and conduct the hearing.
RAYMOND W. GUSTAFSON, Chairman
BOARD OF HEALTH AND
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

Certified to the Secretary of State
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
OF THE STATE OF MONTANA
In the matter of the amendment of
rules 16.8.945, 16.8.947, 16.8.953
16.8.960. regarding prevention of
significant deterioration of air
quality.

)
&)

)
)
)

NOTICE OF PUBLIC
HEARING FOR PROPOSED
AMENDMENT OF RULES

(Air Quality)
To:

All Interested Persons

1.
On September 16, 1994, at 8:30 a.m., the board will
hold a public hearing in Room C209 of the Cogswell Building, 1400
Broadway, Helena, Montana, to consider the amendment of the
above-captioned rules.
2.
The rules, as proposed to be amended, appear as follows
(new material in existing rules is underlined; material to be
deleted is interlined) :
16.8.945 DEFINITIONS For the purpose of this subchapter,
the following definitions apply:
(1)-(2) Remain the same.
(3) (a)-(b) Remain the same.
~
AnY baseline area established originally for the total
suspended particulate increments shall remain in effect and shall
apply for purooses of determining the amount of available PM-10
increments, except that such baseline area shall not remain in
effect if the department rescinds the corresponding minor source
baseline date in accordance with (21) !dl below.
(4)-(20) Remain the same.
(21) (a)-(c) Remain the same.
JQ1 AnY minor source baseline date established originally
for the total suspended particulate increments shall remain in
effect and shall apply for purposes of determining the amount of
available PM-10 increments. except that the department may
rescind any such minor source baseline date when i t can be
shown, to the satisfaction of the department, that the emissions
increase from the major stationary source, or the net emissions
increase from the major modification. responsible for triggering
that date did not result in a significant amount of PM-10
emissions.
(22)-(23) Remain the same.
(24) (a)-(c) Remain the same.
(d) An increase or decrease in actual emissions of sulfur
dioxide, particulate matter, or nitrogen oxides which occurs
before the applicable minor source baseline date is creditable
only if it is required to be considered in calculating the amount
of maximum allowable increases remaining available. With respect
to particulate matter. only PM-10 emissions may be used to

15-B/ll/94
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evaluate the net emissions increase for PM-10.
(e) -(g) Remains the same.
(25)-(29) Remain the same.
AUTH:
75-2-111, 75-2-203, MCA; IMP:
75-2-202,
75-2-204, MCA
16,8.947 AMBIENT AIR INCREMENIS ll) In areas designated
as Class I, II, or III, increases in pollutant concentration over
the baseline concentration shall be limited to the following:
Pollutant

Maximum allowable
increase (micrograms
per cubic meter)

CLASS I
Particulate matter:
~ ~. annual !eemetFie arithmetic mean.........
~ ~. 24-hr maximum ..................... ~ ~
Sulfur dioxide:
Annual arithmetic mean ................. 2
24-hr maximum.................. . . . . . . . . 5
3-hrmaximum ........................... 25
Nitrogen dioxide:
Annual arithmetic mean ................. 2.5

5 1

CLASS II
Particulate matter:
~ ~. annual !eemetFie arithmetic mean .........
~ ~. 24-hr maximum ..................... ~ lQ
Sulfur dioxide:
Annual arithmetic mean ................. 20
24-hr maximum .......................... 91
3-hr maximum ........................... 512
Nitrogen dioxide:
Annual arithmetic mean ................. 25

-~

11

~

li

CLASS III
Particulate matter:
~ ~. annual !eemetrie arithmetic mean .........
~ ~. 24-hr maximum ..................... ~ ~
Sulfur dioxide:
Annual arithmetic mean ................. 40
24-hr maximum .......................... 182
3-hr maximum ........................... 700
Nitrogen dioxide:
Annual arithmetic mean ................. 50
(2) Remains the same.
AU'I'H:
75-2-111, 75-2-203,
75-2-204, MCA
MAR Notice No. 16-2-468
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16. 8. 953 RBYIBW OF MAJOR STAIIONARY SOVRCBS AND MAJOR MODIFICAIIQNS--SOVRCB APPLICABILITY AND EXEMPTIONS
(1)-(6) Remain the same.
(7) The department may exempt a proposed major stationary
source or major modification from the requirements of ARM
16.8.957, with respect to monitoring for a particular pollutant,
if:
(a) The emissions increase of the pollutant from a new stationary source or the net emissions increase of the pollutant
from a modification would cause, in any area, air quality impacts
less than the following amounts:
(i)-(ii) Remain the same.
(iii) Particulate matter--19 ~g/M! ~SP, ~4 h~£ awerage,
10 ~g/m' PM-10, 24-hour average;
(iv)-(ix) Remain the same.
(b)-(c) Remain the same.
AUTH:
75-2-111, 75-2-203, MCA; IMP:
75-2-202, 75-2-203,
75-2-204, MCA
16.8. 960
SOURCES IMPACTING FEDERAL CLASS I AREAS- -ADDITIONAL REOUIREMENIS
(1)-(3) Remain the same.
(4) The owner or operator of a proposed source or modification may demonstrate to the federal land manager that the
emissions from such source would have no adverse impact on the
air quality-related values of such lands (including visibility),
notwithstanding that the change in air quality resulting from
emissions from such source or modification would cause or
contribute to concentrations which would exceed the maximum
allowable increases for a Class I area.
If the federal land
manager concurs with such demonstration and so certifies to the
department,
the department may, provided that applicable
requirements are otherwise met, issue the permit with such
emission limitations as may be necessary to assure that emissions
of sulfur dioxide, particulate matter, and nitrogen oxides would
not exceed the following maximum allowable increases over the
minor source baseline concentration for such pollutants:
Pollutant

Maximum allowable
increase (micrograms
per cubic meter)

Particulate matter:
~ ~. annual geemet£ie aritbmetic mean ......... %9 l l
~ ~. 24-hr maximum ..................... ~ lQ
Sulfur dioxide:
Annual arithmetic mean ................. 20
24-hr maximum .......................... 91
3-hr maximum ........................... 325
Nitrogen dioxide:
Annual arithmetic mean ................. 25
(5)-(6)
15-8/11/94
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
OF THE STATE OF MONTANA
In the matter of the amendment of
rules 16.8.1903 and 16.8.1905
concerning air quality operation
and permit fees

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
FOR PROPOSED AMENDMENT
OF RULES
(Air Quality)

To:

All Interested Persons

1.
On September 16, 1994, at 8:00 a.m., the board will
hold a public hearing in Room C209 of the Cogswell Building, 1400
Broadway, Helena, Montana, to consider the amendment of the
above-captioned rules.
2.
The rules, as proposed to be amended, appear as follows
(new material is underlined; material to be deleted is
interlined) :

16.8.1903

AIR QUALITY OPB&ATIQN FEES

(1)-(2)

Remain the

same.
(3) The air quality operation fee is based on the actual or
estimated actual amount of air pollutants emitted during the
previous calendar year and is the greater of a minimum fee of
$250 or a fee calculated using the following formula:
tons of total particulate emitted,
multiplied by $~ ~; plus
tons of sulfur dioxide emitted,
multiplied by $~ ~; plus
tons of lead emitted,
multiplied by $~ ~; plus
tons of oxides of nitrogen emitted,
multiplied by $~ ~; plus
tons of volatile organic compounds emitted,
multiplied by $~ ~.
(4)-(5) Remain the same.
AUTH: 75-2-111, 75-2-220, MCA; IMP: 75-2-211, 75-2-220, MCA

16 8.1905 AIR OQALITY PERMIT APPLICATION FEES
(1)-(4) Remain the same.
(5) The fee is the greater of:
(a) a fee calculated using the following formula:
tons of total particulate emitted,
multiplied by $~ ~; plus
tons of sulfur dioxide emitted,
multiplied by $~ ~; plus
tons of lead emitted,
multiplied by $~ ~; plus
tons of oxides of nitrogen emitted,
multiplied by $~ ~; plus

15-8/11/94
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AUTH:
75-2-111,
75-2-204, MCA.

75-2-203,

MCA;

IMP:

75-2-202,

75-2-203,

3.
The proposed amendments conform the state rules for
prevention of significant deterioration of air quality to changes
in federal rules that replace increments for total suspended
particulate with increments for particulate matter of 10 microns
or less (PM-10) . The amendments are necessary to keep state air
quality law at least as stringent as federal law and, thereby,
retain state control over the state air quality program.
4.
Interested persons may submit their data, views, or
arguments concerning the proposed amendments, either orally or in
writing, at the hearing. Written data, views, or arguments may
also be submitted to Yolanda Fit~simmons, Department of Health
and Environmental Sciences, Cogswell Building, Capitol Station,
Helena, Montana 59620, no later than September 15, 1994.
5.
Will Hutchison has been designated to preside over and
conduct the hearing.

Reviewed by:

7:1 ~ ~

/)vt..,

~ ;?~ / {(..
I

Eleanor Parker, DHES:Attorney
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tons of volatile organic compounds emitted,
multiplied by $~ ~;
(b) Remains the same.
AUTH:
75-2-111, 75-2-220, MCA; IMP: 75-2-211, 75-2-220, MCA
3.
The proposed amendments increase the existing fees
associated with the air quality bureau's operation permit
program. ARM 16.8.1902 requires the department to report to the
board annually regarding the air quality permit fees anticipated
for the next calendar year.
The proposed amendments adjust
existing fees to meet the Legislature's increased appropriation
for FY95. The amount of the increase is based upon the amount of
fees carried over from the last fiscal year and emissions during
the last calendar year. The fees are raised from $8.55 to $10.56
per ton of pollutant for particulates, lead and sulfur dioxide,
and from $2.14 to $2.64 for nitrogen oxides and volatile organic
compounds.
4.
Interested persons may submit their data, views, or
arguments concerning the proposed amendments, either orally or in
writing, at the hearing. Written data, views, or arguments may
also be submitted to Yoli Fitzsinunons, Board of Health and
Environmental Sciences, Cogswell Building, Capitol Station,
Helena, Montana 59620, no later than September 15, 1993.
5.
Will Hutchison has been designated to preside over and
conduct the hearing.

Certified to the Secretary of State

Au9USt 1. 1994

Reviewed by:

lt.(--'P-4

6~/~
;I

Eleanor Parker, DHES Attorney
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
OF THE STATE OF MONTANA
In the matter ot the amendment of
rule 16.8.1908 concerning fees
for Christmas tree wastes and
commercial film production open
burning.

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
FOR PROPOSED AMENDMENT
OF RULE
(Air Quality)

To:

All Interested Persons

1.
on September 16, 1994, at 8:00 a.m., the board will
hold a public hearing in Room C209 of the Cogswell Building,
1400 Broadway, Helena, Montana, to consider the amendment of
the above-captioned rule.
2.
The rule, as proposed to be amended, appears as follows (new material is underlined; material to be deleted is
interlined) :
16 8 1908

AIR QUALITY OPEN BQRNING FEES FOR CONDITIONAL.
CBIISTJW! Dll IASTI. AMI) COMMQCJAL liLM PIODVCTIQH OPEN BURNING PERMITS
(1)
Concurrent with the submittal of an air quality open burning permit application, as required in ARM Title 16, chapter 8, subchapter 13 (Open Burning), 16.8.1307 (Conditional Air Quality Open Burning PermitA),
aftd 16.8.1308
(Emergency Open Burning Permits), 16.8 1309
!Christmas Tree Waste Ocen Burning Permits). and 16 8.1310
ICcmqnercial Film Production Open Burning Permits! . the applicant shall submit an air quality open burning fee.
(2)-(3) Remain the same.
14)
The open burning air quality permit application fee
shall be:
(a) Remains the same.
{bl $1,999 fer a ereeeeEe treaEea railreaa ~ie epeft b~rft
ift! peFMit ~ftaer ~• 16.8.1397,
~..M
No fee is required for an untreated wood-waste
QPen burning permit at a licensed landfill site under ARM
16.8.1307.
The required fee for this activity is included in
the solid waste management system licensing fee, submitted
pursuant to ARM Title 16, chapter 14, subchapter 4;
-«<+J..cl $100 for an emergency open burning permit under
ARM 16.8. 1308.
A fee for an emergency open burning permit
application need not be submitted with the initial oral request
to the department, but must be submitted with the subsequent
written application required under ARM 16.8.1308. Submittal of
the fee is a condition of any authori~atiop. given by the department under ARM 16.8.1308, and the failure to submit the fee
is considered a violation of such authorization and may be
subject to f~rEher enforcement action~L
.li1l. SlOO for a Christmas tree waste open burning permit
Aim EMERGENCY,

15-B/11/94
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under ARM 16.8.1309: and
lti $100 for a commercial
permit under ARM 16.8.1310.
AUTH:
75-2-111,
75-2-2;10, MCA

75-2-211,

film production ooen burning

75-2-220,

MCA;

IMP:

75-2-211,

3.
The board recently adopted new rules providing a
permit process for commercial film production open burning and
changing the classification of Christmas tree waste open burning from conditional trade waste open burning to a separate
classification. The board is proposing the present amendments
to the rule because they are necessary to add fee requirements
to cover the department's reasonable costs of operating a permit program for Christmas tree waste open burning and commercial film production open burning.
The amendments produce the
fees calculated by the department • s Air Quality Division as
necessary to process permit applications for both types of open
burning.
The board also proposes editorial amendments to subsections (1) and (4) (b), as noted in this notice, that are
necessary for internal consistency and the board proposes an
editorial amendment to subsection (4) (c) to delete an unnecessary word that may create an ambiguity in the rule.
4.
Interested persons may submit their data, views, or
arguments concerning the proposed amendments, either orally or
in writing, at the hearing.
Written data, views, or arguments
may also be submitted to Yolanda Fitzsimmons, Department of
Health and Environmental Sciences, Cogswell Building, Capitol
Station, Helena, Montana 59620, no later than September 15,
1994.

5.
Will Hutchison has been designated
and conduct the hearing.

to preside over

ROBERT J. RO
Certified to the Secretary of State

August 1. 1994

Reviewed by:

l_(t>~ ~t.... 1?4 -f;:Vv-,/6--~Eleanor Parker, DHBS Attorney
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRY
OF THE STATE OF MONTANA
In the matter of the proposed )
amendment of rules related to )
unemployment insurance benefit)
eligibility
)
)
)

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING ON
PROPOSED AMENDMENT OF
ARM 24.11.202, 24.11.442,
24.11.451, 24.11.452
24.11.457, 24.11.463,
24.11.464 and 24.11.613

TO ALL INTERESTED PERSONS:
1.
On September 12, 19~4, at 1:30 p.m., a public hearing
will be held in the first floor conference room at the Walt
Sullivan Building (Dept. of Labor Building), 1327 Lockey Street,
Helena, Montana, to consider the amendment of rules related to
unemployment insurance benefit eligibility.
The Department of Labor and Industry will make reasonable
accommodations for persons with disabilities who wish to
participate in this public hearing. If you request an accommodation, contact the Department by not later than 5: 00 p.m. ,
September 7,
1994,
to advise us of the nature of the
accommodation that you need.
Please contact the Unemployment
Insurance Division, Attn: Mr. Ben Harris, P.O. Box 6011, Helena,
MT
59604-6011; telephone (406) 444-2937; TDD (406) 444-0532;
fax (406) 444-2699.
Persons with disabilities who need an
alternative accessible format of this document in order to
participate in this rule-making process should contact Mr.
Harris.
2.
The Department of Labor and Industry proposes to amend
the rules as follows:
(new matter underlined, deleted matter
interlined)
24.11.202
DEFINITIONS
(1) through (7) Remain the same.
AUTH: Sec. 39-51-301, 39-51-302, MCA
IMP: Sec. 39 51 191 3297 Title 39. chapter 51, MCA
24 .11. 442
INITIAL MONETARY
DETERMINATION-- -WAGES--(1) through (4)
Remain the same.
REVISIONS
(5) The following payments are wages assignable in the
following manner:
(a)
Payments based upon length of employment or paid upon
termination of the employment witH a ease ~eFise em~lsyeF will
be treated as follows: The ~ertien ef pa) attributable portion
of the payment te tHe ease ~eFiee will be prorated from the date
of hire or from the beginning of the base period. whichever
occurs later. through the date of separation witHin tHe ease
~eriee,
i f the periee sf eiR~leyt~~ent feF wHieH tHe ~ayt~~eRt is
issHea inelHaee .. eelte ~reeeain~ the ease ~eFiee oF enein~ afteF
tHe ease ~eriee. No~ portion of the payment will be assigned
to the ease ~eFiee past the date of separation. However, if the
accumulated pay is ~ ~ or less, the pay will be
15-8/11/94
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attributed to 1.hg quarter in which ~ separation occurred.
Such payments include:
(i) through (iii)
Remain the same.
(b) through (e)
Remain the same.
(6) through (8)
Remain the same.
AUTH:
39~51-301, 39-51-302, MCA
IMP: 39-51-2105, gng 39-51-2201, 39 Sl 2282, 39 Sl dd83, 39 ~l
through -2204, MCA
24.11.451 SIX-WEEK RULE
(1) and (2)
Remain the same.
(3)
If the department
finds that the claimant was
discharged for an act of gross misconduct, as defined in 39-51·
201-f.i.i»., MCA:
(a)
committed at any time from the beginning of the
claimant's base period to the effective date ot the claim, the
52-week disqualification of seetiee 39-51-2303(2), MCA, controls
the eligibility determination and is applied forward from the
effective date of the fiDll. claim filed after the act of gross
misconduct leading to the dischargeT~ or,
(b)
Remains the same.
AUTH:
39-51-301, 39-51-302, 39-51-2407, MCA
IMP:
39-51-2301 through 2304, MCA
24.11.452

ABLE

AVAILABLE, AND ACTIVELY SEEKING_WORK

i l l A claimant is not able, available or actively seeking
work within the meaning of 39-51-2104, MCA, if the cl.umant:
(1) through (5)
Remain the same, but are renumbered (a)
through (e) .
(~.fl is not willing
to accept a substantial amount of
suitable work for which the claimant is reasonably __ t itted by
experience, education or training, .. e.,lt feE aR 1 tJhiH or say
esrftlall} te!!l:lires in the claimant's customary occupation or l!l
an occupation determined by the department to be sui table for
the claimant under 39-51-2304, MCA; or
(7)
Remains the same, but is renumbered as (g).
AUTH: Sec. 39-51-301, 39-51-302, MCA
IMP: Sec. 39-51-2101, 39-51-2104, 39-S1-2304, MCA
24.11.457 LEAVING WORK WITH GOOD CAUSE ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE
EMPLOXMENT
(1)
A claimant has left work with good cause
attributable to employment if:
(a).ill
compelling
reasons
arising
from
the
wot'k
environment caused the claimant to leave;
(eii) the claimant attempted to corTect the problem in t h"
work environment; and
(eii.i)
the claimant informed the employer of the pr-oblew
and gave the employer a reasonable opportunity to correct it; m
(8!;!) the claimant left work which the department deter·mtnes
to be unsuitable under 39-51-2304, MCA. For the purpose of thts
rule. a iob is not unsuitable if the claimant w~s employed.in
that same occupation during more than 6 weeks dunnq the m:;.nod
that starts at the beginning of the b9se period and l'Uns t hrouqh
the present. However. the mere fact that the claimant has been
employed in an occupation during les§ than 6 weeks does ~~-RY
MAR Notice No. 24-11-57
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itself. mean that the occupation is "unsuitable."
(2) and (3) Remain the same.
AUTH: Sec. 39-51-301, 39-51-302 MCA
IMP: Sec. 39-51-2302, 39-51-2307 MCA
24.11.463
LIE DETECTOR TESTS -- BLOOD AND URINE TESTING
(1)
A claimant will not be disqualified under this chapter

solely for the reason that the claimant:
(a)
is denied employment or continuation of employment for
refusing to submit to a polygraph test or any form of a
mechanical lie detector test. or on the basis of the results of
any such test~~
(b)
is denied employment or continuation of employment for
refusing to submit to a blood or urine test. or on the basis of
the results of any such te§t. unless the test is re~ireB fer
eM~le~111ent
in a fiaBarBetts werlt enviren111ent er in a "jee tfie
~ri111ary respensieilit} ef wfiiefi is seettrity, pttelie safety, er
fid~o~eiar}' resl'ensieilit}' ana tfie teet f!reeeBttre eeHfer~t~e te ERe
ref'!uirements ef appropriately administered pursuant to 39-2304-fil+, MCA't'
(e)
is denied een!int~atien ef elllpleYffieRt fer reft~siR! te
sttb~t~it te a alsea er t~rine test t~Hless tfie e111pleyer rel!!ttirin!
tfie test ean Belllenstrate !SSB eattse EB eelieoe tfiat tfie
elailllaHt's faeilities were i111~aireB en tfie "jee as a rest~lt ef
aleefiel eenst~lllptien er ille~al ertt~ use ana tfie l;eet f!reeeBure
eenfer111s te tfie rel!!lo!irellleHte ef 39 ~ 394(~) 1 MG.h;
(a)
is denied el!lf!lBYffieRt er eentint~atien ef elllpleYffieRt as
a eensef'!~enee ef a pesitiwe bleed er uriRe test resttlt 1 uHlese
tfie test preeeattre eeRfer111s te tfie ref'!HiremeRte ef 39 ~ 394(2),
PICA, and the elailtlaRt fias eeen !i, eR tfie eppertt~nity te reeut
the test rest~lts as pre<'iBed iR 39 2 394 (3) aRB 39 il 394 (4),
HCA.

AUTH: 39-51-301, 39-51-302, MCA
IMP: 39-51-2302, 39-51-2303, 39-51-2304, MCA
24.11.464
BENEFITS BASED ON SERVICES IN EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICE AGENCIES
(1)
~fie intent
ef 39 51 i!l98, 14CA, is te deny une!llf"laYJIIeRt eeRefits dttriR!
perieas ~ReR tfie elai111ant'e ~ReM~leYJIIent is at~e te sefieel RBt
eein~ iR sessieR.
(il)
~hie ~revisieR applies if all tfie fellewin! faetere
are present.
(a)
tfie elai~t~aRt is an effiple}ee ef aR eBtteatieRal
il<tatittttieR,
(e)
tfie elaiMant'e ee~efita are eased en elllf!lBYffieRt fer an
eStteatienal inatitutieR er !e•erRIIIeRtal B!eRBY estaelisfied aHS
eperaeea exelt~si, el~ fer tfie purpose of pre, iain!J aerviees te aR
e81-1eatienal iRst itutien. ~fie aerviee f!erfermea ffiay ee in any
eapaeit 1 iReluaie~ f'I'BfeasieRal e111ple}eea suck ae teaefiera aRB
priRei"ale aed nee l'refeasieRal e111ple}ees e~eh as teachers aiaee
aRe "jaRitere,
(e)
aefieel ie net iR seseien er tfie elai~t~Bnt ie en a f!aiB
eaeeatieal leave, aRB
(a)
tfie elailllaRt hae reaeenaele assuraeee ef retttrnin~ l:e
15-8/11/94
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worlt at an ealieational inotitlition alit in<J the flel<t teEfttliu· ten"
ez ~eaz or follewia"J a holiaa) reeeoo ot· oaeatieH I'erioa. The
eStteatioflal iHotitutiOR io HOt limiteEi to the OaiRe oehool oofiere
the elai111anl! \lae Olllfllo) ea Eilirifl'!' the ease f'Crioa ami inehtaee
all elellleHEal"} aaa oeeoaaar1 oehoelo aHa iaotittttisfls of hi§h<-•·
ealieatieft, iHO}liSift<J prioate aaa 'JOYCtflft\Cfltal oehoolo.
(3)
'Fhe flAraSC "reaOOflaele aBEitlt'atiCC" ao UOCS ifl 39 512198, IICA, 111eaao a >~rittea, oral, or im~liea esatraet that a
elailllaflt l•"ill pel"farlll oeJ!"J":ieee :i:H the oame o:r' ei111ila:r- ea13aeity
Slil"iH<J the aent aeaae111ie 1ear ot follonin!J a holiEia) or oaeation
et'eal£. A elailllaflt aoee HOI: have reaeoflable aooliraftee aaa lnay I.e
eliEj'iBle for eeaefite if.
(a)
the eeffiffiitmeat fer l"ehite for the neKt aeaaemie )Cat
aepeaae lipoa ~··hetaer or aot fttHEiiA"J eecomeo a'>'ailable,
(e) <the ClaiMaAt will perforM OCl"oieeo Sttrifi<J the Ae)(t
aeaaemie year ae a OttBotitlite ~orlter or the elailllaf!t 'a BCuefi to
at'e eaoea Of! seroioeo ae a Olibotittii:C '•<Ot"lter,
(e)
the ooHaitiaf!o aaa tcrmo of the wotk to be pertormed
EiliriH"J the aeut acaaemio year are slibotantially leoo fa•orable
thaa the worlt pel"formea EiliriH"J the flrC'>'iotlo aeaaemie yea.-,
(a)
a "ct"oooooel!'" sit .. atioa arieea. This oeettra whefl a
elaimaat '"orltiA"J ia eae eaflaoity, etteh ao a teacher, reeei'>'ee
aeolira!'loo of ooatiflttea emplo)'lfteat iH the oeeoRd aeadeffiie ter111 in
aaother oapaoity, e~oh ao a teaehet'o aide. 'Fhe elaimaAt ~o,.la
aet ee aeftiea eeftefito betweea academic terma slit .. aula he
aeaiea eenefita Eilirifl~ holiaa) or oaeatioa breaks withiA termo.
(e)
the olai!llaflt otleteltlarily •u•erlw dtl:r-ia~ a holi<lay o••,•aoatioft ereal£ aaa is liHcMployea becetl!<c fliaain<J i., not
a·,•ailaele.
{f)
the olaimaat hae eeea aEl.ioea that em!"lo:,~t~cfit ··•ill not
ee offeree whea the RCl<t sohosl ter111 beEj'iHo .·
(4)
'Fe be an ealieatioRal iHotH:~tion it io not fiCCCOBal-)
fer the oehool to be HOfl profit o.- eoAE!'ollea b:r a .,eA.eul
aiotriet, howooer, the iHo!:rtlet:ioH 13rsvidea ltltlSt be B!'JUfiEIBt"e<l B)
aft "iaotitlitioH" which meets all of the followiu<J conditione.
{a) participants are offeree aR sr<Jani~ed eoliroL ot otudy
or
tl!'aiaiH<J
aeoiEj'ned
to
'!'i •'c
theffi
l<nowled<Je,
--olt+l-!-tr.iRformatioft, SoCtf"il'leO, attitliSCO Or abilitieu f<-OAI,-----h'f-r~
liHEier the <Jttidaftoe of aR iastrlietor(eJ o.- teaehet (ol;
(b)
the oolirse of stlidy or trainin<J offer<.<! iu aeadeRiie,teohaieal, trade, or !3f"C13aratioR for <JaiNfbll ""'Plo:r•'eHl in""""'
ooottpatioa;
(e)
the iHotitHtiofl MliSt Be aflfllOoCfl, lieenecd Or iOObled
a permit to operate ao a eohsel b'i the oH-i-.,.,..--~---f>lihl"~
inetrliotioa or other Ej'o<crameat aEj'eAo)' at~Ehorieea to iostlc •n•eh
lioeaoe or permit.
(5)
All eHI[:Ila~eeo af aR eEitteational iHBLitt~tien,~
th9t1Ej'h HOt aireot:ly lft>'ohea iH catleatioHal aetioitiee, cl...,.
ottBjeot to theoe ~t'O'>'ioioRo.
(6)
Bmplo)eeo of a state or lseal "JO•'O!AHIUtt entit)' an;
oliejeot to these prsvieioao, i f the eatit; ie establishes <Htd
operated eKoltiOi'>'el; fat the pttrpsee of !":t'O•·~--t<e•·~·ieee to "'
Oft behalf ef aft CSlioat:ieHal iaatit<ttien. For el!dll'lf'll<~-.-~
claimant io a aoheol Blif! dri • er em~loJ ed B) L-he-~y,--+he
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claimant is net sttejeet.
(7)
•'• elaimaflt lllay ee dcflicd benefits fer ~leCIES '•Chich
ee~ifl dttrif!~ a ~eried when school ie net ifl seesiea that are.
(a)
between two stteeeesi~e academic years er terms, or
(e)
dttrin~ a ereall in sehesl aetL ity eetweea twe re~1<tlar
terms even if the terms are net stteeessive, inelttdif!~ eeheel
vacations and helida'fs as well ae the ereaiE between aeademie
ter"'o, or
(e)
SttriH!'j a paid eaeeatical leaf€ if the elaimaAt has
reaeeaaele aoeHf'aaee ef wef'ltin!J in an'f eapaeit} in the seheel
tE!FM fellewiR!'j the saeeatieal lca•c.
(8)
If the elaimaat's benefits are net eased en services
in an instf'Hetienal, reseal!'eh Bl!' adminietl!'ati•• e eapaeity,
l!'etl!'eaeti•e pa'fiiiE!RtB may BE! Jlaid if the claimant.
(a)
cent inttee te ee ttneMpleyed •.chen the eeeend aeaaeMie
year or ter"' eetRiftenceo,
(e)
filed \leeiEl} claiMs in a tiMel)' mannef',
(e)
was denied benefits sslely ttndef' 39 51 ;;nee, I!Ellt.
(9)
•'• claimant whe is ottejeet te these pPsvisiene May ee
paid benefits eased en nen eeheel wagee.
H
the claiMant
eentinttes te ee HReM~leyed \chen eeheel eeMMeaeee, the claimant
Ma'f ee entitled te eenefite eased ea the eemeined eeheel ana
aea eeheel wages.
l l l For the purpose of this rule,
the
following
definitions apply,
unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise:
l& "Bona fide offer" means an offer of employment that:
l i l was made by an individual with the authority to make
such an offer on behalf of the employer;
l i i l the circumstances under which the claimant would be
employed are within the control of the employer or the employer
can provide evidence that the employee would normally or
customarily perform services under similar circumstances in the
following academic year or term; and
(iii) the economic terms and conditions of the job offered
in the second academic year or term are not substantially less
than the economic terms and conditions for the iob in the
preceding academic year or term.
Jhl "Educational institution" means all elementary and
secondary schools and institutions of
higher education.
including private and government operated schools,
To be an
educational institution it is not necessary for the school to be
noneprofit or controlled by a school district.
but the
instruction provided must be sponsored by an institution which
meets all of the following conditions:
l1l participants are offered an organized course of study
or
training
designed
to
give
them
knowledge.
skills,
information. doctrines, attitudes or abilities from. by. or
under the guidance of an instructor(s) or teacher(s);
l i i l the course of study or training offered is academic.
technical. trade, or preparation for gainful employment in an
occypation;
(iiil the institution must be approved, licensed or issued
a permit to operate as a school by the office of public
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instruction or other government agency authorized to issue such
license or permit.
l£1. "Educational services agency" means, as defined by 3~51-2108. MCA, a governmental agency or governmental entity which
is established and operated exclusively for Lhe purpose of
providing such service to one or more educational institutions.
lQl "Non-professional" means services that are not in a
professional capacity.
i l l "Professional" means services that are in an
instructional. research or principal administrative capacity.
l.tl. "Reasonable assurance", as it relates to the
probability of performing services in the next academic yeat· or
term. means a written. oral. or implied agreement that the
employee will perform services in the same or similar capacity
during the next academic year or term. However, the term
"reasonable assurance" as i t relates to the probability of
performing services following a customary vacation break or
holiday recess. means a written, oral, or implied agreement that
the employee will perform services in any capacity, professional
or non-professional. following the customary vacation break or
holiday recess
lgl "Same or similar capacity" means that employment
offered is in the class of capacity (either professional or popprofessional) as the previous academic year or term's service.
l l l 39-51-2108.
MCA.
provides
that
employees
of
educational
institutions
will
be
ineligible
to
receive
unemployment insurance benefits. based on such educational
employment. between academic years or terms and during customary
vacation periods and holiday recesses within terms i f the
employee has a ••reasonable assurance 11 of performing services in
any educational institution in the following year. ter·m. or
remainder of a term. These provisions also apply to employees
of educational service agencies if
the employee has a
"reasonable assurance" of performing services in any educational
service agency ip the following year. term. or remainder of a
term
ill. An employee who is initially determined not to have
reasonable assurance will be denied benefits between academic
years or terms and during customary vacation periods and holiday
recesses within terms from the point forward that the employee
is
determined
to
have
subsequently
received
reasonable
assurance 1
Jil In the absence of substantial evidence to tl!e
contrary.
an employee who performed services
immediately
preceding a customary vacat jon period or holiday recess -'filL~
considered to have reasonable assurance of performing service!>
in some capacity for the remainder of the term followi.J:lg__U!st
vacation period or hol jday recess.
An employee who per formed
services ip the preceding academic year or te.nn wtlL....!Js:
considered to have reasonable assurance of pertorm•ng serv•c~~
in the same or similar capacity in the next academic year or
term if the employee has been given a bona fide offer· of "
specific iob in the same or· similar capacity in the next
academic year or term.
MAR Notice No. 24-11-57
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l2l Employees of educational institutions or educational
service agencies who customarily work during the period between
academic years or terms or during customary vacation periods or
holiday
recesses
within
terms
are
not
subiect
to
the
ineligibility provisions of this rule.
121 If the claimant's benefits are based on services in a
professional capacity and the claimant was previously determined
to have reasonable assurance. but continues to be unemployed
when school commences. the claimant may be allowed benefits from
the date the offer of employment was withdrawn or from the date
the claimant was given reasonable assurance if it is determined
that the original offer of employment was not a bona fide offer.
l l l If the claimant's benefits are based on services in a
non-professional capacity. retroactive payments may be paid if
the claimant:
j g l continues to be unemployed when the second academic
year or term commences:
lQl filed weekly claims in a timely manner: and
l£l was denied benefits solely because of the prov1s1ons
of 39-51-2108, MCA.
AUTH:
Sec. 39-51-301, 39-51-302, MCA
IMP:
Sec. 39-51-2108, MCA
24 .11. 613
CHARGING BENEFIT PAYMENTS TO EXPERIENCE-BATED
Remains the same.
EMPLOYERS---CHARGEABLE EMPLQYERS (1)
(2)
,•, "l"edt:tetiero iro het:trs er ~.·a~es" as t:tsed iro 39 51 10114,
P!Cl\, is aeeeFiftifleEi te ha•,•e eeet:tr:reEi if.
Eal
the het:tre ef elft!Jle'j"'ftefle aFe :redtteeEi ey efle he~otl!' el!'
111e:re per wee I£, er
Eel
ehe !Jrese earRifi!JS are rea~oteea 8:7 $1.99 er 111ere per
~
An employer has not reduced hours or wages as used in 3951-1214. MCA. i f continued work was available for the same
number of hours prior to the date the initial claim was filed as
at the time of most recent hire,
If the claimant was hired on
a paz:t-time basis with no guaranteed hours. no reduction has
occurred unless the wages paid or the hours available for the
month prior to the filing date of the claim 10ere 10 percept less
than any prior month in the most recent completed calendar
quarter.
(3)
Remains the same.
AUTH:
Sec. 39-51-301, 39-51-302, MCA
IMP:
Sec. 39-51-1214, MCA
~:

All of the proposed amendments address issues which
have recently come to the attention of staff over the course of
the last several months.
The proposed amendments to ARM
24.11.464 are reasonably necessary to ensure that Montana
administrative rules are in conformance with federal laws and
regulations governing eligibility for unemployment insurance
benefits. The proposed substantive amendments for the remaining
rules are reasonably necessary to clarify the rules so that
claimants and employers are more likely to understand their
rights and obligations under the law and to ensure that benefits
are paid in appropriate circumstances.
In addition, technical
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corrections and style changes are reasonably necessary to bring
the rules into conformance with the requit·ements promulgated by
the Administrative Rules Bureau of the Secretary ot State. The
amendment to the implementation citation form for ARM 24. 11.20~
is reasonably necessary to concisely provide cross-references
for the rule.
3.
Interested persons may present their data, views, or
arguments, either orally or in writing, at the hearing. Written
data, views or arguments may also be submitted to:
Joanne Loughney-Finstad, Bureau Chief
Benefits Bureau
Unemployment Insurance Division
Department of Labor and Industry
P.O. Box 8011
Helena, Montana 59604-8011
and must be received by no later than 5:00p.m., September 19,
1994.
4.
The Department proposes to make these amendments
effective October 30, 1994.
The Department reserves the right
to adopt only portions of these proposed amendments, or to adopt
some or all of the amendments at a later date.
5.
The Hearing Bureau of the Legal/Centralized Services
Division of the Department has been designated to pre;;ide over
and conduct the hearing.

~A.
Ac.«if:
David A. Scott
Rule Reviewer
Certified to the Secretary of State:
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE LANDS
AND BOARD OF LAND COMMISSIONERS
OF THE STATE OF MONTANA
In the matter of adoption of new
Rules I through III and amandaant
of ARM 26.4.301 1 26.4.303 1
26.4.304, 26.4.308, 26.4.314,
26.4.321, 26.4.404, 26.4.405,
26.4.410, 26.4.501A, 26.4.505,
26.4.519A, 26.4.524, 26.4.601,
26.4.602, 26.4.603, 26.4.605,
26.4.623, 26.4.633, 26.4.634,
26.4.638, 26.4.639, 26.4.642,
26.4.645, 26.4.646, 26.4.702,
26.4.711, 26.4.721, 26.4.724,
26.4.725, 26.4.726, 26.4.821,
26.4.825, 26.4.924, 26.4.927,
26.4.930, 26.4.932, 26.4.1116,
26.4.1141, and 26.4.1212,
pertaining to the regulation of
strip and underground mining for
for coal and uranium.
TO:

)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

NOTICE OF PROPOSED
ADOPTION AND
AMENDMENT

NO PUBLIC HEARING
CONTEMPLATED

All Interested Persons

1.
On October 17, 1994, the Board of Land co. . iaaioners
and Department of State Lands propose to adopt new Rules I
through III and amend ARM 26.4.301, 26.4.303,
26.4.304,
26.4.308, 26.4.314, 26.4.321, 26.4.404, 26.4.405, 26.4.410,
26.4.501A, 26.4.505, 26.4.519A, 26.4.524, 26.4.601, 26.4.602,
26.4.603, 26.4.605, 26.4.623, 26.4.633, 26.4.634, 26.4.638,
26.4.639, 26.4.642, 26.4.645, 26.4.646, 26.4.702, 26.4.711,
26.4.721, 26.4.724, 26.4.725, 26.4.726, 26.4.821, 26.4.825,
26.4.924, 26.4.927, 26.4.930, 26.4.932, 26.4.1116, 26.4.1141,
and 26.4.1212, pertaining to the regulation of strip and
underground mining of coal and uranium.
2.

The rules as proposed to be amended provide as follows:

26.4.301 PEFINITIONS The following definitions apply to
all ter.s used in the Strip and Underground Mine Reclamation Act
and sub-chapters 3 through 13 of this chapter:
Sections (1) through (77) reaain the same.
(78) Kowned or controlled" And
or controls" mean anv
one or a combination of the following relationships:
tal being a Permittee of a surface coal mining operation;
!bl
based on instruments of ownership or voting socuritiea. owning of record in excess of 50 percent of an entity;
(cl
haying any other relationship wbich giyes one person
authority. directly or indirectly. to determine the manner in

"own•
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which an applicant. operator. or other entity conducts strip or
underground coal mining operations; or
ldl unless it is demonstrated that the person does not in
fact haye the authority. directly or indirectly. to determine
the manner in which the relevant coal mining operation is conducttd;
Cil being on officer or director of an entity;
!iii being the operator of a coal mining operation;
Ciiil baying the ability to commit the financial or real
property assets or working resources of an entity;
liyl being a general partner in a partnership;
(yl
based on the instruments of ownership or the voting
securities of a corporate entity. owning of record 10 through 50
percent of the entity; or
lyil
owning or controlling coal to be mined by another
person unsler a lease. sublease. or other contract and haying the
right to receive such coal after mining or baying authority to
determine the manner in which that person or another person conducts this coal mining operation.
Sections (78) through (118) remain the same, except they
are renumbered sections (79) through (119).
~ 1l1.Ql "Test pit" means an excavation for prospecting
by means other than drilling. Materials obtained from a test
pit are used for test purposes er fer t.l\e pttrpeee et detelepiniiJ
a aarket. and not for direct economic profit.
sections (120) through (132) remain the same, except they
are renumbered (121) through (133).
(134 l "Waste disposal structure" means a faci litv for the
disposal of underground development waste or coal processing
waste outside the aine workings and the mined out surface area.
The tara does not include impoundment or embankment.
Sections (133) through (135) remain the same, except they
are renuabered Sections (135) through (137).
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204, 205, MCA; IHf, Sec. 82-4-203, MCA.)
26.4.303 LEGAL. FINAHCIAL. COMPLIANCE. AND RELATED INFORMAllQH Each application must contain the following information;
(1) through (19) remain the same.
(20) a list of all other licenses and permits needed by
the applicant to conduct the proposed mining. This list must
identify each license and permit by:
(a) through (b) remain the same.
(c) identification numbers of applications for those permits or licenses or, if issued, the identification numbers of
the permits or licenses; And
(d) if a decision bas been made, the date of approval or
disapproval by each issuing authority; and
tetl1ll the name and address of the public office where
the applicant will file a copy of the application for public
inspection;
~llll
the name, address, and telephone number of the
resident agent who will accept service of process on behalf of
the applicant;
~llll
a copy of the newspaper advertisement of the apMAR Notice No. 26-2-74
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plication and proof of publication as required in ARM 26.4.401TL
Aru1
~l l l i
A map of the mine plan area showing the areas
upon which strip or underground mining occurred:
(a) prior to August 3, 1977;
(b) after August 3, 1977, and prior to May 3, 1978;
(c) after May 3, 1978, and prior to April 1, 1980;
(d) after April 1, 1980, and before January 13, 1989.
This map must designate the areas from which coal removal had
not commenced as of January 13, 1989.
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204, 205, MCA; lKfo Sec. 82-4-222,MCA.)
i!§,4.304 BASELINE INFORMATION:
ENVIRONMENTAL RESQURCES
The following environmental resources information must also be
included as part of an application for a strip or underground
mining permit:
(1) through (4) remain the same.
(5)
all hydrologic and geologic data necessary to evaluate
baseline conditions, probable hydrologic consequences and cumulative hydrologic impacts of mining, and to develop a plan to
monitor water quality and quantity pursuant to ARM 26.4.314(3)
and 82-4-222, MCAT ~e~ftawater ~~ality meniterin! shall at a
miftim..-m 1 he eand..-eted ~..-art!erly and iRel..-.te tatal aiaeelvea
aelida 1 fiela apeaifie eend..-etanee eerreeted te 25 e, Ph 1 tat!al
iren 1 tetal eanl}aneae, majer eatiana (ee, M9 1 Na, K) 1 eajer
aniena (SEI•~~~ el, NEI,) and weter levalao s..-eh !lata -at
be IJenerated in aeeerdanee with ARM 26o4o64S (2) and (3) aRd
26o4o646 (1) 1 (11(a) 1 (a) 1 (5) 1 and f'l•
I!IJeietiRIJ baeelil'le
aaea 1 with departmental appreoal 1 may a~pplament data aelleeted
ey ~e applieant, If the infermatial'l neaeeaary te preville the
deeeriptien ie net a'+•ailable frem the apprepriate etlate al'ld
federal e1Jeneiea 1 the applieal'lt ma)' OJather al'lll s..-IMiit this
infarmatiaR te the depsrt!ment aa part ef the permit; applieatiel'lo
~he applieatien m..-et net be deemed eemplete ..-ntil this il'lferma
tian ia melle availaele in the applieat.ian;
(6) hydrologic and geologic descriptions pursuant to section (5) above including:
(a)
a narrative and graphic account of groundwater
hydrology, including but not limited to:
(i) the lithology, thickness, structural controls, hydraulic conductivity,
transmissivity,
recharge,
storage and
discharge characteristics, extent of aquifer, production data,
water quality analyses and other relevant aquifer characteristics for each aquifer within the mine plan area and adjacent
areas; ami
(ii)
the results of a minimum of one year of quarterly
monitoring of groundwater for total dissolved solids. specific
conductance corrected to zs•c. pH. maior dissolved catiops !Ca.
Mg. Na. Kl. major dissolved anions (SO•. HC03 • co3 • Cl. NQ3 1. concentrations of dissolved metals as prescribed by the department.
and water levels. These data must be generated io accordapce
with the standards contained in ARM 26.4.645 (ZI. (31. apd (61;
Aru1
15-8/11/94
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ii1il a listing of all known or readily discoverable wells
and springs located within 3 miles downgradient from the
proposed permit area and within 1 mile in all other directions
unless a hydrologic he~ftdary j~s~ities a lesser d!s•aftse
conditions iustify different distances;
(b)
a narrative and graphic account of surface water hydrology within the mine plan area and adjacent areas, including
but not limited to:
(i) the name, location, and description of all surface
water bodies such as streams, lakes, ponds, springs, er AnQ impoundments; and
(ii) descriptions of surface drainage systems sufficient
to identify, in detail, the seasonal variations in water
quantity and quality, including but not limited to:
(A)
minimum, maximum, and average discharge conditions
which identify critical low flow and peak discharge rates of
streams and springs; and
(B) water quality data to identify the characteristics of
surface waters discharging into or receiving flows from the proposed mine plan area, including total suspended solids~~ total
dissolved solid~~ specific conductance corrected to 25•c~~ pll,
alkalifti~y, aftd ae!di•yr
aftd diaeelwed ireftJ
aaft•a
~ major dissolved cations (Ca, Mg, Na, K)~~ major dissolved
anions (S04 , C030 HC03 , N01 , Cl) . and concentrations of metals as
prescribed by the department.
such data must be generated in
accordance with the standards contained in ARM 26,4.646!1),
Cll Cal. (31, 15!. and 16!;
(c) remains the same.
(d) such other information that the department determines
is relevant~;.
(7) and (8) remain the same.
{9) vegetative surveys as described in 82-4-222(2)fk+, MeA
of the Act, which must include:
{a) through (c) remain the same.
(10) a narrative of the results of a wildlife survey. The
operator shall contact the department soon enough before planning the wildlife survey to allow the department to consult
state
and
federal
agencies
with
fish
and
wildlife
responsibilities to determine the scope and level of detail of
information required in the survey to help design a wildlife
protection and enhancement plan.
At a minimum, the wildlife
survey auat include:
(a) through (c) remain the same.
(d) a wildlife habitat map for the entire wildlife survey
area including habitat types that are discussed in subsection
(c) above, and ARM 26.4.75l~l1ll!l through f9+illlhl; and
(e) remains the same.
(11) and (12) remain the same.
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204, 205, MCA; IMf, Sec. 82-4-222, MCA.)

••••l

••••1

26.4.308 OPERATIONS PLAH Each application must contain a
description of the mining operations proposed to be conducted
during the life of the mine within the proposed mine plan area,
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including at a minimum, the following:
(1) remains the same.
(2)
a narrative, with apprqpriate cross aection1. dtliqn
drawings and other specifications sufficient to demonstrate compliance with ARM 26.4.609. explaining the con1truction,
modification, use, maintenance, and removal of the following
tacilitiea (unless retention of 1uch facilitie• i1 neceaaary for
poataining land use as specified in ARM 26.4.762):
(a) through (e) remain the aaae.
(f) other support facilities as designated in ARM 26.4.609:
-trt 191 water and air pollution control facilities; and
t.t lhl any additional information the departaent deems
useful..-.&.
(J)(a) a description of measures to be employed to ensure
that all debris, acid, toxic, acid-forming, and toxic-forming
materials, materials constituting a fire hazard, and otherwise
undesirable materials are properly disposed of; And
(b) remains the same.
(4) and (5) remain the same.
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204, 205, MCA; lKf, Sec. 82-4-222, MCA.)
PLAN FQR PROTECTION OF THE HYDRQLQGIC QALANCE
(1) and (2) remain the same.
(3) The application must also include a determination pursuant to (1) and (2) above of the probable hydrologic consequences of the proposed mining operation, on the proposed mine
plan area and adjacent areas, with respect to the hydrologic
balance. This determination must:
(a) remains the same.
(b)
list and suuarize all probable hydrologic iapast:e
consequences of the proposed mining operationt including:
Cil whether adverse impacts may occur to the hydrologic
balance;
!iil whether acid-forming or toxic-forming moterials that
could result in the contamination of surface or ground water
26.4.314

supplies are present;

Ciiil
whether the prqposed operation may proximately
reault in contamination. diminution or interruption of an
underground or surface source of voter within the proposed
perait or odiacent areas which is used for d()Jiestic.
agricultural. industrial or other legitimate purpose: and
Ciyl what impact the proposed operation will haye on:
CAl sediment yields from the disturbed area:
CBl
aciditv. total suspended and dissolved solids. and
other important water quality parameters of local impact;
!Cl flooding or streamflow alteration;
!Dl ground water and surface water ayailability; and
CEl other characteristics as required by the department;
(c) explain to what extent each hydrologic ~ ~
can be mitigated by measures taken pursuant to sections
(1) and (2) above~
(d) previde a eH••ar, sf ehe prsbable hydrels~ie sanae
~Heneee sf the prepeaed •inin~ eperatisn.

~
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(4) and (5) remain the same.
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204, 205, MCA; IMf, Sec. 82-4-222, MCA.)
TRAHSPOBTATION fACILITIES PLAN
(1) Each application must contain a detailed description
of each road, conveyor, or rail system to be constructed, used,
or maintained within the proposed permit area. The description
must include a map, appropriate cross-sections, and the following:
(a) and (b) remain the same.
(c)
a description of measures to be taken to obtain
approval of the department for alteration or relocation of a
natural drainageway; aftd
(d) a description of measures, other than use of a rock
headwall, to be taken to protect the inlet end of a ditch relief
culvert for approval by the department under ARM 26.4.605
(3)(a) (i)•.L
Cal demonstration of compliance with ARH 26.4,601 through
26.4.321

26.4.606:

Cfl demonstration of compliance with any design criteria
established by the department; and
Cql
in accordance with standards of subchapter& 5. 6. 7,
and 8. a description of measures that will be used to reclaim
any roads that will not be reclaimed as part of the reclamation
activities of the mine excavations.
(2) remains the same.
(3)
The plans and drawings for each road shall be prepared
by, or under the direction of, and certified by a qualified registered professional engineer, er a retJiseereli land s\tr~eyer 1
with experience in the design and construction of roads. 1b&
certification must state that ~ tb& road designs ~ meet the
performance standards e\t~linetl in of ARM 26.4.32111! and C2l,
ARM 26.4.601 through 26.4.606 and current prudent engineerina
practicea,
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204, 205, MCA; lMf, Sec. 82-4-222, MCA.)

R£VIEW OF APPLICATION
(1) through (4) remain the same.
(5)
The department shall assure that:
(a) remains the same.
(b) a determination of effect is completed for all listed
eligible cultural resource sites in accordance with 36 CFR
26,4.404

~

800;

(c) and (d) remain the same.
through (9) remain the same.
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204, 205, MCA; IMf, Sec. 82-4-226, 231, MCA.)
(6)

flNQINGS AND NQTICE OF DECISION
(1) through (4) remain the same.
(5)
Simultaneously with distribution of the written findings and notice of decision under sections +tr~ (3) and 14!
above, the department shall:
(a) and (b) remain the same.
(6)
The department may not approve an application
26.4.405

MAR
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submitted pursuant to ARM 26.4.401(1) unleaa the application
affirmatively demonatrates and the department's written findings
confirm, on the basis of information set forth in
the
application or information otherwise available that is compiled
by the department, that:
(a) remains the same.
(b) the ~ area is not within an area being considered
for or has not been designated as unsuitable for mining;
(c) through (e) remain the same.
(f) the applicant has complied with applicable federal and
state cultural resource requirements, including ARM 26.4,318,
26.4.1131 and 26.4.1137T~
(g) through (j) remain the same.
(k) for mining operations where the private mineral estate
to be mined has been severed from the private surface estate,
the applicant has submitted the documentation required under ARM
26.4.303;

~

(1) the applicant proposes to use existing structures in
compliance with ARM 26o4o399 26.4.1302T~
(m) remains the same.
(7) and (8) remain the same.
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204, 205, MeA; IMf, Sec. 82-4-226, 231, MCA.)
PERHIT RENEWAL
through (3) remain the same.
(4) (a) The department shall, upon the basis of application
for renewal and completion of all procedures required under this
rule, issue a renewal of a permit, unless it is established and
written findings by the department are made that:
(i) remains the same.
(ii)
the present strip or underground mining operations
are not in compliance with the environmental protection atandards of the act or sub-chapters 5 through 9T~
(iii) remains the same.
(iv) the operator has not provided evidence that any pe~
fs~manee hen~ ~·~ui~e~ ~e he in effee~ fa~ ~he spe~eeisne will
eeneinue in full fe~ee an~ effeee fer ehe prepese~ perie~ sf
~•naval, as well as any a~di~ienal 8en~ ~he deparemene mi!he
26.4.410
(1)

~e~ui~eti

(A) and (B) remain the same.
through (viii) remain the same.
(b) through (d) remain the same.
!5l An ocerating permit need not be renewed for a site at
which coal extraction. processing. and haQdlinq haye b8en cowplated. Permit expiration does not relieve the operator of the
duty to comply with the Act. this subchapter. and the permit and
to retain the b9nd and liability insurance in full force and
effect until final bond release.
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204, 205, MCA; IMf, Sec. 82-4-221, 226, MCA.)
(V)

FINAL GBADING REQUIREMENTS
(1) and (2) remain the same.
(3) Final grading must be kept current with mining operations. To be considered current, qradinq and backfilling must
26.4.501A
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•eet the following requirements, unless exceptions are granted:
(a) On lands affected by area strip mining, the grading
and backfilling •ay not be more than 4!we .f21u: spoil ridges
behind the pit being worked unless otherwise approved by the
department.
Rough backfilling and grading must be completed
within 180 days following coal removal.
The department Jlay
grant additional time for rough backfilling and grading if the
permittee demonstrates, through a detailed written analysis,
that additional time is necessary~~
(b) remains the same.
(AUTK: Sse. 8~-4-~04, MCA; lMf, Sec. 8~-4-~31, ~3~, ~34, MCA.)
BURIAL AND TREAtMENT OF WASTE MATERIALS
(1) and (2) remain the same.
C31 wastes must be hauled or conveyed and placed for final
placement in a controlled manner to:
Cal minimize adverse effects of leachate and surface water
runoff on surface and groundwater quality and quantity;
Cbl ensure mass stability and prevent mass movement during
and after construction;
Cc) ensur' that the final disposal facilitY is suitable
for reclamation and revegetation compatible with the natural
surroundings and the approved postmining land use:
!dl not create a public hazard; and
Cel prevent combustion.
C41 The disposal facility shall be designed using current.
prudent engineering oractices and shall meet any design criteria
established by the department. A qualified registered professional engineer. experienced in the design of similar
facilities, shall certify the design of the facility,
Tbe
facility sball be designed to attain a minimum long-term static
safety factor of 1.5. except that waste disposed of in the mine
workings or excavation must attain a long-term static safety
factor of 1.3. Tbe foundation abutments must be stable under
all conditions of construction.
CSI Sufficient foundation investigations. as well as any
necessary lab9ratory testing of foundation material. must be
perforJied in order to determine the design requirements for
foundation stability. The analyses ot the foundation conditions
auat take into consideration tbe effect of underground mine
workings. if any. upon the stability of the disposal facility.
~lil Wastes must not be used in the construction of embank•ents for impoundments.
(7) Wastes frgm a strip mine may not be disposed of in a
waste disposal structure that is located on the surface of the
ground.
~lil
Whenever waste is temporarily impounded:
(a) the impoundment must be designed and certified, constructed, and maintained~
1il
in accordance with ARM 26.4.603, 26.4.639, and
26.4.64~ uainq current prudent-design standards; ang
Cii)
for structures meeting the criteria ot. 30 CFR
77.~16fal. to safely discharge the 6-hour, probable max1mum ~
cipitation CPMPI or greater eyent;
~6.4.505
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(b) the i~poundment must be designed. and when operational
muat be managed. so that at least 90 percent of the water atored
during the design precipitation event can be and ia removed
within e th§ 10-day period following the event; 8ft4
(c) spillways tor coal impounding structure• muat be designed to pre~ee~ proyide adequate protection against erosion
ADd_ corrosion~

inlets must ba protected against blockage.
S~P~e~~ree !mpa~R•iR9 ~ ~ waste impouD4ments
must not be retained as a part of the approved postaining land
use.
(101
I f any examination or inspection discloses that a
pottntial hazard exists at a waste diapoaal facility. the
department must be informed promptly of the finding and of the
tmergency procedures formulated for public prottction and
rtudial action. I f adequate procedural cannot be fonulated or
iwplemented. the department must be notified i . .ediattly. The
department shall then notify the appropriate agenciea that other
emergency procedures are required tp prptect the public.
1111 wastes may be disposed of in underground mine workings. but poly in accprdance with a plan approved by the department and mine safety and health administration Under ARM
26.4.901Cll(el through lgl and (2),
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204, 205, MCA; IHf, Sec. 82-4-231, MCA.)
Cdl

f§tl2l

26.4.519A THICK OVERBURDEN AND EXCESS SPQIL (1) Where
thick overburden is encountered, ell hi9hwe11a aR• ••p•eaaieRa
•~•e ~· elimiRaee• wieh ape!l oR• •~iee~le weaee maeapiala 1 ~R
leaa eehe~·!ae appPe¥e• ~Y ~he deparemeRe iR aeee••aftee vieh A.~
a6.4olll(l)(~) 8ft. 36o4o831 eh•·~·h 36o4o834o
~ 1ba operator
ahall demonstrate that the volume of spoil and auitable waate
materials is more than sufficient to restore the disturbed araa
to approximate original contour. Any excess spoil material must
be disposed in accordance with ARM 26.4.520.
Thick overburden
occurs where the final spoil thickness exceeda 1.2 times the sum
of the overburden thickness and mineral thicknasa. Final spoil
thickness is the product of the overburden thickness tiaea the
bulking factor, which is to be determined for each mine area.
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204, MCA; !Mf, Sec. 82-4-231, 232, MCA.)
26,4,524 SIGNS AND MARKERS
(1) remains the same.
(2) Signs identifying the mine area must be displayed at
all points of access to the permit area from public roada and
highways. Signs must show the name, business address and talephone number of the permittee eft4.._ identification numbers of
current mining and reclamation permits and the aine aafety and
health a¢miniatrotion identification nuablr for the tite. tnd.
yhere the operation is conducted for the peraittee by a contractpr. the name. business address and telephpne Dumber of the pereon who conducts the mining activities. such signs must not be
reaoved until after release of all bonds.
(3) through (6) remain the same.
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204 and 82-4-205, MCA;
15-8/11/94
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26.4.601 GENEBAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ROAD AMP RAILROAD LOQP
CONSTRUctiON
(1) through (4) remain the aame.
(5) Following construction or recon1truction of each road
other than a rA!U! road. the panpittaa ahall aubJiit to the
dapartpant a report. prepared by a qyolifiad regiatered
profeasional engineer experienced in the deaign •n4 conatryction
ot roads. that tho roada haye bien constructed or reconstrycted
in accordance yith the plan approved purayant to ARM 26.f.321.
-t5t ~ All apprq>riate aethoda auat be eaployed by the operator to prevent losa of haul or accaas rood surface aaterial in
the fora of duet,
f6till
Imaediately upon abandonment of any road or
railroad loop, the area must be graded to approximate original
contour and ripped, aub&oiled or otherwiae tilled in accordance
with the approved plan.
If necesaary, eabankaent and till
-terials auat be hauled away and disposed of properly.
All
bridges and culverts must be removed •nd natural drainage
patterns restored. The area must be resoiled, conditioned and
seeded in accordance with sub-chapter 7. Adequate aeasures must
be taken to prevent erosion by auch meana •s croae drains,
dikes, water bora, or other devices.
such areas must be
abandoned in accordance with all provisions of the Act and of
the rules adopted pursuant thereto.
~ill
Upon completion of mining and reclaaation activities, all roads must be closed and reclaimed unleaa retention of
the road is approved as part of the approved poataining land uae
pursuant to ARM 26.4.762 and the landowner requests in writing
and the department concurs that certain roads or specified portion• thereof are to be left open for further uae.
In such
event, necessary maintenance must be asaured by the operator or
landowner and drainage of the road syatems aust be controlled
according to the provisions of ARM 26.4.601 through 26.4.610.
(AUTH: Sec, 82-4-204, MCA; lMf, Sac. 82-4-231, 232, MCA.)
26 4 602

LOCATIQH OF ROAPS AMP RAILBOAP LQQPS
(1) remains the same.
(2)
All roads, insofar as possible, muat be located on
ridges or on the available flatter and more stable slopes to
ainimi~e erosion.
stream fords are prohibited Yftless -he~ are
speeifieally appre••• 8y -he •apare.efte as, except for temporary
routes across dry. ephemeral streams that are specificallY approyed by the departaent. The department may approve crossings
that will not adversely affect sedimentation or fiah, wildlife,
or related values~ and that will not be used for hauling. Other
stream crossings must be made using bridges, culverts or other
atructures designed and constructed to meet the requireaente ot
this paragraph.
Roads muat not be located in ~ stream
channels or be constructed or maintained in a manner that
increases erosion or causes significant sedimentation or
flooding. However, nothing in this paragraph prohibits relocation of stream channels in accordance with ARM 26.4.631 through
I

I

26.4.637.

(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204, 205, MCA; IMf, Sec. 82-4-231, 232, MCA.)
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26.4.603 EMBANKMENTS All embankments must be designed and
certified by a registered professional engineer er re~ia~ered
lal'ld •~r..,eyer experienced in the design of earth and/or rock
structures. Embankment sections must be constructed in accordance with the following provisions:
(1) through (8) remain the same.
(9) 'Phe mil'li•- aafe~y faet!er fer all. eml!laRIEmel'lt!B •~~•~ l!le
loS ~l'ld8P &l'ly Bal'lliit!ial'l ef laaliil'l~ liJEely t!a BSBIIP 1 I!IP 811Bh
hi9her fae•er as ~· llepar~mal'l• r••~ireao All embankments must
haye a minimum seismic safety factor of 1.2 and a minimum static
safety factor of 1,5 under any condition of loading likely to
occur. or such higher foetor os the department determines to be
reasonably necessary tor safety or protection of property,
(10) through (13) remain the same.
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204, MCA; !Mf, Sec. 82-4-231, 232, MCA.)
26.4.605 HYDRQLQGIC IMPACT OF RQADS AND RAILRQAD LQQPS
(1) and (2) remain the same.
(3)(a)(i) All aaaess aftd ha~l roads other than ramp roads
must be adequately drained using structures such as, but not
limited to, ditches, water barriers, cross-drains, and ditchrelief drainages,
For aeaess al'ld haYl roads that are to be
maintained for more than six months and for all roads used to
haul coal or spoil (excluding ramo roads! or to be retained for
the postminina land use, water-control structures must be
designed with a discharge capacity capable of passing the peak
runoff from a 10-year, 24-hour precipitation event without
impounding water at the entrance. Culverts with an end area of
greater than 35 square feet and bridges with a span of JO feet
or less 111ust be designed to safely pass a 25-year, 24-hour
precipitation event.
All other bridges must be designed to
safely pass the loo-year, 24-hour precipitation event or greater
event as specified by the department.
Drainage pipes and
culverts must be constructed to avoid plugging or collapse and
erosion at inlets and outlets, Trash racks and debris basins
must be installed in the drainage ditches wherever debris from
the drainage area could impair the functions of drainage and
sediment control structures.
Cvlverts must be covered by
compacted fill to a minimu• depth of 1 foot. Culverts must be
designed, constructed, and maintained to sustain the vertical
soil pressure, the passive resistance of the foundation, and the
weight of vehicles to be used.
(ii) remains the same.
(b) through (d) remain the same.
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204, MCA; lftf, Sec. 82-4-231, 232, MCA.)
26.4,623 BLASTING SCHEDULE
(1) remains the some.
(2)(a) A blasting schedule must not be so general as to
cover the entire permit area or all working hours, but it must
identify as accurately as possible the location of the blasting
sites and the time periods when blasting will occur.
(b) The blasting schedule must contain at a minimum:
(i) and (ii) remain the same.
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(iii)
days and time periods when explosives are to be
detonated. These periods must not exceed an aggregate of • ~
hours in any one day, Hqweyer. the department may impose more
restrictive conditions pursuant to ARK 26.4.624;
(iv) through (vi) remain the some.
(3) remains the same.
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204, 205, MCA; IMf, Sec. 82-4-231, MCA.)
26.4.633

WATER QUALITY PEBFQRMANCE STANQARQS

(1) remains the same.
(2) Sediment control through BTCA practices must be maintained until the disturbed area has been restored, the
revegetation requirements of ARM 26.4.711 through a,,4,735
26.4.733 have been met, the area meets state and federal
requirements for the receiving stream, and evidence is provided
that demonstrates that the drainage basin has been stabilized to
the extent that it was prior to mining, assuming proper
aanageaent.
(3) through (6) remain the same.
(AUTH: Sec, 82-4-204, MCA; IMf, Sec. 82-4-231, MCA.)
26,4,6H
RECLMATIQH OF PRAINAGES
(1)
Design of
reclaimed drainages must emphasize channel and floodplain
dimensions that approximate the premining configuration and that
will blend with the undisturbed drainage ~ above and below
the area to be reclaimed. The average stream gradient aust be
aaintained with a concave longitudinal profile and the channel
and floodplain must be designed and constructed to:
(a) establish or restore the drainage channel to its natural habit or characteristic pattern with a geomorphically acceptable gradient as deterained by the department. The habits
or characteristics of individual streams include their
particular reactions to general laws related to stream work,
whether or not streams have attained the conditions of
equilibrium, and the stream channel morphology and stability;
(b) through (f) remain the same.
(g)
restore, enhance where practicable, or maintain
natural riparian vegetation in order to comply with ARM 26.4.711
through 26.4.735~.
(2) At least 120 days prior to reclamation of a ei~~if
~ drainage aa 4eeermi~ed i~ ee~eYl~a~ie~ wi~h aftd •e•Yi•i~~
apprewal hy ~he depa•emeft~ 1 channel depicted on the postaininq
drainage map. or those channels indicated to the operator by the
department. the operator shall submit to the department detailed
designs for the drainage channel or any modifications from the
approved design based on sound geomorphic and engineering
principles.
These designs aust bs certified by a qualified
registered professional engineer ...ti"IJ· and must meet the
performance standards and applicable design criteria set by
these rules. These designs aust represent the state-of-the-art
in reconstruction of geomorphically stable channels and must be
approved by the department before construction begins.
The
operator shall notify the departaent when construction begins.
The regraded drainage channel must not be resoiled or seeded
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until it is inspected and approved by the depart~ent.
(3) and (4) remain the same.
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204, MCA; lBf, Sec. 82-4-231, MCA.)
26.4.638

SEDIMENT CONTROL M£ASUBES

(1) remains the same.
(2)
Sediment control measures include practices carried
out within or adjacent to the disturbed area. The sedimentation
storage capacity of practices in and downstrea~ from the disturbed area must reflect the degree to which successful mining
and reclamation techniques are applied to reduce erosion and
control sediment.
Sediment control aeasures consist of the
utilization
of proper mining and reclaaation methods and
sediment control practices, singly or in combination. Sediment
control methods include but are not limited to:
(a) disturbing the smallest practicable area at any one
time during the mining operation through progressive backfilling, grading, and prompt revegetation as re~aired in accordance
Kith ARM 26.4.711 through 26o4o735 26.4.733;
(b) through (g) remain the same.
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-202, 204, MCA; lHf, Sec. 82-4-231, 232, 233,
234, MCA.)
26.4.639 SEDIMENTATION PONPS AND OTHER TREATMENT fACILI~
(1) Sedimentation ponds, either temporary or permanent,
aay be used individually or in series and must:
(a) remains the same.
(b) be located as near as possible to the disturbed area,
and out of major stream courses, unless another site is approved
by the department; ~
(c) provide an adequate sediment storage volume equal to:
(i) 1Al the accumulated sediment volume from the drainage
area to the pond for a minimum of 3 years.
Sediment storage
volu.e must be determined using the universal soil loss
equation, including gully erosion rates and the sediment
delivery ratio converted to sediment volume information if
applicable, or using either the sediment density method or
another empirical method derived from regional sediment pond
studies, if the method is approved by the department; ~
fi4t lBl not less than 0.035 acre-foot for each acre of
dietul:'bed al:'ea within the upstream drainage area, unless the
operator affirmatively demonstrates that the sediment volume for
any site-specific area is less, or demonstrates that sediment
l:'emoved by other sediment control measures will result in a reduction in the sediment load. A value greater than 0.035 acrefeet per acre must be used whenever the department determines it
is necessary to contain a highel:' sediment yield kll paRds mae~
llle a88YPa~ely 8YP..,eyed i-e•Ha~ely aft,ep 88Rat.raet,ieR iR erl!ler
~~~ pr8•.ride a lllaaelir~e fer fat,are sedi11er1t. ..,elt1111e meal!laPemeRt.e;
and, as applicabl~L
fii4t Liil the accumulated sediment volume necessary to
retain sediment for 1 year in any discharge from an underground
mine passing through the pondT~
ldl be accurately surveyed immediately after construction
15-B/11/94
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in order to provide a baseline for future sediment volume measurements.
(2) through (9) remain the aame.
(10) Sedimentation pgQda aust bl constructed t 0 pr 0 vide:
iAl
~ft
apprepria~e
A coabination of principal and
emer9ency spillwaya or a single spillway only aQe~ •• prewijej
to safely dischar9e the runoff fro• a 25-year, 24-hour
precipitation event, or lar9er event specified by the
departaent.
The elevation of the crest of the eaer9ency
spillway must be a minimum of 1 foot above the crest of the
principal spillway.
Eller9ency spillway 9rades and allowable
velocities must be approved by the departaent;
Cbl containment of runoff trga a 25-year. 24-h0 ur precipitation event. or greater event •• apecified by the depart•ent.
with Do spillway required. pr0 yided that the 1-;ouo4ioq structure doe• not aeet any of the criteria of 30 ClR 77.216Ca). ood
provided further that adeauate proyiwiooa are Mde for aafe
dewatering of the pond Within AD appropriate ti•e after the
design precipitation event occurs. usjoq current. prudent
engineering practices; or
Ccl
tor poo4s meeting any of the criteria of 30 CFB
77.216Ca). cootainaent of runoff frQil the prob4ble aaxiau•
precipitation 0 t a 6-hour event. 0 r greater eyent as specified
by the departteot. with no spillway required. provided that odequote provisions are made for safe dewatering of the pond within
AD appropriate time after the deaigo precipitation event occurs.
uainq current. prydeot engineering practices.
(11) throu9h (17) remain the saae.
(18)
If a sedimentation pond ~·• aft •••aftkaeR~ ehae ia
•••• •~aft ao feee iR ~•it~•• aa •eaaQre• fre• ~. Qpse•••• eee
ef t.he eHaRiutaRe ee ehe &ll:'eee ef ehe -·~••Ref epill.,.a, 1 • • hae
a aeerat• welt~•• ef ao aere Ieee •• •••• meets ooy of the
criteria 0 f 30 CFR 77.216la), the tollowin9 additional
requireaents must be aet:
(a) remains the same.
(b) ~~· • .-.Nt•ene ~~Qe\ •• •••i~Jn•• aR• eeft•••Qeeej wieh
a •••eie •afeey fae~er ef a• leaae 1.s, an• a •eia•ie •afee,faeee• ef ae lease loa, ~he ••pa•e•ene •ay •••i•ftaee ~iiJher
aafeey faeeera te eR&II•e eeataility,
!Rlfet Appropriate barriers aust be provided to control
seepa9e along conduits that extend through the emba~ent; and
iQlf&t The criteria of the mine safety and health ad•inistration aa published in 30 CFR 77.216 and ARM 26.4.315 must be
liSt.

(19) remains the same.
(20)
The entire e11ba~ent, including the surroundin9
areas disturbed by construction, must be stabilized with a
vegetative cover or other means immediately after the embankllent
is completed in order to protect a9ainst erosion and sudden
drawdown.
The active upstream face of the embankment where
water will be iMpounded may be riprapped or otherwise
stabilized. Areas in which the ve9etation is not successful or
where rills and gullies develop must be repaired and reve9etated
in accordance with ARM 26.4.711 through 26.4.73~1·
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(22) (a) Sedimentation ponds and other treatment facilities
must not be removed:
(i) sooner than 2 years after the last auqaented seeding
within the drainage, unless otherwise approved by the departaent
in coapliance with ARM 26.4.633 aft• e%i•eftee ie previ•e• £hat
the •raifta!e haaift has atahiliae• £e £he e~teft£ £hat i£ wee ift
the ~ft•iet~rhed ataee;
(ii) ~fttil .ae •t•t~rhed area has heen reatere• an• the
ga,aoaa'6ieft relf~il!'a•aftta ef Ami il6o4o711 £hreu•h il6o 4,735 ere

...,. 1iil

~
until the drainage entering the pond has met
the applicable state and federal water quality requirements for
the receiving stream; and
1ii1l +!Yt until evidence is provided that demonstrates
that the drainage basin has stabilized to the extent that it was
in the undisturbed state.
(b) When the sedimentation pond is removed, the affected
land auat be regraded and revegetated in accordance with ARM
26.4.711 through il6o4o73S 26.4.733.
(c) remains the aaae.
(23) through (25) remain the same.
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204, MCA; lMf, Sec. 82-4-231, MCA.)

26,4,642 PERMANENT AND T£MPOBARY JMPOVNQMENTS
(1) through (4) remain the same.
(5) All embankments, the surrounding areas, and diversion
ditches disturbed or created by construction must be graded,
fertilized, seeded, and mulched to comply with the requirements
of ARM 26.4.711 through il6o4o7l5 26,4.7JJ immediately after the
embankment is completed, except that the active upstream face of
the embankment where water will be impounded may be riprapped or
otherwise stabilized. Areas in which the vegetation is not successful or where rills and gullies develop must be repaired and
revegetated to comply with the requirements of ARM 26.4.711.
(6) and (7) remain the same.
(B) All dams and embankments that meet er e~eee• the aiee
er ether eriteria ef 38 QPR 77o2l6(a) must be inspected and certified to the department by a qualified registered professional
engineer,
immediately
after
construction
and
annually
thereafter, as having been constructed and maintained to comply
with the requireaents of this section. All •a•e and embankments
'6het de ne• mee• •he aiae er ether eriteria ef ae GPR 77oill6(a)
•~•• alas he inapee••• aft• eer£ified annually Yn£11 bend Peleeae
hy a •~•lified l!'elfiatere• prefeaaienal engineer.Inspection
reports must be submitted until the dams and embankments are
reagyed or until phaae IV b9nd release. Wbicheyer occurs first.
~ reports must be submitted to the department
annually. either concyrrently with the annual report CARH
26.4.11291 or with the second semi-annual hydrology report CARH
26,4,645(81 and 26,4.646(211, and £he In§ operator shall retain
a copy of each report at or near the minesite. certification
reports must include statements on:
(a) through (d) remain the same.
15-8/11/94
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(9) remains the same.
(10) If an impoundment does not meet the requirements of
sections (1) through (6), the impoundment area must be regraded
to approximate original contour and revegetated in accordance
with ARM 26.4,711 through a&.4o73S26.4.73J.
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204, MCA; !Hf, Sec, 82-4-231, MCA,)
26.4.645 GBOUHDWATEB MQNITQBIHG
(1) remains the same.
(2) Monitoring must:
(a) include the measurement of the quantity and quality of
water in all disturbed or potentially affected geologic strata
within and adjacent to the permit area. Affected strata are all
those adjacent to or physically disturbed by mining disturbance
and any aquifers below the base of the spoils that could receive
water from or discharge water to the spoils. Monitoring aust be
of sufficient frequency and extent to adequately identifyT
changes in groundwater quantity and quality resulting from
mining operations; and
(b) remains the same.
(3) and (4) remain the same.
(5) Groundwater monitoring must proceed through aining and
continue until Phase IV bond release. The department may allow
modification of the monitoring requirements, except those required by the Montana pollutant discharge elimination system
permit, including the parameters covered and sampling frequency,
if the operator or the department demonstrates, using the monitoring data obtained under this paragraph, that:
(a) remains the same.
(b)
monitoring is no longer necessary to achieve the purposes set forth in the monitoring plan approved under this
rul8T.<. or
(c) remains the same.
(6)
sampling and water quality analyses must be conducted
according to the methodology in either the current 15th edition
of "Standard Methods tor Examination of Water and Wastewater" or
the methodology in 40 CFR Parts 136 and 434 and the deoarpment
of health and environmental sciences document entitled "Circular
WQB-7. Montana Numeric Water Quality Standards", dated April 4,
liiJ.
Copies of these documents are available at the
department's main office in Helena. Sampling and analyses gust
include a qualitv assuraQ~e program acceptable to the department.
(7) and (8) remain the same.
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204, 205, MCA; lHf, Sec. 82-4-231, 232, MCA.)
2 6. 4 • 64 6 SQRFACE WATER MONITORING
(1) through (5) remain the same.
(6) '1'1\e peraietee al\all pra¥ida an anal,tieal lfll&lity &eft
trel pra,raa inel11din9 etendard aatl\eda ef sa-.liR9 aRd analyses
allah ae tfteee epeeified ift 49 eFR lli aRd 414 er aeeerdin9 ee
el\e aeel\edelBI!IY ift •he ettrrene l!itl\ editien ef •s•aftderd Metl\ada
fer the 6Maainatieft ef Uat.er al'td lleee-a'eer.•samplinq and water
quality analyses gust be conducted according to 40 CFR. parts
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136 •nd 434. And tbe April 4, 1994. version of the depart.,nt of
healtb And environwent•l sciencet docuwant entitled •circular
lfOB-7. Montano HUMric water Quality Standards".
cop ill of
theae docuaents ore available at the Department of State Landa,
Capitol station, Helena, Montana 59620~.
(7) Surface water monitoring'muat proceed through aining
and continue until phose IV bond release. Tbe departaant WAY
allow WQdification of tbe monitoring under the tome criteria ••
are cpntained in ARM 26.4.645(51.
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204, 205, MCA; ~. Sec. 82-4-231, 232, MCA.)
26.4.702 8EQISTBIBQTIQN AND STQCKPILING OF SOIL
(1) through (3) re•ain the aame.
(4) Prior to toil redistribution, regraded oreaa auet be~
1Al aaapled And analyzed to determine tbe physicocheaical
poture pf the surficial spoil material in accprdance with ARM
26.4.313(5) (j);
ill acari tied on the cpntour. wbentYer po11ible. to a
miniaua 12-inch deptb ~eep eille•, sueseile~, •• eehe~iee
epeaea~ aa •••uiPe~ 8y ehe 4epa•e•afte to eliminate any poaaible
slippage potential at the soilfapoil interface, to relieve
co•paction, and to proaote root penetration and permeability of
apoila. ~!a pPepa•aeieR aaee ee ••Re en ehe esReeup wheReweP
peeeiele an~ ee a •iRiau. ~epeh ef 1a iRehesa
(5) through (7) re. . in tha same.
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204, MCA; ~. Sec. 82-4-232, MCA.)
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26.4.711 ESIABLISHHEHT OF VEGETATIQH (1) A diverse,
effective, and permanent vegetative cover of the same seasonal
variety and utility as the vegetation native to the area of land
to be affected aust be established. This vegetative cover must
also be capable of aeeting the criteria set forth in 82-4-233,
MeA and must be established on all areas of land affected except
on road surfaces and below the low-water line of permanent
iapoundaents that are approved as a part of the postmining land
use. Vegetative cover is considered of the same seasonal variety
if it consists of a mixture of species of equal or superior
utility when compared with the natural vegetation during each
season of the year.
l i l Reestablished plant species must be compatible with the
plant species of the area.
11l Reestablished vegetation must meet the requirements of
applicable state and federal laws and regulations governing
seeds, poisonous and noxious plants and introduced species.
Lil For areas designated prime farmland that are to be
revegetated to a vegetative cover as previously described in this
rule, the requirements of ARM 26.4.811 and 26.4.815 must also be
met.
121 Vegetative cover and stocking and planting of trees and
shrubs must not be less than that required to achieve the
approved postmining land use.
l j l The department shall aake ~he fteeeaaa~y deee~aifta~iefts
determine coyer. planting. and stocking specifications for each
operation based on local and regional conditions after consultation with and approval by~
LAl the app~ep~iaee aeaee a!eReiee department of fish,
wildlife. and parks for reclamation to land uses involving fish
and wildlife habitat: and
(bl the administrAtor of the division of forestry of the
department tor reclamation to land uses involving commercial
forest land.
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204, MCA; !Kf, Sec. 82-4-233, 235, MCA.)
26.4.721

ERADICATION OF RILLS AND GULLIES
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or gullies aeepe~ theft 9 iftehee form in areas that have been regraded and resoiled, the rills ~ Qr gullies must be filled,
graded, or otherwise stabilized and the area reseeded or replanted if rills or gullies are;
LAl disruPting the approved postmining land use or
reeatabliahment of the vegetative coyer: or
Lbl causing or contributing to a violation of water
quality standards for a receiving stream.
1ll ~e aepa~t•eftt ahell epeeify that ~ills •~ OJWlliee ef
lease~ eiee he etahilie•• efta the •~•• ~eaee•e• •~ ~eplefttea if
the ~ills 8~ OJYllies a~e aia~YptiWB te the app~ewea peet.iftiftOJ
lefta Yae e~ . .y ~eaYlt ift aa•itieftal e~eeieft afta aeai•efttatiefto
The department shall ~ specify time frames for completion of
rill And gully repair work. Repair work will result in restarting the period of reaponsibility for reestablishing vegetation,
unleaa it can be demonstrated that such work is a normal conservation practice and is limited to~
iAl minor erosional features on land for which proper erosion-control practices are in useL and
JEt te rills and gullies that affect only small areas and
do not recur.
111 If reclaimed areas have experienced extensive rill or
gully erosion. sub!Rittal of a plan of mitigation for such features the department may require for department approval prior
to implementation of repair work.
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204, MCA; IHf, Sec. 82-4-233, 235, MCA.)
26.4.724 USE OF REVEGETATION COMPARISON STANDARDS
(1) through (5) remain the same.
(6) ~e aweeeaa ef ~e·~eOJetatieft en epePatieftl!!l l!!lf lel!!ll!!l theft
199 ae~el!!l dil!!ltY~baftee •ay be bal!!led eft US9A ·~ YS9I teehftieal
9Yiaea wheftewe~ this ae~eaOJe is ftet a eeOJmeftt ef a laPOJB~ apee
p~epeee• fa~ dietw~baftee by •iftift9•
~he epplieaftt shall s~b•it
a aetailea aeee~iptieft ef hew the YSBA e~ YSBI teehftieal OJYides
will be applies te aete~mine the swseees ef peveOJeta~ien.
(AUTH: Sec, 82-4-204, 205 MCA; IHf, Sec. 82-4-233, 235, MCA.)
26.4,725 PERIOD OF RESPONSIBILITY (1) The minimum period
of responsibility for reestablishing vegetation begins after the
last seeding, planting, fertilizing, irrigating, or other
activity related to final reclamation as determined by the
department unless it can be demonstrated that such work is a
normal husbandry practice that can be expected to continue as
part of the postmining land use or if discontinuance of the
practices after the liability period expires will not reduce the
probability of permanent revegetation success. Normal husbandry
practices are those approved by the federal regulatory authoritY
u an amendment to the Montana state program p11nuant to JO
u.s.c. 1253.
(2) remains the same.
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204, 205, MCA; IHf, Sec. 82-4-233, 235, MCA.)
26.4.726 vEGETATION PRODUCTION, COVER, DIVERSITY, DENSITY,
AND UTILITY REQUIREMENTS
15-8/ll/94
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(1) remains the same.
(2) The currant vegetative production must be measured by
clipping and weighing each morphological class on the revegetated area and the reference areas (aorphological classes must
be segregated by native and introduced: annual grasses, perennial cool-season grasses, perennial wara-saason grasses, annual
torbs, biennial !orbs, perennial forba, shrubs and halt-shrubs).
Vegetative cover must be documented tor each species present on
ravegetatad areas and on all other areas where a vegetation data
base is required. At least 51t of the species present on the
revegetated areas •ust be native species genotypically adapted
to the area. A countable species •uat be contributing at least
lt ot the liY§ cover tor the area.
(l) The sampling techniques for •••suring success must usa
a 90\ statistical confidence interval for total production and
total l1Y§ cover and for other parameters as required by the
department using a one-aided teet with a 0.1 alpha error. The
following vegetation parameters tor revegetated area data must
be at least 90\ of identically compoeited reference area data
and/or technical standards derived tro• historical data:
(a) remains the same.
(b) total non -~~a~ified liY§ vegetative cover; and
(c) remains the same.
(4) through (9) remain the same.
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204 MCA; IBf, Sec. 82-4-233, 235, MCA.)
26.4.821 ALTERNATE RECLAMATlQN: SU8MISSION OF PLAH
(1)
Each operator who desires to conduct alternate
reclamation pursuant to 82-4-232(7), MCA (and (8) for alternate
revegetation) shall submit his plan to the department. The plan
must contain appropriate descriptions, _.pa and plans that show:
(a) through (f) remain the same.
(g)
for areas proposed for alternate revegetation_,_ the
area(s) of undisturbed land to which the mined and reclaimed
land shall be compared or technical standards derived froa
historical data that will be used for bond release purposes.
(2) remains the same.
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204, 205, MCA; IBf, Sec. 82-4-233, MCA.)
a6.4.825 AUTEBNATE RECLAMAtiON: A~EBNATE REVEGETATION
(1) through (3) remain the same.
(4)(o) If an area is proposed for special use posture~
hayland after disturbance, the area must hove a history of being
utilized tor special use pasture or aayland croclaod for at
least 5 years prior to operator lease, purchase or control. The
department may allow deviations of the proposed postmining
location from the exact premining location of the special use
pasture e~ hayland whenever the applicant demonstrates that the
proposed location is more appropriate for the approved postmininq land use and is in an area in which the postmining landscape
is more conducive to establishment of this alternate use.
(b) remains the same.
(c) success of vegetation on special use pasture ~
ha}land must be determined using ~he applieable All criteria of
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ARM 26.4.723
26.4.728.

~

through

26.4.732.

except

26.4.724(11

and

(5) remains the same.
(6)
Where cropland7 2.1.: special use pasture, er hayltnul is
proposed to be the alternate postmining land use, the following
is required:
(a) and (b) remain the same.
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204, 205, MCA; IMf, Sec. 82-4-233, MCA.)
26.4.924

DISPOSAL OF YNDERGRQYNP DEVELOPMENT WASTE:

ERAL REQUIREtiMTS

GEN-

(1) and (2) remain the same.
(3)
Underground development waste must be hauled or conveyed to and placed in designated disposal areas within a permit
area.
underground development waste may not be placed in an
imRQUndllent or an embankment. The waste must be placed in a
controlled manner to ensure:
(a) and (b) remain the same.
(c) that reclamation and revegetation of the ~
disposal area p~rs~ant te will be achieved in accordance with
subchapters 5 through 8, except, in the case of waste disposal
structures outside of mine excavation areas, those provisions of
subchapter 5 related to approximate original contour, will be
aehiewe• are not required;
(d) (e) remain the same.
(4)1Al
Each waste disposal structure must be designed
using current prudent design standards, certified by a
registered professional engineer experienced in the design of
similar earth and waste structures, and approved by the
department.
1bl eeal wasta ref~se Waste disposal structures must meet
the requirements of 30 CFR 77.214 and 77.215.
(5)
All vegetation and other organic materials must be
removed from the disposal a . - ~ and the soil must be
removed, segregated, and stored or replaced pursuant to ARM
26.4.701 through 26.4.703.
If approved by the department,
organic material may be used as mulch or may be included in the
soil to control erosion, promotl! growth of vegetation, or
increase moisture retention of the soil.
(6) and (7) remain the same.
(B)
The waste must be hauled or conveyed and placed in
horizontal lifts of not greater than 4 feet in thickness in a
controlled manner, concurrently compacted as necessary to ensure
mass stability and prevent mass movement, eewered 1 and graded to
allow surface and subsurface drainage to be compatible with the
natural surroundings and ensure a long-term static safety factor
of 1.5.
(9) Following final grading of the waste disposal structure. the waste must be covered with a minimum of 4 feet of the
best available non-toxic and non-combustible material. in a manner that does not impede drainage from the underdrains, unless
the applicant demonstrates and the department tinds that a
lesser depth will provide for revegetation consistent with ARK
26.4.711 through 26.4.733.
Toxic. acid-forming. and other
15-B/11/94
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deleterious yaste must be handled and covered in accordance with
ARM 26.1.501(2! and 26.4.505(2!.
-f9tJ!Ql 'lbe final configuration of a structure must be suitable for post-mining land uses approved in accordance with ARM
26. 4. 762, except that no depression& or impoundaenta may be
placed on the completed structure.
t+&tllll The final configuration of the atructure must be
designed to minimize eroaion. Terraces may be utilized to control erosion and enhance stability if approved by the department. The outslope of the fill muat not exceed lv:Jh, unless
otherwise approved in writing by the departaent, but in no case
may the outalope exceed lv:2h.
i*%tL!ll Where the natural slope !ft 2[ the diapoaal ...a
ait& exceed& lv:Jh, or such leaaer elope aa aay be deaignated by
the department baaed on local conditione, keyway cute (excavations to atabilized bedrock) or rock toe buttresses must be constructed to stabilize the fill.
Where the toe of the
underground development waste rests on a downslope, stability
analyses must be performed in accordance with ARM 26.4.320 to
determine the size of the rock toe buttresaea and keyway cuts.
-fl-ilt1.lll If the disposal - - aiU contains springs, natural or manmade watercourses, or wet-weather seeps, an underdrain
system consisting of durable rock must be constructed in a manner that prevents infiltration of the water into the underground
development waste material and to ensure stability of the
disposal structure.
~.Llll
The underdrain system for a structure must be
constructed in accordance with the following:
(a) through (d) remain the same.
t*4+~ An alternative subdrainage system may be utilized
after approval by the department upon a thorough analytical demonstration that such an alternative will ensure the applicable
static safety factor, stability of the fill, and protection of
the surface and groundwater in accordance with applicable rules.
~~
Drainage must not be directed over the outslope
of the fill.
~llll surface water runoff from the area above a structure must be diverted away from the structure and into
stabilized diversion channels designed to pass safely the runoff
from a 100-year, 24-hour precipitation event or larger event
specified by the department. surface runoff from the structure
surface must be diverted to stabilized channels off the fill
that will safely pass the runoff from a 100-year, 24-hour
precipitation event.
Diversion design must comply with the
requirements of ARM 26.4.637.
~llil
The foundation and abutments of a structure must
be stable under all conditions of construction and operation.
Sufficient foundation investigation and laboratory testing of
foundation materials must be performed in order to determine the
design requirements for stability of the foundation. Analyses
of foundation conditions must include the effect of underground
mine workings, if any, upon the stability of the structure.
f%&tl12l(a) and (b) remain the same.
(c) Quarterly inspections by the engineer or specialist
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must also be conducted during placement and compaction of underground development waste.
More frequent inspections must be
conducted if the department determines that a danger of harm
exists to the public health and safety or the environment or
that more frequent inapection is necessary to ensure compliance.
Inspections must continue until the re4uee waste disposal structure has been finally graded and revegetated or until a later
time as required by the department.
(d) through (f) remain the same.
fi-9+1.3..Ql I f any inspection discloses that a potential hazard exists, the department must be informed promptly of the
finding and of the emergency procedures formulated for public
protection and remedial action. If adequate procedures cannot
be formulated or implemented, the department must be notified
imaadiately. The department shall then notify the appropriate
emergency agencies that other emergency procedures are required
to protect the public.
The department shall also notify the
owner of land upon which the disposal structure is located (if
that owner is different from the aining company), adjacent
landowners, residences, and businesses that could be adversely
affected, including those at least 1 mile down gradient from the
disposal site, of the potential hazard and of the actions being
taken.
!:Ul
Disposal of underground waste in the mined out
surface area aust be in accordance with sections 3 throuah 6. 8.
9. and 12 through 19 of this rule, except that a long-term
static safety factor of 1.3 must be achieved.
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204, 205, and 231(10)(h), MCA; IM£, Sec. 82-4227, 231, 232, and 233, MCA.)
26.4.927 DISPOSAL OF
DQRABLE ROCK FILLS
(1) remains the same.
(2)(a) and (b) remain
(c) The durable rock
lowing factors of safety:
Case
Design

UNDEBGRQQND DEVELOPMENT WASTE;
the aame,
fill must be designed with the folcondition

Minimum Factor
Of Safety
I
Long-term Bft~ af aanatrHatiaft
1.5
II
Earthquake
1. 1
(3)(a) The design of the durable rock fill aanetPHated as
a hea~ af hellew ep ¥allay fill must include an internal drainage system. in accoraance with ARK 26.4.924(14) or 1151. that
will ensure continued free drainage of anticipated seepage from
precipitation and from springs or wet-weather seeps.
(b) through (d) remain the same.
(4) through (7) remain the same.
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204, 205, and 231(10) (h), MCA; IMf, Sec. 82-4227, 231, 232, and 233, MCA.)
26.4,930 PLACEMENT AND PISPQSAL OF COAL PROCESSING WASTE;
SPECIAL APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
(1) through (2) remain the same.
CJl If the application includes a proposal to impound coal
15-8/11/94
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processing waste. the following is required;
Cal design information that meets the requirements of ARM
26.4.505141;
(bl demonstration of compliance with the requirements 2t
30 CFR 77.216-1 and 77.216-2;
lcl
the results of a gegtachnical investigation Qf the
propgsed dam or •mbanka!nt apd iapoupdmant fgupdatign areas tQ
deteraine the atructural coapetence of the geological materials
there to suppgrt the dam or IWbankwtnt apd iapoupdld waatoa.
The geotecbpical invtatigatipn mutt be plaoold apd syperyiltd by
an enaineer Qr onainewrina qeologiet in accordance yith the
fgllQYipg criteria;
Cil the nuab8r. lgcation. apd depth Qf b9ripgs apd t11t
pits must be deterwinld using current prydent engineering practice tor the size Qf the daa Qr amblnklant. gyantity of yaatta
to be iapoynded. apd subsurface conditions:
!iil thl character Qf the overburden and bldrgck. the propgsed abytment sites. and any adyerae geotechnical conditions
yhich may affect the particular dam. aabankment. or impoundment
site wu•t be cgnsidered;
!iiil all springs. seepage. and groyndwattr flow obaeryad
or anticipated during wet periods in the area of the prgpoaed
dam or embankment must be identified:
Civl
consideration aust be giyen to the pgasibility Qf
mudflows. rock-debris fall1. or other landslides into the dam.
e;bankment. or impounded wastes; and
(dl if tbe dam Qr tmbankment is at least 20 f11t high gr
tht impoundment baa a prgpoaed capacity of mort than 20 acrefull
Cjl a stabilitY analysis. which must inclyda. but ngt be
liaited tg. strength paraaaters. pore prassurts. and lgng-tera
seepage copditions; apd
!iil a descriptign of each engineering design assumptign
apd calculation yith a discussion gt each gption considered in
atltctinq the aptcific design parameters and conatructign aetb-

gg..._

(AUTH; Sec, 82-4-204, 205, and 231, MCA; IBf, Sac. 82-4-222,

MCA.)

26.4.932 DISPQSAL OF QQAL PRQCESSING WAST£
(1) through (4) remain the same.
(5)(a) remains the soma.
(b)
Inspection must occur at least quarterly, beginning
within 7 days after the preparation of the disposal area begins.
and be aoda in accordonct with the samt critical cgnatruction
period achedyle as contained in ARM 26.4. 924 £19) CLl).
The
department may require more frequent inspection based upon an
evaluation of the potential danger to the health or safety of
the public and the potential harm to land, air and water resources.
Inapee+oiena
ter•inate wllen the eeal preeeseing
waste hae heen graded and hae heen ee~ered in aeeerdanee with
(91 ef this PYla 1 and aeil hoe hean dietrihYead in aeeerdanee
with A.'lM il & , 4 • 7 9iil 1 er a'l &Yeh a later ti:•e as the depart•eRt •ay
Pll!fYit'eo

••Y
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(c) through (d) remain the same.
(6) through (7) remain the same.
(8) (a)
During construction or modification of all coal
processing waste structures, coal processing waste must be:
(i) remains the same.
(ii) compacted to attain 90 percent of the maximum dry density to prevent spontaneous combustion and to provide the
strength required for stability of the coal processing waste.
Dry dansities must be determined in accordance with the American
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
(AASHTO) Specifications ~99 74 (~elf~h B~i-ienl (Jwly 19781Iii=
93 (Sixteenth Edition. 19931 or an equivalent method.
~
~99 74 ie here~y ineerpera-e~ ~y referenee ae i~ eMieee en ehe
•a\e ef ••epeien ef ehie rwle, This publication is on file and
available for inspection at the Helena and Billings offices of
the department.
(b) remains the same.
(9) and (10) remain the same.
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204, 205, and 231(10)(h), MCA; IMf, Sec. 82-4227, 231, 232, and 233, MCA.)
26,4.1116

BQNDING: CRITERIA AND SCHEPULE FOR RELEASE OF

(1) through (6) remain the same.
(7)
For the purposes of these rules, reclamation phases
are as follows:
(a) and (b) remain the same.
(c) Reclamation phase III is deemed to have been completed
when:
(i) the applicable responsibility period (which commences
with the completion of any reclamation treatments as defined in
ARM 26.4.725) has expired and the revegetation criteria in ARM
26.4.711, 25.1.719 26.4.716, 26.4.717, 26.4.724, 26.4.726~
26,4,728. 26,4,730 through 2io4o7l5 26.4.733, 26.4.815 and
26.4.825 are met;
(ii) remains the same.
(iii) the lands are not contributing suspended solids to
stream flow or runoff outside the permit area in excess of the
requirements of the Act, ARM 26.4.633, or the permit; ADQ
(iv) the provisions of a plan approved by the department
for the sound future management of any permanent impoundment by
the permittee or landowner have been implemented to the satisfaction of the departaent7~ 6ft&
(d) Reclamation phase IV is deemed to have been completed
when:
(i) through (iv) remain the same.
(V)
the reestablishment of essential hydrologic functions
and agricultural productivity on alluvial valley floors has been
achieved; 6ft&
(vi) and (vii) remain the same.
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204, 205, MCA; AQTH Extension, Sec. 2, Chap.
288, L. 1985, Eff. 10/1/85; IBf, Sec. 82-4-223, 232, 235, MCA.)
26,4.1141
15-8/11/94
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purposes of 82-4-228, MCA, the following definitions apply:
(1) and (2) remain the same.
(3) "na~ienal natural hazard lands" means geographic areas
in which natural conditions exist which pose or, as a result of
strip or underground coal mining operations, may pose a threat
to the health, safsty or welfare of people, property or the
environment, including areas subject to landslides, cave-ins,
large or encroaching sand dunes, severe wind or soil erosion,
frequent flooding, avalanches and areas of unstable geology;
(4) remains the same.
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204, 205, MCA; IKE, Sec. 82-4-227, MCA.)
26,4.1212 PQIHT SYSTEM FOB CIVIL PENALTIES AND WAIVEBS
(1) The department ~hall assign points for each violation
based upon the following criteria:
(a) History of recent violations. One point aust be assigned for each violation contained in a notice of noncompliance
and five points must be assigned for each violation contained in
a cessation order. Viela~iens •~•~ ~e ee~n~ed f•• 1 yea• af~e•
•~• ne•iae af nenaamplianee waa iae~edo
A ~ialaeian fa• w~ie~
•~• neeiee af nenaemplianee er eeeeaeien arder ~·• ~sen ~••••••
er w~ia~ is au~~eee ~e a pendin' a~inia~ra~i~a •• ~udieial ap
peal .ua~ ne~ ee ee~needo Viela~iena au~;ee~ ~· a~iniaera~i~e
er ~udieial appeal •~•• ~. eeuneed fer 1 year af~er ••••l~eien
ef e~e final appeal. A violation must not ba cgunted if the
notice or order is sub1ect to a pending administrative or
judicial review or if the time to request reyiew or to aPpeal
any adainistratiye or iudiciol deciaion has not expired,
Thereo(ter it !lUst ba counted for one year. excePt that a
violation for which the notice or order bas bien vacated or
disaiss&d aust not b! cguntod,
(b) through (d) remain the some.
(2) through (5) remain the same.
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-204(3), 205(7), and 254(2), MCA; IKE, Sec. 824-254 (2), MCA.)
J.

The rules proposed to be adopted provide as follows:

BULE I

R£ASSERTION OF JUftiSPICTION

RULE II

IMPRQVIPENILX ISSUEP PEBMITS; GENERAL PRQCEPUBES

(1) The department may terminate its jurisdiction over a
reclaimed site or portion thereof pursuant to ARM 26.4.1114 and
26.4.1116.
(2) Following final bond release, the department shall
reassert jurisdiction under the act and this chapter if it is
demonstrated that the bond release or statement of reasons made
pursuant to 26.4.1114(4) was based upon fraud, collusion, or
•isrepresentation of a material fact.
(AUTH: Sec. 82-4-205, MCA; lME, Sec. 82-4-235, MCA.)
(1)
If the department determines that it bas reason to
believe it improvidently issued an operating permit, it shall
review the circu111stances under which the permit was issued,
using the criteria in section (2). If the depart111ent finds that
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the pel:'lllit waa improvidently isaued, it ahall comply with
section (J).
(2) The department shall find that an operating permit was
improvidently issued whenever:
(a) under the violations review criteria of ARM 26.4.404
at the time the permit wae iaaued:
(i)
the department should not have ieaued the permit
because of an unabated violation or a delinquent penalty or fee;
or
(ii)
the penait waa iaaued on the preaumption that a
notice of violation was in the proceas of being corrected to the
satisfaction of the agency with juriadiction over the violation,
but a cessation order was subsequently issued;
(b) the violation, penalty or fee:
(i) remains unabated or delinquent; and
(ii) is not the subject of a good faith appeal, or of an
abatement plan or a payment achedule with which the permittee or
other person responsible is complying to the satisfaction of the
responsible agency; and
(c) if the permittee was linked to the violation, penalty
or fee through ownership or control, under the violations review
criteria of ARM 26.4.404 at the time the permit was isaued and
the ownership or control link between the permittee and the
person responsible for the violation, penalty or fee still
exists, or where the link was severed the permittee continues to
be responsible for the violation, penalty or fee.
(J)
Whenever the department finds under section (2) that
because of an unabated violation or delinquent penalty or fee
that a permit was improvidently issued, it shall impose one or
more of the following remedial measures:
(a) impleaentation, with the cooperation of the permittee
or other responsible person, and of the responsible agency, of
a plan for abatement of the violation or a schedule for payment
of the penalty or fee;
(b) imposition on the permit of a condition requiring that
in a reasonable period of time the permittee or other person
responsible abate the violation or pay the penalty or fee;
(c) suspension ot the permit until the violation is abated
or the penalty or fee is paid; or
(d) if action under (b) or (c) is unauccessful, revocation
of the permit under [Rule III).
(AUTH: 82-4-205; IMP: 82-4-204, 82-4-205, 82-4-222, and 82-4227, MCA.)
RULE III IMPRQ\IIDEUTLY ISSUED PERMITS: REIIOCATICI'I (1) I t the
department, pursuant to (Rule II(l) (d)), elects to revoke an
improvidently issued permit, it shall serve on the permittee a
notice of proposed suspension and revocation. The notice must
include the reasons for the finding under [Rule II(3)) and state
that:
(a)
after a specified period of time not to exceed 90
days, the permit automatically will become euapended, and not to
exceed 90 days thereafter revoked, unless within those periods
the permittee submits proof, and the department finds, that:
15-8/11/94
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(i) the finding of the department under [Rule II(2)) was
erroneous;
(ii) the permittee or other pereon reaponaible haa abated
the violation on which the tinding was based, or paid the
penalty or faa, to the satiafaction of the responsible agency;
(iii) the violation, penalty or fee is the aubject of a
good-faith appeal, or of an abatement plan or payment schedule
with which the permittee or other person responsible is
complying to the satisfaction of the reaponsible agency; or
(iv) since the finding was made, the peraittea has severed
any ownership or control link with the person reaponsible for,
and doea not continua to be responaible tor, the violation,
penalty or fee;
(b) after perait suspension or revocation, the permittee
shall cease all coal aining and reclaaation operations under the
permit, except tor violation abateaent and for reclaaation and
other environmental protection aeaaures required by the
department; and
(c) the peraittee may file an appeal under ARM 26.4.413.
(AUTH: 82-4-205; IMP: 82-4-204, 82-4-205, 82-4-222, and 82-4227, MCA.)
4. This rulemaking is being proposed for several reasons.
Firat, 30 USC 1253 provides that, in order to have authority to
requlate coal mining, a state must have adopted statutes and
rules that are aa affective as the federal surface Mining
control and Reclamation Act and the regulations adopted pursuant
to that Act by the Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and
Enforcement (OSM) of the United statea Departaent of the
Interior. Thirty CFR, Part 732, requires that a state modify
its statute and rules to comply with any amendments made to the
federal law or regulations.
OSM has notified the Department
that it must make a number of changes in the rules and adopt
several new rules. To comply with this directive, the agency is
proposing the change• to 26.4.301, 303 (except (20), (21) and
(22)), 314, 321, 404, 405(8), 407, 505, 601, 602, 603, 605,
711(6), 725, 930, 1206, and 1212. In addition, new Rules I, II,
and III are proposed in response to OSM's requirements.
second, the Department is proposing seven amendments that
will have some substantive effect but are not required by OSM.
Those are as follows:
21.4.101&
This
amendment
would
amend
the
contemporaneous backfilling and grading requirements of the
rules by requiring backfilling and grading to be conducted no
aore than four spoil ridges behind the pit, instead of the
current requirement of two spoil ridges. This is being proposed
to allow for a more realistic time frame and increase
flexibility in the grading of spoils. The current rules allow
for variances from the two-spoil-ridge requirement, and
applications for those variances are commonly granted.
The
change would eliminate the necessity for an application and
processing of an application for a variance.
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- 26.4.623 - This aaendment increases from four hours to
eight hours the aggregate time period during which explosives
may be detonated during any one day.
This amendment would
provide more flexibility for the operator and allow the
Department to require more stringent requirements where public
safety concerns would so require.
- 26.4.631(101 - This change would allow an operator to
construct a sedimentation pond with a single spillway whenever
a coabination Of spillways is not necessary to meet the other
performance standards for sedimentation ponds or for total
containment without a spillway. It would eliminate the need to
construct spillways when they are not necessary.
- 26.4.721 - This change is being proposed to replace the
requirement that rills or gullies deeper than nine inches be
stabilized with a requirement that rills or gullies that would
have a detrimental effect on post-mine land use or water quality
laws must be repaired. This is being proposed because the Department has found that the nine-inch requirement is sometimes
unnecessary and at other times not stringent enough to ensure
reclamation or protect water quality.
- 26.4.726 - This clarifies that only live vegetation can
be used in determining whether the cover requirements have been
met.
This is the accepted scientific methodology and the
methodology that has been used by the Department. However, the
current language does not specifically so state.
- 26.4.821 - This amendment allows use of historical data
in determining standards for reclamation success for areas that
are reclaimed using alternate revegetation. Historical data is
sometimes the only data available or more accurate than other
data.
This change was made for nonalternate reclamation in
26.4.724 several years ago, and there is no reason to exclude
its use for alternate revegetation.
- 26.4.825 - The term "hayland" is proposed for deletion
because it is not defined in the rules as a primary land use
term. Use of the word "cropland" is substituted for "hayland"
in (4) (a) to allow land that was in crop before mining to be reclaimed to special use pasture after mining. This change gives
the operators more flexibility. In addition, special use pasture provides more species diversity and is more effective in
preventing erosion than cropland.

The remainder of the changes are being made to eliminate
ambiquities or redundancies,
correct errors,
or update
references to outdated documents or rules.
5.
Interested parties may submit their data, views, or
arguments concerning the proposed new rules and amendments, in
writing, to Bonnie Lovelace, Chief, Coal and Uranium Bureau,
Department of state Lands, PO Box 201601, Helena, MT 59620-1601.
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To guarantee consideration, oommente muet
postmarked no later than september 13, 1994.

be

reoeived

or

6.
If a person who is directly affected by the proposed
adoption or amendment wishes to express his or her data, views,
or arguments orally or in writing at a public hearing, he or she
must make written request for hearing and submit this requeet
along with any written oo. .ents to Bonnie LOvelaoe, Chief, coal
and Uranium Bureau, Department of State Lande, PO Box 201601,
Helena, MT 59620-1601. A written request for hearing must be
received no later than September 13, 1994.
7.
If the agency receives request for publio hearing on
the proposed adoption or amendment, from either 10 percent or
25, whichever is less, of the pereons who are directly affected
by the proposed action; from the A~inistrative Code Committee
of the legislature; from a governmental subdivision or agency;
or from an association having not less than 25 members who will
be directly affected, a hearing will be held at a later date.
Notioe of the hearing will be published in the Montana
Administrative Register. Ten percent of those persons directly
affected has been determined to be one person based on fewer
than 10 active coal miners in Montana.

Reviewed by:

Jo
F. North
Ch ef Legal Counsel
certified to the secretary of state August 1, 1994.
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
OF THE STATE OF MONTANA
IN THE MATTER OF THE AMENDMENT)
of ARM 42.12.128 relating to )
Catering Endorsement
)
)

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING ON
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT of
ARM 42.12.128 relating to
Catering Endorsement

TO:

All Interested Persons:
On September 9, 1994, at 1:30 p.m., a public hearing
will be held in the Fourth Floor Conference Room of the Mitchell
Building, at Helena, Montana, to consider the amendment of ARM
42.12.128 relating to catering endorsements
for
liquor
licensees.
1.

2. On May 3, 1994, the Montana Tavern Association, (MTA),
P.O. Box 1018, Helena, Montana, according to 2-4-315, MCA and
1.3.205, petitioned the Department of Revenue to amend ARM
42.12.128, Catering Endorsement.

ARM

3. The petitioners proposed
their formal petition to amend:

the

following

language

in

event.
'fhe holder of A licensee with a catering peT1rit
endorsement may sell and serve ati=alcoholic beverages at retail

----illS
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only at a booth, stand, or other fixed place of business within
the exhibition enclosure, confined to specified premises or
designated areas described in the application, and approved by
the divi15ion notice given to the local law enforcement ~ei\_S(
that has jurisdiction over the premises ~here the event is to be
catered. fll holder of any such peuuit Such a llcensee, or his
agents or employees may also sell and serve beer or beer and
wine in the grandstand or bleacher.
---- ~ ~ Licensees granted approval to cater such special
~ a catering endorsement by the department are subject to
the provisions of 16-3-306 Proximity to churches and schools
restricted, 16-6-103 Examination of retailer 1 s premises---ana
carriers 1 cars and aircraft, 16-6-314, MCA, Penalty for
violating code -- revocation of license -- penalty for violatiOn
by underage person and ARM 42.13.101 Compliance with laws and
rules.
-----AUTH:
16-1-103, MCA; IMP: Sees. 16-3-103, 16-4-111, and
16-4-204, MCA.
4.
The request from the Petitioner, MTA, which is a trade
association composed of the owners and operators of Montana
liquor licenses, states that the reason for the suggested
amendments is because "the existing administrative rule
governing catering endorsements does not set forth standards to
determine whether or not the licensee with a catering
endorsement is actually sponsoring a special event.
The
amendments offered by the Petitioner would clearly eliminate the
practice of a licensee purchasing, leasing, or having a
financial interest in a second building to regularly cater
special events, in essence operating two establishments with one
license.
The Petitioner has complained to the Department of
this practice in the past but was advised that the existing
administrative rule did not clearly prohibit this practice.
Therefore, the department stated that it was unable to take
administrative action against these licensees unless the rule
was amended. In addition, the 1993 Montana Legislature enacted
House Bill 495, as Chapter 599, Session Laws of 1993, which
provides that certain beer-wine on-premises licensees may also
obtain a special catering endorsement.
ARM 42.12.128, as
proposed also implements provisions for beer-wine catering
endorsements."
5.
Interested parties may submit their data, views, or
arguments either orally or in writing at the hearing. Written
data, views, or arguments may also be submitted to:

Cleo Anderson
Department of Revenue
Office of Legal Affairs
Mitchell Building
Helena, Montana 59620
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no later than September 16, 1994.
6. Cleo Anderson, Department of Revenue, Office of Legal
Affairs, has been designated to preside over and conduct the
hearing.

~r:kLMc~

CLO ANDERSON
Rule Reviewer

~
M~aBrN~

/JYJni_ t/L=-

Director of Revenue

Certified to Secretary of State August 1, 1994
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
OF THE STATE OF MONTANA
IN THE MATTER OF THE AMENDMENT)
of ARM 42,11.301; 42.11.303; )
and 42,11.304 and ADOPTION of )
NEW RULES I through V relating)
to Agency Franchise Agreements)
for the Liquor Division
)
)

TO:

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING ON
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT of
ARM42.ll.301; 42.11.303; and
42 .11. 304 and ADOPTION of NEW
RULES I through V relating to
Agency Franchise Agreements
for the Liquor Division

All Interested Persons:

1. On September 9, 1994, at 1:30 p.m., a public hearing
will be held in the Fourth Floor Conference Room of the Mitchell
Building, at Helena, Montana, to consider the amendment of ARM
42.11,301; 42.11.303 and 42.11.304 and the adoption of New Rules
I through V relating to Agency Franchise Agreements for the
Liquor Division.
2. The proposed new rules I through V do not replace or
modify any section currently found in the Administrative Rules
of Montana.
3. The amendments as proposed provide as follows:
the

As used in this subchdpter,

the
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MCA; IMP: 16-2-101, MCA.
42.11.303 SELECTION OF AGENT (1) The agent for a state
liquor store qualifying for conversion to an agency store, an
agency store with a terminated agency franchise agreement, or a
new agency store. wi 11 be selected accoraTng to competitive
procedures under the Montana Procurement Act, 18-4-121 through
18-4-407, MCA.
(a)
For stores in communities with less than J,OOO
population according to the federal bureau of the census' ia,.t
decemnial final census most recent population count estimate
available at the time ---uiereguest for proposals x~-=~-~I~9
rrepared, the agent will be selected according to the procedures
or competitive sealed proposals as defined in ARM 2.5.602 with
the agent's commission fixed at 10\ of adjusted gross sales.
When more than one person meets the minimum merchandising
qualifications, and the minimum locaE:rc;n--anaspace·--r~§"ui!~~!!Is,
the agency will be offered to the ~;~erson wh~ossesses the
yreatest combination of merchandistng gualtftcat1on~nd
ocation and space provisions specified in (2l_and !3J·
(b) For stores in communities with a population o 3,000 or
more according to the federal bureau of the census' ±ast
decemdal final census most recent population count- estimate
available at the time the tnvttatton for bids is being prepdied;
the agent will be selected according to the procedures for
competitive sealed bids as defined in ARM 2.5.601 with the
agent's commission being the percentage of adjusted gross sales
bid by the lowest responsible and responsive bidder as specified
in the invitation for bids.
2 A erson selected as a ent must meet the followin
minimum merchan tstn~ gua 1 tcattons:
a
The combtnation of the a ent's and the agent's
princtpa manager s work expertence tnclu es at leas~ears
of retail sales experience as a clerk or higher posttton that
involves directly selling merchandise to customers.
b
There is no evidence that either the a ent or the
princtpa manager were termtnate
rom employment
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of fraud, theft, embezzlement or mismanagement of funds.
(3) The person selected as agent must operate the agency
at a premises that meets the following minimum locatfOn and
space requirements:
~he premises is on or within one block of a business
street zoned for retail purloses, or 1f no zoning--Is
established, on or within one b ock of a street commonly used
for reta1l Eurposes.
(b) The premTSes is at least within one-half mile of the
community's business center in an un1ncorporated c1ty.
A
community's business center is the street intersection or street
location that is the approximate collective mid-point amon~
least three fourths of the community's businesses.
c
Shelves for dis la in li uor roducts have at least
the m1n1mum l1near eet spec1 ted as allows
the h1stor1cal
annual sales volume applicable to the
liquor store
locatton that the agent will service:
(i) For locations with an annual sales volume of more than
125,000 bottles, the minimum linear teet of shelv1ng 1S 450 feet
plus 25 feet for each 100,000 bottles sold.
(ii) For locations with an annual sales volume less than
125,000 bottles and greater than or equal to 70,000 bottles, the
minimum linear feet of shelving is 120 feet plus 30 feet for
each 10,000 bottles sold.
iii For locations with an annual sales volume of less
than 70,000 bottles, the m1n1mum lonear eet o shelv1ng 1s 40
feet plus 4 feet for each 1,000 bottles sold.
(d) Customer service area for dis~lay1ng.J!quor products
on she 1 ves and on floor d i spl
an
prov 1 1 n~ space for
customers to make eroduct select ons and make the r rurchases
has at least the m1nimum square feet specified as fo lows for
the historical annual sales volume appllcable to the state
liquor store location that the agent will service:
i
For locations with an annual sales volume of more than
280,000
ottles, the m1n1mum square eet o customer servtce
area is 1,525 square feet plus 140 square feet for each 100,000
bottles sold.
11 For locations with an annual sales volume e
le~s than 280,000
ottles the m1n1mum s uare eet o customer
serv1ce area 1s 13
eet plus 6 square
or each
1,000 bottles sold.
~
Product stora e area for maintainin inventor that is
not otherwtse tsplaye 1n the customer servtce area has at
least the minimum square feet specified as follows for the
historical annual sales volume applicable to the state liquor
store location that the agent will service:
~[) For locations wfth an annual sales volume of more than
145,0 0 bottles, the minimum square feet of product storage area
rs-2.750 sauare feet plus 160 square feet for each 100.000
bottles sol .
(ll) For locations with an annual sales volume equal to or
less than 145,000 bottles. the minimum square feet of product

ats,
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each 1,000
Sec. 16-1-303, MCA; IMP: 16-2-!Q!, MCA.
CLOSURE OF A STATE LIQUOR S'l'ORE (1) The
department may close a state llquor- store w1thout legislative
approval after:
(a) and (b) remain the same.
(c) the lease for the store premises has expired, or the
agency franchise agreement has terminated.
(2) A temporary closure of a state liquor store may occur
when the department has attempted to convert a store operated by
state employees to an agency store under ARM 42.11.302 or to
contract for an agent to succeed an agency franchise agreement
that has terminated, but was unable to select an agent who met
the requirements under ARM 42.11.303.
(a) remains the same.
AUTH: Sec. 16-1-303, MCA; IMP: 16-2-101, MCA.
42.11,304

4.

The new rules as proposed are as follows:

RULE I
AGENCY FRANCHISE AGREEMENTS
DOCUMENTING
NONPERFORMANCES OR DEFICIENCIES
(1)
The department Wlll
document specific nonperformances of the franchise agreement
that may result in the department's termination of the agency
franchise agreement. The following examples of nonperformance
of the franchise agreement may result in termination of the
franchise agreement:
(a) the agent has not met one or more of the requirements
specified in the agency franchise agreement, and the department
finds
that
the nonperformances,
either
individually or
cumulatively, impair the public's ability to be aware of or have
access to products and services mandated by law to be available
only through state liquor stores; or
(b) the agent has not met one or more of the requirements
specified in the agency franchise agreement, and the department
finds
that the nonperformances,
either
individually or
cumulatively, impair the department's ability to effectively:
(i) monitor an agent's performance under the agency
franchise agreement;
(ii) control state assets at the state liquor store; or
(iii) communicate with the agent about agency franchise
agreement performance.
(2) The department upon confirmation of a nonperformance
or series of nonperformances will send the agent a letter of
warning documenting the nonperformances which could result in
the department's termination of the agency franchise agreement.
The letter will:
(a) identify all known nonperformances that the department
has not previously communicated;
(b) indicate what actions the agent must take to perform
satisfactorily;
15-8/11/94
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(c) explain how the nonperformances affect the public
pursuant to (1) (a), or the department pursuant to (1) (b); and
(d)
state that the letter documents one or more
nonperformances that could lead to the department's termination
of the agency franchise agreement.
(3)
When the department sends an agent a letter
documenting nonperformances that cause the department to
terminate the agency franchise agreement pursuant to 16-2-101,
MCA, the letter will:
(a) identify all nonperformances that cause the department
to terminate the agreement;
(b) explain how the nonperformances affect the public
pursuant to (1) (a) or the department pursuant to (1) (b);
(c) state that the agent has not satisfactorily performed
the requirements of the agency franchise agreement in accordance
with RULE II; and
(d) state that the agent may contest the agency franchise
agreement termination pursuant to 16-2-101, MCA.
(4)
The department may send letters to agents that
identify deficiencies that need correction. Deficiency letters
document minor problems with an agent's performance under the
agency franchise agreement. Individual deficiencies do not rise
to the level of nonperformance.
Cumulative deficiencies may
constitute nonperformance if they are documented in a letter
pursuant to (2) or (3).
AUTH: Sec. 16-1-303, MCA; IMP: 16-2-101, MCA.
RULE II AGENCY FRANCHISE AGREEMENTS- TERMINATION FOR CAUSE
(1)
The department will terminate an agency franchise
agreement when three letters documenting nonperformances
pursuant to RULE I have been sent to the agent during any three
consecutive years. The termination will proceed pursuant to 162-101, MCA.
(2)
The department will terminate an agency franchise
agreement when there is suspected theft, or unauthorized use of
state assets by the agent or agent's employee. Three letters
documenting nonperformances pursuant to RULE I are not required
for terminations of this type.
The termination will proceed
pursuant to 16-2-101, MCA.
(3) The department will terminate an agency franchise
agreement
when adequate comprehensive <:!eneral
liabi 1 i ty
insurance and liquor liability insurance 1s not maintained
pursuant to 16-2-101, MCA, or adequate performance security is
not maintained pursuant to 16-2-101, MCA.
Three letters
documenting nonperformances pursuant to RULE I are not required
for terminations of this type.
The termination will proceed
pursuant to 16-2-101, MCA.
~~
Sec. 16-1-303, MCA; IMP: 16-2-101, MCA.
RULE I II AGENCY FRANCHISE AGREEMENTS - TEN-YEAR RENE:WAL
( 1)
An agency franch1se agreement may be renewed for
11ddi tiona1 10-year periods pursuant to 16-2-101, MCA, after
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determining whether:
(a)
the agent has satisfactorily performed all the
requirements of the agency franchise agreement; and
(b) a decrease in the commission percentage to be paid to
the agent is in the best interest of the state.
(2)
An agent is deemed to have performed all the
requirements of the agency franchise agreement if action to
terminate the agreement for cause pursuant to RULE II is not in
progress.
(3)
The department will find that a decrease in the
commission percentage to be paid to the agent upon renewal is in
the best interest of the state if:
(a) the state liquor store is located in a community with
a population of 3,000 or more according to the federal bureau of
the census' most recent population estimate available at the
time of renewal; and
(b)
the commission percentage paid under the agency
franchise agreement is higher than the average operating expense
percentage for state-employee operated liquor stores with
similar sales volumes and which return at least 10\ profit to
the state pursuant to ARM 42.11.302.
(c) The average operating expense percentage is calculated
by adding store direct expenses for the most recent fiscal year
for the group of state-employee operated stores, dividing by the
sum of adjusted gross sales for the most recent fiscal year for
the stores in the group and multiplying by 100. Direct expenses
are those associated with operating the store exclusive of
product costs, freight charges, indirect costs associated with
liquor division central office expenses, and taxes on pruducl.
Adjusted gross sales are gross sales minus discounts.
( 4I
If
the department finds that the agent has
satisfactorily performed all the requirements of the dgency
franchise agreement pursuant to (2) and that a decrease in the
commission percentage to be paid to the agent is not in the best
interest of the state pursuant to (3), then the department will
proceed to renew the agency franchise agreement for an
additional ten years pursuant to 16-2-101, MCA.
(5)
If the department finds that the agent has
satisfactorily per formed all the requirements of the agency
franchise agreement pursuant to (2) and that a decrease in the
commission percentage to be paid to the agent is in the best
interest of the state pursuant to (3), then the department will
proceed with the renewal process pursuant to 16-2-101, MCA.
(6) The department will determine whether a request for an
administrative hearing referenced in 16~2-101, MCA, will be
granted or not.
(a) If the department does not grant the hearing, the agent
may appeal within 60 days to the state tax appeal board pursuant
to 15-2-302, MCA.
(b) If the department grants the hearing, the hearing will
be conducted pursuant to the Montana Administrative Procedure
Act.
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AUTH:

Sec. 16-1-303, MCA; IMP: 16-2-101, MCA.

RULE IV AGENCY FRANCHISE AGREEMENTS - FIVE-YEAR COMMISSION
ADJUSTMENTS (1) The commission percentage that the department
pays an agent may be increased five years after the agency
franchise agreement started or upon renewal pursuant to 16-2MCA, if:
(a) the state liquor store is located in a community with
a population of 3,000 or more according to the federal bureau of
the census's most recent population estimate available at the
time the increase is being considered;
(b) the agent's commission is less than the sum of the
commissions being paid all agents with similar sales volumes
divided by the number of all agents with similar sales volumes:
(c) action to terminate the agreement for cause pursuant to
RULE II is not in progress; and
(d) the agent has submitted a request to increase the
commission at least 90 days before the fifth or tenth
anniversaries of the agency franchise agreement.
AUTH: Sec. 16-1-303, MCA; IMP: 16-2-101, MCA.
ROLE V AGENCY FRANCHISE AGREEMENTS- ASSIGNMENTS (l) The
department may not unreasonably withhold approval of an agent's
request to assign the agency franchise agreement to another
person pursuant to 16-2-101, MCA. The only circumstances under
which the department may withhold approval of an assignment are:
(a) that the merchandising qualifications of the assignee
do not equal or exceed the minimum qualifications specified in
ARM 4.11.303;
(b) that the assignee's agency premises will be different
from the agent's premises, and the assignee's premises does not
meet or exceed the minimum location and space requirements
specified in ARM 4.11.303; or
(c) that termination of the agency franchise agreement for
cause is in progress pursuant to RULE II.
AUTH: Sec. 16-1-303, MCA: ~: 16-2-101, MCA.
5. These new rules and amended rules result from passage
and adoption of House Bill 279, chapter 228, Laws 1993, during
the 53rd legislative session. This act established requirements
for liquor agency store franchise agreements. Agency franchise
agreements entirely replace existing agency agreements.
Most
notably, this legislation provides for 10-year renewable
agreements that may be assigned to other persons if the
department agrees.
Existing agreements are limited to three
year terms with renewals left to the discretion of the
department and with no opportunity to assign the agreements.
These new rules and amendments address the use of terms or
phrases that are not defined in the law.
The~e a_re th~ee
situations in law that are controlled by a determ1nat1on wh1ch
"the agent has satisfactorily performed all the requirements of
the agency franchise agreement." The three situations are: when
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an agreement is to be terminated for cause (Rule 11); to be
renewed (Rule III); or the conunission percentage is to be
adjusted (Rul~ IV). Rule V also adopts this determination as
one of the conditions that the department may use to reasonably
deny an agent's request to assign the agreement to another
person.
Rules I (documenting nonperformances or deficiencies) and
II (termination for cause) establish the framework
for
determining
unsatisfactory
performance
by
defining
nonperformances
of
the
contract
and
the
number
of
nonperformances that it would take to terminate a contract.
Rule II states the circumstances which will cause the department
to terminate an agreement: the accumulation of documented
nonperformances, suspected theft or unauthorized use of state
assets, inadequate comprehensive general liability insurance and
liquor liability insurance, or inadequate performance security.
Unsatisfactory performance as provided in Rules III, IV and V
only occurs when an action to terminate the agreement is in
progress pursuant to Rule II.
The law states that at renewal time, the department can
adjust the commission paid an agent if the adjustment is "in the
best interests of the state".
Rule Ill indicates when an
adjustment is in the best interest of the state.
The law provides for a hearing when an agent contests an
adjustment in the commission at renewal time. This request will
be approved if the department finds the agent's reasons for the
hearing are consistent with the law.
Rule III provides the
procedures to be used when the department agrees to hold a
hearing and the avenue for appealing the department's decision
to deny the hearing.
The law allows the commission to be adjusted up or down
under certain circumstances.
Since 16-2-101, MCA, fixes the
commission at 10\ for state liquor stores in communities with
populations under 3,000, Rules III and IV limit any changes in
the commissions to state liquor stores located in communities
with 3,000 or more in population.
The law allows the commission to be increased every five
years if the COIIUllission that is being paid is less than the
average that is being paid other agents with similar sales
volumes and upon request of either party. Rule IV includes the
method of calculating the average commission.
Rule IV also
specifies when an agent must request a commission increase.
The law states that the department may not unreasonably
withhold approval of the assignment of an agreement to another
person.
Rule V indicates the circumstances under which the
department may withhold approval.
One of the circumstances
requires
that
the
assignee
meet
m1n1mum
merchandising
qualifications for agents which are in ARM 42.11.303 as amended.
The minimum qualifications apply to the agent and the agent's
principal manager.
A definition of "principal manager" is
provided as an amendment to ARM 42.11.301.
Rules III and IV reference "communities with a population
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of 3,000 or more." A definition of "community" is provided as
an amendment to ARM 42,11.301 to clarify its meaning under three
different forms of community organization. The new definition
will also apply to ARM 42.11.303 which has been amended to
specify the minimum criteria for selecting agents, The minimum
criteria for merchandising qualifications also apply to a person
to whom an agent is assigning the agent's franchise agreement.
The minimum criteria for location and store space apply to an
assignee's premises when the premises is different from the
agent's premises.
Rules Ill and IV reference stores with "similar sales
volumes." A definition of "similar sales volumes" is provided
as an amendment to ARM 42.11.301 to clarify its meaning. Stores
are grouped by type (agency or state employee operated) and by
volume groups. The volume groups that are used are those that
designate the number of state stores which can be located in a
community under a rule that allows new state liquor stores to be
opened under certain circumstances.
6. Interested parties may submit their data, views, or
arguments either orally or in writing at the hearing, Written
data, views, or arguments may also be submitted to:
Cleo Anderson
Department of Revenue
Office of Legal Affairs
Mitchell Building
Helena, Montana 59620
no later than September 16, 1994.
1. Cleo Anderson, Department of Revenue, Office of Legal
Affairs, has been designated to preside over and conduct the
hearing.

a..,~
Rule Reviewer

Director of Revenue

certified to Secretary of State August 1, 1994
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BEFORE THE PUBLIC EMPLOYEES' RETIREMENT BOARD
OF THE STATE OF MONTANA
In the matter of proposed adoption
of new rules relatinq to medical
review of melllbers, discontinuance
of disability retirement benefits,
and procedures for requesting an
administrative hearing; amendment
of
ARM
2.43.201,
2.43.202,
2.43.302, and 2,43.502 relatinq to
model rules, definitions, and the
disability application process; and
repeal of ARM 2.43.507 relating to
election of disability coveraqe
TO:

CORRECTED NOTICE OF
ADOPTION, AMENDMENT AND
REPEAL OF RULES

All Interested Parsons.

1. On July 7, 1994, the Public Employees' Retirement Board
published notice of the adoption of new rules pertaining to
medical
review of members,
discontinuance of disability
retirement
benefits,
and
procedures
for
requesting
administrative hearings; amendment of ARM 2.43.201, 2.43.202,
2.43.302, and 2,43.503 pertaininq to model rules, definitions,
and the disability application process; and repeal of ARK
2.43.507 in the Montana Administrative Regi$ter, Issue number
13, page 1816. The original notice of the proposed adoption was
published on May 12, 1994 in the Montana Administrative
Register, issue nuaber 9, startinq on page 1191 and inclusive of
paqe 1199.
2.
Paragraph 2 of the notice of adoption incorrectly
stated no co-ants were received.
No written comments were
received; however one verbal comaent was received.
3.

The co.ment and the reply are as follows:

COMKEHT:
The notice of proposed adoption, amendment and
repeal, published May 12 in the Montana Administrative Register,
Issue Nuaber 9, starting at page 1191 and inclusive of page
1199, does not contain a sufficient statement of reasonable
necessity for the proposed new rules.
~
The division conducted an internal audit of
disability determination and review procedures and cancellation
of disability benefits and it was determined that administrative
rules did not provide adequate information about the disability
review process. Rules I throuqh VI are necessary to provide the
detailed procedures and information required for a member to
complete a satisfactory disability review. Rules V through VII
are necessary to provide members with notice concerning
suspension or permanent loss of disability benefits in the event
a member refuses to complete a disability review or a member's
medical status changes and the member is determined to be no
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longer disabled.
Rule VIII is necessary to notify aeabers of
their appeal rights and procedures it adainistrative or board
action results in an adverse decision.
The board hears nuaerous contested cases of extreae
iaportance to the contestants, which aay involve property
rights.
The rules previously in affect ware incoapleta in
describing procedures to be used in the conduct ot contested
cases.
For exaaple, previous rules addressed only contested
case procedures to be used tor disability daterainations,
without comparable rules tor other contested aatters. Rules IX
through XI are necessary to reaedy that oversight. These rules
provide aore specifically applicable procedures than are
available in the attorney general's model rules and provide aore
clear and coaplete procedures than are available elaewhere in
the statutes or rules.
4.
on June 23, 1994, the Public Employees' Retireaent
Board adopted, amended and repealed the rules as propoaed.

certified to the secretary ot state August 1, 1994.
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF THE
STATE COMPENSATION INSURANCE FUND
OF THE STATE OF MONTANA
In the matter of amendment
of Rule 2.55.324 pertaining
to premium ratesetting.
TO:

NOTICE OF AMENDMENT

All Interested Persons:

1.
On June 9, 199 4, the board published notice of
proposed amendment
of
Rule
2. 55.324
concerning premium
ratesetting at page 1497 of the 1994 Montana Administrative
Register, Issue No. 11.
2.
The Board has amended Rule 2.55.324 as proposed.
AUTH: 39-71-2315 and 39-71-2316, MCA
IMP: 39-71-2211, 39-71-2311 and 39-71-2316.
3.
Mr. Sam Murfitt, Executive Director of the Montana
Board of Horse Racing, testified in support of the amendment,
and seven written comments were received in support as well.

~~nded <ho <ul• exao<ly

Dal Smilie, Chlel Legal Counsel
Rule Reviewer

Nanc
Rul

0 o•od.

the Board

Counsel
Certified to the Secretary of State August 1, 1994.
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
STATE OF MONTANA
In the matter of the adoption
of a new rule

TO:

NOTICE OF THE ADOPTION OF
AN EMERGENCY RULE TO ALLOW
THE USE OF THE PESTICIDE
PIRIMOR UNDER SECTION 18
OF FIFRA

All Interested Persons.

1. Montana Alfalfa Seed Growers are facing potential
catastrophic crop losses due to infestations of aphids which
have become resistent to Capture 2EC (Bifenthrin) which is
currently the only pesticide registered by the EPA for such
use. Under FIFRA (Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and
Rodenticide Act) states may apply for what is called a
section 18 exemption from registration, which allows the
temporary use of a pesticide for a particular purpose where
the circumstances require such emergency use. Restrictions
are iaposed to ensure the effective and safe use of the
product.
Given the current aphid infestation levels, the state
has sought approval from the EPA for a section 18 use of
Pirimor 50-DF (Pirimicarb). EPA has advised it will consider
a section 18 application upon the state's first adopting an
eaergency rule justifying the application. Upon adoption of
this eaergency rule, the department will apply for a section
18, and this rule will be implemented when the section 18 is
issued, which the department expects within the next several
working days. Section 18's have been issued for this
particular use in the state of Washington and other
neighboring states and the rule will be similar to the
section 18 requirements permitting that usage in these
states.
Without the use of this product, the infected crops will
be destroyed and the resistent aphids will be allowed to
spread and continue to propagate, threatening other crops and
future generations of crops.
2.

The text of the rules is as follows:

NEW RULE I
USE OF PIRIMOR ON APHIP INFESTATIONS IN
ALFALFA SEEP CROPS QNQER A FIFBA SEGTION 18 EXCEPTION TO
REGISTRATION (1) The pesticide Pirimor is permitted for use
as specified under a section 18 FIFRA registration exemption
for use only on fields in production of alfalfa seed. This
use is not permitted on fields producing alfalfa for
livestock feed and no portion of the treated field, including
seed, seed screening, hay forage or stubble, may be used for
huaan or animal feed.
Montana Administrative Register
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(2)
The current year's treated alfalfa seed crop aay
not be cut for hay or forage nor can gra~ing take place on
the current year's treated alfalfa seed crops.
(J)
Screenings from alfalfa seed processing shall not
enter feed channels. All Piriaor treated alfalfa seed
screenings must be immediately removed from the feed market.
Treated alfalfa seed is not to be used for sprouting.
(4) All alfalfa seed treated with Pirimor shall be
tagged at processing plants and such tag shall state ~ .aa
~ co•sOXPriO•.
It shall be the grower's responsibility
to notify the processing plants of any seed crops treated
with Piriaor.
(5)
All usage, in addition to the requireaents of this
rule, shall be in coapliance ~th the Pirimor label under the
section 18 exemption for the state of Montana.
(6)
Producers desiring to purchase and use Piriaor
will be required at the time of purchase to read and sign a
fora which acknowledges their receipt of the coapound and
secures their agreement to use the compound only as permitted
by this rule and the section 18 and their agreeaent that they
will not allow any treated alfalfa seed, stock, screenings,
or other similar material described above to enter into any
human food or animal feed channels.
AUTH:

2-4-303,

MCA

IMP:

80-8-105, MCA

3. 'lhe errergency action is effective on this date. The use of
Pirimor as described above will be allowed on the date that
the EPA issues a section 18 exemption. The department will
notify respective alfalfa growers of the Section 18 approval.
LEO A. GIAOOMETTO, DIRECTOR
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

certified to the secretary of state July 22, 1994
15-8/11/94
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BEFORE THE STATE AUDITOR AND COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
OF THE STATE OF MONTANA

In the matter of the adoption of
new rules regarding small
employer carrier reinsurance
program
To:

NOTICE OF ADOPTION

All Interested Persons.

on May 12, 1994, the state auditor and commissioner of
insurance of the state of Montana published notice of public
hearing regarding small employer carrier reinsurance program
under the Small Employer Health Insurance Availability Act.
The notice was published at page 1200 of the 1994 Montana
Administrative Register, issue number 9.
1.
The agency has adopted the new rules I (6.6.5101),
IV (6.6.5107), V (6.6.5109), VII (6.6.5113), X (6.6.5119), XII
(6.6.5123) as proposed.
2.
The agency has adopted new rules II (6.6.5103), III
(6.6.5105), VI (6.6.5111), VIII (6.6.5115), IX (6.6.5117), XI
(6.6,5121), XIII (6.6.5125) with the following changes
(material stricken is interlined; new matter added is
underlined):
NEW RULE I (6.6.51011 APPLICABILITY AND SCOPE
This rule remains the same as proposed.
AUTH:
IMP:

33-1-313 and 33-22-1822, MCA
33-22-1819, MCA

NEW RULE II 16.6.5103!
DEFINITIONS For the purposes of
this subchapter, the terms defined in 33-1-202, 33-22-110, 3322-903(a), 33-22-1803, 33-31-102, MCA, and ARM 6.6.~~QQl
will have the same meaning in this subchapter, unless clearly
designated otherwise. For the purposes of this subchapter,
the following terms have the following meanings:
(1) through (5) remains the same as proposed.
(6)
"Whole group" means all eligible employees, extra
eligible employees, and eligibl~ dependents.
AUTH:
IMP:

33-1-313 and 33-22-1822, MCA
33-22-1819, MCA

NEW RULE III (6.6,5105!
BQARP Of DIRECTORS OF PROGRAM
(1) through (1) (o) remains the same as proposed.
(p) Amendments to the plan of operation and suggestions
of technical corrections to the act require the concurrence at
a majority of the entire board and the approval, after not~
and hearing. of the commissioner.
AUTH:

33-1-313 and 33-22-1822, MCA

Montana Admini str·at ive Register
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IHP:

33-22-1819, HCA
NEW RULE IV (6.6.51071 SUPPORT CQMMITTEES
This rule remains the same as proposed.

AUTH:
IMP:

33-1-313 and 33-22-1822, HCA
JJ-22-1819, HCA

NEW RULE V (6.6,51091 SELECTION. PQW£RS, AHD DUTIES OF
ADMINISTERING CARRIER This rule remains the same as proposed.
AUTH:
IMP:

33-1-313 and 33-22-1822, MCA
33-22-1819, HCA

NEW RULE VI (6.6.51111 REINSURANCE WITH THE PRQGRAM
(1) through (l)(a) remain the same as proposed.
(b) When an employer fails to qualify as a small
employer en ewe eensee116ive pleft anfth.,ersal!'y ••~••• all
l!'eins~tranee Jll!'S'lide• hy t.he Jll!'BIJl!'am will ~el!'mbtate as af the
seeend aftnivel!'sary date ift whish the empleyer fails te ~llalify
as e smell empleyer. reinsurance shall continue until coverage
ceases under ARM 6.6.5004.
(1) (c) through (2)(c)(ii)(C) remain the same as proposed.
(D) must address at least the following subjects~
which need not be included in the policy or contract:
(2) (c) (ii) (D) (I) through (3) (a) (i). remain the same as
proposed.
(ii) If a member. except as a new enrollee. has
previously withdrawn reinsurance of coverage for any group,
that member cannot again reinsure the withdrawn group but may
reinsure timely enrollees that ar~ eligible to be reinsured on
an individual basis described in (4) below;
(3) (a) (iii) through (4) (a)(v) remain the same as
proposed.
(5) Reinsurance coverage may remain in effect and may
continue as long as there is coverage under the small employer
health plan for the covered employee and dependents, h11t ne
lenl}er than the seeend plan ann!•,.ereary •ate after the small
empleyer eeaees te he a ••all empleye• under ARM 6.6.5004.
(5) (a) remains the same as proposed.
(b) Reinsurance of an individual's coverage under a
small employer's plan ceases at the termination of the
individual's status as a covered employee or dependent for
reasons such as retirement or other termination of active
employment, divorce of a spouse, a child's attainment of age
19, or termination of full-time student status after age 23~
except if coverage is allowed to continue under Public Law 99272. 100 stot 82 (Comprehensive Qmnib~s Budget Reconciliation
Act of 1986!. If a member provides coverage for an individual
beyond termination of employment or dependent status, for
contractual or other reasons, reinsurance may be continued for
no more than 30 days after the termination date.
15-8/11/94
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(c) Reinsurance must cease for any coverage of an
individual under a small employer's plan, including an
individual whose coverage under that plan has continued as
required by law, except if coverage is allowed to continue
under Public Law 99-272. 100 stat 82 !Comprehensive Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act of 19861. at termination of the
member's coverage of the group in which that individual was
previously covered as an employee or dependent.
(6) through (9) (i) remain the same as proposed.
(10) Claims shall be submitted to the administratiY£
carrier in a timely basis or w~ithin 20 days after the close
of each quarter e~ menth, all membe~e shall fu~nieh te the
p~e§'~a• ERe fellswin§' inte~lllaEien with respeet t6 reil'letlres
lessee suhmiEted Ee the p~eiJl"am hy the 111e111her dtl~ii'IOJ said
~

~Re

small emplsyer's identifieatien1
the empleyee's na111e and seeial sesu~ity l'll:llllhel"t
the elaimant's na111e and date sf si~th1
the slaim iftel:lrl"ed date and paid date1
the ~einsuranse elai111 ameul'ltl aftd
(f)
the elaim eedinOJ as ~equired sy ERe eea~d, sueh as
gpq> and IG99.
(11) remains the same as proposed.
(a)

(h)
(e)
(d)
(e)

AUTH:
IMP:

33-1-313 and 33-22-1822, MCA
33-22-1819, MCA

NEW RULE VII C6.6.5113l AUPIT FUNCTIONS
This rule remains the same as proposed.
AUTH:
IMP:

33-1-313 and 33-22-1822, MCA
33-22-1819, MCA

NEW RULE VIII (6.6.51151 ASSESSMENTS
(1) through (4) remain the same as proposed.
(5)
Assessments must be paid when billed. If the
assessment payment is not received by the administering
carrier within 30 days of the billing date, the assessable
carrier shall be charged interest on the unpaid balance of
assessments from the billing date at the annual rate of prime
plus 3\, based on the weekly rate of the Minneapolis Federal
Reserve Bank. The board may suspend reinsurance rights if
payments are not made in accordance with this article.
(6) through (7) remain the same as proposed.
AUTH:
IMP:

33-1-313 and 33-22-1822, MCA
33-22-1819, MCA

NEW RULE IX (6,6,51171 REPORTS Of REINSURED RISKS
(1) Unless specifically waived by the board, the
following information must be timely 7 provided to the board by
members and the administering carrier for all reinsured risks:
Montana Administrative
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(1) (a) through (2)(e) remains the same as proposed.
AUTH:
IMP:

33-1-313 and 33-22-1822, MCA
33-22-1819, MCA

NEW RULE X 16.6.51191 FINANCIAL RECORP kEEPING AND
APMINISTBATIOtj
This rule remains the same as proposed.
AUTH:
IMP:

33-1-313 and 33-22-1822, MCA
33-22-1819, MCA
NEW RULE XI (6.6,51211

ERHORS. ADJUSTMENTS. PEHALTIES,

AND SUBMISSION OF PISPQTES

(1) through (1)(h) remains the same as proposed.
(i) All premium refunds due from the program under this
rule must be limited to an amount covering a period of 12
months from the date the error was eerree~eddiscoyered and
reported, unless the limitation or some part thereof is
expressly waived by the board.
(1)(j) remains the same as proposed.

AUTH:
IMP:

33-1-313 and 33-22-1822, MCA
33-22-1819, MCA
NEW RULE XII 16.6.5123! PROPOSALS FOR AMENPMENTS TO PLAN
This rule remains the same as proposed.

AUTH:
IMP:

33-1-313 and 33-22-1822, MCA
33-22-1819, MCA

NEW RULE XIII £6,6.51251 STAMPABPS FOR PROPUCER
COMPENSATION LEVELS AND fAIR MARKETING OF PLAHS
(1) through (4)(b) remain the same as proposed.
(e)
(~)(a) dees net prehi~it a earrier era predYeer in
the s111all e111pleyer 111arltet tre111 pr•Hidi:rUJ a e111all e111pleyer with
iflfer111atien abeYt an eeta~Hshed IJBefJraphie eerviee area er a
rest:rieted netwerlt previsien ef the health ea!'rier,
(d£) Carriers and producers shall not delay the quotation
of a rate to a group in order to avoid enrolling a high risk
group.
(5) remains the same as proposed.
(6) carriers shall not set commission levels for the
sale of basic and standard plans in each class of business at
a level less than 75t of the producer compensation schedule
for the sale of other small ~ products.
(7)1Al Carriers and producers shall not directly or
indirectly:
(ai) encourage or direct small employers to refrain from
filing applications for coverage with a carrier because of the
health status of the employer's employees or the claims

15-8/11/94
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experience, industry, occupation, or geographic location of
the small employer;
(eii) encourage or direct small employers to seek
coverage from another carrier because of the health status of
the employers's employees or the claims experience, industry,
occupation, or geographic location of the small employer; or
(eiii) encourage or direct an employee not to apply for
coverage under small employer health plan in order to obtain a
more favorable rate or benefit package for the employer.
ibl C7lCal does not prohibit a carrier or a producer in
the small employer market from providing a small employer with
information about an established geographic service area or a
restricted network provision of the health carrier.
(B)
Notwithstanding (7) above, carriers shall not engage in
any practice which is inconsistent with the purposes of this
rule.
(9) remains the same as proposed.
AUTH:
IMP:

33-1-313 and 33-22-1822, MCA
33-22-1819, MCA

4. A public hearing on the proposed rules was held.
16
interested persons attended the hearing.
At the bearing on
the proposed rules there were representatives of the health
insurance industry.
The agency has fully considered all written and oral
submissions respecting the proposed rules and responds as
follows:
GENEBAL

COMMENT~

COKMENT;
A concern that 33-22-1819 (B)(b), MCA, provided for
"· • . possible cross-subsidization of the group market
by those participating in the individual market."
RESPONSE:
The reinsurance board (board) and commissioner realize
that this is one of more controversial aspects of the
proposed rules, but this is set by statute and not rule.
COMMENT:
There is no meaningful cap on what an assessable carrier
may be required to pay for program shortfalls.
RESPONSE:
Legislative intent was specific as to not placing a cap.
The board discussed this issue fully and commented that,

Montana Administrative Register
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"The program will attempt to act in a prudent and
responsible manner."
Rule II PEFINITIONS
CQMMENT;
ARM 6.6.4301 cannot be identified.
RESPONSE;
The rule citation is corrected to correspond to the
definitions included in the small employer reform rules.
COMMENT;
Provision (2)(c)(iii) "Covered Claims" omits from claims
costs the costs of operation of managed care, cost
containment, or related programs. We believe that these
costs should be included in claims costs. Operation of
managed care programs is geared toward a reduction in the
costs of a managed care program and the costs of claims,
it is submitted that carriers should be encouraged to
invest in managed care and recapture that investment as a
part of claims costs.
RESPONSE:
The board discussed this issue and will currently leave
it as proposed, however, they will review it periodically
in the future.
The commissioner agrees with the conclusion and will
assist the board in periodically reviewing it.
COMMENT;
Subsection (6) "Whole group." This definition should be
compared with definitions for group coverage under small
group rules to assure that it does not in some manner
conflict with the small group rules.
RESPONSE:
This recommendation is well taken and the definition is
changed to identify dependent as "eligible dependent" to
correspond to the definition found in the small employer
reform rules.
RULE III BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF PROGRAM

15-8/ll/94
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COMMENT;
Subsection (1) (a) which describes the terms of directors
goes beyond the statutory authority for terms. section
33-22-1818, MCA, establishes the board as consisting, in
part, of a representative from each of the five small
employer carriers with the highest ~ premium volume
derived from health benefit plans in Montana. The
proposed rule, however, allows directors to serve out
their terms even though the entity which they represent
ceases to be eligible for a representative.
Subsection (1)(b) provides for filling a seat which is
refused by one of the top five carriers from the next
largest carrier. This provision, while practical, is not
provided for in the statute. The statute rather limits
the membership to the top five carriers.
RESPONSE;
The board and the commissioner have reviewed this in
depth and do not see conflict and make no change. The
directors, under statute, are appointed tor a term and
should be allowed to complete the term to which they have
been appointed.
COHMENT;
Section (1) (p) provides tor amendments to the plan of
operation. It should be noted that such an amendment may
be done only after notice and hearing.
See
33-22-1819(1), MCA.
RESPONSE;
The proposed rule has been amended to
suqgestion.

reflect this

RULE IV SUPPORT COMMITTEES
COHMENT;
Subsection (1) makes it appear that 33-22-1819, MCA,
requires the appointment of four committees. That
section only names two, the legal and the actuarial
committee. It is recommended that at line three, the
word "must" be stricken and "are" be substituted.

Montana Administrative Register
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RESPONSE;
This suggestion is rejected because the statute is
permissive and there is a need for more than two
committees.
COHMENT;
Subsection (7) limits the membership of the committees to
five individuals representing carriers participating in
the program. We believe that participation by carriers
who are not serving on the board may be difficult to
obtain and, consequently, the committees may be difficult
to constitute. It was recommended that the membership of
the committees be changed as follows: following "consist
of" strike "five individuals representing carriers
participating in the program," and insert, "not less than
three nor more than five individuals representing
carriers participating in the program, or others deemed
appropriate by the board."
RESPONSE;
This suggestion is rejected because the board desires to
see how the provision operates before scaling back the
committees.
RULE V SELECTION. POWERS. AND PUTIES OF ADMINISTERING CARRIER;
CQMHENT;
Subsection (7) requires the reinsuring carrier to
maintain records for seven years. It is noted that a
third-party administrator is required to maintain records
for the duration of its administration or for 5 years
thereafter (33-17-602, KCA). We recommend that the
record retention policy be that which is required of
third-party administrators.
RESPONSE:
The suggestion is rejected and the board and the
commissioner choose to remain with 1 years, which is
consistent with IRS Rules.
RULE YI REINSURANCE WITH THE PRQGBAM:
COKH§NT;

Under Subsection (l)(b), when an employer fails to
qualify as a small employer on two plan anniversary
dates, reinsurance will terminate. The small employer

15-8/11/94
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reform rules, however, allow the employer to remain under
small group coverage. see ARM 6.6.5004(7) which requires
notice to the employer that protection under the rules
cease to apply if the employer fails to renew or buys
another plan.
The effect of these two rules is to allow an employer to
remain under small group coverage, but to remove the
protection of reinsurance for that group's small employer
carrier. We disagree with the elimination of reinsurance
if an employer is allowed to retain the option to
purchase coverage under the small group provisions.
RESPONSE;
The proposed rules, as adopted, have been made consistent
with the small employer reform rules.
CQMMENT;
Under subsection (2)(ii) (B), the language"· . . must be
made available on the same terms to all small employers
with the same number of eligible employees" may preclude
special plans now offered by associations; however,
adding at the end of this item, "within the class of
business" recognizes that carriers may have unique plans
under the act for specific classes of business.
RESPONSE;
The board and commissioner reject this change as it would
carve out a new line of business which is outside of the
intent of the law.
COKMENT;
Subsection (2) (c)(ii)(D) (I) provides that in order to
qualify for reinsurance a plan must address takeover
provisions in the contract. Takeover provisions are
normally in underwriting standards. It should be made
clear that takeover provisions need not be in the
contract.
RESPONSE;
This section is amended to adopt the suggestion.
COMMENT:
subsection 2: this section and its subsection are
critical to companies participating under the reinsurance
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program. An honest error in claims handling or other
error could risk company solvency.
RESPONSE;
Board is unable to link this statement to specifics and
believes that this rule complies with the statutes and
will remain as written.
COMMENT;
Subsection (2) (C) (iii). The language " ••. documentation
to be included in reporting reinsurance census data and
reinsurance premiums to the administering carrier" could
be expensive and an unnecessary burden which precludes
electronic reinsurance transactions.
RESPONSE:
This is standard operating procedure and nothing in this
section precludes electronic reinsurance transfers.
COMMENT;
Subsection(3) (a)(ii). This section may pose a problem in
the event that a case is lost to another carrier and then
reacquired.
RESPONSE;
Agree, and will add new language as follows:
a new enrollee."

"Except as

COMMENT;
The language in subsection (4) (a)(iii) refers to "mather"
and might better read "parent."

RESPONSE;
There is no change since the risk is based upon the
mother.
CQMMENT;
Subsection (5) provides that if a small employer ceases
to be a small employer, its reinsurance ceases.
RESPONSE:
This suggestion was previously adopted and the same
change is made here.
15-B/11/94
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COHMENT;
The language in subsection (5) and (6) precludes
reinsurance on initially insured and renewed handicapped
children. The law requires carriers to cover these
previously uninsurable persons with the promise of
reinsurance to avoid solvency concerns.
RESPONSE;
The language does not preclude reinsurance on initially
insured or renewed handicapped children. Under 33-22-506
and 33-30-1003, MCA, a handicapped child is not
terminated.
CQMMENT;
Subsection (5)(b)(c) provides for the termination of
reinsurance on an individual when that individual's
status as a covered employee or dependent ceases for a
number of reasons. It is not clear whether reinsurance
would remain in force for persons who are employed by an
employer who is subject to the continuation of coverage
feature of the COBRA 1986 law (i.e., an employer of 20 or
larger employees). Under COBRA, an individual is allowed
to retain group coverage for a certain term following
happening of a qualifying event. It was suggested that
the rule be amended to allow reinsurance for COBRAeligible persons.
RESPONSE;
This suggestion was adopted and the proposed rules have
been accordingly amended.
COHMENT;
subsection (9) requires members to promptly adjudicate
all claims on ceded risks. If the intention is to assure
that members treat claims for ceded risks in the same
manner of those for nonceded risks, the rule should be
modified to so state.
RESPONSE;
Refers to reinsurance risk only and not claims tor the
ceded risks and, therefore, there is no need to modify
it.
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COMMENT:
subsection (9)(g) provides that the reinsurer will
recover first out of any third-party recovery. While it
is recognized that the reason for recovery first by the
program is because reinsurance is only for excess losses,
the effect of this rule could be to reduce the incentive
for the member to recover from third parties when the
amount of recovery is projected to be limited. It is
recommended that the rules be amended to allow for
proration of the amount recovered between the member and
the reinsurance fund.

RESPONSE:
Reinsurer always has first priority and is historical in
practice and, therefore, there is no need to change such
practice.
COMMENT;
Subsection (10) requires all members to report certain
information with respect to reinsured losses submitted to
the program by the member during the month. This is
information the administrative carrier will already have
and could submit without duplicating effort. However, if
this language allows the administering carrier to receive
the information as a surrogate for the board, we would
appreciate that clarification.

RESPONSE:
This suggestion is agreed to and previous language will
be deleted and the following wording will be added: "· •
• claims shall be submitted to the administrative carrier
in a timely basis or within 20 days of the close of the
quarter." The plan of operation is changed to reflect
this.

RULE YII

AUDIT FUNCTIONS

CQMHENT;
It is not clear from the language in section (7) who pays
for additional audits or who deems additional audits
appropriate.

RESPONSE:
The board and commissioner clarify that "Carriers pay for
the audits."
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COKMENT;
The proposed rule imposes a requirement that each member
of the program conduct an audit ot the various accounts
related to program reinsurance and assessments. The
result will be to impose an additional cost on each
member.
Such an additional restriction could have a
chilling effect on continued coverage by carriers with
limited business in Montana.

RESPONSE;
This proposed change is rejected, and the board and
commissioner retain the requirement of audit of accounts
related to program reinsurance and assessments when doing
normal annual audit functions of the business.

CQMMENT;
It is appropriate to require an audit if the board
suspects that a member is not complying with the
requirements of the reinsurance program or reporting
figures accurately for the assessment.
Under ordinary
circumstances, however, it is suggested that, rather than
requiring a separate independent audit, the department
incorporate the audit into the financial examination
conducted at least once each three years.

RESPONSE;
The board and commissioner make no change and clarify
that this audit will be a function of the regular annual
audit of the business performed by CPA or other
individual hired tor that purpose.

CQKMENT;
Subsection (5)(a)(i) requires that the auditor sample
whether, as part of determining eligibility, there is a
consistent application of business conduct rules.
It is
unclear how this would be accomplished and what the
imposition of that requirement would do to the cost of
the audit.

RESPONSE;
The cost should be minimal and this requirement will be
clarified if the auditors find it difficult to comply
with.
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RULE YIII

ASSESSMENTS

COMMEnT:
Under subsection (3)(b), it is not clear whether existing
reinsurance may remain in effect.
RESPONSE<
The reinsurance continues to exist through the period in
which the premiums are paid.
COMMENT;
The interest rates set by subsection (5) refer to a prime
rate plus three percent; some reference should be made as
to the sources of the prime rate. A rate set at 1~' per
month would reduce potential disputes.
RESPONSEi
The source of the prime rate is based on the weekly
publication of the Minneapolis Federal Reserve Bank and the
proposed rule is amended accordingly.
RULE IX

REPORTS OF REINSURED RISKS

CQMMENT:
There appears to be a typo on line three.
"timely," the comma should be omitted.

Following

RESPONSE;
Agree, and the comma is deleted.
COMMENT;
Subsection (1) (f). Some carriers do not use industry as
a rating characteristic and, therefore, do not track SIC
codes. This code should only be reported if routinely
available to the carrier.
RESPONSE;
Stable reporting is essential to the program and standard
industrial codes will be used.
COMMENT;
Under Subsection (1) (j), the date of each applicable
employee's initial employment is only relevant for new
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employees and may not even be then.
new small employers.

It is not needed far

RESPONSE;
This suggestion is rejected because the information is
needed and is relevant.
RULE X

FINANCIAL RECORP KEEPING AND ADMINISTBATION

COHMENT;
This section (1) provides very little flexibility to the
administrator to carry out duties in the most efficient
manner. The administering carrier is required to provide
copies to the commissioner, as requested, but not to the
board.
It would be appropr1ate to serd =pies to the I:Dard. Under
the act, the board, not the commissioner, is supposed to
run the program.
RESPONSE;
The language will remain as presented in the rules, as
the commissioner shall request copies from the
administering carrier in order to carry out the
commissioner's duties as mandated in statute.
RULE XI ERRQRS. ADJUSTMENTS. PENALTIES. ANP SUBMISSION OF
PISPUTES
COHMENT;
Section (1) would impose "charges," "interest," and
"actual cost incurred" throughout the subsection. There
should be a defined basis far all penalties to avoid
potential disputes.
RESPONSE;
Proposed subsection (h) clarifies this question. The
rate of interest under this rule is 10\ per annum. The
administrative charge under this rule is the actual cost
incurred.
COHMENT;
Under subsection (1)(i), premium refunds are limited to
the date the error was "corrected" under this provision.
We would suggest that "discovered and reported" may be a
better reference.
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RESPONSE;
This suggestion is adopted.
ROLE XII STANDARDS FOR PRODUCER COMPENSATION LEVELS AND FAIR
MARISETING OF PLANS
COMMENT;
This rule, unlike others, repeats statutory language. It
interjects confusion by adding the standards to the
reinsurance rules rather than the small group rules. It
is recommended that those portions of this rule which are
repetitive and not specifically applicable to reinsurance
be omitted.
RESPONSE;
The rule needs to remain the same as proposed so that it
reads properly, but it will be re-examined in light of
any changes that may be made to the small employer reform
rules.
COMMENT;
section (3) is too vague and difficult to interpret.
RESPONSE;
The language was purposely left open to allow the carrier
to market products in a fair and competitively-priced
manner. The market place will determine whether the
product is attractive to market.
COMMENT;
Subsection (4)(c) quotes a statutory prohibition;
however, under the statute quoted, this exception appears
to be in the wrong place. Rather, it should be inserted
as (7) (b). compare with 33-22-1813(2) (a), MCA.
RESPONSE;
This suggestion is agreed to and the appropriate change
is made in the proposed rules.
COMMENT;
subsection (6) refers to "other small group products"
which is an undefined term while the statute references
"small employers." We suggest that "group" be changed to
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"employer." This would be consistent with the changes
made to the prior rules.
RESPONSE;
This suggestion is adopted.
COMMENT;
Concerns were expressed on compensation for sales of
product to assure fair return to agent.
RESPONSE;
The board and the commissioner wished to assure that
agenbs would have a minimum of 75% of the producer
compensation schedule and is a guide and not necessarily
to be used as the standard. This was a way to assure
that the plan would be marketed. The proposal to change
this compensation figure is rejected by the board.
State Auditor and
commissioner of Insurance

By;

/

~oz~
Gary L. Spaeth
Rules Reviewer

Certified to the secretary of State this 1st day of
August, 1994.
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF HORSE RACING
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
STATE OF MONTANA
In the matter of the amendment
of rules pertaining to permis~
sible medication and trifecta
wagering

NOTICE OF AMENDMENT OF
8.22.1402 PERMISSIBLE
MEDICATION AND 8.22.1802
REQUIREMENTS FOR LICENSEE

TO: All Interested Persons:
1. On June 9, 1994, the Board of Horse Racing published
a notice of proposed amendment of the above~stated rules at
page 1507, 1994 Montana Administrative Register, issue number
11.

2.
3.

The Board has amended the rules exactly as proposed.
No comments or testimony were received.
BOARD OF HORSE RACING
MALCOLM ADAMS, CHAIRMAN

BY:

a; -zu. '&.;k.

ANNIE M. BARTOS, CHIEF COUNSEL
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

ANNIE M. BARTOS, RULE REVIEWER
Certified to the Secretary of State, August 1, 1994.
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF FISH,

WfLIJLH'E ANIJ

I'AHKS

OF THE STATE OF MONTANA

In
the
matter of
the
adoption
of
a
rule
classifying certain types
of actions taken under
the
River
Restoration
Program
as
categorical
exclusions
TO:

NOTICE
l.L

Ill'

/\I JOI'T I ON

OF

) '4 1 )'1

All Interested Persons:
1.

On June 23, 1994, the

D<e!Jatt.Jnenl

<>t

Ftsh,

Wi Jdlife

and Parks published notice of d new rule pctt:dininq
River

Restoration

Program

Administrative Register,

at

pdqe

1 ~JY4

164'J 1

to the
Ml)fll dlld

i;;sue number 12.

2.

The department

3.

No comments or testimony were

has adopted 1- ht-::-

Department
dnd 1-'dz·ks

r'LJ I~

d~J

pt.

U(-H.. I/:h.•d.

tecf~lv~·d

ut

Fish,

Wildlit"

~.~0.~~
Robert N. Lane
Rule Reviewer

-::::::::~:r;/,111

Certified to the Secr·eLary ot Stat" un
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
OF THE STATE OF MONTANA
In the matter of the amendment of
rule 16.8.1907 dealing with the
fees for the smoke management
program.

NOTICE OF AMENDMENT
OF RULE

(Air Quality)
To:

All Interested Persons

1.
On June 9, 1994, the board published notice of public
hearing on the above-captioned amendment at page 1511 of the 1994
Montana Administrative Register, issue number 11.

2.
changes.
3.

The board has adopted the amendment as proposed with no
There were no comments on the proposed amendment.
RAYMOND W. GUSTAFSON, CHAIRMAN
BOARD OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIENCES

Sciences
Certified to the Secretary of State

AuQUSt 1. 1994

Reviewed by:
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
OF THE STATE OF MONTANA
In the matter of the amendment of
rules 16.20.202-205, 207, 208,
210-214, 216, 217, 222, 229, 234,
242, 251 and 261, and adoption of
new rule I setting standards for
public drinking water

NOTICE OF AMENDMENT
OF RULES AND ADOPTION
OF NEW RULE I

(Drinking Water)
To:

All Interested Persona

On May 26, 1994, the board published notice of public
1.
hearing o~ the above-captioned amendment and adoption at page
1362 of the 1994 Montana Administrative Register, iaaue number
10.
2.
The board adopted the rules aa proposed with the
following changes (new material ia underlined; material to be
deleted is interlined) :
16 20 202

DEFINITIONS

Same as proposed.

16.20.203 MAXIMUM INORGANIC CHEMICAL CONIAMINANI LEVELS
Same as proposed.
16 20 204 MAXIMUM ORGANIC CHEMICAL CONTAMINANT LEVELS
same as proposed.
16 20. 205
proposed.

MAXIMUM TURBIDITY CONTAMINANT LEYELS

16.20.207
HAXIMQM
Same as proposed.
IlQN

MICROBIOLOGICAL

CONTAMINANT

Same as
LEVELS

16.20.208 TBHAIMENT TECHNIOUES--FILTEATION AND DISINFECSame as proposed.

16.20. 210
posed.

BACTERIOLOGICAL QUALITY SAMPLES

Same as pro-

16.20.211 CHEMICAL AND RADIOLOGICAL QUALITY SAMPLES
(1) Same as proposed.
(2) Same as proposed.
(3) (a)-(b) Same as proposed.
(c) A community or non-transient non-community water
system wftieft tDa1 either uses unfiltered surface water or unfiltered groundwater under the direct influence of surface
water or serves a population of 10,000 or more individuals must
be monitored by the supplier for total trihalomethanes if the
system adds a disinfectant to the water ~upply. The department
may waive this reQl.lirement for a publlc water suppller that
uses surface water and does not practice filtn•ti~m: i f ~he
supolier js in compliance with a department admlnJ.st ran ve
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order. court order. or court-ordered consent decree to proyide
filtration and if the supplier agrees to comply with an alternative monitoring plan acceptable to the department.
(i)-!ii) Same as proposed.
(4)-(8) Same as proposed.
16.20.212
proposed.

SAMPLING AND REPORTING RESPONSIBILITY

16.20.213

VERIFICATION SAMPLES

16 20 214

SPECIAL SAMPLES

16.20.216

CONTROL TESTS--GENERAL

16.20.217
posed.
16.20.222

Same as

Same as proposed.

Same as proposed.
Same as proposed.

CONTROL TESTS--SQRFACE SUPPLIES
SANITARY SQRVEYS

Same as pro-

Same as proposed.

16.20.229 PUBLIC NOTIFICATION FOR CQMMUNITX
MUHITX SUPPLIES Same as proposed.

AND

NQN-CQM-

16 20.234 VARIANCE AND EXEMPTIONS FRQM MAXIMUM CONTAMINANT LEVELS (MCL'Sl FOR ORGAHIC AND INORGANIC CHEMICALS AND FRQM
IREATMENI RBOUIREMENIS FOR LEAP AND COPPER Same as proposed.
16.20.242

DESIGNATED CONTACT PERSON

16.20.251

VARIANCE "B"

Same as proposed.

Same as proposed.

16.20.261 ADQPTION AND INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE
Same as proposed.
RULE I
proposed.

!16.20.262)

DEPMTMBNI RECORPKEEPING

Same as

3.
The board received the following comments and department response follows:
Comment:
Gary France of Belgrade, Montana, expressed concern
over the "mountain of paperwork" created for small water system
operators over the past 8 to 10 months pursuant to the implementation of new Safe Drinking Water Act !SDWA) requirements.

Re•pon••:
To a substantial degree the new contaminants regulated under the 1986 SDWA were not previously monitored.
Although small system suppliers feel especially burdened with
performing this monitoring and reporting results, it is important to determine if health concerns are present for all consumers, not just large system consumers.
Unfortunately, a
large number of contaminants are now present within our environment that can affect water quality. One can no longer simply install a well into the nearest ground water source and
15-8/11/94
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guarantee the water is safe to consume.
Further, the Department of Health and Environmental Sciences (DHESl must operate under the minimum requirements of the
federal rules in order to retain primary enforcement authority
(primacy) for the SDWA. The proposed rules meet the minimum
requirements necessary to maintain primacy, but do not place
any further burden upon system suppliers. A task force, assembled by Governor Stephens and the DHES in 1990 to study the
SDWA primacy issue, recommended the DHES pursue primacy regarding the 1986 SDWA amendments because it is best suited to implement these laws in Montana.
This task force consisted of a
cross section of system operators, regulators, health professionals, and engineering professionals.
The Governor and 1991
Legislature supported that recommendation. The other option is
to return primacy to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
which would then implement the SDWA Rules.

c-t:

Mr. France also questioned why it is necessary to
sample homes for lead and copper when his distribution system
is PVC and he does not control the plumbing in homes.

It is the water that can cause lead and copper to
corrode from the plumbing (solder, old lead service lines,
plumbing fixtures and copper plumbing are likely sources of
lead and copper). EPA's Lead and Copper rule attempts to mitigate the effects of corrosive water supplies.
For example,
water that is corrosive must be treated to protect against
release of corrosion byproducts. Even if lead or copper piping
does not exist in a water supply system, brass and bronze fixtures can contribute to lead and copper levels at a customer's
taps. Both lead and copper are components of these alloys.
A survey performed in 1993, sponsored by the American
Water Works Association Research Foundation, determined that
the public wants to know if their water is safe to consume and
is willing to pay more for safe water.
The intent of the 19B6
amendments to the SDWA was to improve the quality of water
supplied to all U.S. citizens.
Response:

Ca.aant:
Phillip G. Smith, president of the Forest Creek Homeowners Association stated that sampling costs for his association totaled $2761.53 between January 1, 1993, and June 12,
1994.
Mr. Smith states that this expense has nearly depleted
the system's reserves.

The Forest Creek water system is supplied by two
wells, each of which must be tested for a large number of contaminants under the new regulations.
The system's sampling
costs should be less than $300 for the remaining 18 months of
the three-year compliance period.
Averaging the cost of sampling over the three years and 15 service connections, the
monthly cost per service connection should be approximately
$5.70 per service connection.
Although this may be a large
increase for many residential water customers, it is not excessive when compared to other utility costs. By completing these

Response:
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tests, consumers are assured that their water supply has been
tested for 16 inorganic and 80 organic chemicals, all of which
can have harmful effects if high levels are present. The DHES
has attempted to be flexible in requiring monitoring to the
extent permitted by federal rule, in part by pursuing statewide
sampling waivers for the 5 most expensive water tests.
C~t:
Hilda C. Korrell, mayor of the town of Lima requested
a complete copy of the proposed rules and went on to state that
projections of future compliance costs would exceed the entire
town budget.

Re•pon••:
Copies of the proposed rules were sent to Mayor
Korrell.
The DHES has offered as much flexibility as allowed
by the SDWA and EPA's rules. The DHES will also apply to EPA
for statewide waivers from sampling for 5 of the most expensive
chemical tests; dioxin, glyphosate, diquat, endothall and asbestos. Even though many small systems sampled for most of the
contaminants in these proposed rules during the past 12 months,
sampling costs should not have exceeded approximately $2000 for
a town with one source of water. Also, these costs will dramatically decrease for most systems now that the first round of
sampling is completed.

Comment: Marty Swickard, Region VIII Lead & Copper Rule Coordinator, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), is responsible
for review of the DHES' Lead and Copper Rule proposal for conformance with Federal guidelines for State adoption.
In her
June 9, 1994, comment letter Ms. Swickard identified six items
within Circular PWS-4 that must be revised to meet the minimum
Federal requirements.
Re•pon••:
The problems described by Ms. Swickard were in an
earlier, draft version of the proposed rules.
The proposed
rules published in the Montana Administrative Register include
all of the changes requested by Ms. Swickard.

David Schmidt, EPA Region VIII Phase II and V Rule
Coordinator had three comments regarding the proposed changes
to Department Circular PWS-1.
The first corrment was with respect to the language describing nitrate and nitrite maximum
contaminant level (MCL) exceedances.
Mr. Schmidt correctly
pointed out that the circular must address the ~ nitrate +
nitrite MCL in addition to the separate nitrate and nitrite
MCLs. Mr. Schmidt also suggested that the footnotes on page 14
of the Department Circular PWS-1 be moved to page 13. Finally,
Mr. Schmidt noted that the best available technology for treating cyanide is better described as "alkaline chlorination"
instead of "chlorine".
DHES staff will change •chlorine• to
•alkaline chlorination with pH " 8. 5" in the table on page 33
of Department Circular PWS-1.
C~t:

Re•pon•e:

These changes were made in Department Circular PWS-

1.
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Comment:
Jim Melstad, Supervisor of DHES' Drinking Water section, requests that ARM 16.20.211(3) be amended to provide that
trihalomethane (THM) monitoring requirements for certain public
water supply systems may be waived if the system is addressed
by an administrative or court order.
Reaponae:

The rules were amended to incorporate this change.

C-t:
Joe Steiner, Plant Superintendent, City of Billings
Public Utilities Department, expressed concern over the DHBS
Public Water Supply Program's ability to administer additional
rules with its limited staff. Mr. Steiner also noted a subsection within Circular PWS-4 that was different than the federal
rule dealing with lead service line sample collection methodol-

ogy.
Reaponae:
The public drinking water task force prepared a
report in 1991, which was submitted to then-Governor Stephens
and the Legislature, that also identified inadequate staffing
as a problem.
Since then, the DHES has expanded its drinking
water staff.

Ca.aent:
Raymond Wadsworth, Executive Director, Montana Rural
Water Systems, emphasized that the Public Water Supply Program
should integrate future federal amendments that may ease the
cost and burden placed on small public water supplies by these
rules.
Reaponae:
If future amendments are made to the federal Safe
Drinking Water Act to ease the present, stringent regulatory
requirements, any subsequent amendment by the Environmental
Protection Agency to federal drinking water rules will be seriously considered for integration into the state rules.

Ca.aant:
Al Ortman, Billings Christian School, expressed concern about the adoption of rules more stringent than those
already in place.
Reaponae:
The rules
current federal rules.

proposed herein

are

equivalent

to

t:he

RAYMOND W. GUSTAFSON, CHAIRMAN
BOARD OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMBNTAL
SCIEN S

Sciences
Certified to the Secretary of State

Aygust 1. 1994
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
OF THE STATE OF MONTANA
In the matter of the amendment of
rules 16.20.603, 616-624, and
641, concerning surface water
quality standards

)
)
)
)
)

NOTICE OF AMENDMENT
OF RULES

In the matter of the adoption of
new rules I through IX and the
repeal of rules 16.20.701 through
16.20.705 regarding implementation
of the Water Quality Act's
nondegradation policy

)
)
)
)
)
)

NOTICE OF ADOPTION
OF NEW RULES I-IX AND
REPEAL OF 16.20.701-705

In the matter of the amendment of
rules 16.20.1003 and 16.20.101016.20.1011 regarding ground water
quality standards, mixing zones,
and water quality nondegradation.
In the matter of the adoption of
new rules I-X concerning the use
of mixing zones.

)
)
)

(Water Quality)

(Water Quality
Nondegradation)
NOTICE OF AMENDMENT
OF RULES

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

(Water Quality)
NOTICE OF ADOPTION
OF NEW RULES I-X
(Water Quality)

TO: All Interested Persons
1.
As described more fully in paragraphs 2-5, the board
has published notices of proposed adoption, amerdnent aOO. repeal of rules
pertaining to surface water quality standards, rules pertaining
to authorization to degrade state waters, ground water quality
standards and mixing zones.
These rule sets each refer to
terminology and concepts in the other rule sets and it is
therefore efficient to promulgate final notices of · adoption,
amendment and repeal simultaneously.
2.
On November 24, 1993, the board published notice at
page 2737 of the Montana Administrative Register, Issue No. 22,
of the proposed amendment of rules 16.20.603, 616 through 624,
and 641. On April 14, 1994, the board published a supplemental
notice at page 827 of the Montana Administrative Register,
Issue No. 7, noticing an additional public hearing on May 20,
1994,
and extending the comment period on the proposed
amendment of rules 16.20.603, 616 through 624, and 641.
3. On November 24, 1993, the board of health and environmental sciences ("board") published notice at page 2723 of the
Montana Administrative Register, Issue No. 22, of the proposed
adoption of new rules I through IX and the repeal of 16.20.701
through 16.20.705.
On April 14, 1994, the board published a
supplemental notice at page 849 of the Montana Administrative
Register, Issue No. 7, noticing an additional public hearing on
May 20, 1994, and extending the comment period on the proposed
adoption of new rules I through IX and repeal of 16.20. 701
through 16.20.705.
15-8/11/94
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4.
On February 10, 1994, the board published notice at
page 244 of the Montana Administrative Register, Issue No. 3,
of the proposed amendment of 16.20.1003 and 16.20.101016.20.1011 regarding ground water quality standards, m1x1ng
zones, and water quality nondegradation.
On April 14, 1994,
the board published a supplemental notice at page 846 of the
Montana Administrative Register, Issue No. 7, noticing an additional public hearing on May 20, 1994, and extending the comment period on the proposed amendment of 16.20.1003 and
16.20.1010-16.20.1011.
5.
On April 15, 1994, the board published notice at page
835 of the Montana Administrative Register, Issue No. 7, of the
proposed adoption of new rules I-X concerning the use of mixing
zones.
6.
The rules as
amended from the versions
published on April 14, 1994, appear as follows (new material is
underlined; material to be deleted is interlined) :
16.20.603

DEFINITIONS

16.20.616

A-CLQSED CLASSIFICATION

Same as proposed.
Same as proposed.

16.20.617 A-1 CbASSIFICATION (1)-(2)
Remain the same.
(3)
No person may violate the following specific water
quality standards for waters classified A-1:
(a)
Remains the same.
(b)
Dissolved oxygen concentration must not be reduced
below the applicable standards ±e¥e±a given in department circular WQB-7.
(c)-(g) Remain the same.
(h) ( i) Concentrations of carcinogenic, bioconcentrat ing,
toxic, or harmful parameters which would remain in the water
after conventional water treatment may not exceed the applicable standards ±e¥e±a set forth in department circular WQB-7.
(ii) Dischargers issued permits under ARM Title 16, chapter 20, subchapter 9, shall conform with ARM Title 16, chapter
20 1 subchapter 7, the nondegradation rules, and may not cause
receiving water concentrations to exceed the applicable .!!l.J!n::.
~ ±eYele contained in department circular WQB-7 when stream
flows equal or exceed the design flows specified in ARM
16.20.631(4).
(iii) I f site-specific criteria are developed using the
procedures given in the Water Quality Standards Handbook (US
EPA, Dec. 1983), and provided that other routes of exposure to
toxic parameters by aquatic life are addressed, the criteria
~ so developed §ha.ll !llaY be used as water quality standards for the affected waters and as the basis for permit limits instead of the applicable standards ±eYe-lB in department
circular WQB-7.
(iv) Remains the same.
(4)
Remains the same.
16.20.618 B-1 CLASSIFICATION (1)
Remains the same.
(2)
No person may violate the following specific water
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quality standards for waters classified B-1:
(a)-(g)
Remain the same.
(h) ( i l Concentrations of carcinogenic, bioconcentrating,
toxic or harmful parameters which would remain in the water
after conventional water treatment may not exceed the applicable standards ±eYele set forth in department circular WQB-7.
(iil
Dischargers issued permits under ARM Title 16, chapter 20, subchapter 9, shall conform with ARM Title 16, chapter
20, subchapter 7, the nondegradation rules, and may not cause
receiving water concentrations to exceed the applicable ~
~ ±eYele specified in department circular WQB-7 when stream
flows equal or exceed the design flows specified in ARM
16.20.631 (4).
(iii) If site-specific triteria are developed using the
procedures given in the Water Quality Standards Handbook (US
EPA, Dec. 1983), and provided that other routes of exposure to
toxic parameters by aquatic life are addressed, the criteria
~ so developed Wllil IIIeY be used as water quality standards for the affected waters and as the basis for permit limits instead of the applicable standards ±eYele in department
circular WQB-7.
(iv)
Remains the same.
(3) The board hereby adopts and incorporates by reference
the following:
(a)
Department circular WQB-7, entitled "Montana Numeric
Water Quality Standards"
(1994 edition), which establishes
standards ~ for toxic, carcinogenic, bioconcentrating, and
harmful parameters in water; and
(b)-(c) Remain the same.
16.20.619 B-2 CLA9SIFICATIQN (1) Remains the same.
(2)
No person may violate the following specific water
quality standards for waters classified B-2:
(a) Remains the same.
(b)
Dissolved oxygen concentration must not be reduced
below the applicable standards ±eYele given in department circular WQB-7.
(c)-(g)
Remain the same.
(h) (i)
Concentrations of carcinogenic, bioconcentrating,
toxic or harmful parameters which would remain in the water
after conventional water treatment may not exceed the applicable standards ±eYele set forth in department circular WQB-7.
(ii)
Dischargers issued permits under ARM Title 16, chapter 20, subchapter 9, shall conform with ARM Title 16, chapter
20, subchapter 7, the nondegradation rules, and may not cause
receiving water concentrations to exceed the applicable ~
~ ~ specified in department circular WQB-7 when stream
flows equal or exceed the design flows specified in ARM
16.20.631(4).
(iii) If site-specific criteria are developed using the
procedures given in the Water Quality Standards Handbook (US
EPA, Dec. 1983), and provided that other routes of exposure to
toxic parameters by aquatic life are addressed, the criteria
~ so developed §lli!l_l mtty be used as water quality stan15-8/11/94
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dards for the affected waters and as the basis for permit lim~
its instead of the applicable standards ~ in department
circular WQB-7.
(iv)
Remains the same.
(3)
The board hereby adopts and incorporates ~ by
reference the following:
(a)
Department circular WQB-7, entitled "Montana Numeric
Water Quality Standards" (1994 edition), which establishes
standards ~ for toxic, carcinogenic, bioconcentrating, and
harmful parameters in water; and
(b)-(c) Remain the same.
16.20.620 B-3 CLASSIFICATION (1)
Remains the same.
(2) No person may violate the following specific water
quality standards for waters classified 8-3:
(a)
Remains the same.
(b)
Dissolved oxygen concentration must not be reduced
below the applicable standards ~ specified in department
circular WQB-7.
(c)-(g) Remain the same.
(h) ( i) Concentrations of carcinogenic, bioconcentrating,
toxic, or harmful parameters which would remain in the water
after conventional water treatment may not exceed the applicable standards~ set forth in department circular WQB-7_
(ii) Dischargers issued permits under ARM Title 16, chapter 20, subchapter 9, shall conform with ARM Title 16, chapter
20, subchapter 7, the nondegradation rules, and may not cause
receiving water concentrations to exceed the applicable ~
~ ±e¥e±e specified in department circular WQB-7 when stream
flows equal or exceed the design flows specified in ARM
16.20.631(4)(iii) If site-specific criteria are developed using the
procedures given in the Water Quality Standards Handbook (US
EPA, Dec_ 1983), and provided that other routes of exposure to
toxic parameters by aquatic life are addressed, the criteria
~ so developed 1lb.all RlaY be used as water quality standards for the affected waters and as the basis for permit limits instead of the applicable standards ±eYe±e specified in
department circular WQB-7.
(iv) Remains the same.
(3) The board hereby adopts and incorporates by reference
the following:
(a)
Department circular WQB-7, entitled "Montana Numeric
Water Quality Standards"
(1994 edition), which establishes
standards ~ for toxic, carcinogenic, bioconcentrating, and
harmful parameters in water; and
(b)-(c) Remain the same_
16.20.621 C-1 CLASSIFICATION (1)
Remains the same.
(2)
No person may violate the following specific water
quality standards for waters classified C-1:
(a)
Remains the same.
(b)
Dissolved oxygen concentration must not be reduced
below the applicable ~tandards ~ given in depatlment cirMontana Administrative Register
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cular

WQB~7.

(c)-(g)
Remain the same.
(h) (i)
Concentrations of carcinogenic, bioconcentrating,
toxic, or harmful parameters may not exceed levels which render
the waters harmful, detrimental or injurious to public health.
Concentrations of toxic parameters also may not exceed the
applicable standards ~ specified in department circular
WQB~7.

(ii) Dischargers issued permits under ARM Title 16, chapter 20, subchapter 9, shall conform with ARM Title 16, chapter
20, subchapter 7, the nondegradation rules, and may not cause
receiving water concentrations to exceed the applicable ~
~ ~ specified in department circular WQB-7 when stream
flows equal or exceed the design flows specified in ARM
16.20.631(4).
(iii) I f site-specific criteria are developed using the
procedures given in the Water Quality Standards Handbook (US
EPA, Dec. 1983), and provided that other routes of exposure to
toxic parameters by aquatic life are addressed, the criteria
~ so developed ilhall ~ be used as water quality standards for the affected waters and as the basis for permit limits instead of the applicable standards 'i:eYe'i:s in department
cireular WQB-7.
(iv)
Remains the same.
(3)
The board hereby adopts and i~corporates by reference
the following:
(a)
Department circular WQB-7, entitled "Montana Numeric
Water Quality Standards" (1994 edition), which establishes
standards ~ for toxic, carcinogenic, bioconcentrating, and
harmful parameters in water; and
(b)-(c)
Remain the same.
16.20.622 C-2 CLA8SIFICAIION (1) Remains the same.
(2)
No person may violate the following specific water
quality standards for waters classified C-2:
(a)-(g)
Remain the same.
(h) (i)
Concentrations of carcinogenic, bioconcentrating,
toxic, or harmful parameters may not exceed levels which render
the waters harmful, detrimental or injurious to public health.
Concentrations of toxic parameters also may not exceed the
applicable standards ~ specified in department circular
WQB-7.
(ii) Dischargers issued permits under ARM Title 16, chapter 20, subchapter 9, shall conform with ARM Title 16, chapter
20, subchapter 7, the nondegradation rules, and may not cause
receiving water concentrations to exceed the applicable ~
~ te¥e±e specified in department circular WQB-7 when stream
flows equal or exceed the design flows specified in ARM
16.20.631(4).
(iii) I f site-specific criteria are developed using the
procedures given in the Water Quality Standards Handbook (US
EPA, Dec. 1983), and provided that other routes of exposure to
toxic parameters by aquatic life are addressed, the criteria
~ so developed JUliU.l ~ be used as water quality stan15-8/11/94
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dards for the affected waters and as the basis for permit limits instead of the applicable standards ~ in department
circular WQB-7.
(iv)
Remains the same.
(3)
The board hereby adopts and incorporates by reference
the following:
(a)
Department circular WQB-7, entitled "Montana Numeric
Water Quality Standards" (1994 edition), which establishes
standards ~ for toxic, carcinogenic, bioconcentrating, and
harmful parameters in water; and
(b)-(c) Remain the same.
16.20.623 I CLASSIFICATION (1)
Remains the same.
(2) .No person may violate the following specific water
quality st~ndards for waters classified I:
(a)-(g)
Remain the same.
(h) (i)- (ii) Remain the same.
(iii) Beneficial uses are considered supported when the
concentrations of toxic, carcinogenic, or harmful parameters in
these waters do not exceed the applicable standards ~
specified in department circular WQB-7 when stream flows equal
or exceed the flows specified in ARM 16.20.631(4) or, alternatively, for aquatic life when site-specific criteria are developed using tpe procedures given in the Water Quality Standards
Handbook (US EPA, Dec. 1963), and provided that other routes of
exposure to toxic parameters by aquatic life are addressed.
The limits so developed shall be used as water quality standards for the affected waters and as the basis for permit limits instead of the applicable standards in department circular
WQB-7.
( iv) Limits for toxic, carcinogenic, or harmful parame-·
ters in new discharge permits issued pursuant to the MPDES
rules (ARM Title 16, chapter 20, subchapter 9) are the larger
of either the applicable standards te¥eta specified in department circular WQB-7, site-specific standards, or one-half of
the mean in-stream concentrations immediately upstream of the
discharge point.
(3) The board hereby adopts and incorporates by reference
the following:
(a)
Department circular WQB-7, entitled "Montana Numeric
Water Quality Standards" (1994 edition), which establishes
standards~ for toxic, carcinogenic, bioconcentrating, and
harmful parameters in water; and
(b)-(c) Remain the same.
16.20.624 C-3 CLASSIFICATION (1)
Remains the same.
(2) No person may violate the following specific water
quality standards for waters classified C-3:
(a)
Remains the same.
(b)
Dissolved oxygen concentration must not be reduced
below the applicable standards 'l-e¥8-±13 specified in department
circular WQB-7.
(c) -(g) Remain the same.
(h) (i) Concentrations of carcinogenic, bioconcentrating,
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toxic, or harmful parameters which would remain in the water
after conventional water treatment may not exceed the applicable standards ±eYe±& set forth in department circular WQB-7.
(ii)
Dischargers issued permits under ARM Title 16, chapter 20, subchapter 9, shall conform with ARM Title 16, chapter
20, subchapter 7, the nondegradation rules, and may not cause
receiving water concentrations to exceed the applicable ~
~ ±e¥e±e specified in department circular WQB-7 when stream
flows equal or exceed the design flows specified in ARM
16.20.631(4).
(ii.i) If site-specific criteria are developed using the
procedures given in the Water Quality Standards Handbook (US
EPA, Dec. 1983), and provided that other routes of exposure to
toxic parameters by aquatic life are addressed, the criteria
~ so developed WlilU fMtY be used as water quality standards for the affected waters and as the basis for permit limits instead of the applicable standards !-eYel-e specified in
department circular WQB-7.
(iv)
Remains the same.
(3)
The board hereby adopts and incorporates by reference
the following:
(a)
Department circular WQB-7, entitled "Montana Numeric
Water Quality Standards"
(1994 edition), which establishes
standards ~ for toxic, carcinogenic, bioconcentrating, and
harmful parameters in water; and
(b)-(c)
Remain the same.
16.20.641 RAQIOLQGICAL CRITERIA (1)
No person may cause
radioactive materials in surface waters to exceed the standards
±e¥e±e specified in department circular WQB-7.
(2)
The board hereby adopts and incorporates by reference
department circular WQB-7, entitled "Montana Numeric Water
Quality Standards" (1994 edition), which establishes limits for
toxic, carcinogenic, bioconcentrating, and harmful parameters
in water.
Copies of the circular may be obtai.ned from the
Water Quality Bureau, Department of Health and Environmental
Sciences, Cogswell Building, Capitol Station, Helena, Montana
59620.
Rules 16.20.701 through 705 were repealed as proposed and
can be found at pages 16-973 through 16-979 of the Administrative Rules of Montana.
RULE I

(16.20.706)

PQRPOSE

Same as proposed.

RULE II (16.20.707)
DEFINITIONS
Unless the context
clearly states otherwise, the following definitions, in addition to those in 75-5-103, MCA, apply throughout this subchapter (Note: 75-5-103, MCA, includes definitions for "degradation",
"existing uses",
"high quality waters", and "parameter".):
(1)-(2)
Same as proposed.
(3)
"Snistenee Yshte" Means the Yahte sf the eeaefit that
pesple May de!'h e fFeM the existeaee ef a Feset~Fee, withattt
15-B/11/94
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re~ara ~e ~heir ~ee er eeae~~~iea ef it .
.llL "Degradation" is defined in 75-5-103. MCA, and also
means any increase of a discharge that exceeds the limits es
tablished under or determined from a permit or approval issued
by the department prior to April 29, 1~93.
(4)-(8) Same as proposed.
(9)
"Level 2 treatment" means tl"eatffleflt whiefi will refflewe
at least 69' ef the aitre~ea frem the raw state. a waste water
treatment system that will provide a higher degree of treatment
than conventional systems. including the removal of at least
60\ of nitrogen as measured from the raw influent load to the
system. The term does not include treatment systems for industrial waste.
(10)-(17)
Same as proposed.
(191
"9f!pert~ail!')'
east" ffleafts the val~e ef a rese .. ,.ee
whel'l ~sea irt its hi~hest ¥al .. ea alternate .. se, re!Jaraless ef
its priee er ¥al .. e is its e~rreat ~se .
.f.i-9+J.l.l!l. "Outstanding resource waters" or "ORW" means all
state waters that are located in national parks, national wilderness or primitive areas.
ORW also means state waters that
have been identified as possessing outstanding ecological,
reereatieBal or domestic water supply significance and subsequently have been classified as an ORW by the board.
+a&l-ll.21
"Permit" means either an MPDES permit or an
MGWPCS permit.
+i»+n.Ql
"Reporting values" means the values listed as
reporting values in department circular WQB -7, and are the
detection levels that must be achieved in reporting ambient &r
eemplianee monitoring results to the department unless otherwise specified in a permit, approval or authorization issued by
the department.
(22)-(25) Same as proposed but are renumbered (21)-(24).

RULE Ill
(16 20 706) NONDEGRAPATION POLICY APPLICABILI ..
TY AND LIMITATION
(1) Same as proposed.
(2)
Department review of proposals for new or increased
sources will determine the level of protection required for the
impacted water as follows:
(a)
Same as proposed.
(b)
For high quality waters, degradation may be allowed
only according to the procedures in [RULE VI].
These rules
apply to any activity that may cause degradation of high quality waters, for any parameter, unless the changes in existing
water quality resulting from the activity are determined to be
nonsignificant under [Rules VII or VIII].
I f degradation of
high quality waters is allowed, the department will assure that
within the United States geological survey hydrologic unit
upstream of the proposed activity, there shall be achieved the
highest statutory and regulatory requirements for all point and
nonpoint sources.
This assurance will be achieved through
ongoing a4roinistration by the department of mandatory programs
for control of point and nonpoint discharge§.
(c)
Same as proposed.
(3)
Same as proposed.
I

I
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RULE IV
(16.20.709)
INFORMAIIQNAL REOUIREMENIS FOR NONDEGRAPATION SIGNIFICANCE/AVTHORIZAIION REVIEW
(1)
Any person
proposing an activity which may cause degradation is responsible for compliance with 75-5-303, MCA.
Except as provided in
(2) below, Aa person may either:
(a) Same as proposed.
(b) submit an application to the department pursuant to
~ l1l below, for the department to make the determination.
(2) ARy perseR prepesiR~ QR aeti~ity er elass sf aeti~i
ties wfiiefi Ma~ eal:lae ee~raeatieR M&y ee~~~plete a eep&PtMeRt
"Applieatiefl fel" Betei!'MiRatieR sf Si~flifieaftee".
lftfBPMatiefl
Pe~ired efl tfie applieatieR iRel~ees bl:lt is Ret liMi~ed te tfie
fellewiflg.
The department will determine whether a proposed
activity may cause degradation based on information submitted
by the applicant for all activities that are permitted. approved. licensed. or otherwise authorized by the department.
lll AnY person proposing an activity or class of activities which may cause degradation and is not an activity included under (2) above may complete a department "Application for
Determination of Significance".
Information reauired on the
application includes. but is not limited to. the following:
(a)-(e) Same as proposed.
(3)-(6) Same as proposed but renumbered (4)-(7).
-f*i.ftl (a)
lrt e!"eel" fel!' tfie eepal!'tllleRt te detel"'lliRe wfie
tfiel" Bl!' Ret tfie prepesee aeti~ity will l!'es~:~lt in i~~~pePtant eee
neMie er seeial ee.,•elepMertt tfiat exeeeds tfie 8enefit te seeiety
ef Maintaio,in§' enistin~ fii§'fi ~alit~ watel"s ana exeeeds tfie
eests te seeiety sf allewin!J ee~radatiee sf fiig-8 qHalit) wa
tel"s, tfie applieatien shall ieelHde aft aftalysis sf the 8eRefits
aee eests, ieelHEiin!J entePnal erh'il"enMeetal eests sf tfie pPe
peeee aetivit) 1 and iflelHeie~ tfie eet pl!'esent .alHe ts sseiety
sf the pl"epesee aeti•ity as MeasHPee by tfie fellswie~·
( i)
tfie pPesent , alHe ef tfie Benefits pl!'e.,•ieed te seei
ety ey the e'tttpHt ef tfie pl!'spssee aetio it) eve!" ite HsefHl
life; MinHB
( ii)
tfie pl!'esent ...alHe sf the eh•eet l!'eesHree eests sf
esnstl!'l:letise aee eperatisrt sf the prspssee aeth·ity eoer its
~:~sefHl life; ana MirtHB
(iii) the pPesertt o>altte sf tfie enterftal eRo iPBM'Iefttal
l"esBH!!ee eests sf the pl"speeee aetLity e•.-ep its HsefHl life,
iHelHeiH!J eests persieting aftel!' the prepesee aeth ity hae
eeaeel!ir ana
(i.,.) an analysis sf tfie lese er esste te seeiety l!'esHlt
ir1g frBM tfie lewel!' watel!' ~Hality.
(8) Faetsrs whiefi sheHle be esflsieel!'ee ift the ar~alyses in
(a) ahe•e ieelHee, b~t are net liMited te 1 ehar1ges ir1 Bf'l) sf
tfie eategeriee listed bela~.
(i)
tfie valHe Beeiety f'laees eft tfie SHtpHt tS 8e pre
e~eee b~ tfie prepeeed aeti.,.ity,
( ii)
ttneertaint} iH eaeh ef the faeteFB thet Malte l:lf' (a)
(i) tl\l"BH§'ft (i,).
(e) Faeters whiefi alee May he eer~sideree ifl the ar1al~ see
ie (a) (iiil af\e (iv) abswe inel~ee, BHt al!'e Ret liMited ts,
efiaegel! in aft~ Bf tfie eategeries listed eelew.
15-8/11/94
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(i)
( ii)

(iii)
(i¥)

emplB'fMeR~ aepeRdeR~ en exie~iR§ wa~e~ quali~~.
effee~e Bfl p!ielie health aRe ~he en·d~eflllleflt,
~eseli~ee litilieatiea aRd eepletiea,
eKieteaee .allies, e~

eppertuRi~y eee~e,
An applicant must demonstrate
that the proposed activity will result in important economic or
social development that exceeds the costs to society of allowing the proposed change in water quality.
Factors to be ad·
dressed in the application may include, but are not limited to,
the positive and negative effects of the following:
lil
allowing the proposed change in water quality:
.liil employment considering the existing level of employment. unemployment. and wage levels in the area ! i, e,,
inqeasinq. maintaining, or avoiding a reduction in employ-

(I)

menlli
!iii)
the fiscal status of the local, county. or state
government and local public schools;
.ilvl the local or state economies ! i.e. , increased or
reduced diversity. multiplier effects):
lYl
social or historical values:
lYil public health:
!vii) housing (i.e .. availability and affordabilitv);
!yiiil existing public service systems and local educational systems; or.
l.i.lU.. correction of an environmental or public health
problem.
JQl Factors included in the demonstration required in (a)
ab9ye must be quantified whenever this can be done reliablY and
cost-effectively.
Other factors. which cannot be quantified.
may be represented by an appropriate unit of measurement.
If
the department determines that more information is required.
the department may require additional information from the
applicant or seek such additional information from other sourc~

(8)-(12)

Same as proposed but renumbered (9)-(13).

RULE V
(16. 20. 710)
DEPMTMENT PROCEPURES FOR NONPEGRAPATION REVIEW (1)-(2)
Same as proposed.
(3)
To determine that degradation is necessary because
there are no economically, environmentally, and technologically
feasible alternatives to the proposed activity that would re·
sult in no degradation, the department shall consider the following:
(a)
IR aete~llliflifl! eeeRe111ie feaeieilit}.
(i)
SR} R6R de!~aaiag er lees eeg~adiRg al~erHa~i.e water
£f11ality p!'eteetiel'l praetieee whieh are lees thaR 125\ et tlte
p~eeef!t werth sf eapital aRa epe~atifl§ eeete ef tlte .. ater q~al
it} preteetiefl praetieee prepeeea ey the applieaHt will -Be
ree~;~ttaely eeReiaerea eeeae111ieally feasiele witltalit t:~o~rtltet· as
seeel!leftt BY ~he aepal!'tllleRt,
(iil t:e~ aft} HBfl aegl"afiiRg e~ lese eeg!'aaiH!J alte~Rali ,.,
wate!' ~~;~ality pl!'eteetiefl praetieee wltieh are eq~o~al te er eweeea
1~5\ ef the preeeat werth ef eapital aHa epe~atiRg eeete ef tfte
watel" ~liali~y preteetieR p~aetieee prepesefi by tlte apf>lieaRL,
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the eepaFt-RteRt- will eeteFIIIiRe the eeeRe111ie feaeisilit-y ef the
alt-el!'Rat-ive wat-el!' !Jttalit-y pPet-eet-ieR pPaet-ieee e, e•ralttat-iR!J
the seRefit-s ef the adeit-ieRal reettltiRg water !J!iality aRd the
alllet;~Rt- ef the private Ret se.ReHte wi.Eh aRd ~o~it-het~t the alter
Rat1ve water !J!ialit-} preteet1eft pl!'aet-1eee.
lAl The department will determine the economic feasibility of the alternative water auality protection practices by
evaluating the cost effects of the proposed alternatives on the
economic viability of the proiect and on the applicant by using
standard and accepted financial analyses.
(b)-(c) Same as proposed.
(4) (a)
To determine that the proposed activity will result in important economic Of social development that exceeds
the benefit to society of maintaining existing high-quality
waters and exceeds the costs to society of allowing degradation
of high-quality waters, the department lft\!St fina, BaSes Bft aft
anal)sis sf the Benefits and eeete, inelttding exterftal eft~ireft
llleRt-al eest-s ef the p!'epesee aetivity ana ef the eenefite ef
the exiet-iR!J wat-el!' !J!ialit-}•
( i) that the senefite sf the prepesee aetivity are rea
senasl} lilfel} te eignifieafttly exeeea the B\1111 ef all its
eset-s 1 iRelttding the eeets ef lewel"ed water !J!iality,
( ii) that the rislf inhereRt in f indift!J ( i) ase • e is rea
senasle 1 '!Ji.,.en the ttneel"tainty in senetits and eests.
(e)
IR lllaltiR!J these findings the separt-111ent- shall eensid
el!' the Ret preseRt- oaltte te seeiet-, ef the pl!'epeeed aet-ioit-' as
llleasttree By.
( i)
the pl!'esent •,·altte ef the seRe fits pl!'e • ides t-e seei
et-} ey the ettt-pttt- ef the pFepeses aet-i.,.ity e.,.el!' its ttsefttl
life 1 111inus
( i i) the pl!'eseRt ...altte ef the dil!'eet- l!'esettl!'ee eases ef
eeRst-rttet-ieR and epel!'atien sf the prepesee eeti ... ity B'>'el!' its
useful life, and llliftliS
(iii) the pl!'eseRt- <'altte ef the ent-erRal eR'vil!'BRIIIeRt-al
resettree eests et the pl!'epesee eetiwit} B>el!' its useful lite 1
ineluaing eeets persisting efteP the prspeeea eeti.it, has
eeasea, ana
(i..,) afl aRalysie sf the less er eeste te eeeiety l!'es~:~lt
iR!J fl!'slll the lewel!' wat-el!' !J!iality.
(e) F'aet-el!'S ~o~hieh shet~ld ee eensidel!'ed in the analyses iR
(a) and (e) aee ...e iRel~:~ae, e~:~t- are ftst- li111it-es t-e, ehaftgee iR
afty ef the eat-egePies list-eli eelsw.
lil
the walt~e seeiety plaees en the sl:ttput te be pl!'e
a~:~eea B} the prspeeed aeti.ity,
(ii)
l:tfteert-aiftty in eaeh ef the faet-sl!'s that 111alfe ttp (e)
(i) thl!'sli'!Jh (i.,.) abeoe1
(dl Faetere ~o~hieh alee 1118} ee eeneiael!'ed iR the aRal)see
ift (b) (iii) aRs (i ... l ass ...e iRelttae, ettt- aPe Ret li111it-ea t-e,
ehaRgee iR aft} ef the eategel!'iee listed eele~o~.
(i)
effiPlBY!fteRt eepeRiient en exietiR!J wat-el!' !J!iality,
(ii) effeets en puelie health afla the eft~ii!'BRIIIeRtl
(iii) ressul!'ee ~:~tilieat-ieft aRa seplet-ien,
(i.,.) exieteRee ... alttes, Bl!'
(.,.)
eppel!'t-I:IRit-y eeet-s,
15-8/11/94
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(e)
Ift Mallift§ the HREiiRg ift ( 4) (a), the Eiepaf'tMeflt shall
weigh these faetef's that af'e f'easeftaely ~~afltifiaele, aHa ~~~~st
fiREi that the MagRit~Eies ef the ~ft~~afttifiaele faetef'e af'e net
lil£el) te f'e<ef'ee the fiREiiRg. must find that the proposed
activity will provide important economic or social development
which o~tweighs any cost to society of allowjng the proposed
change 1n water quality.
In making its determination, the
department may consider factors that include. but are not lim
ited to. the following;
..!.il.
effects on the state or local community resulting
from increased employment opportunities considering the exist
ing level of employment. unemployment. and wage levels in the
~

liil

effects on the state or local economies;
(iiil
effects on the fiscal status of the locaL county
or state governments and local public schools;
liYl effects on the local or state economies (i.e.,
increased or reduced diversity. multiplier effects);
lvl
effects on social or historical values;
lYil effects on public health;
(vii)
effects on housing (i.e .. availability apd afford~
ability);
(yiijl effects on existing public service systems and
local educational systems; or.
l.ixl correction of an environmental or public health
problem.
i l l In making the determination regujred in (a) above.
the department must weigh any costs associated with the loss of
high auality waters against any social or economic benefite
demonstrated by the applicant. The department may also consid~
er as a cost to society any identified and/or guantifiable
negative social or economic effects resulting from the proposed
activity.
(S)~(B)
Same as proposed.
RULE VI
(16. 20. 711)
DEPARTMENT PROCEPURES FOR ISSUING
PRELIMINARY AND FINAL RECISIONS REGARDING AUTHORIZATIONS TO
DEGRAPE
(1) Same as proposed.
(2)
The preliminary decision must include the following
information, if applicable;
(a)-(h) Same as proposed.
(i)
a deeeriptieft specific identification of any mixing
zone the department proposes to allow.
(3)-(B)
Same as proposed.
RULE VII
(16.20.712) CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING NONSIGNJf~
ICANT CHAHGES IN WATER QUALITY
(1)
The following criteria
will be used to determine whether certain activities or classes
of activities will result in nonsignificant changes in existing
water quality due to their low potential to affect human health
or the environment.
These criteria consider the quantity and
strength of the pollutant, the length of time the changes will
occur, and the character of the pollutant.
Except as provided
in (2) below, changes in existing surface or ground water qual~
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ity resulting from the activities that meet all the criteria
listed below are nonsignificant, and are not required to undergo review under 75-5-303, MCA:
(a) activities that would increase or decrease the mean
monthly flow of a surface water by leas than 15\ or the 7-day
10 year low flow by less than 10\;
(b) discharges containing carcinogenic parameters or
parameters with a bioconcentration factor greater than 300 at
concentrations less than or equal to the concentrations of
those parameters in the receiving water;
(c) discharges containing toxic parameters or nutrients,
except as specified in (d) and (e) below, which will not cause
changes that equal or exceed the trigger values in department
circular WQB-7, Whenever the change exceeds the trigger value.
the change is not significant if the resulting concentration
outside of a mixing zone designated by the department dpes not
exceed 15\ of the lowest applicable standard;
(d) changes in the concentration of nitrogen in ground
water which will not impair existing or anticipated beneficial
uses, where~ waeer ~aliey preeeeeiee praeeiees appreoea sy ehe
aepare~eRe 1
refereReea as leoel ~ ereat~eftt ie Tasle I selsw 1
have seen f~lly i~ple~ente8 1 afta where the s~~ sf the res~ltin!
esReeRtratisRs sf Ritrate 1 Ritrite 1 aea a-eeia 1 all ~eas~rea
as Hit!!'egeR, e>ttsiae sf al'ly applieasle ~iniR! eeHe aesi!JRatea
hy the aepart~eRt 1 will Ret eKeeed the • al>tes gio eft iR the
tasle selew 1 as lsR!J as s>teh ehaRges ·will l'lst res~lt iR iR
ereases greater than 9.91 ~illi!Jra~s per liter iR the Hitrs!JeR
eeReefttrat ieR iR afty pereRRial s~rfaee ••Jater,
lil
the incremental increase of nitrogen from human
waste in ground water may not be more than 2. 5 mg/1 at the
boundary of the applicable mixing zone;
l i i l the sum of the resulting concentrations of nitrate
as nitrogen. outside of any applicable mixing zone. will not
exceed the yalues giyen in Table I; and.
!iii) the change will not result in increases greater than
0.01 milligrams per liter in the nitrogen concentration in any
surface water.
See next page for Table I
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'Fable I
BlHB'FINC !II
'FROCBN GONCBN
'FR-Vf! 9!1 IN
CR9~ W..'A'ER
<

2.5 ffC/L

PRIM.~.R¥

B9URGE SF
EXIB'FINC
tll'FROCEtl

NI'FR9CEN 09!1
GBN'FR....'FION
AF'FBR 'FIIB PRO
POSED J.C'FIVI'F¥

REQUIRE!!EN'FB
F9R NONSIG!IIFI
CANGB

<2.5 !!G/L
•2.5 <5.9 t4G/L

LEVEL <! 'FRE.•.'F
MBti'F

<5.9 PIG/L
•5<19 MG/L

1!.5 5. 9 MQ/L

B I Gtll F I C.l\!11'

LBVBL 2 'FRBNF
MBti'F

SIGNIFIG.J\N'F

LEVEL il 'FREA'F
MBti'F

5.a 7.5

•7.5•19

S I G!II F I G.J\N'F

,\N¥ INGREABE

SIGNIFICMI'I'

•7.5<19

SIGNIFIC.\N'F

AN¥

SIGN I FIC.-.N'F

INCRBASB

NO'F ALLOWED,
VIOLATSB S'FAN
flAfffiB

tiQ CIIANGB

NOT SIGNIFH1-.NT

Tao.Le I.
Cr1ter1a ror aeterm1n1ng nons1gn1 1cant changes ror
nitrogen in ground water.
(See next page for new Table I)
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EXISTING NITROGEN
CONCENTRATION IN
GROUND WATER M
Qf ~Bib ~9 199l

PRIMAJIY
SOURCE OF
I!XISTING
NITROGEN

~NITROGEN

CONCBNTRATION AT
1118 I!OOE OF TilE MIXlNG ZONE APTI!R TilE
PROPOSED ACTIVITY

REQUIREMENTS
FOR NONSIONIPICANCE FOR HUMAN WASTE DISPOSAL

REQUIREMENTS
FOR NONSIONIPICANCE POll DISPOSAL OF OTHER
WASTES

< 2.~ MOIL

HUMAN
WASTE

<nMOJL

NONE

NONE

l ' <HMO/L

LEVELl TREAT-

NONE

MI!NT

'<7.,

OTHER

Z H.OMGIL

HUMAN
WASTE

OTHER

~.0-B

>7.5

15-8 I 11 I 9 4

SECONDARY
TRI!ATMI!NT AS
DBJIINI!D BY Till!
DEPARTMENT

<,.0 MOIL

NONE

NONE

~<BMO/L

LEVEL Z TRBATMENT

SllCONDARY TilEATMENTASDBPINED BY THE
DEPARTMENT

7.S<10

SIGNIFICANT

SIGNIFICANT

<S MOIL

LEVEL Z TRBATMENT

SECONDARY TilEATMENT AS DBPINEDIIY THE
DEPARTMENT

.5<7 ..5

SIGNIFICANT

SECONDARY TilEATMENTASOI!PINED BY TilE
DEPARTMENT

<S

NONE

NONE

~<7.3i

LEVEL Z TRI!ATMI!NT

SECONDARY TilEATMENT AS DBPINED BY TilE
DEPARTMENT

>7 ..5

SIGNIFICANT

SIGNIFICANT

HUMAN
WASTE

ANY INCREASE

SIGNIFICANT

SIGNIFICANT

OTHER

<7 ..5

LEVEL Z TRI!ATMENT

SECONDARY TilEATMENT AS 01!PINED BY Till!
DEPARTMENT

u

SIGNIFICANT

SIGNIFICANT

ANY

ANY INCREASE

SIGNIFICANT

SIGNIFICANT

NOT ALLOWED
VIOLATES STANDARDS

NOT ALLOWED
VIOLATES STANPARDS

NOT SIGNIFICANT

NOT SIGNIFICANT

lOor a~ter

ANY LEVEL

SIGNIFICANT

ANY

NO CHANGE
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(e)- (g)

(2)- (3)

Same as proposed.
Same as proposed.

RULE VIII
(16.20.713)
CATEGORIES OF ACTIVITIES THAT
CAUSE NONSIGNIFICANT CHANGES IN WATER QUALITY
(1)
The following categories or classes of activities have been determined by
the department to cause changes in water quality that are nonsignificant due to their low potential for harm to human health
or the environment and their conformance with the guidance
found in 75-5-301 (5) (c), MCA:
(a)
activities which are nonpoint sources of pollution ea
±aft8 where reasonable land, soil, and water conservation practices are applied and existing and anticipated beneficial uses
will be fully protected;
(b)
Same as proposed.
(c)
changes in existing water quality resulting from an
emergency or remedial reef'sase activity that is designed to
protect public health or the environment and is approved, au
thorized, or required by the department;
(i)
Same as proposed.
(d)-(e)
Same as proposed.
(f)
aeti·• ities whieh eaHse iaereasee iR the esaeeAlratisA
ef aitl"egeR ia gre\iaa water whieh de Ret eKeeea these listed as
aeaeigaifieaat iR the table ia Rule VII ( 1 l (a) aaa tfie ehaR!Jee
ea\isea by e\ieh aeti~itiee will Ret ree\ilt iA a efiaage ia tfie
aitre!Jeft eeaeeatratieR iR aR) fjereRftial surfaee ·.~ate!" wfiiefi en
eeeas tfie tri!J!Jer .al\iee listed ifl det>al"tMeAt eire\ilal" WQB 7,
~l.f.l.
land application of animal waste, dome at ic septage, or waste from public sewage treatment systems er ether
waeeee containing nutrients where wastes are land applied in a
beneficial manner, application rates are based on agronomic
uptake of applied nutrients and other parameters will not cause
degradation;
(h)-(n)
Same as proposed but renumbered
(g)-(m).
(e)
aisefiarges sf stel"M watel" ia eeafel"Maaee witfi a f'el"
Mit iss\ied b) the def'al"tlfteRt HAdel" the stel"M water f'el"lftit pl"e
!JraM (}..111 16.119.1391 et eef!.)
(2)
Same as proposed.
RULE IX
{16.20.714}
IMPLEMENTATION
PROTECTION PBACTICES
Same as proposed.
16.20.1003
posed.

GROUND WATER QUALITY STANDARPS

16.20.1010

MIXING ZONE

16.20.1011

NONPEGRADAT!ON

RULE I

OF

(16.20.1801)

WATER

OVALITY

Same as pro-

Same as proposed.
Same as proposed.

PURPOSE

Same as proposed.

RULE II
(16 20.1602}
DEFINITIONS
The following def ini ·
tiona, in addition to those in 75-5-103, MCA, and ARM Title 16,
chapter 20, subchapters 6 and 7, apply throughout this subchdp·
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ter:
(1)-(10)
Same as proposed.
(11)
"Standard mixing zone" means a mixing zone that
meets the requirements of [RULES VIII and IX] and involves less
data collection and demonstration than required for a ~
specific neRstaRsaFs mixing zone.
(12)
Same as proposed.
(13)
"Zone of influence" means the area under which a
well can be expected to remove water.
-f-i--3+Jlll.
The board hereby adopts and incorporates by
reference department circular WQB-7, entitled "Montana Numeric
Water Quality Standards"
(1994 edition), which establishes
standards ~ for toxic, carcinogenic, bioconcentrating, and
harmful parameters in water. Copies of the circular are available from the Water Quality Bureau, Department of Health and
Environmental Sciences, Cogswell Building, Capitol Station,
Helena, MT 59620.
RULE III
(16.20.1803)
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR MIXING
ZONE RESIGNATIONS (1)
After an assessment of information received from ey the applicant concerning the biological, chemical, and physical characteristics of the receiving water, as
specified in [RULE IV] or as requested by the department, the
department will determine the applicability of a mixing zone
and, if applicable, its size, configuration, and location.
In
defining a mixing zone, the department will consider the following principles:
(a)-(b)
Same as proposed.
l£l For sources discharging under a permit issued by the
department prior to hori 1 2 9. 19 93. anv mixing zone allowed
under the permit will remain in effect until renewal.
Upon
renewal. any previously allowed mixing zone will be designated
in the renewed permit. unless there is evidence that the Previously allowed mixing zone will impair existing or anticipated
J..l.GJL_

.

(c)-(e)
Same as proposed but are renumbered (d)-(f).
(2) Where the department determines that allowing a mixing zone at a given level for a parameter would threaten or
impair existing HRreasenabl~ interfere with er threaten a beneficial use pursuant to this subchapter, discharge limitations
will be modified as necessary to prevent the interference with
or threat to the beneficial use.
If necessary, these modifications may require achieving applicable numeric water quality
criteria at the end-of-pipe for the parameter so that no mixing
zone will be necessary or granted.
RULE IV
(16.20.1804)
WATER QUALITY ASSESSMENT
(1)
No
mixing zone will be granted i f it would threaten or impair
existing eaHse unreaseRable interference nita er dan"'jer ts
euistiR"'f beneficial uses.
Before any mixing zone is allowed,
the applicant must provide information, as requested by the department, to determine whether a mixing zone will be allowed as
well as the conditions which should be applied.
(2)
In making its determination, the department will con15-B/11/94
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aider the following factors;
(a)-(g)
same as proposed.
(h)
Ground water discharges to surface water;
~
case of a discharge to ground water whjch in turn ~re~Ra water
IRiJtift~ l!l8fteS May Be Meaifiea O<fteze the ~rs~fta water discharges
to surface water within a reasonably short time or distance,
the mixing zone may extend into the surface water. and the same
considerations which apply to setting mixing zones for direct
discharges to surface water will apply in determining the al
lowability and extent of the mixing zone in the surface water
afta e~rreRtl:~~ a¥ailasle aata illciieate that s~rfaee vater EJ!iali
ty staftci&l'aS will 18e eJteeedea ift the reeeivift!J e~rfaee water.
(i)
Same as proposed.
RULE V
(16.20,1605)
SPECIFIC RESTRICTIONS FOR SURFACE
WAtER MIXING ZQNES
(1)
Mixing zones for surface waters are to
comply with the following water quality standards:
(a)
Narrative water quality standards,
standards for
harmful substances. numeric acute and chronic standards for
aquatic life, and standards based on human health must not be
exceeded beyond the boundaries of the surface water mixing
zone;
(b)
Same as proposed.
(2)
Same as proposed.
(3)
,\ aisehar!Je "'hieh eefttains a !'aralftetelf tliat -itt---a
eareiRS!fel\ er that has a bieesRseRtratieR faeter whieli elteeeae
399 will Ret BS !Jrafttea a S~rfaee uJatef lftiHift!J i'!BftS fer that
!'BraMeter. Fer these !'&ralfteters, aiseliar!JS lilftitatisftS lft~St be
set at er eels••• the ftatHrally eee~rrift!J eefteeftt..-at.ieH sf elie
reeeiwift!J wate:E at the !'BiHt sf aiseliar!Je.
(4)
Remains the same but is renumbered (3).
BQLE VI
(16, 20.1806 l
SPECIFIC RESTRICTIONS FOR GRQUND
WATER MIXING ZQNES
(1)
Mixing zones for ground water are to
be limited and comply with the following water quality stan
dards:
(a)
Human health based ground water standards must not be
exceeded beyond the boundaries of the mixing zone~~
(8)
A cHsehar!Je wliieh ear~otaiRs a !'aralfteter that is a
eareii\E>!Jeft will ftst be ~rar~oteel a !Jrs~r~oel .. ate:f' lftiJtift!J BORe fer
t;hat !>Brameter.
Ifl this ease, aisehar!Je lilllitatieRs 111ust ee
set at er bele~J the 1\at~zall:, eee~rriA!J eefteeftt:EatieH sf tke
:f'eeei~ifi!J wat;e:f' at the !'Biftt e£ aisehar!Je.
(2)
Same as proposed.

ROLE VII
(1!?.20,1607)
PEPARTMENT PROCEPURES
(1)
The
department will determine whether a mixing zone is appropriate
for a particular discharge during the department's permit,
permit renewal, approval, order, or authorization review process pursuant to the rules in this subchapter.
The department
may determine that:
(a)-(b)
Same as proposed.
(c)
the source specific Asftstanaa1"e mixing zone applied
for is appropriate; or
Montana Administrative Register
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(d)
(2)

Same as proposed.
Same as proposed.
.1\ny ReRetaReal!'!i llliKiR!J I!ISRe 111\lBt be appl!'e ,•ee by the
eepal!'t!llent.
A source specific mixing zone may not be used unless approved by the department.
(4)
In making a determination of noneignificance under
the rules in ARM Title 20, chapter 16, subchapter 7, a person
may use a standard mixing zone without approval from the department or request that the department specifically designate
a mixing zone, which may be either a standard or source specifi£ neRetaREial!'e mixing zone.
(5)-(6)
Same as proposed.
( 3)

(16.20.1808)
STANDARD MIXING ZONES FOR SQRFACE
(1)-(2)
Same as proposed.
(3)
Facilities that meet the terms and conditions in (a)
through tHMi (d) below qualify for a standard mixing zone as
follows:
(a)
Same as proposed.
(b)
Facilities that discharge a mean annual flow ~
!JI!'eatel!' than 1 MGD el!' that eieehai!'!Je to a stream segment with a
dilution less than 100:1.
In cases where dilution is less than
100:1, discharge limitations will be based on dilution with 25%
of the 7Q10.
(c)
Facilities that discharge to surface waters through
the ground may qualify for a standard surface water mixing zone
p•evieee that ae~;~te ana ehl!'eRie etaRElal!'ee al!'e Ret eneeeeee in
the s~l!'faee watel!' llliKin!J l!lene.
(d)
Same as proposed.
(4)
The ~ al!'ea of a standard m1x1ng zone for flowing
surface water, other than a nearly instantaneous mixing zone,
must not eKeeee ene half ef the el!'ees eeetieRal al!'ea ~
downstream more than the one-half mixing width distance or extend downstream more than 10 times the stream width, whichever
is more restrictive.
For purposes of making this determination, the stream width as well as the discharge limitations are
considered at the 7Q10 low flow.
The recommended calculation
to be used to determine the one-half mixing width distance &l!'e&
is described below.
(a)-(c)
Same as proposed.
(5)-(6)
Same as proposed.
RULE VIII

~

(16.20.1809)
STANDARD MIXING ZONES FOR GROUND
The following criteria apply to determine which
discharges qualify for a standard ground water mixing zone:
(a)- (b)
Same as proposed.
(c)
To determine if the discharge qualifies for a standard ground water mixing zone, the person proposing the discharge must estimate the anticipated concentration of pollutants at the downgradient boundary of the mixing zone (aquatic
life standards do not apply in ground water) .
If the estimated
concentration meets the nonsignificance criteria at the boundary of the mixing zone, as specified in ARM Title 16, chapter
20, subchapter 7, the discharge qualifies for a standard mixing
RULE

~

IX

(1)
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zone.
(d)
The estimation required in (1) (c) above, must be
based on a calculation of the volume of water moving through a
standard cross-section of aquifer.
The calculated volume of
water moving through the aquifer cross-section is hypothetically mixed with the known volume and concentration of the discharge to determine the resulting concentration at the boundary
of the mixing zone.
The recommended method to determine the
resulting concentration at the boundary of a standard ground
water mixing zone is described below:
(i)-(vii)
Same as proposed.
(viii) The downgradient boundary of the standard mixing
zone extends:
(A)-(B)
Same as proposed .
.ll;l For subdivisions with centralized water service. to
the exterior boundaries of the contiguous surrounding undeyelooed land. if development of that land is prohibited 1n
perpetuity and title eyidence of this fact is provided to the
department.
(C)
Same as proposed but renumbered (D) .
(ix) Same as proposed.
RULE X
(16. 20.1810)
SOQRCE SPECIFIC ~IONS'PMIB,•.r!Ul MIXING
(1)
If adequate information regarding stream flow or
ground water flow is not available or if a standard mixing zone
is not applicable or desired by the applicant, an applicant may
request a source specific ftBftBEaftdard mixing zone.
(2)
A source specific HBHBEaHdard surface or ground water
mixing zone will only be granted after the applicant demonstrates to the department that the requested mixing zone will
comply with the requirements of (RULE IV and V] and the provisions of 75-5-303, MCA.
(3)
Same as proposed.
(4)
Pel!' et;hel!' Slii!'Eaee waters, 111ittiH~ i!OHee must; Hat ex
eeed t;hl!'ee telii!'Ehs et the erase eeeEieHal area er 15 Eillles-Efte
esrea111 width, whiehe·~el!' is 111ere restriesi, e.
'l'heee area -a-ttti
widt;h eale~tlatieHs !llliBE be performed usiH~ t;he pl"eeeEitH'es iH
[Rl;I'J,B VIII] •
(5}
'Phe applieaftt IRa) alee Ele!Reftstrate throu~h fielEI
sl;~tdies app~eYeEI by the departmeHI; that t;he reqHire!ReAts ef 75
5 391(4) 1 UCA, are satietieS..
For source specific mixing zones
in other surface water. the applicant shall provide information
adequate to demonstrate to the department that the requirements
of 75-5-301(4). MCA. are satisfied.
In addition, the applicant
shall present a discussion of the mixing zone in the context of
the restrictions and general considerations specified in [Rule
IV], and information addressing the following items, as applicable:
(a)-(j)
Same as proposed.
-+#.La For source specific AeAstaHEiarEI mixing zones in
ground water the applicant shall provide information adequate
to demonstrate to the department that the requ1rements of
75-5-301 (4), MCA, are satisfied.
In addition, the applicant
shall present a discussion of the mixing zone in the context of

~
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the restrictions and general considerations specified in [Rule
IV], and information addressing the following items, as applicable:
(a)-(1) Same as proposed.
7.
The board received a number of comments on these four
sets of rules.
All of the comments have been consolidated and
reviewed; department response follows:

RBSPONSBS TO COMMBNTS ON TRB PROPOSBD ADOPTION
OF RULBS I THROUGH IX RBOARDING TRB
NONDBGRADATION POLICY AND TRB PROPOSBD
ANBNDMBNT OF THB STATB'S ~URFACB WATBR QUALITY STANDARDS
The following responses have been prepared for comments
submitted pursuant to MAR Notice No. 16-2-440 (Nondegradation
rules) and for MAR Notice No. 16-2-441 (Amendments of Surface
Water Quality Standards) .
The first portion of the responses
address comments on the amendments of the surface water quality
standards, including the adoption of WQB-7. The second portion
of the responses are for comments on the proposed adoption of
the nondegradation rules.
Each rule or section of a rule that was commented upon has
been set forth with the comments and responses listed under
that particular rule.
The responses address requested changes
in the rules, as well as questions on the application or meaning of a rule.
To the extent practicable, each commentor has
been identified by number in the comments.
An index of the
commentors has been attached for the reader's reference.

t!Q.,_

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

PUBLIC COMMBNTS RBCBIVKD
NOVBMBBR 15, 1993 TO OBCBMBBR ll, 1993
l:ffiME
2 2 Dave Gano
Robert Hafferman
23 Senator Steve Doherty
John Standish
24 Janice B. Metzmaker
Ronald B. Willson
25 Dr. William M. Schafer
Ralph A. Stone
26 Mr. Grant D. Parker
Deborah E. Boots
27 Mr. Dan Fraser
Ron Stirling
28 Mr. Dan Fraser
Martin S. "Marty" Dirden
29 Dr. Abe Horpestad
Gary R. Maxwell
30 Dr. Vicki Watson
John Agnew
31 Jack A. Stanford
Gordon J. Stockstad
32 Jim Carlson
Louis & Marie Zinne
33 Paul Hawks
Bill Leonard
34 Richard C. Parks
Anne Hamilton
35 Florence Ore
William E. Leonard
36 Dick Wollin
Jim Valeo
37 Dennis J. Klukan
Robert F. Lindstrom
38 John F. wardell
Senator Bill Yellowtail
39 David W. Simpson
M.B. FitzGerald
40 C.B. Pearson
Jim Barrett
41 Roger Perkins
Elbert "Butch" Ott
42 Alan Joscelyn
David K. Young
43 Bruce Gilbert
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44 John E. Bloomquist
45 Montana Stockgrowers Assn
46 Ted Doney
47 Alan Rollo
48 Ken Haag
49 Joe Steiner
50 Nancy Griffin
51 Brian Sugden
52 Rick Duncan
53 John w. Duncan
54 Vicki Hyatt
55 James E. Leiter
56 Ruth Watkins
57 Bill, Plummer Enterprises
58 Representative
Gary
Fe land
59 Bill Schottelkorb
60 Will I. Selser
61 Lewis & Clark Co. Water
Quality Protection District
62 Myrtle Olson
63 Clarence & Maxine Kohles
64 Don A. Essig
65 Montana Coal Council
66 Byron D. Stahly
67 Carla & Chandler Pyle
68 Senator Henry McClernan
Senator Chuck Swysgood
Senator Lorents Grosfield
69 Wilbur Wood
70 Jim Milligan
71 Constance M. Cole
72 Janet H. Ellis
73 Michael E. Murphy
74 Edgar C. Scott
75 Bruce Farling
76 David Sawyer
77 John H. Hoak
78 Ted J. Doney
79 Curtice Martin Herefords
80 David Owen
81 Paul R. & Bettie Erickson
82 Gary W. Christianson
83 Ric Smith
84 Collin Bangs
85 C.R. Kendall
86 Jerry Iverson
87 Arlene Montgomery
88 John Bloomquist
89 Linda L. Saul
90 Senator Lorents Grosfield
91 Leo A. Giacometto
92 Dr. William M. Schafer
93 Charles M. Rose
Montana Administrative Register

94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121

Jill Davies
Gary Amestoy
Howard Newman
Vito A. Ciliberti, Jr.
Dale Ortman
Mavis & Bob McKelvey
Jack Logozzo
Dennis & Pauline Gordon
Stuart E. Crook
Elbert "Butch• Ott
Michael w. Fraser
Ellen Knight
Michael McLane
Mark Simonich
Rhonda Swaney
Peter Lesica
Mary S. Beer
Leo Berry
Don Allen & Associates
Peggy Olson Trenk
John Youngberg
Sandra M. Stash
Bob & Pegs Shotliff
Alice & Briggs Austin
Paul Langley
Vicki Watson
Richard Parks
Allan R. Lowry
Fred Pambrun
Dan Geer
122 Gordon Morris
123 Rosebud County
Powell County
Park County
Garfield County
Powder River County
Sweet Grass County
Toole County
McCone County
Treasure County
Beaverhead County
Wibaux Board of County
Commissioners
Blaine County
Gallatin county
Golden Valley County
Madison County
Custer County
Lincoln County
124 Unified Disposal Boar·d
125 Mr. M.K. Botz
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PERSONS WHO COMMBNTED ORALLY ONLY, AND INDBX TO TBOSB COMMBNTS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Ms. Kathy Smitt.
Response covered in the response to
written comments Nos. 6, 7, 40, 43, 70, 314.
Ms. Joan Humiston.
Response covered in the response to
written comments Nos. 321, 324, 361.
Me. Tamara Sue Blackford.
Response covered in the response to written comments Nos. 173, 321, 324, 361.
Mr. Scott Anderson.
This oral comment was a statement of
support for the proposed rules.
The comment is noted.
Me. Mona Jamison.
Response covered in the response to
written comments Nos. 39, 86, 90, 92, 324, 257.
Mr. Don McAndrew.
Response covered in the response to
written comments Nos. 362, 368, 283.
Mr. Doug Parker.
Response covered in the response to
written comments Nos. 6, 7, 43, 58, 59, 60, 64, 70.
Mr. John Marsden.
Response covered in the response to
written comments Nos. 1, 6, 7, 46, 58, 60, 77, 122, 134,
175, 168, 181, 208, 233, 262, 266, 301, 312, 314, 343.

CIRCULAR WQB-7: MONTANA NUMERIC WATER QUALITY STANDARDS

1. COMMENT: Commentors 2, 25, 39, 42, 43, 73, 77, 78, 80, 96,
112, 113, and 125 state that the water quality standards of
WQB-7 should be established using the c~iteria that are used by
EPA in establishing maximum contaminant levels (MCL's) pursuant
to the Safe Drinking Water Act.
RESPONSE: This approach was considered and rejected for the
following reasons: (1) The MCL's are derived through a process
which first develops the desirable safety level or goal, the
Maximum Contaminant Level Goal or the "MCLG".
For most carcinogenic substances that level is zero.
The MCL standard is
then derived through practical considerations such as the ability or inability to achieve the MCLG by treatment and the costs
of such treatment. In many cases the safe level cannot be
achieved regardless of cost, in other cases the costs are prohibitive.
Thus, many of the MCL's are deliberately set at
levels that are known to be unsafe.
In the case of water quality standards, these standards are set to prevent increases of
contaminants in our waters because we know they are harmful and
because we know that it is either too expensive or impossible
to remove them once they are introduced to state waters; and,
(2) Due to the considerations used in the process of deriving
MCLs for the treatment of drinking water, EPA will not approve
state water quality standards that are based on practical considerations of costs or the technical feasibility of treatment.
Rather, the standards must be set to protect and maintain water
quality.
Therefore, the standards will remain as proposed
subject to modifications made in response to comments.
2. COMMENT: Commentors 20 and 103 state that it is unclear how
the proposed standards were set.
What studies were conducted
to validate these standards for Montana?
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RESPONSE: For the most part these standards are the water quality criteria developed by the EPA under Section 304 (a) of the
Federal Clean Water Act or the MCLG' a developed by the EPA
under the Safe Drinking Water Act.
Validating these standards
for Montana in a manner that would be scientifically defensible
would require many years of research at a prohibitive cost. As
an alternative to such validation, a provision in the water
quality standards allows a discharger to develop site specific
standards using approved procedures. These site specific standards will then become
the state standards for that water.
~ ~. ARM 16.20.623 (2) (h) (iii). Unfortunately, this present language is not clear and, as a result, modifications to
this language are being made in the revised surface water qual""
ity standards.
3. COMMENT:: Commentor 20 states that we recognize the need to
comply with federal standards. We do not believe that the stan·
dards need to be overly· stringent to reach required compliance
levels.
We believe this can be done in such a way that the
door to future growth and development is not shut.
RESPONSE: The proposed rules,
menta, achieve this balance.

as modified in response to com-

4. COMMENT: Commentors 74, 85, 92, and 93 state that WQB-7
should use drinking water MCL' s and Gold Book aquatic life
standards - not standards based on human health risks.
RESPONSE: The rational for not using the MCL' s is given in
Response 1. In addition, the current aquatic life standards as
developed by EPA are the standards listed in WQB-7.
Many of
the Gold Book Standards are outdated and, therefore, will not
be used as the appropriate level for the protect ion of human
health and the environment.
5. COMMENT: Commentora 30 and 119 state that in WQB-7 there
should be an amendment to clarify that, when two criteria are
cited, the lower or more protective of the two will be used.
RESPONSE: This change has been made for clarification.
6. COMMENT: Commentors 71, 93, 98, 113, 114, 115, and 126 state
that Practical Quantification Levels (PQL' a) must be established
for all parameters in WQB-7, and detection levels should be the
PQL's.
RESPONSE: Practical Quantification Levels (PQL) are not applicable to water quality standards and significance determinations under the nondegradation rules.
WQB-7 has been modified
to replace "detectable" with "trigger values" for toxic parame·
ters and a required reporting level for all parameters.
The
trigger value represents a level of change in a parameter . in
the receiving water, which determines whether or nor the activity would result in degradation.
It should be applied in a
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predictive manner.
If the change in water quality is less than
the trigger level then the activity is considered nonsignificant.
The trigger value is based on the Method Detection Limit (MDL)
approach and does not consider Practical Quantification Levels
(PQL).
The MDL is a statistical method of estimating the lowest concentration that can be determined to be statistically
different from a blank specimen (zero concentration) with a 99\
probability.
This is a valid approach within the context of
Montana • s Nondegradation Policy as expressed in SB 401.
The
trigger value does not represent a level of analysis for routine sampling. Also see Response 8.
7. COMMENT: Commentor 93 states that the PQL's must be demonstrated to have been exceeded using established statistical
methods.
RESPONSE: Practical Quantification Levels (PQL) are not used to
determine compliance with water quality standards.
PQLs are
arbitrarily set at 2 to 500 times the Method Detection Limit
(MDL) depending on the media.
The required reporting level is
based on levels actually achievable at both commercial and
government laboratories using accepted methods.
Neither WQB-7
or the nondegradation rules are proposing procedures for determining compliance.
Compliance is established through the use
of statistical techniques as well as other technical review
criteria which are established on a programmatic basis.
Also
see Response 6.
B. COMMENT: Commentor 115 states that metal standards should be
based on dissolved concentrations, because using total recoverable concentrations is too conservative, and is in conflict
with EPA recommendations.
RESPONSE: While the use of total recoverable concentrations is
conservative, their use is appropriate for the following reason.
Aquatic organisms are subjected to elevated metal concentrations from sources other than water. These other sources
include ingestion of contaminated sediment and organisms with
elevated concentrations of metals.
EPA's recommendation for
the use of dissolved concentrations acknowledges these other
sources and states that these sources can be controlled through
the use of standards for contaminants in sediment.
At the
present time, standards for sediments have not been developed.
When such standards are developed, the issue of total recoverable versus dissolved concentrations will be revisited.
For
these reasons, the proposed change to dissolved concentrations
will not be made.
9. COMMENT: Commentor 115 states that MCL's are standards for
the protection of human health and should be used for ground
water nondegradation review.
Other values in WQB-7 for human
health are based on water and fish ingestion and are not appropriate for the protection of ground water.
15-8/11/94
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RESPONSE: The issue of MCL's has been discussed in response to
comment 1.
While it is true that the human health values are
based on water and fish ingestion, the effect of recalculating
these values to exclude fish ingestion is minor for most parameters (for arsenic the recalculated value is . 020 parts per
billion (PPB) compared to 0.018 PPB).
In addition, most discharges to ground water end up in surface water and, in many
cases surface water standards are below the measurable levels.
This means that once there is a discharge to ground water, it
is not possible to determine at what level the contaminant is
when it reaches surface water. For this reason, the rules will
not be changed in response to this comment.
10. COMMENT: Commentor 119 states that the lack of a standard
for Acenaphythlene (CASRN 208969) represents a decrease in
protection for this parameter, as it was listed in the previous
standards.
RESPONSE: Acenaphythlene was inadvertently left out of the
originally proposed WQB-7. The final version of WQB-7 includes
this parameter.
COMMENT: Commentor 119 states that the Gold Book aquatic
life criteria for Acrolein should be added to WQB-7. The Department should not adopt any standards in WQB-7 that are higher than the standards in the Gold Book without written justification.
11.

RESPONSE: Acrolein was listed in EPA's Gold Book but was not
listed as a standard. The Gold Book listing for this parameter
listed the •lowest observed effect levels" and a note that
there is "sufficient data to develop criteria".
The criteria
for Acrolein will remain as proposed since it is consistent
with EPA criteria.
12. COMMENT: Commentors 115 and 125 state that Montana should
not adopt the human health risk based number for arsenic for
the following reasons: (1) recent evidence casts doubt on the
validity of this number; (2) the proposed level cannot be detected; and (3) the natural background concentration of arsenic
exceeds the proposed standard.
RESPONSE: The human health number for arsenic in the proposed
rule will not be changed for the following reasons: (1) Although recent evidence may cast some doubt on this number, it
is not prudent to change the standard until the issue is resolved; (2) Detection levels have no relationship to standards.
That is, standards must be set to protect uses, not because the
parameter can or cannot be measured at that level; and (3) The
effect on public health is not determined by the source of the
contaminant, but only by its level. The standards refer to any
increases of a contaminant, not to natural levels.
13. COMMENT: Commentor 10 states that color is categorized as
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"harmful" without any standards adopted.
How will degradation
be determined?
To effectively implement this in the field
concise guidelines are necessary.
RESPONSE: The standards for color are contained in the surface
water quality standards and WQB-7 refers to these standards.
Nondegradation for color is determined by (1) (f) of Rule VII.
14. COMMENT: Commentor 10 suggests that phosphorus is a ground
water problem and unrelated to surface water impacts.
The
rules should not require that phosphorus be addressed in surface water related activities.
RESPONSE: Phosphorus is not a problem in ground water, but has
a major effect on water uses through its fertilizing effect in
surface waters.
Therefore, the final rules will require that
phosphorus be addressed in surface water related activities.
15. COMMENT: Commentor 95 states that the iron limit in WQB-7
is more restrictive than the current permit limits; how will
this affect current permit holders? Will there be a transition
process?
RESPONSE: The limits in permits are set so that the standards
in the receiving water will not be violated. The limit in WQB7 for iron is the same as the current standards.
Therefore,
there should be no change or need for a transition period in
setting permit limits.
16. COMMENT: Commentors 30, 32, 47, and 119 state that WQB-7
changes the standards for dissolved oxygen. In some instances
this appears to be less protective than are current standards.
As such, these provisions may violate the Water Quality Act or
the Federal Clean Water Act (CWA), which do not allow lowering
the water classifications except under specific circumstances.
RESPONSE: There is no prohibition against modification of standards. There is a prohibition against downgrading of classifications, if it may impact a protected use.
If a standard such
as dissolved oxygen is more stringent than necessary to protect
the uses under a classification, it can be changed without
violating the Montana Water Quality Act or the CWA.
17. COMMENT: Commentor 38 states that dissolved oxygen, pH, and
temperature should not be classified as "toxic parameters" but
as "habitat parameters.•
RESPONSE: Introduction of a new classification such as "Habitat
Parameters• is unnecessary and undesirable as these parameters
are adequately controlled under the proposed categorizations.
18. COMMENT: Commentor 3 stated that the first line on page 13
of WQB-7 should be changed from "silver, total recoverable" to
"silver, dissolved."
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RESPONSE: Although the use of a "total recoverable" analysis
may be conservative in some instances, all of the standards are
based on this analysis. The rational for using total recoverable has been discussed in Response 8.
For the reasons stated
in Response 8, the proposed change will not be made.
19. COMMENT: Commentor 3 states that the Human Health Standard
for silver listed in WQB-7 should be deleted because silver
does not have human health concerns.
RESPONSE: EPA's current standards, which replace the Gold Book,
are listed in "EPA Region VIII CWA Section 304 (a) criteria
Chart Indicating Published Criteria and Updated Human Health
Values", dated July 1, 1993.
This publication lists human
health criteria for silver.
To be consistent with federal
standards, the criteria for silver will remain as proposed.
20. COMMENT: commentor 64 asks what is the definition of "harmful" 7 Who determines what parameters are harmful and at what
level?
RESPONSE: Harmful is used to designate those parameters for
which secondary drinking water standards were established by
EPA and adopted by the State.
The term also includes other
parameters that are known to cause objectionable taste or odors
in water or fish flesh.
Levels for these parameters are established to prevent impacts on the use of waters for public consumption.
21. COMMENT: Commentor 115 states that it appears that waters
classified B-2 have two sets of dissolved oxygen standards in
note 15 of WQB-7.
RESPONSE: This error has been corrected in the final rule. One
of the B-2 classifications should have been listed as B-3.
22. COMMENT: Commentor 125 states that" ... EPA Group B-2 parameters (" ... inadequate or lack of human data.") and Group C
parameters (" ... inadequate or lack of human data.") are listed
as carcinogens on the table. The EPA has recently changed the
status of the B-2 parameters beryllium and states "Beryllium-no
longer considered human carcinogen ... " (1993 USEPA Region IV
document). Parameters in the B-2 and C categories in Circular 7
should be more closely evaluated before they are defined as
carcinogens."
RESPONSE, EPA has been consulted on the status of Beryllium
and, due to the conflicting positions within EPA on whether or
not this parameter is a human carcinogen, the state standards
should list Beryllium as a carcinogen until more information is
obtained.
The inclusion of possible carcinogens (Group C),
probable carcinogens (Group B) , as well as known carcinogens
(Group A) is consistent with EPA requirements.
Therefore,
these categories will remain as proposed.
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23. COMMENT: Commentor 125 states that in the equations for
acute and chronic toxicity a footnote should be added to the
effect that, if water hardness is leas than 25 mg/L, the hardness will be made equal to 25 mg/L.
RESPONSE: This change has been made in WQB-7.
In addition, an
upper limit of 400 mg/1 has also been set so that the equation
relating hardness to toxicity is limited to the range of data
used to develop the relationship.
24. COMMENT: Commentor 38 states that in reviewing WQB-7, they
found a number of what appear to be typographical errors, the
circular should undergo one more thorough review.
RESPONSE: The values in WOB-7 have been thoroughly reviewed and
are correct baaed on current information.
25. COMMENT: Commentor 49 asks the following: (1) what is the
basis to determine what additional parameters to add to WQB-7,
beyond those in the Gold Book; and (2) what is the criteria
that was used to set the level of the standards?
RESPONSE: In addition to the parameters required by EPA pursuant to section 304(a) of the Federal Clean Water Act (i.e., the
state's surface water quality standards), WQB-7 includes parameters for which the EPA has adopted drinking water standards
and also includes standards currently listed in the state' a
surface water quality standards for which there are no EPA
criteria.
The criteria for setting current levels in WQB-7
were derived from "EPA Region VIII CWA Section 304(a) Criteria
Chart Indicating published Criteria and Updated Human Health
Values• (dated July 1, 1993) , EPA's drinking water standards,
and existing state standards.
26. COMMENT: Commentor 68 states that any changes in WQB-7 must
go through the normal rulemaking process.
RESPONSE: Any changes in WQB-7 will be made in accordance with
the requirements of § 2-4-307, MCA, which authorizes adoption
by reference of certain publications.
27. COMMENT: Comment or 115 states that many of the values in
WQB-7 are not consistent with EPA criteria, including Aldrin,
Endoaulfan, Endrin, Heptachlor, Heptachlor Epoxide, and Gammahexachlorocyclohexane.
RESPONSE: The values in WQB-7 for all parameters are consistent
with current EPA criteria.
28. COMMENT: Commentor 125 suggests that due to the recent
development of Circular WQB-7, there has not been sufficient
time to evaluate the implications of these newly imposed standards.
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RESPONSE: Of the 188 parameters in WQB-7, there are state-adopted standards for 135 of these parameters in the current standards.
Of the remainder, 30 are required by EPA under section
304(a) of the federal Clean Water Act, and the remaining 23 are
based on State drinking water standards.
29. COMMENT: Commentor 125 states that some parameters in Circular WQB-7 are termed harmful (e.g. odor, temperature, and
turbidity) but are defined as toxic by proposed Rule II(18).
RESPONSE: This has been corrected in WQB-7.
30. COMMENT: Commentor 125 states that a minor problem in Circular WQB-7 is an inconsi~tency between the table, which lists
metals as total recoverable and page 1, note 17 of WQB-7.
RESPONSE: Note 17 has been modified to clarify that surface
water quality standards are based on total recoverable analyses.
In contrast, the trigger values and reporting values for
ground water are based on dissolved concentration analyses.
PROPOSBD AMBNDMBNT OP RULBS 16.20.603, 616-62t, AHD 6tl

16.20.603(2) -DEFINITIONS- BIOCONCENTRATING PARAMETERS
31. COMMENT: Commentor 64 asks why the value is 300 for bioconcentration factor in defining "bioconcentrating parameters",
what is the rationale or significance of a factor of 300?
RESPONSE: When the bioconcentration factor exceeds 300, the
potential impact to human health from consumption of aquatic
organisms exceeds that from consumption of water.
Thus, there
can be serious impacts to human health when the bioconcentration factor exceeds 300, even though the concentration of the
parameter in the water is very low.
16.20.603(15) - DEFINITIONS - NATURALLY OCCURRING
32. COMMENT: Commentor 94 suggested that the term
occurring" in the surface water quality standards
amended.
The definition, as it now reads, results
impacts to water quality from nonpoint sources and
enforcement over these sources.

"naturally
should be
in adverse
a lack of

RESPONSE: The proposed rule changes are being made to update
the state's surface water quality standards, not to address the
regulatory control of nonpoint sources.
More importantly, the
definition of "naturally occurring" is derived from the definition of "natural" contained in§ 75-5-306(2), MCA. The definition in the rule will not be changed as it is consistent with
existing state law.
16.20.603(30)
- DEFINITIONS- WQB-7
33. cOMMENT: Commentor 115 states that WQB-7 should be reviewed
annually and revised as necessary.
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RESPONSE: Section 75-5-301, MCA, of the Montana Water Quality
Act requires the Department to review adopted standards at
intervals not to exceed three years and to revise them as necessary. This review includes the standards adopted in WQB-7.
16.20.617 through 622 and 16.20.624
CLASSIFICATION
34. COMMENT: Commentor 49 states that section (h) (i) and (ii)
in 16.20.617 through 622 and 16.20.624 should be clarified due
to the difference in terms proposed under those sections. Paragraph (h) ( i) seems to indicate that effluent concentrations
cannot exceed the MDHES WQB-7 standards. Yet paragraph (h) (ii)
seems to indicate that instream concentrations for MPDES permittees shall not be exceeded.
Is it instream concentrations
or effluent concentrations?
RESPONSE: Sections (h) (i) and(ii) 1 read together with (3) of
the above referenced classification rules, clearly indicate
that (h) (i) refers to the waters, which indicates "instream
concentrations", not "effluent concentrations".
Therefore, no
clarification in the rules is necessary.
16.20.623 - I CLASSIFICATION - PARAMETERS
35. COMMENT: Commentor 95 states that the regulated parameters
in ARM 16.20. 623 are different than those in the other rules
establishing surface water standards. Is this deliberate?
RESPONSE: Yes. ARM 16.20.623 refers to the I classification of
waters. The uses, and therefore the standards for waters within this classification, are different from the standards established to protect different uses in the other classifications.
PROPOSIU> ADOPTION OP NBW RULJ:S
(NOHDBG)

AND

RBPJ:AL

OP

BXISTING

RULBS

RQLE I!1l -PURPOSE
36. COMMENT: Commentor 108 states that the term "limited circumstances" in Rule I is not clear and should be defined.

RESPONSE: The term is clear when read in conjunction with the
requirements imposed by § 75-5-303, MCA, and the proposed
rules.
Section 75-5-303, MCA, allows degradation only upon a
demonstration that there is no alternative treatment that would
prevent degradation and upon a showing of economic and social
importance. Since the rules describe the limited circumstances
in which degradation is allowed, no further clarification in
the rules is necessary.
RULE II - DEFINITIONS - FIRST PARAGRAPH UNNUMBERED
37. COMMENT: Comment or 95 states that in Rule I I "indicates"
should replace "states" because the context of a rule usually
does not clearly state.
RESPONSE: The intent of using "states" is to clarify that the
meanings provided under Rule II are controlling.
If a particular rule expressly states that a different meaning is intended
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for purposes of that rule, only then will the meaning differ
from that given under the definition.
The term "states" more
clearly expresses the intent of the rule and will remain as
proposed.
38. COMMENT: Commentor 95 states that the following terms
should be defined in Rule II: surface water mixing zones,
ground water mixing zones, intrinsic values, point sources, and
nonpoint sources.
RESPONSE: Definitions for "mixing zone• and •point source" are
found in the Water Quality Act and, therefore, will not be
repeated in the proposed rules.
Under Rule II, •nonpoint
source" and "existence values• are defined.
The term "intrinsic values" has been deleted from the rules and has been replaced with "existence values".
39. COMMENT: commentor 104 states that degradation must be
defined as a change which diminished or inhibits a use, thus,
the limit for nitrogen should be the drinking water standard of
10 mg/1 or slightly less at the property boundary.
RESPONSE: Degradation is defined in the statute and cannot be
changed by rule.
The definition, together with the policy, is
intended to maintain existing high quality waters, not protect
uses.
Therefore, changing the definition to allow levels of
contaminants to reach the standards, which are designed to
protect uses, is inappropriate.
RULE II(3) -DEFINITIONS- DETECTABLE
40. COMMENT: Commentor 27 is DHES' proposal to change the definition of •detectable".
The proposed change will clarify that
this definition is to be used for determinations of significance, not for the establishment of monitoring requirements.
RESPONSE: It became apparent during the comment period that the
use of the word "detectable" causes unnecessary confusion.
Therefore, the proposal of DHES to modify this definition is
not included in the final rule.
"Detectable" has been replaced
with •trigger value• to more clearly indicate that these values
are to be used only as a •trigger" or "action" levels to determine if a given activity will cause degradation.
In addition, many commentors pointed out the need for
standards that can actually be detected under natural conditions.
When the standards for a parameter are lower than the
detection levels, enforcing the standards becomes problematic.
In the response to comment 1, it is explained that standards
should be set at effect levels, not at detection levels.
However, WQB-7 has been modified to include a "reporting level".
This is the detection level that must be achieved in reporting
ambient or compliance monitoring results to the department.
In
addition WQB-7 includes a provision that higher detection levels may be used if it has been demonstrated that the higher
detection levels will be less than 10\ of the median levels in
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the sample.
41. COMMENT: Commentors 73 and 85 state that the levels used
for determining "detectable" should be consistently and accurately achieved in normal laboratory practice.
RESPONSE: See Response 1.
42. COMMENT: Commentor 106 supports the department's proposed
change to the definition of detectable.
RESPONSE: Comment noted.
43. COMMENT: Commentors 122 and 125 state that in Rule II the
definition of "detectable" should be replaced with the definition of "Pract~cal Quantification Level" (PQL).
PQL is the lowest
concentration of a parameter in water that can be reliably
determined within specified limits of precision and accuracy by
well-operated laboratories operating conditions using analytical methods described in 40 CFR 136.
Commentor 125 further
suggests adding a definition of "measurable increase", which
measures increases in the values of a parameter using PQLs and
40 CFR 136.
RESPONSE: See Response Nos. 6 and 7.
RULE II(4) - DEFINITIONS - EXISTING WATER QUALITY
44. COMMENT: Commentors 73 and 93 state that the last half of
Rule 11(4) should be deleted so that the existing water quality
would be the quality immediately prior to commencing a proposed
activity.
RESPONSE: The nondegradation policy was enacted to protect
existing high quality waters beginning in 1971 when the policy
was first adopted.
The definition of "existing water quality"
is consistent with the purpose of the nondegradation policy,
which is to maintain and improve the quality of water. Whenever water quality improved after 1971, the nondegradation policy
has acted to protect that quality of water.
Therefore, the
definition of "existing high quality" will remain as proposed,
as it protects the highest quality of water achieved since the
policy's enactment in 1971.
45. COMMENT: Comment or 38 states that the rules contain no
details explaining exactly how existing water quality will be
determined.
EPA expects the Water Quality Bureau to develop
specific guidance in this area.
RESPONSE: Guidance will be developed for implementation of the
rules when problems and issues related to implementation of the
policy become more concrete.
At that time, guidance will be
developed to clarify procedures for implementation of the nondegradation policy. This guidance will likely be revised whenever necessary to address issues that arise during implementa15-8/11/94
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tion and to conform to any changes required by law.
RULE 11(13) -DEFINITIONS- NEW OR INCREASED SOURCE
46. COMMENT: (1) Commentor 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 73 and 88 request deletion of all language after "water right" in Rule
II (13) (c) because any new water right will be subject to the
Water Quality Act regardless. The change should be made to
prevent conflicts between DNRC's administration of water rights
and DHES' enforcement of the Water Quality Act.
( 2) A second
sentence to exempt return flows from a valid water right should
be included in this section.
(3) Commentors 42, 43, 44, and 45
recommend that the term
•activity• in the definition of "new
or increased source• should be deleted and replaced with "discharge".
RESPONSE: (1) Section 13 (c) makes it clear that only valid
water rights existing prior to the effective date of the nondegradation law are excluded from the nondegradation requirements. The policy applies to any activity, such as the acquisition of a water right, that may degrade high quality waters.
Furthermore, there is no authority under the Water Quality Act
to exempt water rights acquired after the effective date from
the nondegradation policy.
Any potential conflicts that may
arise between DNRC and DHES concerning their authority to administer programs is not an appropriate basis for the proposed
exemption. Therefore, the requested change will not be made.
(2) Section 13(c)'s exclusion of valid water rights existing prior to April 29, 1993, is intended to include return
flows of that water right.
As this is a logical extension of
the rule, no change to the proposed rule is necessary.
(3) SB 401 authorizes the board to adopt rules that will
determine when an activity or class of activities is or is not
degradation.
The term "activity•, as used in the proposed
rule, is appropriate and will not be changed.
47. COMMENT: Commentors 26, 30 and 120 state that it is inappropriate for the legislation to apply only to new or increased
sources, if such activities take place after April 29, 1993.
The definition should include all new or increased sources
occurring since 1971, the date of the state's original nondegradation policy.
RESPONSE: The nondegradation policy enacted in 1971 was amended
by SB 401, which expressly states that it applies to applications received after the amendment's effective date of April
29, 1993. The law is clear that the new requirements and procedures established by SB 401 are to apply only to new or increased sources occurring after the effective date.
New or
increased sources occurring between July 1, 1971 and April 29,
1993, were subject to the requirements and procedures of the
1971 policy.
48.

COMMENT: Commentors 32, 47, and 120 state that Rule
allows a "grand-fathering" of permitted and approved

II (13) (a)
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facilities, not currently discharging to state waters.
As
such, the rule does not comply with legislative intent to protect and maintain existing quality of state waters.
This provision, by excluding future increases of discharge to state
waters from the nondegradation policy, is allowing for substantial degradation of water, potentially up to the state's water
quality standards.
RESPONSE: While Rule 11(13) (a) allows changes to water quality
as a result of sources discharging under a permit or approval
obtained prior to the enactment of the new law, the legislature
never intended to subject those specific sources to the requirements of SB 401. This conclusion is based upon Section 10
of SB 401, discussions before the Senate Natural Resources
Committee, and the comments of the legislators who appeared
before the board in support of the proposed rules.
Rule
11(13) (a) will remain as proposed because it follows legislative intent in excluding such permitted discharges from the new
law.
49. COMMENT: Commentors 44, 45 and 114 state that the definition of "new or increased source" allows retroactive application of the new nondegradation policy to nonpoint sources discharging prior to April 29, 1993, where management practices or
mitigation measures have not been implemented.
There was no
intent that SB 401 apply retroactively, therefore, there is no
statutory basis for this provision and it must be removed.
RESPONSE: The intent of Rule 1!(13) (b) is to clarify that nonpoint sources using practices that prevented impacts to water
uses prior to the effective date of the new law were excluded
from its requirements. Nonpoint sources have been and continue
to be subject to the State's nondegradation policy and water
quality standards.
It is not the intent of the rule, however,
to require nonpoint sources that were in violation of the Water
Quality Act prior to April 29, 1993, to seek authorization to
degrade under SB 401.
The rule will be changed to clarify the
intent to exclude all nonpoint sources discharging prior to
April 29, 1993, from the procedures of the new law.
50. COMMENT: Commentor 49 states that the definition of "new or
increased source" needs to be expanded to show how parameters
not currently included in MPDES permits will be considered for
establishing the April 29, 1993 baseline.
Will the department
assume typical concentrations or require wastewater profiling?

RESPONSE: The details for determining the proper application of
the term "new or increased source" will likely be established
in implementation guidance to be developed at a later time. In
regard to this question, some flexibility will be used in making these kinds of determinations. It is likely that the use of
wastewater profiling or the use of typical concentrations on a
case-by-case basis will be allowed.
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51. COMMENT: Commentors 73, 78, and 88 state that (a) and (b)
of Rule II (13) fail to exclude from the definition of new or
increased sources irrigation or other activities that did not
require a water discharge permit prior to April 29, 1993.
Further, a determination of what constitutes reasonable land,
soil, and conservation practices is subjective. Therefore, (a)
and (b) are contrary to legislative intent and must be deleted
or modified.
RESPONSE: Nonpoint sources that were not required to obtain a
discharge permit prior to April 29, 1993, are excluded from the
requirements of SB 401 under Rule 11(13) (b). Although the rule
intended to exclude activities that did not require a permit
prior to the enactment of SB 401, modifications will be made to
address possible retroactive application as discussed in Response 49.
52. COMMENT: Commentor 78 asks whether Rule 11(13) (c) exempts
withdrawals of water pursuant to valid water rights with prior~
ity dates before April 29, 1993?
RESPONSE: Rule II (13) (c) recognizes the use of valid water
rights existing prior to the effective date of the new non~
degradation policy.
Montana law prohibits the retroactive
application of law where such application affects vested
rights. Subsection (c), therefore, excludes valid water rights
that have been obtained with a priority date prior to April 29,
1993, from the requirements of the new nondegradation policy.
53.
COMMENT: Comment or 78 states that the water quality effects of new water rights are covered in § 85-2-311, MCA. These
rules should be changed to reflect § 85-2-311, MCA.
RESPONSE: Section 85-2-311, MCA, provides water quality protection for prior appropriators and for holders of water discharge
permits.
The protection of water provided by § 85~2-311, MCA,
is more closely associated with protecting water quality standards than with preventing degradation.
The nondegradation
policy applies to all activities with the potential to degrade
high quality waters, regardless of whether or not those activities are subject to other laws or requirements.
Because the
water quality protection provided by § 85-2-311, MCA, does not
address nondegradation, the rules will not be changed to exclude water rights obtained after April 29, 1993, on the basis
of that provision.
RULE 11(141 -DEFINITIONS- NONPOINT SOURCE
54. COMMENT: commentor 39 points out that certain agricultural
practices can minimize the effect of nonpoint source pollution
from irrigation but only at the risk of becoming a point source
and subject to nondegradation requirements. To encourage conservation practices that protect water quality, Commentor 39
suggests the following definition: "Management or Conservation
practice" means a measure to control or minimize pollution of
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ground and surface waters from a nonpoint source.
Examples of
such measures include, but are not limited to, revegetation of
disturbed soils, grazing management to prevent overgrazing,
contour farming, strip farming, protection of riparian areas,
drainage control, and impoundments which detain surface runoff
or irrigation return water for sediment control."
RESPONSE: The suggested definition may encourage practices that
protect water quality and will be included in the rules.
55. COMMENT: Commentor 95 asks would the nitrates released from
blasting with ANFO at a coal mine be a nonpoint source?

RESPONSE: Whether or not the release of nitrates described in
this comment i,s a point or nonpoint source would be determined
on a case-by-case basis. Nitrates released from coal mines are
considered industrial wastes pursuant to § 75-5-103(10), MCA,
and are subject to regulation under the Water Quality Act,
including the nondegradation policy, if they are likely to
contaminate state waters.
56. COMMENT: Commentor 95 states that disturbance of rock and
soil should be considered nonpoint sources as long as they are
not placed into a perennial stream.

RESPONSE: Wastes which are discharged to state waters via a
discrete and discernible method of conveyance are considered
point sources.
If a rock or soil disturbance discharges to
state water through a point source conveyance, then a discharge
permit is required.
In either case, if it results in degradation of state waters, the activity is required to undergo nondegradation review.
RULE 11115) - DEFINITIONS
57.
COMMENT: Commentor
Waters" (ORW) should be
wildlife areas as well as

-OUTSTANDING RESOURCE WATERS
that "Outstanding Resource
amended to include state parks and
national facilities.

26 states

RESPONSE: The types of waters designated as ORWs in the proposed definition are identical to the ones included in the
definition of •National Resource Waters (NRW)" currently found
in ARM 16.20. 701 (5). The new definition simply maintains the
status of waters currently listed as NRWs.
The proposed addition of state parks and wildlife areas to the definition of
ORWs will not be included in the final rule, as further expansion of waters currently designated NRW is not necessary for
implementation of the nondegradation policy. Furthermore, additional public participation should be solicited before designating additional waters to this classification.
58. COMMENT: (1) Commentors 39, 42, 43, 44, 45, 51, 73, 85,
111, 112, 113, 114, and 125 state that the definition of "Outstanding Resource Waters" (ORW) is too broad. (2) Commentor 39
suggests using "federally designated wilderness areas" versus
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"national wilderness or primitive areas• to avoid ambiguities
and uncertainty.
(3) In addition, this definition, together
with Rule III(2) (c), would provide a classification that absolutely prohibits degradation.
There is no authorization in
Section 75-5-303, MCA, for the board to absolutely prohibit
degradation of high quality waters through a classification
system.
RESPONSE: (1) As discussed in Response 57, the proposed definition of ORWs simply re-enacts the definition for waters currently designated as National Resource Waters (NRW) under the
old nondegradation rules. ~. ARM 16.20.701(5). Since the
proposed rule simply maintains the status quo for these waters
currently protected under the old rule, the proposed definition
is not overly broad in its application.
(2) The term "federally designated wilderness areas• may provide less certainty than
the proposed language. For this reason, the suggested change
will not be made.
~ also Response 57.
(3) The authority of
the board to classify waters according to "their present and
future most beneficial use• is found in § 75-5-301, MCA. There
is nothing in that rulemaking authority which would prohibit
the board from establishing a classification of waters that
protects their outstanding ecological, recreational, or public
water supply significance.
The rule • s absolute prohibition
against degrading ORWs is designed' to protect their most beneficial use, i.e., outstanding ecological, recreational, and
public water supply significance.
59.
COMMENT: Commentors 39, 112 and 125 believe that allowing
the board to designate ORWs would provide an avenue for hamstringing a proposed development until a proposed ORW classification could be resolved.

RESPONSE: The designation of ORWs will occur through a rulemaking proceeding, which includes public comment and review by
the legislative code committee under Title 2, Chapter 4, MCA.
The ability of the public to participate by commenting on proposed rules for classifying waters as ORWs is no different than
the adoption of any rule by the board.
It is unlikely that a
proposed project will be unduly delayed by this process.
In
addition, EPA's Region VIII "Guidance for Nondegradation Implementation" recommends a process for public nomination and participation in the designation of ORWs.
The proposed rule follows this guidance.
60.
COMMENT: Commentor 42 states that the second sentence of
the ORW definition would allow the board to extend the absolute
prohibition against degradation to any waters which the board
finds to have outstanding ecological, recreational, or domestic
water supply significance.
This provision is beyond the
board' a authority and imposes a needless prohibition.
Montana's water quality standards are already devised to pro~ect
all existing uses of water with a large safety factor.
G1ven
the protection provided by the standards, absolute prohibition
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against degradation is superfluous.
RESPONSE: The intent of designating certain waters as ORWs and
prohibiting their degradation is to provide a further level of
protection for waters with outstanding significance than otherwise provided by the water quality standards.
The protection
provided to ORWs under the policy is not superfluous, because
standards are designed to protect uses, not to maintain water
quality that is better than the standards. ~ Response 58 for
the authority of the board to provide this additional protection.
For these reasons, the final rule will remain as proposed.
61. COMMENT: Commentor 73 states that if ORW's are kept in the
rules, existing water storage and irrigation facilities and
other areas approved for development should be excluded from
the ORW designation.
RESPONSE: Generally, existing water storage and irrigation
facilities and other areas approved for development by the
department are excluded from the definition of "new or increased source•.
Therefore, their inclusion in the definition
of ORW will have no impact until such time as those facilities
request a new or increased discharge.
62.
COMMENT: Commentors· 68, 73, 74 and 112 state that the
designation of ORW's by the board requires legislative approval.
At a minimum, these designations require guidelines or
criteria before a water is classified an ORW.
RESPONSE: The legislature has authorized the board to adopt
rules establishing the classification of all waters according
to their most beneficial use pursuant to § 75-5-301, MCA.
Further legislative approval is not necessary for the board to
classify waters with outstanding ecological, recreational, and
public water supply significance as ORWs. ~ Response 58.
63. COMMENT: Comment or 83 states that these rules should inelude a procedure for establishing ORW's.
RESPONSE: The procedures for designating ORWs will conform to
the requirements under Title 2, Chapter 4, MCA, regarding agency rule making.
The inclusion of these procedures in the nondegradation rules is not necessary for implementation of the
policy.
Therefore, no change in the proposed rules will be
made in response to this comment.
64. COMMENT: commentors 88. 122, and 125 state that the last
sentence of the ORW definition should be deleted and, thus,
maintain the status quo.
RESPONSE: The proposed rule maintains the status quo because it
does not require the addition of any waters to the status of
ORW other than those currently designated as such under ARM
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16.20.701(5).
Although additional ORWs are not required, the
rule does provide for such additions.
This provision conforms
to the requirements of 40 CFR 131.12(3), which requires states
to establish a classification for waters determined to have
outstanding ecological or recreational significance. Since the
proposed rule is consistent with federal requirements, the
requested deletion from the rule will not be made.
65. COMMENT: Commentor 93 states that outstanding ecological or
recreational significance is too vague.
RESPONSE: Until further rulemaking or guidance is developed for
the designation of ORWs, these terms will be defined on a caseby-case basis through hearings before the board requesting the
ORW classification for specific waters.
66.
COMMENT: Commentors 44, 45, and 113 state that the rule
goes beyond the federal requirements under the Clean Water Act
(CWA) .
They suggest that the State should not voluntarily
designate ORWs until and unless the CWA is amended to require
such designations.
RESPONSE: The federal antidegradation requirements are not
found in the CWA, but are established at 40 CFR 131.12.
This
section requires states to adopt a nondegradation policy consistent with its requirements.
I f the policy does not meet
federal requirements, EPA must disapprove those portions of the
policy not in conformance with those requirements and then
promulgate federal rules for state implementation.
Given this
requirement, it is irrelevant that amendments to the CWA regarding ORWs may or may not be adopted. The proposed rule will
not be changed because it meets federal requirements and does
not go beyond those requirements.
RULE III18l - DEFINITIONS - TOXIC PARAMETERS
67. COMMENT: Commentor 39 states that the proposed definition
of "Toxic Parameters" refers to Circular WQB-7, and the water
quality standards. Also there are several parameters noted in
the surface water standards which have numerical limits that
have nothing to do with toxicity, such as coliforms, dissolved
oxygen, pH. turbidity, temperature and color.
It is suggested
that this definition be revised to delete the references to
surface and ground water standards.
RESPONSE: The categorization of parameters as "harmful", "toxic•, or •carcinogenic" is necessary to comply with the requirement that "greater significance be associated with parameters
that bioaccumulate or biomagnify".
Changes in the definition
of "toxic parameters" have been made to clarify its application. See also Response 29.
68. COMMENT: Commentor 125 states that, by reference to ARM
16.20.601 and 16.20 1001, the definition of "toxic parameters"
results in classification of temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen,
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color, coliforms, odor, turbidity, and specific conductance as
toxic parameters. This is inconsistent with Circular 7 and
probably is not the intent of the Department. This definition
should delete everything after the words" ... Circular 7."
RESPONSE: This was not the intent of the proposed rule and the
final definition of "toxic parameters" will be changed.
RULE II - DEFINITIONS - GENERAL
69. COMMENT: Commentor 120 states that "significant" and "nonsignificant" degradation should be defined in the rules. This
would help to limit the unjustifiable and perhaps illegal discretion the board is trying to secure through its categorical
exclusions. The commentor suggests that "significant" degradation must include the granting of a mixing zone.
RESPONSE: Degradation has been defined statutorily to include
any change in water quality except those changes determined
nonsignificant under rules adopted by the board.
The board's
rule making authority requires the adoption of criteria for
determining what activities or classes of activities are nonsignificant. Simply defining "significant" or "nonsignificant"
degradation would conflict with the requirement to adopt criteria. Finally, the proposed definitions would conflict with the
statutory definition of degradation, which includes any change
in water quality whether significant or not, except for those
activities determined nonsignificant by the board.
The use of mixing zones will be established under a separate rule making proceeding and does not need to be addressed
here.
70. COMMENT: Comment or 125 states that the term "measurable
increase• should be added to the definitions as follows:
"Measurable Increase• means an increase in the value of a parameter
at a 99t level of confidence using POL's and using analytical
methods described in 40 CFR 136.
RESPONSE: The suggested changes to WQB-7 and the replacement of
"detectable" with •trigger values" have satisfied this concern.
71. COMMENT: Commentor 126 states that in order to allow for
annual stream variations the term "detectable increase" is
proposed. "Detectable increase" is a statistically significant
increase in the concentration of a parameter at a 90\ conf idence level, that the mean of the sample set is greater than
the mean of the base line samples.
RESPONSE: See Responses 6, 7 and 70.
RULE III (2) !al - NONDEGRADATION POLICY - EXISTING AND ANTICIPATED USES
72. COMMENT: Commentor 38 states that EPA suggests an additional step in which the state would first confirm that uses designated in the water quality standards rule include all existing
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uses.
We suggest the process explained in the EPA Region VIII
guidance, which begins with confirmation that existing uses are
appropriately designated in standards, be included in the proposed rule or addressed in more detailed implementation guidance.
RESPONSE: This process does not need to be included in the
proposed rule because the uses designated in the classification
standards (except for Class I surface waters) include all possible uses.
73.
COMMENT: Commentor 93 states that "anticipated uses"
should be changed to anttcipated activities and then defined.
RESPONSE: Rule III establishes the level of protection the
department must apply to protect the quality of state waters
pursuant to§ 75-5-303(1) and 75-5-303(3) (c), MCA.
Those sections require the protection of existing and anticipated uses
of state waters.
The rule will not be changed as suggested
because the statute requires the protection of •uses", not
11
activitiee••.
RQLE III(2) (b) - NONDEGRADATION POLICY - HIGH QUALITY WATERS
74.
COMMENT: Commentors 4, 8, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 22,
26, 30, 31, 33, 36, 38, 40, 47, and 60 state that Montana's
high quality waters are of utmost importance to the state and
everything possible should be done to prevent degradation of
those valuable resources.
To do otherwise would be shortsighted.
RESPONSE: The proposed rules are intended to implement the
requirements for the protection of high quality waters legislatively imposed under SB 401.
To the extent that the rules
conform to those requirements, the degree of protection authorized by the new legislation has been achieved.
75. COMMENT: Commentors 6, 15, 47, and 130 state that the type
of activities considered as "nonsignificant• should be limited
to those commonly accepted as temporary and inconsequential.
RESPONSE: Section 75-5-301(5) (c) authorizes the board to adopt
criteria for determining nonsignificant activities by considering a number of various factors.
The duration of the activity
causing degradation is only one among several factors to be
considered in establishing these criteria.
The proposed rules
have been developed after consideration of all the factors
provided in the rulemaking authority. Therefore, the proposed
rules will not be changed to allow only activities that are
short term.
76. COMMENT: Commentors 39 and 125 suggest Rule II1(2)(b)
should be revised to read •any bioconcentrating, carcinogenic,
harmful or toxic parameter listed in Circular WQB-7."
If a
parameter does not fall into one of these categories, is a
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change reasonably considered degradation?
RESPONSE: Section 75-5-103 (4), MCA, defines degradation as "a
change in water quality that lowers the quality of high-quality
water for a parameter•.
High quality waters are defined as
those waters whose existing quality is better than the state's
water quality standards.
Therefore, a change in water quality
that lowers the quality of "high quality waters" can only occur
by reference to the parameters in WQB-7 or other state water
quality standards.
77. COMMENT: Commentors 39, 42, 44, 45, and 125 state that Rule
III (2) (b) should be changed to delete the phrase "there have
been achieved".
It would be more workable i f revised to:
"If
degradation of high quality waters is allowed, the department
will assure compliance with Montana statutory and regulatory
requirements for point and nonpoint sources in the USGS Hydrologic Unit upstream of the proposed project."
Another alternative would be to replace the phrase "there
have been achieved", with "there shall be achieved".
Without
this or a similar change a comprehensive audit of the hydrologic unit upstream would be necessary.
RESPONSE: The language "there shall be achieved" is specified
in the federal requirements for states' nondegradation policies
at 40 CFR 131.12(2). In order to be consistent with the federal
requirements,
the suggested change from "there have been
achieved" to "there shall be achieved" has been made in the
final rules.
78. COMMENT: Commentors 73 and 111 state that the requirement
in the final sentence of Rule 111(2) (b) regarding achievement
of the "the highest statutory and regulatory requirements .... "
should be deleted because it is beyond the board's rulemaking
authority and is technically and economically unfeasible.
RESPONSE: The board's rule making avthority for implementing SB
401 is contained in § 75-5-301(5) and 75-5-303(7).
These sections authorize the board to adopt rules " ... implementing the
nondegradation policy•.
The requirement for achieving the
highest statutory and regulatory requirements is required for
all
states'
nondegradation policies pursuant
to 40 CFR
131.12 (2).
This requirement is necessary to implement the
state's nondegradation policy because the policy must comply
with federal requirements in order to be approved by EPA.
~
ill.§2, Response 80.
Therefore, the rule will remain as proposed.
79. COMMENT: Commentors 74, 78, and 88 state that "The department will assure that within the USGS Hydrologic Unit upstream
of the proposed activity ... " should have the following language
added
"This assurance will be achieved through the ongoing
administration by the department of the existing permits and
programs for control of point and nonpoint source discharges.
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This subsection does not require an audit of upstream sources
as a condition of allowance of degradation by a new or increased source.•
RESPONSE: The intent of the proposed rule is to require a review of existing permits and programs to ensure compliance
before degradation is allowed in conformance with 40 CFR
131.12(2).
EPA rules require some accounting, whether or not
it is considered an audit, for loads within the basin in terms
of both point and nonpoint sources in order to determine existing quality as well as compliance with regulatory requirements.
The proposed language will not be used because it may unnecessarily preclude some future use of a broader based assessment
of water quality than currently provided by existing permits
and nonpoint source programs.
80. COMMENT: Commentor 112 states that Rule
cause a nightmare of expenses and delays.

III (2) (b)

could

RESPONSE: Rule III(2) (b), together with the definition of
•highest statutory and regulatory requirements• allows the
department to authorize degradation provided all requirements
of the Water Quality Act are being met.
For those sources
found to be in noncompliance, degradation may be allowed only
if compliance schedules, for purpo~es of MPOES permits, are in
place or a plan that assures compliance over nonpoint sources
has been developed. While there may be some delay due to this
requirement, the implementation of this rule will be guided by
a standard of •reasonableness".
RULE III !2) (c) - NONDEGRAOATION POLICY - OUTSTANDING RESOURCE
WATERS
81. COMMENT: Commentor 38 states that Rule III ensures that the
water quality of designated Outstanding Resource Waters (ORWs)
will be maintained and protected. This is consistent with the
federal requirements.
We believe it would be worthwhile to
include additional detail explaining how the prohibition would
be accomplished in practice.
RESPONSE: The plain prohibition in Rule III against the degradation of ORWs is self explanatory.
Therefore, no further
procedures are necessary to implement the prohibition.
Information submitted by the applicant will be reviewed in accordance with the proposed rules to determine the effect on downstream ORWs and will be denied whenever degradation of an ORW
would occur.
82. COMMENT: Commentors 40 and 47 ask that in Rule III (2) (c) a
method to allow for petitioning to establish outstanding resource waters be inserted, as it was in previous drafts of the
rules.
RESPONSE: The Montana Administrative Procedure Act (MAPA) at S
2-4-315, MCA, provides that any interested person may petition
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an agency requesting the repeal, amendment, or promulgation of
a rule.
The ability of a person to petition for a rulemaking
is independent of department procedures for implementing the
nondegradation policy.
Therefore, the requested reference to
MAPA will not be included in the proposed rules.
COMMENT: Commentors 88 and 114 state that reference to ORW
in Rule III(2) (c) be deleted until the concept is further defined in the federal clean water act.

83.

RESPONSE: Rules adopted by EPA set requirements for States•
nondegradation policies. Included in this is a requirement for
a class of waters that are generally referred to as outstanding
resource waters (ORWs). Pursuant to 40 CFR 131.12, no degradation can be allowed in ORWs.
While the CWA at this time does
not contain requirements for ORWs, the State remains subject to
the federal requirements for states' nondegradation policies at
40 CFR 131.12.
Therefore, the rules pertaining to ORWs will
not be deleted.
RQLE III(J) - NONDEGRADATION POLICY - COMPLIANCE
84. COMMENT: Commentor 95 states that time frames for compliance with MEPA should be established in Rule III(3).
RESPONSE: Time frames and procedures for agency compliance with
the Montana Environmental Policy Act (MEPA) are established in
DHES Procedural Rules (ARM 16.2. 601 t l ~·) and are not repeated here.
RULE III - NONDEGRADATION POLICY - GENERAL LIMITATION
85. COMMENT: Commentors 5, 6, 15, and 130 state that additional
polluting activities should not be allowed in any watershed
that already exceeds the standards for any one pollutant.
RESPONSE: A prohibition against allowing degradation in a watershed that exceeds the standard for one pollutant is contrary
to the purpose of the nondegradation policy.
The policy is
intended to protect high quality waters on a parameter-by-parameter basis.
A watershed may have water quality that is
worse than the standards for one parameter, yet be higher than
the standards for all other parameters.
In this situation. §
75-5-303, MCA, authorizes the department to allow degradation,
if the requirements of the policy are met.
86. COMMENT: Commentors 67, 87, 88, 109,
state that all degradation is significant.

110,

111,

and

117

RESPONSE: The legi~;~lature specifically recognized the concept
of nonsignificant changes to water quality, which are not considered degradation in § 75-5-103 (4), MCA.
In addition, the
rulemaking authority of the board requires the adoption of
criteria to determine which activities would result in nonsignificant changes.
Therefore, the rules will remain as proposed.
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87. COMMENT: Commentor 97 states that there should be no degra~
dation, the cost of preventing degradation should be part of
the cost of doing business, otherwise the cost of lowered water
quality are paid by the public.
RESPONSE: The legislature enacted SB 401, which expressly authorizes the department to allow degradation provided all the
requirements in § 75-5-303, MCA, are met.
To adopt rules prohibiting any degradation would conflict with the intent of the
legislature as expressed in the Water Quality Act and the
statement of intent for SB 401.
88. COMMENT: Commentor 105 states that there should be no degradation allowed until and unless we have comprehensive water
conservation policies.
RESPONSE: The development and enactment of a comprehensive
water conservation policy is beyond the scope of this rule
making.
The rulemaking authority for the proposed rules is
specifically limited to the implementation of SB 401.
Moreover, the effective date of the Act on April 29, 1993, does not
allow for a moratorium on the implementation of the policy.
Consequently, delay in the adoption of these rules or the implementation of the policy is not warranted.
89. COMMENT: Commentor 69 states that because the department is
subject to pressure from industry, the department should not be
able to propose rules for determinations of significance.
RESPONSE: Although the department has developed the rules, the
board is the entity authorized to adopt the rules. The rules
adopted by the board are subject to public comment and the
requirement that a concise statement of reasons for and against
the adoption of a rule must be provided.
This process ensures
that the rationale for adopting a rule is available to the
public and that all comments received by the agency have been
fully considered.
RQLE IV(1) - SIGNIFICANCE REVIEW - SELF DETERMINATION
90. COMMENT: Commentors 17, 26, 30, 32, and 40 state that the
DHES should look at the potential for unlawful delegation of
authority associated with "self determination" provisions of
the proposed rules.
RESPONSE: It is clear that the department has the responsibility for enforcing the nondegradation policy, yet there is no
clear statutory requirement that the department make determinations of significance.
More importantly, the rules do not
delegate the department's authority by allowing an individual
determination of significance to preempt a conflicting determination by the department. The rules simply set criteria that
allow the department or individual to assess whether or not a
proposed change in water quality reaches the level of degradation.
Ultimately, it is the responsibility of the individual
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not to cause degradation unless authorized by the department.
For these reasons, the rules are not an unlawful delegation and
will remain as proposed.
91. COMMENT: Commentor 17 states that the DHES should attempt
to develop clear, concise language in proposed Rule IV(l) that
will allow the general public to make informed and reasonable
significance determinations.
The rule could
be supplemented
by educational materials prepared by DHES.
Additionally, the
DHES should consider listing activities that either are or are
not suitable for self determination.
RESPONSE: The proposed rules, although technical in nature, are
consistent with the guidance in § 75-5-301 (5) (c), MCA.
While
the proposed rules may be difficult for an individual to use to
make an informed determination, each individual has the option
of requesting a determination from the department.
Lists of
activities that are clearly nonsignificant have been developed
in Rule VIII.
Implementation guidance may be developed that
will assist individual determinations.
At this time, however,
no further changes to the rules will be made.
92. COMMENT: Commentor 32 states that the self determination
portions of the rule weaken the legislation.
The department
should be required to review an application for nonsignificance
for all department permits and approvals.
To allow a mining
company or a land developer to make the determination without
DHES review renders the rule ineffectual and contrary to the
intent of the legislature.
RESPONSE: All activities requiring a department permit or approval will be reviewed for significance by the department. As
far as the objection to self determinations, the rules do not
weaken the legislation, but are consistent with the responsibilities of the department as expressed in SB 401 and the Water
Quality Act. ~Response 90.
93. COMMENT: Commentor 68 states that a provision
determination of significance is necessary.

for

self

RESPONSE: Comment noted.
94. COMMENT: Comment or 83 states that self determination of
significance should not be allowed, particularly in view of the
definitions set out in Rule VIII.
RESPONSE: See Response 90.
95. COMMENT: Commentor 98 states that Rule IV(l) requires the
initial self -determination to consider all 188 parameters in
WQB-7. This is too big a burden. The cost for complete analyses
is about $3,000. Must each person know what the levels of each
of the 188 parameters are in the proposed discharge?
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RESPONSE: Generally, a discharger knows what is likely to be
present in their discharge, and the rules do not require an
individual to test for all of the parameters in WQB-7 for determinations of nonsignificance. Rule IV(l) allows a person to
make this determination by using the criteria for nonsignificance provided under Rules VII and VIII. If the activity is
categorically excluded under Rule VIII, generally there would
be no need to test for any parameters.
As indicated in Response 91, guidance may be developed for using the criteria in
Rule VII.
96. COMMENT: Commentor 106 states that Rule IV(1) needs to
clarify the different processes available for determining nonsignificance.
This Commentor suggests that the latter portion
of that rule should state:
"A person may either: (a) determine
for themselves using the standards contained in [Rules VII and
VIII) that the proposed activity will not cause significant
changes in water quality as defined in Rule III, or (b) submit
an application to the Department pursuant to (2) below, for the
department to make the determination."
RESPONSE:
the rule.

Modification of Rule IV(1)

has been made to clarify

97. COMMENT: Commentor 106 suppor~s the concept of self determinations but suggests that there is a significant difference
in procedures for departmental determinations and self evaluations, because there is no departmental or public review of
self-determinations.
This commentor finds that some type of
reporting needs to be required to assure consistency and to
hold accountable those making improper evaluations.
Without a
reporting system, it will be impossible to track cumulative
impacts.
RESPONSE: The intent expressed in the nondegradation policy is
to remove activities considered nonsignificant from departmental review and regulation.
While the board is required to
adopt criteria for making these determinations, it is the responsibility of the individual, not the department, to assure
that their activities will not degrade state waters. The individual may either make this determination or request departmental review. A reporting system might help the department track
cumulative effects, but it adds a burden on limited government
resources that is not required under the law.
Therefore, the
rules will not be changed to require additional reporting.
98. COMMENT: Commentor 50 states that since the inception of
the proposed rules by the agency, our association has objected
to the procedures proposed by the department, which place the
burden of proof on the individual for determining whether a
proposed activity is "nonsignificant".
In our opinion this is
a function of the agency.
RESPONSE: The proposed rules give the individual a choice of
either making their own determination or requesting a determiMontana Administrative Register
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nation from the department.
No change to the rules is necessary because the burden for making a self determination is
optional.
RULE 1V(2) (d) - SIGNIFICANCE REVIEW - WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS
99. COMMENT: Commentor 64 states that in Rule IV(2) (d) the idea
of "including natural variations• is good and reasonable, however, it is too vague as stated to be useful guidance. To what
degree are natural variations to be quantified, and what is the
time frame of most interest - diurnal, daily, weekly, seasonal,
annual, inter-annual, etc.?
RESPONSE: The development of implementation guidance, as discussed throughout these responses, may be necessary to flesh
out the details of making these determinations, best professional judgement will be used to make these determinations,
when in doubt applicants should consult with the department.
COMMENT: Commentor 94 states that significance determinations under Rule VII depend on monitoring for various parameters.
The rule is deficient because it does not adequately
address monitoring requirements such as, required baseline
data, collection duration, frequency, locations, required detection levels, statistical methods etc.
To simplify the process, it would be better to treat taxies in the same manner as
carcinogens.
·
100.

RESPONSE: The development of implementation guidance, as discussed throughout these responses, may be necessary to flesh
out the details of making determinations of nonsignificance.
Further, while it might be simpler to treat toxic parameters as
carcinogens, it would not be consistent with legislative guidance under the rule making authority. Criteria for determinations of significance must be based upon harm to human health
or the environment, pursuant to Section 75-5-301(5) (c), MCA.
Therefore, no change in the proposed rule will be made.
COMMENT: Commentor 96 states that the wording "any downstream waters• in Rule IV(2) (d) is too open ended and should be
better defined so that the applicant will know the department's
sampling requirements and assessment of seasonal variations on
a previously unsampled stream.
101.

RESPONSE: 11 Any downstream waters 11 has been
final rule to clarify the rule's application.

modified

in

the

RQLE lV(3) - SIGNIFICANCE REVIEW - 60 DAYS
102. COMMENT: commentor 10 states that if it is determined that
MDT will degrade the water (after a 60 day process), a degradation application has to be completed.
DHES has 180 days to
authorize or deny the permit.
This could present some obvious
problems.
RESPONSE:
15-8/11/94
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sions on significance and on a complete application to degrade
are based upon a reasonable estimate of the time it would take
to review the information and make an informed decision. Given
limited agency resources, it would not be prudent to require a
shorter period for agency determinations.
103. COMMENT: Commentors 17, 19, 22, 33, 34, 40, and 47 state
that the DHES should examine the potential for allowing public
comment on DHES significance decisions.
The DHES should analyze the adequacy of allowing for this public comment through
the public comment process involved with other DHES permit
decisions associated with the activity, or through the formal
public comment process for the nondegradation rules themselves.
It is not the intent that allowing for public comment unreasonably increase the time frame for a DHES significance determination.
RESPONSE: For all permitted activities, the public will have
the opportunity to review and comment on all significance determinations made by the department through the normal permitting process. That is, discharge permits must include a statement of basis that will include the basis for agency decisions
on significance. For unpermitted activities, there is no existing framework for public comment.
The opportunity for public
comment on agency determinations of significance for unpermitted activities is through this rulemaking proceeding. Finally,
the definition of degradation and the plain language of § 75-5303, MCA, indicate that activities found to be nonsignificant
under rules adopted by the board are not subject to the nondegradation law and the requirements for public review of agency decisions provided in § 75-5-303(4), MCA.
104. COMMENT: Commentor 17 states that the DHES should develop
a mechanism to ensure that requests for significance determinations are acted on in a timely manner.
RESPONSE: Within the limits of its resources, the department
will process all requests for significance determinations within the time frames established by these rules.
105. COMMENT: Commentors 67 and 83 state that if there is public interest, there should be a public hearing on nonsignificance determinations.
RESPONSE: See Response 103.
106. coMMENT: Commentor 73 states that the time frames in Rules
IV(3) (11), V(7), and VI (4) (6) should be trimmed to the maximum
extent possible.
RESPONSE: The time frames in the proposed rules reflect a realistic assessment of agency resources. These time frames may be
shortened if work load and resources permit.
In addition, the
time for public comment under Rule VI (4) will depend on the
Montana Administrative Register
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complexity of the project and public interest.
107. COMMENT: Commentor 99 states that while self determination
is reasonable, the department needs to track all such determinations, this can be done by requiring that the department must
be notified of each self determination.
RESPONSE: See Response 97.
lOB. COMMENT: Commentor 95 asks if DHES determines that an
activity is nonsignificant is no further review necessary? If
so, this should be stated.

RESPONSE: There is no requirement in the rules for further
submission of an application or agency review once a determination has been made that an activity is nonsignificant.
Therefore, no change in the rules is necessary, as the rules clearly
specify that only activities that are likely to degrade state
waters need authorization to degrade from the department.
109. COMMENT: Commentor 9 states that the rules should state
that uses categorized as nonsignificant are not subject to
retroactive agency review.
RESPONSE: The categorical exclusions for nonsignificant activities are listed in Rule VIII and excluded from application of
SB 401 under Rule II (13) (d).
For pre-existing water rights,
those activities or uses are excluded under the definition of
"new or increased source" in Rule II (13) (c). No further exclusions or clarifications in the rules are necessary.
RULE IV(4) - SIGNIFICANCE REVIEW - MONITORING
110. COMMENT: Commentor 111 states that Rule IV (4) should be
deleted. If there is no degradation, monitoring cannot be required.
RESPONSE: § 75-5-602, MCA, authorizes the department to require
monitoring "in order to carry out the objectives of this chapter [~, Water Quality Act)".
The rule serves to notify the
individual of this authority as well as allow the department to
determine that an activity is nonsignificant without requiring
irrefutable evidence from the applicant.
If there is some
question on the water quality impacts of an activity found to
be nonsignificant, then additional monitoring may be required
to carry out the objectives of the nondegradation policy.
The
rule will remain as proposed for the reasons given above.
RQLE IV(4-5) - SIGNIFICANCE/AUTHORIZATION REVIEW
111. COMMENT: Commentor 95 asks whether "significant"
precede "degradation• in (4) and (5) of Rule IV.

should

RESPONSE: Degradation is defined in the Water Quality Act to
mean any change in water quality except for those changes that
are nonsignificant.
Any change that is not considered nonsig15-B/11/94
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nificant is degradation.
There is no authority in the law for
distinguishing various degrees of degradation once the activity
is considered degradation. Therefore, the suggested change will
not be made.
RQLE IYCSl - AUTHORIZATION REVIEW - APPLICATIONS & FEES
112. COMMENT: Commentors 30 and 32 state that the rules should
include some fees for application review and compliance monitoring on larger development actions.
RESPONSE: The proposed rules implement the nondegradation policy under the authority of § 75-5-301 and 303, MCA.
That
authority does not include•authority to promulgate rules for the
assessment of fees.
Rules adopted by the board pursuant to §
75-5-516, MCA, however, do provide for the assessment of fees
for nondegradation review.
113. COMMENT: Comment or 117 states that
degrade should be widely publicized.

all applications to

RESPONSE: The rules include provisions that require public
notice and opportunity to comment on all applications to degrade. The rules require the department to issue a preliminary
decision accompanied by a statement of basis explaining the
basis for the decision pursuant to Rule VI(4). No further changes to the rules are necessary to provide an opportunity for
public involvement.
RULE IV(6)
- AUTHORIZATION REVIEW - NO ALTERNATIVES
114. COMMENT: Commentor 19 states that the lack of economically, environmentally, or technologically feasible alternative to
allowing degradation should be a last drastic resort employed
in the most dire circumstances where the benefits to mankind so
far outweigh the value of the high quality water.
RESPONSE: The nondegradation policy allows the department to
authorize degradation, if the applicant shows by a preponderance of the evidence that the requirements of § 75-5-303, MCA,
are met.
The proposed rules implement this requirement.
The
suggested change will not be made because it would shift the
burden to a higher standard than that provided by statute.
115. COMMENT: Commentors 22 and 67 state that the rules should
require best available pollution control technologies including
source reduction.
RESPONSE: The rules require that water quality protection practices be implemented if degradation is allowed by the department.
Those practices include pollution control technologies,
which would include source reduction.
RQLE IV!6)
- AUTHORIZATION REVIEW - GENE~
.
.
116. COMMENT: Commentor 95 states that l.mplementatJ.on guJ.delines should be developed as soon as possible, especially for
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Rule IV(6).
RESPONSE: As discussed throughout these responses, implementation guidance may be developed to assist agency decisions and
inform the regulated community of the details of nondegradation
review.
RULE IV!6l !il
- AUTHORIZATION REVIEW - GROUND WATER FLOW
117. COMMENT: Commentor 10 suggests the compliance with the
requirement of Rule IV(6) (i), regarding an analysis of ground
water flow and water bearing characteristics of subsurface
materials and the rate and direction of ground water flow, is
not feasible due to their limitation of conducting projects
within a public right-of-way.
RESPONSE: It is possible that this analysis cannot be provided,
if restricted to the boundaries of a particular area owned or
controlled by an applicant.
When determined necessary, additional information outside the area owned or controlled by the
applicant will be required.
If it cannot be obtained, the
applicant may have to adjust the project or activity to ensure
no degradation would occur.
RULE IV!6l (j) - AUTHORIZATION REVIEW - CUMULATIVE EFFECTS
118. COMMENT: Commentor 10 states that it will not be feasible
to assess cumulative effects as required by Rule IV(6) (j) without baseline quality information. Gathering the necessary data
could take years.
The rules do not discuss what will be required to avoid postponing projects.
RESPONSE: In some cases, it may not be feasible to assess cumulative impacts without baseline quality information.
It is
true that gathering such information could delay projects, but
such information is necessary in order to make an informed
decision before allowing an applicant to degrade state waters.
The suggested language specifying how to avoid delay will not
be included in the rules due to circumstances when delay may be
inevitable.
•
119. COMMENT: Commentor 130 states that discharges should not
be allowed where the effect of multiple discharges will create
a cumulative effect that is detrimental to the potential recreational uses of the resource.
RESPONSE: Both the water quality standards and the nondegradation policy protect existing uses of a particular water body.
In addition, the nondegradation policy protects anticipated
uses, such as a potential recreational use.
The final rules
allow a consideration of cumulative impacts during the department's initial determination of significance.
No further
change in the rules is necessary to address this concern.
RULE IV(7l (a) (i) - AUTHORIZATION REVIEW - ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
120. COMMENT: Commentor 94 states that the only important eco15-8/11/94
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nomic or social development is that which is sustainable, this
should be reflected in Rule IV(7) (a) (i) by adding "important
sustainable economic or social development".
RESPONSE: § 75-5-303, MCA, does not require a showing that the
social and economic development also be sustainable.
The factors for demonstrating social and economic importance are broad
enough to include the concept of sustainability in the analysis. Therefore, no change is necessary.
RULE IV(7) (b)
AUTHORIZATION REVIEW - ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL
FACTORS
121. COMMENT: Commentor 26 states that in Rule IV(7) (b) the
factors for determining whether or not a proposed activity may
result in an important economic or social development should be
mandatory, requiring the replacement of the word "may" with

Jlllilll.
RESPONSE: The proposed rule provides a non-exclusive list of
factors that would be considered by the department in an economic and social analysis.
It is the burden of the applicant,
however, to provide an analysis that clearly demonstrates the
importance of the project.
It is to their advantage to supply
as comprehensive an analysis as possible.
It is not necessary
or appropriate to require the applicant to provide an analysis
that includes all the factors. Therefore, the suggested change
will not be made.
RULE IV!7l (b) (yii-ixl
- AUTHORIZATION REVIEW - VALUES
122. COMMENT:
Comment or 107 ha5 objected to the procedure Iii
used to weigh the factors in this section because those procedures and factors are not consistent with well established
theories and practices of economics.
Comment or 107 has proposed changes for clarity and process that are too extensive to
set forth in the comments, but have been included in the final
rule and will not be repeated here.
In addition, Commentors
39, 42, and 43 state that Rule IV and Rule V refer to "intrinsic values", "opportunity values" and "social or cultural values" as factors to be considered.
These are qualitative value
judgements. None of the WQB staff have the necessary expertise
to make such evaluations, therefore, evaluation of the data
would have to be contracted out of the department.
They also
state that there is not statutory guidance regarding how to
evaluate or weigh discernible differences.
The applicant
should be required to submit only that information which can be
quantified, and hence, these items should be deleted along with
•resource utilization and depletion".
RESPONSE: The suggested changes in those portions of the rules
containing requirements for a determination of economic and
social importance have been completely rewritten based on the
suggested changes submitted by Commentor 107.
This includes
changes in terms to be consistent with economic practices.
"Intrinsic values" has been replaced with "existence values"
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and "opportunity values" has been replaces with "opportunity
costs", both of which are defined in the rules.
"Social and
cultural values• were removed from the list of factors because
those values are considered impacts and are not appropriate in
a cost-benefit analysis.
"Resource utilization and depletion"
remains in the final rule as it is considered a cost to society
resulting from the project.
The changes also include a method to weigh non-quantifiable factors, i.e., "qualitative value judgments", and a clear
statement of the findings that must be made by the department
before it may authorize degradation.
These changes address
many of the comments dealing with this section.
123. COMMENT: Commentors 73, 74, 78, and 114 state that subsections vii through ix in Rules IV(7) (b) and V(4) (b) are subjective and should be deleted.
RESPONSE: See Response 122.
RQLE IY!Bl
- AUTHORIZATION REVIEW - PROTECTED USES
124. COMMENT: Commentor 95 asks whether the applicant determines their own mixing zone in Rule IV(8) (a)?
RESPONSE: The applicant must provide information demonstrating
that the change will not result in a violation of standards
outside of a mixing zone. The determination of the mixing zone
provided by the applicant must conform to the requirements of
the mixing zone rules.
125. COMMENT: Comment or 97 states that the applicants should
bear the cost of proving there is no effect on other uses.
RESPONSE: The informational requirements under Rule IV place
the burden on the applicant to provide this type of information.
126. COMMENT: Commentors 109, 110, 120, and 130
mixing zones must be deleted from Rule IV(B) (a).

state

that

RESPONSE: Mixing zones are essential to the state's water quality program, particularly implementation of the nondegradation
policy.
If mixing zones were not allowed, all activities would
either violate standards or cause degradation.
RULE lV(11)
- AUTHORIZATION REVIEW - INCOMPLETENESS OF APPLICATION
127. COMMENT: Commentors 33, 34, 94, and 120 state that Rule IV
( 11 l proposes during the completeness review that "in any review subsequent to the first, the department may not make a
determination of incompleteness on the basis of a deficiency
which could have been noted in the first review."
While the
intent here may be innocent, ita application could be devastating to protecting water quality in an age of budget cuts and
staff shortages. This language should be deleted.
15-B/11/94
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RESPONSE: Although the primary purpose of the rules is to protect high quality waters, the purpose of this particular rule
is to ensure a timely review by the department by requiring
that requests for supplemental information will not unduly
delay the application process.
Fees for nondegradation review
should alleviate staff cut-backs.
For these reasons, the requested change will not be made.
RULE IV - SIGNIFICANCE/AUTHORIZATION REVIEW
128. COMMENT: Commentor 35 states that the
amend Rule IV to ensure that the applicant
ability and resources to carry out the water
practices. Bonding should be considered.

- GENERAL
board is urged to
has the financial
quality protection

RESPONSE: Rule IV(9) addresses the viability of the applicant.
It is clearly not the intent to authorize degradation unless an
applicant has the resources necessary to comply with the provisions of the authorization.
There is currently no authority
under the Water Quality Act to require bonding.
Therefore, no
change to the rule will be made.
129. COMMENT: Commentor 49 states that we would like it established for the record that no fees will be assessed for determinations of significance.
RESPONSE: The department's authority to require fees for reviewing applications to degrade does not include the authority
to assess fees for determinations of significance.
As this
limitation is clearly in the law, there is no need to address
it in the rules.
130. COMMENT: Commentor 80 states that too much of the cost of
this process is being placed on the applicants. The citizens
have a stake in clean water and should pay part of the costs.
RESPONSE: § 75-5-303(3) places the burden upon the applicant to
demonstrate "by a preponderance of the evidence" that certain
conditions will be met.
The requested change would conflict
with this statutory requirement and, therefore, will not be
made.
131. COMMENT: Commentors 75 and 106 state that fees should be
charged for determinations of significance.
RESPONSE: see Response 129.
RQLE y(3) (al !i-ii)
- DEPARTMENT REVIEW - ECONOMIC DETERMINATION
132. COMMENT: Commentor 94 states that in Rule V(3) (a), regarding determinations of economic feasibility, (i) and (ii) appear
to cancel each other out.
If an alternative leaves room for
profit, no matter how small, the alternative should be considered economically feasible.
Montana Administrative Register
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RESPONSE: Subsection (i) does not conflict with (ii), but rather provides a presumption of economic feasibility whenever an
alternative meets the conditions provided in that subsection.
If an alternative cannot be presumed to be economically feasible under (i), then (ii) allows the department to consider
other factors in determining the feasibility of an alternative.
A rule that would deem an alternative economically feasible up
to the point where the return in profits would be marginal does
not allow the flexibility of the proposed rules.
Therefore,
the suggested change will not be made.
133. COMMENT: Commentor 93 states that the word "significant"
should be inserted before "less degrading alternatives ... " in
Rule V(3) (a) (i)and(ii).
RESPONSE: It is unclear how the term "significant" is relevant
to an evaluation of alternative water quality protection practices. Therefore, the suggested change will not be made.
RQLE V(3) (b)
- DEPARTMENT REVIEW - ENVIRONMENTAL DETERMINATION
134. COMMENT: Commentors 42 and 43 believe that Rule V(3) (b) is
too subjective and unnecessary since the standards already
protect public health.
Commentor 42 suggests that economic
feasibility requires comparisons of environmental impacts
of
the various alternative to other environmental media and proposes the following change:
"In order to determine the environmental feasibility of an alternative, the department will
consider whether such alternative practices are available~
will compare the overall environmental impacts of the various
alternatives and the commitment of resources necessary to
achieve the alternatives aftd eeftsisteftE wiefi efie ~Feteetieft e£
efie eJWi!'Sftl'flefiE aftd ~~hlie fiealEfi."
RESPONSE: The proposed rule is broad enough to include a comparison of environmental impacts of the various alternatives on
other environmental media.
The proposed change would require
this analysis and would limit the subjectivity of the rule.
Therefore, the suggested change clarifying this requirement
will be made.
RULE V(4) (a)
- DEPARTMENT REVIEW - ECONOMIC & SOCIAL FACTORS
135. COMMENT: Commentor 21 states that the rules should address
the use of best engineering practices and standards so that the
most economical and socially acceptable method of treatment
will be obtained.
RESPONSE: Rule V(3) (c) requires an assessment of alternatives
demonstrating technological feasibility based on accepted engineering principles. This assessment is part of the demonstration an applicant must make, which includes other factors such
as economic and environmental feasibility. This approach should
result in obtaining treatment methods that are both economically and socially acceptable and no further change in the rules
is necessary to accomplish this objective.
15-8/11/94
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136. COMMENT: Commentor 94 states that in Rule V(4) (a) (i) "sustainable" should be inserted before "economic• and factors to
address "sustainable" should be considered.
RESPONSE: See Response 120.
137. COMMENT: Commentor 102 asks the department to please keep
in mind that any degradation is irreversible and affects more
people negatively than the few it will benefit.
CUmulative
effects should be taken into account.
RESPONSE: Rule v addresses the concern that the department • s
decision must take into account the loss to society associated
with a loss of water quality.
CUmulative effects is addressed
in Rule VII (2).
138. COMMENT: Commentor 93 states that the analysis called for
in Rule V(4) (a) (ii) should be restricted to a finite period of
time in which losses and costs to society can be reasonably
estimated.
RESPONSE: The proposed rule allows the applicant to submit an
analysis that evaluates the losses and costs to society resulting from the proposed project. The intent of the rule is to
allow the applicant to prove his p~oject is important based on
a reasonable analysis of factors provided in the rule.
The
suggested restriction will not be made because restricting the
analysis to a definite period of time may make it more difficult for an applicant to prove the social and economic importance of the proposal.
RULE V(4) (bl (yiil & (yiiil
- DEPARTMENT REVIEW - ECONOMIC &
SOCIAL FACTORS
139. COMMENT: Commentor 125 objects to the inclusion of "intrinsic values• and "opportunity values• in an analysis of
economic feasibility. We are unaware of any federal or state
laws or regulations that require consideration of these parameters. There is no methodology proposed to quantify these parameters and any evaluations of them would likely be very contentious and could deadlock the administrative process. Commentor
107 (DNRC) objects to the procedures for weighing the criteria
in this section and has proposed changes that are too extensive
to include in the comments.
RESPONSE: The rule as proposed has been changed to clarify
procedures for weighing the criteria and to include only those
factors that are appropriately considered as costs or benefits.
see Response 122.
RULE V(7)
- DEPARTMENT REVIEW - 180 DAYS
140. COMMENT: Commentor 49 states that the time frame for degradation reviews should be coordinated with the time frame for
MPDES permit applications or renewals.
RESPONSE: To the extent practical,
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MPDES permit and nondegradation reviews.
141. COMMENT: comment or 74 states that even though an EIS is
required, any additional time allowed for the EIS and preliminary decision should be restricted to 180 days.
RESPONSE: It is reasonable and often necessary to allow an
extension of time beyond the 180 days when an environmental
impact statement is required.
The suggested restriction will
not be included in the final rule as the restriction may preclude compliance •to the fullest extent possible" with the
terms of MEPA.
142. COMMENT: Commentor 95 states that these rules must include
timeframes for EIS development to facilitate interagency cooperation - the~timeframes could be extended with the agreement
of the applicant.
RESPONSE: Rule V(7) provides for an extension of time when an
environmental impact statement is prepared.
No further change
in the rule is necessary to allow an extension.
In addition,
the time frames for EIS development are established in ARM
16.2.633-642 and will not be repeated in these rules.

&li&.....Y

- DEPARTMENT REVIEW - GENERAL
143. COMMENT: Commentor 28 (DHES) proposes to change the language in Rule V(4) (a) to make it consistent with the requirement for a social and economic analysis in Rule IV(7).
RESPONSE:
Due to the modifications made to this section in
response to Comment 122, the department's proposed change will
not be included in the final rule as those changes are inconsistent with the final rule.

RULE VI (2! !bl
- DECISION PROCEDURES - OUTSTANDING RESOURCE
WATERS
144. COMMENT: Commentor 49 states that Rule VI (2) (b) should
delete the reference to ORW's because degradation of ORW's is
prohibited.
RESPONSE: Rule III establishes the level of protection provided
for state waters.
Under Rule III, no degradation is allowed in
ORWs.
Therefore, the department must consider whether or not
an ORW is subject to potential degradation when making decisions regarding authorizations to degrade.
For this reason,
the proposed modification will not be made.
RULE VI (2) (f) - DECISION PllOCJa:DtJRES - AMOUNT OF DEGRADATION
145. COMMENT: Commentor 84 states that accurate projections of
water quality deterioration cannot be made using present methods.
RESPONSE:
Predictions of changes in water quality can be made
using present methods.
The accuracy of these predictions de15-B/11/94
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pends upon the validity of assumptions used to calculate the
predictions and the quality of site-specific data.
In some
settings the accuracy of predicted changes in water quality
will be good, at other sites it will be poor.
146. COMMENT: Commentor 93 states that the amount of allowed
degradation in Rule VI (2) (f) should be defined in terms of
concentration or load or both.
RESPONSE: The determination as to concentrations of loads will
be based on best professional judgment as to
what is necessary to prevent degradation.
RULE VII2l lgl
- DECISION PROCEDURES - WATER QUALITY PRACTICES
147. COMMENT: Commentor 93 states that department approved
water quality practices need to be compiled by the department
prior to finalizing these rules.
RESPONSE: Water quality protection practices are statutorily
defined and include treatment requirements that have been adopted by the board. The definition is broad enough, however, to
include practices that are not established by rule, but may be
required on a case-by-case basis pursuant to Section 75-5303 (3) (d), MCA.
Rule VI (2) (g) implements the requirements of
Section 75-5-303 (4) (b) by requiring the department to specify
the required water quality protection practices in its preliminary decision.
There is no requirement in the law that such
practices must be compiled prior to adopting these rules or
prior to implementing the policy.
RULE YI(2} lhl

- DECISION PROCEDURES- MONITORING REQUIREMENTS

148. COMMENT: Commentor 105 states monitoring of water quality
is vital and suggests that this can be accomplished through
partnerships between the government, educational institutions,
nonprofit groups, business organizations or industries, and the
general citizenry.
RESPONSE: Although monitoring is an integral part of the Water
Quality Act, the comment requests implementation of a monitoring program that is beyond the scope of these rules.
RULE IV(4)
- DECISION PROCEDURES - PUBLIC NOTICE
149. COMMENT: Commentor 45 states that Rule IV(4) should be
deleted because it requires monitoring by a particular source
at the discretion of the department.
Because monitoring costa
may be very significant in many instances, the commentor suggests that the department itself conduct monitoring.
Under
this rule, the potential for abuse by the department exists
and, additionally, it imposes significant real costs on individuals.
RESPONSE: See Response 110.
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150. COMMENT: Commentor 49 states that all down-gradient drinking water suppliers should be notified of any preliminary decisions to allow degradation.
RESPONSE: The rules require public notice of all preliminary
decisions in accordance with ARM 16.20.1334.
Therefore, no
change in the rules is necessary to address this concern.
151. COMMENT: Commentor 93 states that the words "at least" in
Rule Vl(4) should be deleted.
RESPONSE: The requirement for a m1m.mum comment period of 30
days is statutorily imposed pursuant to § 75-5-303 (4), MCA.
Therefore, the rule will not be changed to conflict with this
requirement.
RULE YII(l)
- NONSIGNIFICANT DETERMINATIONS - CRITERIA
152. COMMENT: Commentor 38 states that it is not clear to EPA
that all of the conditions in (1) of Rule VII must be met in
order for an activity to be found nonsignificant.
The record
should clarify the scope and intent of this provision.
RESPONSE: Rule VII(l) states in the last sentence that "except
as provided in (2) below, changes in existing surface or ground
water quality resulting from the activities that meet gll the
criteria listed below are nonsignificant, and are not required
to undergo review under 75-5-303, MCA."
No further clarification of this requirement is necessary.
153. COMMENT: Commentor 50 proposes that (a) and (b) in Rule
VII(l) should be moved to Rule VIII to clarify that uses categorized as nonsignificant are not subject to retroactive agency
review.
RESPONSE: Subsections (a) and (b) under
the criteria that activities must meet
nificant.
They are not categories of
fore, do not belong in Rule VIII, which
ries of nonsignificant activities.

Rule VII(1) are two of
in order to be nonsigactivities and, thereapplies only to catego-

154. COMMENT: Commentor 64 asks whether the criteria in
(b), and (c) in Rule VII(l) apply only to surface water?

(a),

RESPONSE: The criteria of Rule VII(l) apply to both surface and
ground water except when the rules expressly state otherwise.
The proposed rules do not limit (a) through (c) to either
ground water or surface water.
In Response to Comment 159.
How7ver, (a) of Rule VII (1) will be changed to limit its applicat1on to surface water.
155. COMMENT: Commentor 64 requests clarification of the language in (b), (c), and (g) in Rule VII(l) as follows:
If there
is any practical distinction in the wording "less than or equal
to" in (b), "detectable changes" in (c), and •measurable chang15-8/11/94
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es" in (g) it should be stated.
The commentor suggests that
the only changes that one can be aware of and, therefore, act
upon are those that are measurable.
RESPONSE: The terms were chosen to distinguish between concen~
trations of parameters considered nonsignificant based on the
character of the pollutant and the potential for harm to human
health and the environment, pursuant to§ 75~5-301(5) (c), MCA.
In order to determine whether a proposed activity is nonsignificant, there is a critical difference in the terms. If increases in carcinogens were allowed to occur to the point that their
concentration were "detectable" or •measurable•, water quality
standards would be violated. Violations of standards for these
parameters should not be considered nonsignificant according to
the criteria in§ 75-5-301(5), MCA. For the above reasons, the
suggested change will not be made.
RULE VII(1) (a)
- NONSIGNIFICANT DETERMINATIONS -MEAN FLOW
156. COMMENT: Commentors 26, 30, 31, 32, and 40 state that the
consideration of mean annual flow in Rule VII (1) (a) is not
protective.
"Mean annual flow• should be replaced with "low
flow• criteria.
RESPONSE: See Response 160.
157. COMMENT: Commentors 42 and 43 state that Rule VII(1) (a)
should be changed as follows:
"Activities that would increase
or decrease the mean annual flow by less than 15% as measured
at the nearest downstream stream flow gauging station.•
RESPONSE: To provide any meaningful information regarding the
impact of a flow change, the flow would have to be determined
at the point where the change in water quality will occur. The
flow at the nearest downstream flow gauging station is very
likely to be meaningless. Therefore, the suggested change will
not be made.
158. COMMENT: Commentors 44, 45, and 51 state that in Rule
VII (1) (a) it ia important that the nondegradation policy not
potentially undermine established rights to quantities of water
recognized by the Montana conatitution and Montana law.
Further, SB 401 providea that nonsignificance criteria are to be
established based on the quality and strength of a pollutant.
Flow has nothing to do with the discharge of a pollutant.
Therefore, this proviaion should be removed as it adds nothing
to whether an activity discharges a pollutant to a water body.
RESPONSE: Established rights recognized by the Montana Conatitution and State law are excluded from application of the rules
purauant to Rule 11(13) (c). Further, thia provision is conaiatent with legislative guidance for establiahing nonsignificant
criteria as it recognizea the fact that changea in flow can,
and do, impact water quality.
Section 75-5-301(5) (c) addresses, among other things, the potential for harm to human health
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and the environment, not just discharge of pollutants.
fore, the final rule will address changes in flow.

There-

159. COMMENT: Commentor 49 states that in Rule VII (1) (a) we
assume you are referring to surface waters.
How is ground
water addressed?
RESPONSE: The rule is intended to refer only to surface waters.
The final rule will be changed to clarify this intent.
160. COMMENT: Commentors 72 and 89 state that the 15\ change in
mean annual flow in Rule VII (1) (a) should be changed to mean
daily flow.
RESPONSE: The final rule has been changed to require an assessment of the mean monthly flow rather than the suggested mean
daily flow.
A change to mean daily flow will not be made due
to the difficulty of obtaining data.
161. COMMENT: Commentors 73 and 114 state that the point at
which mean flow will be determined should be defined in Rule
Vll (1) (a).
RESPONSE: The point where the flow determination must be made
is the point where the increase or decrease will occur.
No
further clarification in the rules is necessary.
162. COMMENT: Commentor 74 states that "as measured at the
nearest downstream flow gauging station, if available." should
be added to Rule VII(1) (a).
RESPONSE: See Response 157.
163. COMMENT: Commentor 83 states that activities which change
the monthly mean flow by more than 15\ or the 7-day low flow by
10\ are significant.
RESPONSE: The suggested change is • appropriate because it is
more protective of water quality and is feasible to implement.
Therefore, the final rule will be modified accordingly.
164. COMMENT: Commentor 88 states that the reference to flow in
Rule VII(1) (a) should be deleted.
RESPONSE: See Response 158.
165. COMMENT: Commentor 95 states that it appears these rules
consider quantity of flow as a quality parameter.
If quantity
of flow remains in the rules, then guidelines as to how much
and for how long must be developed.
RESPONSE: Such guidelines are more appropriately included in
implementation guidance rather than rules implementing the
nondegradation policy. Therefore, no change, other than those
15-8/11/94
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made in response to Comment 163, will be made.
166. COMMENT: Commentor 106 recommends that "mean annual flow"
be changed to "mean monthly• or "mean daily"
flow in order to
establish a threshold for change and account for natural variation in stream flows.
In addition, based solely on a 15\
change in surface water flow, it is likely that hundreds of new
water right applications per year may be subject to nondegradation review, unless a categorical exclusion is provided in Rule
VIII.
RESPONSE: The final rule has been changed from "mean annual" to
"mean monthly" flow in response to similar comments.
Although
hundreds of new water rights applications may require nondegradation review under the proposed rules, the statute does not
provide an exemption for any activity with a potential to cause
degradation. Therefore, the rules will not include a categorical exemption for new water rights.
RQLE VII(1) (b)
-NONSIGNIFICANT
167. COMMENT: Commentors 34 and
needs rewording.
Does the rule
taining carcinogenic carameters
tration factors greater than 300

DETERMINATIONS- PARAMETERS
95 state that Rule VII (1) (b)
mean to say, "Discharges conor parameters with bioconcenat concentrations . . . ?"

RESPONSE: Changes have been made in the final rule to provide
the clarification requested by the commentors.
168. COMMENT:
Commentors 42 and 43 state that in Rule
VII(1) (b):
Add to end of subsection:
. or the detection
level for the parameter as provided in the definition of "detectable" (Rule 11(3)).
RESPONSE: The proposed language would allow violations of water
quality standards to occur and would be inconsistent with the
guidance in § 75-5-301 (5) (c), MCA.
Therefore, the suggested
change will not be made.
In addition, the definition for "detectable" has been replaced in the final rule with "trigger
values.•
169. COMMENT: Commentor 49 asks whether in Rule VII(1) (b) this
requirement is with or without a mixing zone? What level will
be used when the parameter is less than detection limits? Are
the standards in WQB-7 to be used as in-stream standards or, as
in this section, effluent limitations?
RESPONSE: Rule VII(l) (b) does not allow mixing zones because a
mixing zone would not be consistent with the requirement that
the concentration of the pollutant be "less than or equal to"
the concentration in the receiving water.
Procedures for addressing situations where instream concentrations are less than
detection limits are addressed in WQB-7 by the inclusion of
•reporting levels".
Finally, the standards in WQB-7 are to be
used as instream water quality standards, but may be used as
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effluent limitations in certain situations.
170. COMMENT: Commentor 49 states that the proposed nondegradation rules indicate that the discharge of any substance with a
bioconcentration factor less than 300 at a concentration not
exceeding the background is considered nonsignificant.
It is
unclear what the impact is, if the discharge concentration for
these parameters exceed the background concentration.
What
standard is then applied?
RESPONSE: If a substance is not a carcinogen and if its biocon~
centration factor is less than 300, Rule VII (1) (b) does not
limit its discharge. To be considered nonsignificant, however.
the discharge must meet all of the other provisions of Rule
VII (1).
171. COMMENT: Comment or asks whether carcinogenic parameters
with bioconcentration factors less than 300 are considered
toxic for the purpose of Rule VII(1) (b)?
RESPONSE: No.
All carcinogens are treated as carcinogens.
However, toxins with bioconcentration factors greater than 300
are treated like carcinogens under Rule Vll(1) (b).
172. COMMENT: comment or 95 asks whether natural carcinogens
should be treated differently than other carcinogens (e.g.,
allowance for mixing zones).
Any disturbance, such as road
construction, could cause a temporary increase in the dissolution of natural carcinogens, such as arsenic. This rule should
also cross reference § 75-5-308, MCA.
RESPONSE: Activities that are allowed short term exceedences of
the water quality standards under § 75-5-308, MCA, are included
in Rule VIII as a category of activities meeting the criteria
of Rule VII. The proposed change will not be made, as it would
be inappropriate to include a category of activities in the
rule establishing criteria for nonsignificance.
~ ~ Response 12.

RULE VII(l) (c)

-NONSIGNIFICANT DETERMINATIONS -MIXING ZONES
173. COMMENT: Commentors 4, 5, 6, 8, 15, 19, 22, 33, 40, and 56
state that activities which require mixing zones should not be
considered as "nonsignificant".
RESPONSE: The inclusion of certain activities that require
mixing zones under the proposed rules is consistent with the
criteria for determining nonsignificant activities pursuant to
§ 75-5-301 (5) (c).
Therefore, the inclusion of mixing zones
will remain in the final rules.
174. COMMENT: Commentor 41 suggests that, due to limited resources, the determination of mixing zones should be left to
the professionals submitting applications.
Final approval of
the mixing zones would rest with the department.
15-8/11/94
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RESPONSE: Mixing zones will be established according to rules
adopted by the board pursuant to§ 75-5-301(4), MCA.
175. COMMENT: Commentor 95 asks what the rationale is for not
allowing mixing zones for carcinogenic and bioconcentrating
parameters?

RESPONSE:

See Response 169.

176. COMMENT: Commentor 120 states that all reference to mixing
zones in Rules VII and VIII must be deleted.
In addition,
provisions in the rules allowing the department or individuals
make determinations of noQsignificant activities without public
review violate Article II, Section 8, of the 1972 Montana Constitution, regarding the public's right to participate in agency decisions.

RESPONSE: The use of mixing zones in the rules has been addressed in prior responses (e.g., Response 173).
In regard to
the public's right to participate in agency determinations of
nonsignificance, this right has been secured through the public
comment period for the rules establishing nonsignificant criteria.
No further public participation or review is required by
law or the Montana constitution.
RULE Vll(ll (c)
- NONSIGNIFICANT DETERMINATIONS - TOXIC PARAMETERS
177. COMMENT: Commentor 32 states that Rule VII(l) (c), as it
relates to dissolved oxygen, should be modified to show that
detectable decreases will cause degradation.
RESPONSE: The final rule has been modified to clarify that
certain •changes" rather than "increases" will cause degradation.
178. COMMENT: Comment or 125 states that the term •detectable
increases" should be replaced by the term "measurable increase"
for consistency and clarity.
RESPONSE: "Detectable" has been replaced with •trigger values"
to clarify the rules.
RQLE Yll{ll (d)
- NONSIGNIFICANT DETERMINATIONS - NITROGEN
179. COMMENT: Commentors 4, 5, 6, and 15 state that discharges
of nitrates into state waters should not be allowed unless
nitrate concentrations are never allowed to exceed 1.0 mg/1 or,
alternatively, another level established by a panel of nutrient
experts.
Generally, these commentors suggest that 2.5 mg/1 is
too high and supports development.
RESPONSE: In many instances the nitrate level in ground water
can exceed 1. 0 mg/1 and still be nonsignificant according to
the guidance in § 75-5-301 (5) (c), MCA.
The proposed rules
reflect those instances and will not be changed as suggested.
In addition, the proposal to have a panel of experts establish
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levels of nitrates conflicts with the rulemaking authority of
the board. Under that authority, the board has been legislatively delegated the responsibility of establishing nonsignificant criteria through the adoption of rules.
180. COMMENT: Commentors 30, 31, and 95 state that treatment of
nitrogen containing compounds in Rules VII and VIII incorrectly
imply that the only concern is related to public health.
In
fact, nitrogen is a nutrient which is responsible for degradation, including violations of standards, in many of Montana's
surface waters.
The rules, as written, do not adequately address this fact and, therefore, are not protective of water as
required by the Water Quality Act.

RESPONSE: Rule VII and Rule VIII protect surface waters by
prohibiting an increase above the "trigger value" in nitrate
concentrations in those waters.
This requirement precludes
violations of water quality standards for high quality waters
and allows minimal change in surface water nutrient concentrations.
Therefore, no change to the proposed rules is necessary.
181. COMMENT: Commentors 42 and 43 propose new language for
Rule VII (1) (d) :
Changes in the concentration of nitrogen in
ground water which will not impair existing or anticipated
beneficial uses, where water quality protection practices approved by the department have been fully implemented, aftd where

the eH~ et the reeHltiRg eeReeRtratieR ef Rieraee 1 Rieriee, aRd
a-eRia 1 all 111eas\lred as RiEre!leR 1 e~;~teide ef aRy applieahle
111i11iRg aeRe desigRaeed ey ehe aepai!'EIIIeRe, .. ill Ret exeeed iil.59
~

as long as such changes will not result in a detectable
change in the nitrogen concentration in any perennial surface
water;

Rationale:
ing uses.

This change provides complete protection for exist-

RESPONSE: The proposed changes to Rule VII(1) (d) would disallow
any consideration of degradation caused by nitrate, nitrite and
ammonia in ground water.
This is clearly not consistent with
legislative intent and the nondegradation policy.
For this
reason, the proposed change will not be made.
182. COMMENT: Commentor 43 states that criteria under Rules VII
and VIII, where it applies to nitrogen concentrations in surface water, should be modified to allow for inorganic nitrogen
levels of 1.0 mg/1 in surface waters be classified as nonsignificant.

RESPONSE: In many surface waters a level of 1.0 mg/1 of inorganic nitrogen could violate surface water quality standards.
The department and EPA have used 1.0 mg/1 as an indication of
impaired surface waters in the State's report on water quality
under Section 305 (b) of the Clean Water Act.
Clearly such
15-8/11/94
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levels cannot be allowed to occur and be considered nonsignificant.
183. COMMENT: Commentors 43 and 45 state that Rule VII(1) (dl
should be changed to provide equitable treatment for sources of
nitrogen other than domestic wastewater treatment systems.
RESPONSE: Rule VII(1) (d) is not limited in application to domestic wastewater treatment systems but applies to all new or
increased sources. Therefore, no change in the rules is necessary to address this concern.
184. COMMENT: Commentors 50, 52, 59, and 68 state that these
rules treat the discharge of ni~rate too stringently. There is
no reason for a standard nearly 5 times more stringent than the
MCL.
Following the agency's rationale to its logical conclusion, the only solution is to stop development.
RESPONSE: The levels for nitrate established under the rules is
consistent with the guidance in§ 75-5-301(5) (c). Nitrate can,
particularly with domestic waste water systems, be an indicator
of other parameters which may be of even greater concern such
as viruses, bacteria and other pathogens. Establishing significance levels for nitrates below the standard is consistent with
a policy designed to maintain high.quality waters, especially
when establishing criteria that will exclude certain sources
from the requirements of § 75-5-303, MCA.
Changes to Rule
Vll(1) (d) have been made in order to distinguish concentrations
of existing nitrate levels resulting from sewage as opposed to
other sources.
Where background concentrations of nitrates do
not result from sewage disposal, then the concern over viruses
and other pathogens is lacking.
For this reason,
Rule
VII(1) (d) now provides for varying levels of nitrates considered nonsignificant depending upon the source of existing nitrates.
In addition, 2. 5 mg/1 has been replaced with a scale
of allowable changes in nitrates depending upon the existing
level of nitrates as well as the source of nitrates.
185. COMMENT: Commentor 64 asks why in Rule VII (1) (d)
criteria used 2.5 mg/1 when the MCL is 10.0 mg/1?

is the

RESPONSE: The level of 2.5 mg/1 for nitrates in ground water
was established according to the guidance in § 75-5-301 (5) (c)
for determining nonsignificance.
The standard for surface
water is 1. 0 mg/1.
The drinking water standard of 10.0 mg/1
was established for another purpose, i.e., to protect the public from drinking water that is contaminated.
The nondegradation law was meant to protect losses of existing high water
quality that is better than the standards established under the
Public Water Supply Act.
The originally proposed level of 2.5
mg/1 of nitrates has been modified, however, for the reasons
given in Response 184.
186.

COMMENT:

Commentor

72

states
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VII (1) (d) is set too high and is not protective of existing
high quality waters.
RESPONSE: see Response 184 and 185.
187. COMMENT: Commentora 66, 73, and 79 state that the nonsignificant level for nitrate should be 10 mg/1 rather than 2. 5
mg/1.
RESPONSE: See Response 184 and 185.
COMMENT: Comment or 75 states that the "acceptable'' level
for nitrates in ground water is unknown.
Nitrate may be useful
as an indication of the presence of other harmful substances.
188.

RESPONSE: See kesponae 184. Nitrate derived from human wastes,
such as septic tank effluent, does indicate the possibility
that other undesirable constituents, such as viruses, may be
present.
The level for nitrate increases, as modified in the
final rule, represents the acceptable level for purposes of
being considered a nonsignificant change in water quality.
189. COMMENT: Commentor 75 states that nitrate increases in
surface water caused by increased concentrations in ground
water are significant.

RESPONSE: Changes leas than the "trigger value" in the nitrogen
concentration of surface waters are generally nonsignificant.
In unusual cases, the provisions of Rule VII(2) would allow the
department to determine that an activity causing changes leas
than the "trigger value" would be significant.
190. COMMENT: Commentor 76 states that nonsignificance criteria

for nitrate should be dropped and standards set by a scientific
panel.
RESPONSE: See Response 179.
191. COMMENT: Commentor 77 states that "reasonably" should be
added in front of "anticipated" in Rule VII (1) (d).

RESPONSE: The language in the rule is consistent with the statutory requirement under § 75-5-303(2) (c) of the policy to protect existing and anticipated uses.
Because the protection of
uses was not modified by the term "reasonably" under the statute, the proposed change will not be made as it may limit the
scope of the statutory requirement.
192. COMMENT: Commentor 77 states that "approved by the department" should be deleted in Rule VII ( 1) (d) because requiring
prior approval of these practices will place additional burdens
on the department and further delay the process.
RESPONSE:
15-B/ll/94
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of nitrate in ground water provided certain conditions are met.
Approval of water quality protection practices by the department assures that the activity will not cause nitrate concentrations above the level established in the rule.
Therefore,
the proposed change will not be made.
193. COMMENT: Commentor 77 states that since ammonia is more
toxic it should be specifically limited at Gold Book levels in
Rule VII(1) (d).
RESPONSE: Toxicity of ammonia in ground water is not a concern
as people will not consume waters with harmful levels of ammonia.
It is a concern in surface water, and is included as a
toxic parameter and limited by WQB-7. Therefore, the requested
change will not be made.
194. COMMENT: Commentor 77 states that the allowable level for
nitrate in non-sewage effluent should be higher than in sewage
effluent because such effluent does not contain viruses and
other harmful contaminants.
RESPONSE: See Response 184.
195. COMMENT: Commentor 77 states that the
limits for mining effluent should be the MCL.

nitrate nitrogen

RESPONSE: Use of the water quality standard as a level for
determining nonsignificant changes is not consistent with the
purpose of the policy to maintain quality better than the standards. Therefore, the proposed change will not be made.
196. COMMENT: Commentors 81 and 84 state that changes up to 5
mg/1 nitrate in ground water should not be considered signifi·cant.
RESPONSE: See Response 184.
197. COMMENT: Commentor 84 states that the reasons of the department for finding a nitrogen level of 3 mg/1 insignificant
in its letter to John Diddel also apply to support a level of 5
mg/1.
RESPONSE: The rationale for making the specific determination
of nonsignificance mentioned in this comment was based on the
guidance provided by § 75-5-301(5) (c) in the Water Quality Act.
This approach was an interim measure to implement the policy
prior to adoption of the rules. The rationale under the interim measure for making a site specific determination does not
generally apply to allow a level of 3. 0 mg/1 or 5. 0 mg/1 in
every instance. ~ ~. Response 184.
198. COMMENT: Comment or 84 states that the department should
set the level at 5 mg/1 while they try to find reasonable solutions to the problem of ground water contamination.
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RESPONSE: The rules for nonsignificant determinations must be
consistent with the guidance in the rulemaking authority of the
board.
As stated in Response 184-185, the criteria in the
final rule are consistent with this guidance. Setting an arbitrary level at 5.0 mg/1 is less likely to be consistent with
the legislative guidance to protect human health and the environment. Therefore, the proposed change will not be made.
199. COMMENT: Comment or 95
asks what the basis is for
the 2.5 mg/1 limit for nitrate?
RESPONSE: The proposed level of nitrogen concentrations in
ground water, as modified in the final rule, is based upon best
professional judgment using the guidance in § 75-5-301 (5) (c),
MCA.
It is also based upon information gathered during the
informal comment period prior to publication of the proposed
rules. ~Response 184.
COMMENT: Comment or 96 suggests that a "maximum target"
level of 5.0 mg/1 nitrate should be used as the basis for evaluating proposed increases of nitrates to ground water.
In
addition, an "action level" of 5.0 or 7.0 mg/1, determined by
actual measured levels, be established as a point where an
investigation by the department will be initiated to determine
the cause and to take appropriate action against the source.
200.

RESPONSE: The adoption of "action levels" or "maximum target"
levels is not authorized by the rule-making authority of the
board.
In addition, it would be inappropriate to establish
levels for nitrates which will likely impact uses.
For the
above reasons, the suggested change will not be made.
201. COMMENT: Commentor 96 asks whether "detectable change" in
Rule VII(l) (d) is to be determined using the Bouman and Schafer
model or will changes be determined by monitoring? A "trigger"
of 2.5 mg/1 is too low, if the conservative modeling techniques
are used.

RESPONSE: The rules do not specify a single method or model an
applicant must use when determining "detectable change".
If an
applicant can show they have a model or method which is better
than the one generally used by the department, that model or
method may be used in lieu of the department's.
On the other
hand, basing a change on monitoring allows changes to occur
while the monitoring takes place. The purpose of the policy is
to prevent a change in water quality.
Therefore, some type of
modeling must be used.
202. COMMENT: Comment or 125 states that the term "detectable
change" should be replaced by the term "measurable increase"
for consistency and clarity.

RESPONSE: See Response 40 and 43.
RULE VII(l) (e)
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203. COMMENT: Commentor 64 questions why is 50 years included
in Rule VII (1) (e).
RESPONSE: Phosphorus is removed from soil solution in two ways.
First, some fine soil particles can absorb phosphorus.
The
amount of phosphorus absorbed by soils is limited by the soil
texture and the type of soil particles present. The absorptive
capacity can be determined through the proper tests.
Second,
phosphorus can also be removed from soil solution through the
process of precipitation. Although the amount of precipitation
is determined by the chemical characteristics of the soil solution, the process for making this determination is very complex
and not well understood .• The available data indicates, however, that if the absorptive capacity of the soil exceeds 50
years, it is likely that phosphorus will be effectively removed
due to precipitation.
The 50 year requirement may be modified
when better data is available.
204. COMMENT: Commentor 95 asks whether mixing zone in Rule VII
(1) (d) refers to surface water, ground water or both? Is the
mixing zone an extension of a treatment system?
RESPONSE: Rule Vll(l) (d) applies to ground water.
Therefore,
the mixing zone specified under that rule refers to a ground
water mixing zone. The mixing zone is not an extension of a
treatment system.
RQLE Vll(1) {f)
- NONSIGNIFICANT DETERMINATIONS - WATER QUALITY
CHANGES
205. COMMENT: Commentor 26 states that Rule VII(1) (f) is contrary to Montana law because it expressly allows degradation
without any consideration for permanency of degradation, potential impacts, or the unique criteria of a particular situation.
RESPONSE: Rule VII(1) (f) applies only to parameters which have
a low potential for harm to human health and the environment
and is, therefore, consistent with the guidance in § 75-5301(5) (c), MCA. The rule will remain as proposed.
206. COMMENT: Commentor 38 suggests that Rule VII(1) (f) be
clarified because it might be interpreted as allowing circumvention of the de minimis test of significance where the existing water quality exceeds 40t of the standard.
The intent of
this provision should be clarified.
RESPONSE: The rule clearly applies to parameters which have a
low potential for harm to human health and the environment and
limits increases for these parameters to sot of the standards.
Moreover, there is no de minimis standard in the rule making
authority for establishing nonsignificance criteria.
The rule
is consistent with the guidance in § 75-5-301, MCA, and requires no further clarification.
207. cOMMENT: commentor 125 states that this section provides a
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good framework for changes in "harmful parameters", but is
inconsistent with definition (18) of Rule II and Circular WQB7. A modification of the definition and Circular WQB-7, as well
as wording to clarify the limits of change for pH
will make
the rules consistent and clearer.
RESPONSE: This has been clarified by modifications to WQB-7 and
changes in the definition of "toxic parameters".
No change is
necessary for pH as it will be treated as a harmful parameter.

RULE VII (1)

(g)
NONSIGNIFICANT DETERMINATIONS - NARRATIVE
STANDARDS
208. COMMENT: Commentors 42 and 43 propose new language for
Rule VII(1) (g):
Changes in the quality for any parameter for
which there are only narrative water quality standards if the
changes will not have a measurable adverse effect on any existing or anticipated uses or cause measurable adverse changes in
aquatic life er eeelegieal ifttegrit~.

RESPONSE: Narrative standards are meant to protect both aquatic
life and ecological integrity of a stream.
Since the ecological integrity of a stream covers more than a change in species,
it will remain in the final rule.
RULE VII(2)
- NONSIGNIFICANT DETERMINATIONS - MONITORING
209. COMMENT: Commentors 33 and 34 state that in Rule VII(2)
"monitoring" should be added.
RESPONSE: The ability to require monitoring is found in the
part of Rule VII (2) (g) which states, "any other information
deemed relevant .... "
Therefore, no change is necessary to
address this comment.
RULE VII (2) (a)
NONSIGNIFICANT DETERMINATIONS
CUMULATIVE
IMPACTS
210. COMMENT: Commentors 19, 26, 30, 32, 40, 41, 56, and 105
state that very close scrutiny must be applied to activities
classified as nonsignificant to ensure the cumulative impacts
of those activities do not cause unacceptable changes in Montana's high quality waters.
RESPONSE: The rules, as currently written, address cumulative
impacts to some extent by establishing an upper level beyond
which all increases are generally found to be significant and
by addressing cumulative impacts in Rule VII (2). Methods of
assessing cumulative impacts are more appropriately addressed
in implementation guidance.
211. COMMENT: Commentors 44, 45, 50, 88, 112, and 113 suggest
that allowing the department to re-evaluate determinations of
significance under Rule VII (2) will result in uncertainty by
giving excessive discretion to the department.
In addition,
the criteria regarding cumulative impacts or synergistic affect
was in a draft bill of SB 401 and was removed.
The department
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should not be allowed to add cumulative impacts or synergistic
affects as an end run on the intent of SB 401.
RESPONSE: It is unlikely that a set of criteria for nonsignificance can be developed that would sufficiently fulfill the goal
of preventing degradation in every instance. Given that implementation of the policy under the rules has yet to be tested,
it is important that the department have discretion to make a
determination of significance independent of the criteria in
Rule VII (1).
In addition, the committee minutes on SB 401 do
not indicate that a draft bill was ever introduced that addressed cumulative impacts or synergistic effects. The department's position throughout the passage of SB 401 was that preventing cumulative impacts, or the incremental degradation of
water, was the very essence of the nondegradation policy.
Therefore, no specific wording addressing cumulative impacts
was necessary in the proposed legislation. This does not, however, preclude the inclusion of cumulative impacts or synergistic effects in the rules implementing the policy.
For the
above reasons, the rule will remain as proposed.
212. COMMENT: Commentor 75 states that cumulative impacts of
many small "insignificant activities" may be significant and
suggests setting •caps• for the total loads allowed in surface
or ground water basins.
RESPONSE: The proposal for the adoption of "caps" for total
loads to address cumulative impacts on nonsignificant determinations is beyond the statutory authority for adopting rules
implementing the policy. The rules do establish some limits by
setting levels above which an activity will be considered degradation.
213. COMMENT: Commentor 89 states that short term activities
which occur repetitively are significant, this should be covered and limited to less than once every 10 years.
RESPONSE: Rule VII(2) (a) and (g) allow the department to make
case-by-case evaluations that would preclude short term repetitive activities from being found nonsignificant.
Establishing
a time limit by rule would not be practical considering the
varying types of short term activities that may occur.
Therefore, the proposed change will not be made.
RQLE VII (2) !bl - NONSIGNIFICANT DETERMINATIONS - SUBSTANTIVE
INFORMATION
214. COMMENT: Commentor 49 asks in Rule VI1(2) (c) what is considered "substantive information"?
RESPONSE: As used in the rule the term "substantive information" refers to information that is essential to the issue of
determining the significance of a proposed change in water quality.
215.

COMMENT: Commentor 111 states that Rule VII(2) (c)
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be narrowed and public comment should be directed to one of the
criteria found in (1) of the rule.
RESPONSE: The purpose of Rule VII (2) is to allow a determination of significance independent of the criteria in (1).
Limiting public comment to (1) would, therefore, serve no purpose
and the proposed change will not be made.
RQLE VII(2) (d)
-NONSIGNIFICANT DETERMINATIONS- FLOW CHANGES
216. COMMENT: Commentor 73 states that Rule VII(2) (d) contradicts (1) (a), language should be added to remove the contradiction.
RESPONSE: Rule V11(2) (d) allows a consideration of changes in
flow when the department makes a determination of significance
independent of the criteria in (1) . Any conflicts between the
criteria in Rule VII (1) and the rationale for the agency• s
decision under (2) is irrelevant for the purposes of allowing a
determination unrestricted by the criteria in (1).
RQLE VII (2! (g) - NONSIGNIFICANT DETERMINATIONS - RELEVANT INFORMATION
217. COMMENT: Comment or 95 states that Rule VI I (2 l (g) is a
catch-all which negates the previous criteria and recreates the
guessing game as to what and how the nondegradation policy will
be applied.
RESPONSE: See Response 211.
RULE VII(3)
NONSIGNIFICANT DETERMINATIONS
MONTANA CODE
GUIDANCE
218. COMMENT: Commentor 26 states that Rule VII (3) should be
deleted. The department should have no undefined and ambiguous
procedure for classifying an activity as nonsignificant.
This
provision is ripe for abuse.
RESPONSE: There will be instances where an activity might not
meet all of the criteria in Rule VII(1) and still be nonsignificant according to the guidance of § 75-5-301 (5) (c), MCA.
As
evidence of this, there are several categories of activities in
Rule VIII which may not meet all the criteria in Rule VII(1),
but should be considered nonsignificant under the guidance in
the Act.
219. COMMENT: Commentor 27 (DHES) proposes an addition to Rule
VII (3), which will allow public comment on agency decisions
under subpart (3).
RESPONSE: This proposal is in response to earlier comments
received by the department, and the final rule incorporates the
proposed change.
220. COMMENT: Commentor 32 states that Rule VII(3) does not
make sense or provide any clarification to the law and, there15-8/11/94
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fore, should be deleted.
RESPONSE: See Response 218.
RULE VII - NONSIGNIFICANT DETERMINATIONS - GENERAL
221. COMMENT: Commentors 19 and 22 state that polluting activities that cause violations of water quality standards should
not be classified as nonsignificant.
RESPONSE: Polluting activities, i.e., activities that cause
violations of water quality standards, are nol considered nonsignificant under Rule VII.
Therefore, no change to the pro·
posed rules is necessary.
222. COMMENT: Commentor 27 (DHES) proposes an amendment. to Rule
VII (1) (c) to clarify that this section applies to "nutrients",
which include both nitrogen and phosphorus.
RESPONSE: This proposed change has been included in the final
rules.
223. COMMENT: Commentor 27 (DHES) found that significance cannot be based upon limits of detection or quantitation for many
parameters, because technology is not available to provide the
protection to water quality required by the Clean Water Act and
Water Quality Act.
To establish nonsigni f .i cance using these
limits would create an anomalous situation in which violations
of water quality standards for carcinogens and other parameters
would be considered nonsignificant under the nondegradation
policy.
RESPONSE: Significance criteria have been established pursuant
to the guidance in the Water Quality Act.
It is not logical
that, in most cases, long-term violations of st.andards for
parameters such as carcinogens should be found to be nonsignificant.
Changes have been made to WQB-7 that provide "trigger
values• for determining nonsignificance.
224. COMMENT: Commentor 88 states that the department's proposed amendment to Rule VII(3) should be rejected, as this is
covered in (2) (c) .
RESPONSE: The department's proposed amendment of Rule VI I ( 3)
provides an opportunity for public comment prior to a final
agency decision that an activity is nonsignificant based on §
75-5-301, MCA.
Under (2), there is no requirement for public
comment prior to an agency determination that an activity will
cause degradation, because once that determination is made,
further public review is required.
For these reasons, the
department's proposed amendment will be included in lhe final
rule.
225. COMMENT: Commentor 9S states that Rule VII should include
a timeframe for issuance of the not ice of decision. Allerna···
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tively, the term •upon issuing" could be defined in Rule II.
RESPONSE: A maximum period of sixty days for issuing a decision
regarding nonsignificance is specified in Rule IV(3).
Therefore, no change to address this concern is necessary.
ROLE VIII(l) -NONSIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES -EXEMPTIONS
226. COMMENT: Commentor 1 states that installations contributing domestic sewage in the amount of 350 gpd or developments of
less than 40 acres should be exempt from the rules so long as
downgradient monitoring is provided.
RESPONSE: All activities that have the potential to degrade are
covered by the nondegradation policy.
Exemptions for small
installations contributing sewage has not been provided in the
Water Quality Act and, therefore, cannot be provided by rule.
For these reasons, the proposal will not be included in the
final rule.
227. COMMENT: Commentor 25 states that if reduction of nitrate
discharges is a priority, then categorical exemptions of agricultural production under Rule VI I I is highly inconsistent.
The most stringent requirements apparently apply to sources that account for a small portion of nitrate discharges to
state waters.
The rules unreasonably require a small percentage of dischargers that contribute to nitrate increases in
state waters to bear the entire economic burden of attaining
the regulatory goal for reduced nitrate.
RESPONSE: There may be some inconsistency in the rules' application to point sources and nonpoint sources of nitrate.
This
inconsistency is attributable to the differences in the statutory basis for regulating point versus nonpoint sources under
both the Montana Water Quality (WQA) and the federal Clean
Water Act (CWA) .
Primarily, there are no regulatory controls,
such as permit requirements, that apply to nonpoint sources and
§ 75-5-306, MCA, considers impacts caused by reasonable land,
soil, and water conservation practices to be the natural condition of the stream. For these reasons,
the categorical exemptions of certain nonpoint sources in Rule VIII are consistent
with the requirements of the WQA and will remain in the final
rule.
228. COMMENT: Comment or 26 states that the proposed rules do
not comply with the Water Quality Act's current nondegradation
policy. The proposed rules, with their "nonsignificant" categorical exemptions ignore the promises DHES made to the Montana
Legislature, as well as the statutory and constitutional requirements
regarding degradation.
The legislative intent, as
stated in the Statement of Intent for SB 401, must be considered when adopting these rules.
RESPONSE: The proposed rules, as modified in response to commenta, are consistent with the law, specifically § 75-515-8/11/94
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301 (5) (c), MCA, as well as the statement of intent for SB 401.
Therefore, the categorical listing of nonsignificant activities
will remain in the final rule.
229. COMMENT: Commentor 26 states that the BHES must add a
provision to Rule VIII, which would allow any potential source
of degradation, be classified as significant regardless of any
categorical exclusion upon petition of potentially interested
persons.
RESPONSE: Rule VII(3) provides that a change in water quality
resulting from an activity or class of activities may be determined to be significant by the department.
This r·ule addresses
the concern of the commentor that an activity may be found
significant regardless of a categorical exclusion.
Since the
department is responsible for administering the WQA, it is not
appropriate to mandate a determination of significance based
upon a petition requesting this determination.
For these reasons, the proposed change will not be made.
230. COMMENT: Commentor 27 (DHES) proposes the addition of
category (n) in Rule VIII (1), which will allow solid waste
management systems, motor vehicle wrecking facilities, and
county motor vehicle graveyards, which are in compliance with
ARM Title 16, chapter 14, to be nonsignificant.
RESPONSE: Since these systems are designed to be non discharging, any discharge which could cause degradation would be a
violation of their permit or license.
At that point, these
facilities would no longer meet the criter·ia for a categorical
exclusion and would also be subject to an enforcement action
for violations of the permit.
For these reasons, the proposed
amendment will be included in the final rule.
231. COMMENT: Commentor 27 is a proposal by the department to
add category (o) in Rule VIII (1), which will allow hazardous
waste management facilities, which are in compliance with ARM
Title 16, chapter 44, to be nonsignificant.
RESPONSE: See Response 230.
232. COMMENT: Commentor 41 states that if a change of land use
from agricultural to residential use results in no net degradation, this change should be considered nonsignificant.
RESPONSE: If a change in land use would not constitute a new or
increased source, it would not be subject to the nondegradation
requirements.
No change in the rules is necessary to address
this comment. The following information, however, indicates
that in many cases a change in land use would result in a new
or increased source.
Probable nitrate losses to ground water resulting from
agricultural operations may be only 10\ of the actual amount of
applied nitrogen.
~.
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graphic and Land Use Characteristics Associated with NitrateNitrogen in Montana Groundwater". 22 J. Environ. Qual. 255
(1993).
In addition, data from AgriChemicals (Belgrade, Montana) indicate that only in the case of intensive cropping,
such as sugar beet or corn operations, will more than 200
pounds of applied nitrogen be applied per acre.
Thus. i f 10\"
of the nitrogen is lost to the ground water from intensive
cropping, there would be an annual input of about 20 pounds of
nitrogen per acre.
Conversely a household on one acre will
contribute about 30 pounds of nitrogen to the disposal system.
Depending on the removal efficiency of the disposal system, development at a rate of 1 unit per acre may or may not be
an increased source of nitrate. See also Response 283.
233. COMMENT: Commentors 42, 43, 48, and 78 propose a new subsection for Rule VIII(1): Discharges of storm water from areas
covered by a permit issued under the department's storm water
permit program (ARM 16.20.401);
RESPONSE: The general storm water permit program is a first
attempt to permit nonpoint sources by requiring certain best
management practices.
Facilities with general storm water
permits must comply with a Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Plan designed to prevent storm water runoff. Therefore, the
proposed addition of storm water dischqrges in compliance with
the requirements of a general storm water permit will be included in the final rule.
234. COMMENT: Commentor 45 suggests the addition of "customary
and historical maintenance and repair of existing irrigation
facilities meeting requirements of § 75-7-103 (5) (b), MCA," as
nonsignificant under Rule VIII. The rationale is to support an
existing program of the Conservation Districts.
RESPONSE: The intent of the proposed exclusion is to exempt
from the nondegradation policy customary practices currently
excluded from the definition of "project" under the Natural
Streambed and Land Preservation Act of 1975. Although "customary and historic practices" may be nonsignificant, there may be
instances where such practices result in degradation.
Without
further information, the final rules will not include this
commentor's proposal.
235. COMMENT: Commentors 48, 54, 55, and 60 state that state
approved landfills should be excluded from the nondegradation
rules.
To establish additional landfill regulations is an
unnecessary layer of regulatory control and economically prohibitive.
Rule VIII(l) (nl Solid waste landfills that are subject to the standards of 40 CFR Part 258 and the department's
regulations pertaining to solid waste management.
RESPONSE: See Response 230.
236. COMMENT: Commentor 65 states that one major concern of the
15-B/11/94
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coal industry is the potential for conflicting regulatory procedures and additional burdens on the industry when regulatory
controls under one agency are already in place to protect the
environment.
Specifically, the extensive controls under Title
82, MCA, Chapter 4, MCA, and implementing rules found at ARM
26.4.631, et. seq., meet the criteria found in§ 75··5-301(5),
MCA.
We therefore request that Rule VIII (1) (m) be amended as
follows:
(m) Coal and uranium mining performed in accordance
with ARM 26.4.631, et. seq .. and coal and uranium .
RESPONSE: The regulatory controls for coal and uranium mining
do not ensure that high quality waters will not be degraded
during mining operations.
Since it is unknown whether every
mining operation will result in nonsignificant changes in water
quality, the suggested change will not be made.
See also Response 238.
237. COMMENT: Commentors 68, BO, and BB state that a provision
for categorical exemptions is necessary.
RESPONSE: The proposed rules provide for categories of activities th«t are nonsignificant.
Therefore, no change in the
final rule to address this comment is necessary.
238. COMMENT: Commentor 71 states that the solid and hazardous
waste treatment facilities designed as zero discharge facilities should not be categorically excluded, because many mines
are also designed «S zero discharge operations.
RESPONSE: The critical difference between excluding facilities
that are required by law to meet zero discharge and mining
operations is the lack of any requirement to meet zero discharge under the laws applicable to mines.
Since some mines
are not designed for zero discharge, a categorical exclusion is
inappropriate.
For this reason, the proposed change will not
be made in the final rule.
239. COMMENT: Commentor BB suggests that the following category
should be added to Rule VIII (1): " Operations permitted pursuant to [the Montana Water Quality Act] and Section 401 of the
federal clean water act."
RESPONSE: The nondegradation policy applies to all new or in
creased discharges to state waters and, therefore, applies to
any application for a new or increased discharge under a permit
issued by the department. Absent a nondegradation policy, such
permits could be issued that would allow degradation up to the
standards.
The proposed exclusion circumvents the plain l·equirement of the policy, i.e., the department must ensure that
no degradation will occur without authorization.
For these
reasons, the proposed change will not be included in the final
rule.
240. COMMENT: Commentor 113 supports categorical exclusions and
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questions whether the department can adequately process
quests for significance determinations under Rule VII.

re-

RESPONSE: These determinations will undoubtedly result in a
significantly increased workload for the department.
If necessary, additional staff will be requested or possibly reassigned
in order to administer the policy.
241. COMMENT: Commentor 120 states that there should be no
categorical exclusions. These would constitute an abdication of
the departments responsibilities.
In addition, the comment or
proposes a purpose section to Rule I which states:
"!el carrying out a programmatic environmental impact
statement through which the department. with board oversight
and approval. would review the water protection practices of
other agencies in order to:
{il determine which water protection practices of other
agencies will result in "nonsignificant" degradation. and
{iil develop recommendations on how to bring those polluting activities regulated by other agencies--found through the
programmatic EIS review to be causing significant degradation-into compliance with Montana's nondegradation policy."
RESPONSE: See Response 228 regarding categorical exclusions.
The requirements of MEPA apply only to actions undertaken by an
agency.
The department • s rules implementing MEPA define "action" as '' . . . a project, program, or activity directly undertaken by the agency . . . . "ARM 16.2.625.
Programmatic review
is only required when the ".
.agency is contemplating a series of agency initiated actions, programs, or policies." The
suggested programmatic review is beyond the intent of MEPA in
that it requires the department to review the actions or programs of other agencies.
In addition, this proposed amendment
is beyond the rulemaking authority for implementing the nondegradation policy.
For these reasons, the proposed amendment
will not be included in the final rule.
242. COMMENT: Commentor 120 states that any activities which
violate water quality standards in a mixing zone are significant and must not be categorically declared nonsignificant.
RESPONSE: See Response 86, 126, 173.
243. COMMENT: Commentors 121, 122, 123, and 124 state that
waste management systems should be included under Rule VIII.
RESPONSE: See Response 230.
244. COMMENT: Comment or 120 states that proposed amendments
(1), (k), {n) and (o) must be deleted as there was no public
notice or comment period.
RESPONSE: There is no requirement in the law that a rule must
be adopted precisely as it was proposed.
The rationale is to
15-8/11/94
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allow an agency to make a desirable change, either in response
to public comment or on its own volition, and not be r~quired
to engage in endless public comment.
The only requ1rement
under MAPA is to provide a description of the difference between the proposed and adopted rule, along with a statement of
reasons for the change. In order to provide further public
comment on related rules prior to the final adoption of the
nondegradation rules, public comment has been extended. There~
fore, the concerns of this commentor have been addressed.
RULE Vlll(l) (a) -NONSIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES- NONPOINT SOURCES
245. COMMENT: Commentor 10 states that Rule VI I I discusses
beneficial use and pollution on land where reasonable land,
soil, and water conservation practices are applied. . .
Wi 11
agencies have to respond to this with formal programs and/or
formal consultation?
RESPONSE: Reasonable land soil and water conservation practices
are included in the surface water quality standards.
This
definition essentially requires the application of best management practices and further requires that present and reasonably
anticipated uses must be protected.
In practice the department
will become involved when it discovers that uses are not being
protected.
The law does not require, however, the development
of programs by other agencies or formal consultation with DHES.
246. COMMENT: Commentors 26, 30, 32, 4 o, 4 7, 83, and 89 state
that the BHES should consider requiring that, "best management
practices",

rather than

11

reasonable land,

soil,

and water con-

servation practices• be utilized.
RESPONSE: Requiring best management practices provides only
partial protection, as it would not require the protection of
present and anticipated uses.
In addition, the term "reasonable land, soil, and water conservation practices" is derived
from the Water Quality Act.
Therefore, the proposed change
will not be made.
247. COMMENT: Commentor 39 states that mitigation measures to
treat nonpoint sources often result in a point source discharge. The rules should be modified to encourage these treatment measures for nonpoint sources by providing for their inclusion under the nonsignificance criteria.
A definition of
Management or Conservation Practice" should be included in the
rules.
RESPONSE: See Response 54.
248. COMMENT: Commentor 51 states that nonpoint sources are by
no means held unaccountable for their actions. With respect to
timber harvest activities, the nondegradation rules require
that forest land managers apply an appropriate set of land,
soil, and water conservation practices which will ensure that
Montana Administrative Register
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beneficial uses are fully protected.
This is the most effective way to deal with the hundreds of thousands of nonpoint
activities throughout the state.
RESPONSE: Comment noted.
249. COMMENT: Commentor 72 states that livestock use should not
be categorically excluded from the policy unless based on best
management practices developed and approved by the state.
RESPONSE: The water impacts resulting from livestock use is
covered by the requirement of "reasonable land, soil and water
conservation practices" under § 75-5-306, MCA.
As defined by
rule, this requirement assures protection of uses, which best
management practices may not protect. Therefore, the change to
best management practices will not be made.
250. COMMENT: Commentor 73 states that the language "on land
where reasonable land. soil and water conservation practices
have been applied"
should be deleted in Rule VIII (1) (a), as
this calls for a subjective interpretation.
RESPONSE: See Response 51.
251. COMMENT: Commentor 83 states that Rule VIII{1) {a) should
be modified to replace all language after "reasonable" with
"department approved best management practices."
RESPONSE: see Response 245, 246, and 249.
252. COMMENT: Commentor BB states that Rule VIII(l) (a) should
be amended to read "new or increased sources which are nonpoint
sources of pollution where reasonable land. soil and water conservation practices are applied and existing and anticipated
beneficial uses will be fully protected."
This change would
ensure prospective application of the law by imposing mandatory
requirements only on "new" sources.
RESPONSE: The proposed rules apply only to new or increased
sources.
Excluded from the definition or new or increased
sources are activities or categories of activities under Rule
VII and Rule VIII. This exclusion precludes the application of
the policy to certain nonpoint sources meeting the conditions
of ( 1) (a) .
Since the suggested modification is not necessary
to prevent retroactive application and may be confusing, the
suggested change will not be made.
253. COMMENT: Commentor 94 states that Rule VIII (1) (a) should
be deleted because beat management practices do not protect
beneficial uses.
RESPONSE: See Response 245, 246, and 249.
254. COMMENT: Commentor 95 states that under Rule VII(l) {a), if
15-8/11/94
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mean annual changes in flow are to be considered, then every
new dam, sediment pond, stock pond, many new mines, and spreader dike irrigation systems will be significant.
The rule
should also define the level of data required for this determination.
RESPONSE: Changes to Rule VII(1) (a) have been made in response
to Comments 160 and 163, which may address some of the concerns
of this commentor. It is not anticipated that the activities
listed above will automatically result in degradation due to a
consideration of changes in stream flow.
Finally, the level of
data required for this determination will be based upon best
professional judgment.
255. COMMENT: Commentor 112 states that Rule VIII (1) (a)
remain as it is.

should

RESPONSE: Comment noted.
256. COMMENT: Commentor 114 states that "reasonable land, soil,
and water conservation practices" should be clarified. If best
management practices are used and impacts result, there should
be opportunity to change the practices without triggering nondegradation.
RESPONSE: This term is defined in the surface water quality
standards.
In practice, if impacts result the department would
have numerous enforcement options including requiring a change
in the practices.
257. COMMENT: Commentor 118 suggests that "reasonable land,
soil, and water conservation practices" be better defined and
asks whether current best management practices for fertilizer
application are considered "reasonable land, soil, and water
conservation practices?
The rules should also provide an exclusion for certain nonpoint source agricultural operations as
required by Section 13 of HB 757.
RESPONSE: The surface water quality standards defines the term
"reasonable land, soil, and water conservation practices",
therefore, no further clarification is necessary for the purpose of these rules.
Rule VI I I ( 1) (b) provides a categorical
exclusion for the use of agricultural chemicals in accordance
with a chemical ground water management plan in order to be
consistent with the provisions of § 80-15-219, MCA.
This section requires the state's water quality standards to include
within the definition of "reasonable land, soil, and water
conservation practice" the application of agricultural chemicals according to an agricultural chemical ground water management plan, for both point and nonpoint sources, and to exclude
those sources from the ground water permit requirements.
In
addition, the use of agricultural chemicals, including pesticides, fertilizers, insecticides and herbicides, in accordance
with label directions is considered a reasonable practice. The
Montana Administrative Register
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department, in co-operation with the USDA Soil Conservation
Service, will continue to evaluate fertilizer practices to
determine if such practices should be modified to further protect water quality.
RULE VIII(1) (b) -NONSIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES- AGRICHEMICAL
258. COMMENT: Commentor 82 states that the categorical exclusion for agricultural practices in Rule VIII (1) (b) should be
deleted. These practices are one of the major factors degrading
water quality.
RESPONSE: See Response 257.
259. COMMENT: Commentor 91 asks whether Rule VIII(1) (a) and (b)
allows use of agricultural chemicals without review under these
rules?
Does this include the application of aquatic herbicides?
RESPONSE: The use of agricultural chemicals without review is
provided under Rule VIII(1) (b) provided the conditions in that
rule are met. The application of aquatic herbicides is covered
by Rule VIII(1) (c) and (e).
260. COMMENT: Commentor 96 states that the agricultural activities exempted in Rule VIII (1) (b) may cause more impact than
rural residential development.
RESPONSE: See Response 257.
261. COMMENT: Commentor 118 asks whether Rule VIII(1) (a)
(1) (b) apply to products used for mosquito control?

and

RESPONSE: This activity is covered under Rule VIII(c) and (e).
257.

~~Response

RULE VII1(1) (c) -NONSIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES- EMERGENCIES
262. COMMENT: Commentors 42 and 43 propose new language for
Rule VIII (1) (c):
Changes in existing water quality resulting
from an emergency or remedial activity or water treatment or
management that is designed to protect public health or the
environment and is approved, authorized, or required by the
department;
This language recognizes that changes resulting from
treatment or water management that is desirable for the protection of public health or the environment properly should be
deemed nonsignificant.
RESPONSE: Generally, treatment requirements are part of the
MPDES permit requirements.
Nondegradation review will apply
whenever the department issues a permit. Therefore, a categorical exclusion based on water treatment or management is inappropriate and the suggested change will not be included in the
final rule.
15-B/11/94
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263. COMMENT: Commentor 49 asks whether in Rule VIII (1) (c) does
"remedial activity" include mandatory repairs to treatment
plants?
RESPONSE: No, however these are not likely to be
creased sources.

"new or in-

264. COMMENT: Commentor 125 states that the words "or water
treatment or management" should be added after the words "remedial activity."
RESPONSE: See Response 262.
RULE VIII(l) (d) -NONSIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES -WELLS
265. COMMENT: Comment or 27 (DHES) proposes changes to Rule
VIII(l) {d) and {k) to provide clarification of the types of oil
and gas drilling activities that are covered under (k) and to
correct citations under both {d) and (k) .
RESPONSE: The proposed changes made for clarification and
correct citations have been adopted in the final rules.

to

266. COMMENT: Commentors 42 and 43 propose new language for
Rule VIII {1) (d), as follows:
"Use of drilling fluids, sealants, additives, disinfectants and rehabilitation chemical in
water well or monitoring well or test hole drilling, development, or abandonment, or in exploratory drilling approved by
the Pepartment of State Lands under the Metal Mine Reclamation
A!;;..t.._ if used according to department-approved water quality
protection practices.
Similar language was also proposed for inclusion in (k) of
this rule.
RESPONSE: The purpose of hard rock exploration holes is to
obtain rock samples, not produce water.
The Department of
State Lands' {DSL) regulations covering hardrock exploration
drilling do not specify the type of materials that may be used
during drilling, other than a prohibition against the use of
"hazardous materials". In addition, DSL regulations do not
require complete plugging of abandoned exploration test holes.
On the other hand, materials used during water well or monitoring well drilling are used in a manner that does not significantly change ground water quality. The net result of such
drilling is a well that produces drinking water or water used
for monitoring changes in water quality.
Due to the different
impacts to water quality resulting from well drilling as opposed to exploratory drilling, the proposed amendment is not
justified.
267. COMMENT: Commentor 66 states that the criteria in Rule
VII (1) (d) should allow total allowable nitrates in groundwater
(including background nitrates) to the level of 10 mg/1 and to
delete Rule VIII (1) (d) in its entirety.
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RESPONSE: In regard to nitrate limits, see Response 184 and
185.
In regard to justification for leaving Rule VIII(l) (d) as
proposed, see Response 266.
268. COMMENT: Commentor 96 states that many deep wells in western Montana are contaminated with bacteria.
Since bacteria
require oxygen to live, it appears that this contamination
results from poor well construction.
RESPONSE: Some bacteria cannot live in the presence of oxygen
and many bacteria cannot carry on their life cycles in the
presence of oxygen.
The presence of bacteria in ground water
is not necessarily related to well construction.
269. COMMENT: Commentor 125 states that this section needs
expansion to include teat drilling for a variety of purposes
that are not related to water wells or monitoring wells.

RESPONSE: Changes in water quality caused by other types of
drilling is already included in Rule VIII(k) and (m). See Response 266.
R\lLE VIII (1) (e) - NONSIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES - SHORT TERM
270. COMMENT: Commentor 10 states that nearly all highway projects will fail under Rule VIII (1) (e).
Extensions to the 60
day time period have to be included in the rules.
RESPONSE: The 60 day limit may not be practical in certain
instances and the rule will be amended to delete reference to a
specific time.
RULE VIII!ll {f) -NONSIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES- SEWAGE SYSTEMS
271. COMMENT: Comment or 7 asks whether individual wastewater
systems utilizing designs approved and mandated by the Water
Quality Bureau are inadequate to protect ground water?
RESPONSE: Generally such systems will prevent violations of
standards. Most of these systems, however, are not adequate to
prevent degradation of water quality. See Response 290.
272. COMMENT: Commentor 9 suggests that "nitrate risk zones" be
established in lieu of the restrictive 2. 5 mg/1 standard in
Rule VII and require the involvement of local health officials
and county sanitarians in order to put the burden of proving
there is a water problem on the professionals instead of requiring the property owner to show there is not a problem.
RESPONSE: The suggested change does not explain what a nitrate
risk zone is or how it would be implemented.
In addition, it
is the department, not local health officials, which is authorized by law to administer and enforce the provisions of the
Water Quality Act.
Finally, it is the duty of each individual
to comply with the provisions of that Act.
For these reasons,
the suggested changes will not be included in the final rule.
15-8/11/94
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273. COMMENT: Commentors 12, 14, 24, 26, 27, 30, 31, 32, 34,
37, 40, 41, 47, 52, 62, and 63 state that a critical issue in
this matter is the general inefficiency of septic systems and
the risks to human health and the environment associated with
their use.
Extensive attachments, information, and comments
were enclosed to provide the board with information on this
issue.
In general, these commentors propose that septic systems are ineffective in removal of many kinds of pollutants
including viruses and solvents.
While the rules evaluate the
significance of septic systems based upon nitrogen, a nutrient,
there are other pollutants which are more of a risk to human
health and the environment.
Therefore, the provision on lenient significance criteria for septic systems, based primarily
upon nitrogen, does not honestly address the criteria and the
guidance established in the Water Quality Act or SB 401.
RESPONSE: See Response 179, 183 through 190.
274. COMMENT: Commentor 37 states that through November of this
year, 790 sewage treatment systems have been installed in Flathead County.
In reviewing past and present ground water nitro··
gen data for water systems there is an obvious overall increasing trend (table enclosed).
These water systems are not located in areas of high agricultural practice.
Most of the increases in nitrate concentration could be attributed to on-site
sewage treatment systems. We can expect the concentrations of
nitrate to continue to increase if stricter controls are not
established.
RESPONSE: Comment noted.
275. COMMENT: Commentor 41 states that the strict standard of
2. 5 mg/1 will require a complex model for analysis of each
subdivision as the simplistic models, such as the Bauman-Schafer mass balance, will over-predict nitrate contributions.
This requirement will increase the costs for developers.
RESPONSE: See Response 201.
276. COMMENT: Commentor 41 suggests that the drinking water
standard of 10 mg/1 compared with the 2.5 mg/1 limit in Rule
VII raises a question as to the factor of safety that should be
required.
We are now at 10 mg/1 for a MCL and 2.5 mg/1 will
soon become a new standard under these rules.
There should be
a scientific basis for the selection of numbers in the rules.
RESPONSE: See Response 199.
277. COMMENT: Comment or 50 proposes a two fold sol uti on: (1)
establish as a nitrate discharge standard for domestic sewage
treatment systems the 10. 0 mg/1 drinking water standard; ( 2)
authorize the department of health to designate "nitrate risk
..,ones".
This concept would obviously require the agency to
solicit the input from local sanitarians and water district
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professionals to locate those areas of our state which are in
risk of nitrate pollution.
A property owner within these risk
zones would then know that mitigation procedure A or mitigation
procedure B would be required.
It places the burden of proof
upon the water professionals, to isolate problem areas and work
with local sanitarians and developers within those areas to
protect ground water.
The commentor proposes the following
definition:
"Nitrate risk zones" means a district created by
DHES at the request of local government to identify where nitrate levels for domestic sewage treatment systems where re§Ulting nitrate concentrations. outside of any applicable mixing zones. will not exceed 10.0 mg/1.
Districts shall be e§tablished by DHES considering the following criteria; !il density of septic systems. !iil number of wells in shallow aauiUrs. (iii l soil type.
RESPONSE: For purposes of implementing the nondegradation policy, allowing increases in nitrates to the level of the standard
directly contravenes the purpose of the policy, i.e., the protection of high quality waters.
In addition, there is no authority under the Water Quality Act or under the rulemaking
authority of the board that would allow the department to establish nitrate risk zones in a community.
The nondegradation
policy is to prevent degradation, not to assess problem areas
and prescribe mitigation for polluted areas.
For these reasons, the proposed change will not be included in the final
rule.
278. COMMENT: Commentor 50 proposes changes for Rule VIII (f)
and (g):
(f) Domestic sewage treatment systems which discharge
to ground water and which are designed, constructed and operated in accordance with the applicable standards; and where re
eulein!J eeneeneraeien, eutside sf any al!l!lieasle Millift!J 11ene
aesi!JRatea B~ ehe liel!artMenE 1 will Ret e~teeea il.59 IR!J/l (HiErs
!Jeft eeMI!BttRiis Measttred as RiEre!Jen) , as long as the changes
caused by such §Y§terns will not result in a detectable change
in the nitrogen concentration in any perennial surface water
are located outside of de§ignated "nitrate risk zones".
(g) Domestic sewage systems in areas in whieh the enistift!J
Ritl"S!Jeft eefteefttratieft is e·,•er Z!. 59 II'I!J/l .... , will Ret eneeed
5. 99 IR!J/1 (!litl"B!JBft SBIRI!BtiRSB 1Re8S\il"ed aS HiEPS!JeR).
nitrate
risk zones" which apply best management practices and/or advanced treatment system to reduce pollutants.

RESPONSE: See Response 277, 184 and 185.
279. COMMENT: Comrnentors 72 and 89 state that domestic sewage
systems should not be allowed to degrade ground water to 2. 5
mg/1 and 5 mg/1 in Rule VIII.

RESPONSE: See Response 184 and 185.
280. COMMENT: Commentors 78 and 81 state there must be a Rule
VIII. All septic systems will require a mixing zone. It is not
15-8/11/94
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practical for the department to go through the review process
for all of them.
RESPONSE: Comment noted.
281. COMMENT: Commentor 84 states that if the department wishes
to outlaw or severely restrict the use of septic tanks, they
should identify and approve alternatives, provide cost and
effectiveness statistics, and go to the legislature and let
them decide.
RESPONSE: The proposed rules do not prohibit the use of septic
systems, but will impose limits on the concentration of nitrates from those systems.
282. COMMENT: Comment or 84 states that
the Bauman Schafer model.

the state has adopted

RESPONSE: This is not correct.
Until a better model is proven
acceptable, the department will continue using this method.
Applicants are free to use more precise and less conservative
methods as long as they can justify their use.
283. COMMENT: Commentor 96 states that these rules could increase the cost of housing and eliminate a number of homesites
in eastern Montana, if the acceptable level of nitrate is 2.5
mg/1 and if the conservative Bauman and Schafer model is used.
RESPONSE: Rule VII(1) (d) has been modified to allow a consideration of background nitrogen levels.
~ Response 184.
The
rational for considering background levels is in response to
comments including the following information.
Data has been obtained on present nitrate-nitrogen concentrations in the ground water of various counties in Montana by
sampling 3,400 wells, which were randomly selected. ~.
Bauder, Sinclair, and Lund, "Physiographic and Land Use Characteristics Associated with Nitrate-Nitrogen in Montana Groundwater", 22 J. Environ. Qual. 255 (1993).
In 35 of the counties
the average nitrate concentration exceeded 1 mg/1; in 21 of
those counties, nitrate concentrations exceeded 2. 5 mg/1.
Of
the total 3,400 wells tested, nearly 6% of the wells had nitrate concentrations exceeding the drinking water standard of
10 mg/1.
The elevated nitrate concentrations did not seem to
be associated with residential development.
In addition, calculations preformed by DHES staff for a
typical household with a standard disposal system and drainfield oriented perpendicular to the direction of ground water
flow, the nitrate-nitrogen value at the edge of the mixing zone
would be 5. 9 mg/1.
This calculation is based on current assumptions of mixing, a background value of 1 mg/1 nitrate-nitrogen, an aquifer of clean sand (i.e., K:1000 gal/day/sqft),
and a gradient of .001.
The above calculations are also based
on a nitrate-nitrogen concentration of 60 mg/1 nitrate-nitrogen
for a standard drainfield along with a 17\ reduction in the
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drainfield.
The value of 60 mg/1 is relatively well established.
The 17\ reduction is not well established but appears
slightly conservative.
Using the same assumptions except for the aquifer, evaluated as clean gravelly sand (i.e., K~1o,ooo gal/day/sqft), the
value at the edge of the mixing zone would be 1.5 mg/1 nitratenitrogen.
Using the same assumptions except for the aquifer,
evaluated as a silty sand aquifer (i.e., K~100 gal/day/sqft) ,
the value at the edge of the mixing zone would be 26.7 mg/1
nitrate-nitrogen.
Using the same assumptions given above except for the
background nitrate-nitrogen value, now evaluated as being 2.5
mg/1, the corresponding values for nitrate-nitrogen at the edge
of the mixing zone are the "'following: 6. 8 (clean sand) ; 2. 5
(clean gravelly sand); and 28.7 (silty sand) .
Based on this
analysis and the information on existing nitrate concentrations
in Montana ground water, it was evident that application of the
originally proposed nonsignificance criteria would determine
that many, if not most, standard disposal systems would cause
degradation or result in values of nitrate above 2. 5 mg/1 at
the edge of a mixing zone.
The costs for various systems and their estimated nitrate
removal efficiencies are:
1.
Standard in-ground septic tank drainfield on-site systems;
$1500 ~ $2500; 10\ removal.
2.
Shallow place cap and fill systems: $2000 - $3000; 10\ to
20\ removal.
3.
Low pressure systems: $3000 - 4000; 10\ removal.
4.
Bottomless sand filters:
$5000 - $8000; about 50\ removal.
5.
Typical trench discharge sand filters:
$6000 - 10, 000;
50\ to 70\ removal.
6.
Mound system or fill systems: $5000 - $10,000; 50\ to 70\
removal.
7.
Soil discharge aeration chamber systems: $6000 - 8, 000;
50\ to 80\ removal.
Costs for on-site sewage system are site specific. Therefore, costs will vary depending on site conditions, access,
availability of material and contractor discretion, expertise,
or bidding practices.
Other costs associated with on-site sewage systems include
costs incurred when improper siting, density, design, construction, or maintenance results in a health hazard.
States and
local governments expend hundreds of thousands of dollars per
year in man hours rectifying problems caused by inadequate
systems. In certain areas in the state, such as at Frenchtown,
homeowners and lending agencies have lost either the use of the
property or the value of the property due to inadequate sewage
treatment.
There are also instances where health hazards caused by
inadequate on-site sewage systems required the construction and
use of public treatment works in certain areas of the State.
In Montana, the cost associated with constructing these facilities ranges from $10,000 to $30,000 per lot.
15-8/11/94
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284. COMMENT: Commentor 96 asks how will the department handle
cases where there are conflicting results from ground water
monitoring; where there are varying levels of nitrate in the
ground water?
RESPONSE: Spacial and temporal variations of nitrate in ground
water can be natural or caused by the activities of man.
In
the event of conflicting results from ground water monitoring,
additional samples are often necessary.
Determining what action is appropriate will depend upon the range of discrepancy
between monitoring results and the best professional judgement
of department staff.
285. COMMENT: Comment or 104 states that as engineers we are
required to use the Bauman-Schafer model. We should be able to
use other models and the results should be viewed as guides. A
higher limit and a realistic model are necessary.
RESPONSE:
The use of a particular model is not required.
See
Response 201 and 282. See Response 184 and 185 regarding changes in the nonsignificance criteria.
286. COMMENT: Commentor 119 states that septic systems must not
be considered nonsignificant. Flathead Lake is apparently being
impacted now from such discharges and much of the ground water
in the Missoula Valley is becoming unfit to drink due to septic
systems. Nitrates are not just toxic in themselves, they also
serve as an indicator of other contaminants, such as viruses.
This commentor proposes a level at 1 or .1 ppm.
RESPONSE: See Response 184 and 185.
RULE VIII Ill (g) -NONSIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES - SEWAGE SYSTEMS
287. COMMENT: Commentor 7 asks whether properly constructed
individual wastewater systems remove 50\ of the nitrogen load
of raw sewage as required in part (g) .
RESPONSE: Response 283 lists the estimated nitrogen removals
for several types of systems.
Some of these systems exceed 50%
removal.
288. COMMENT: Commentor 7 asks how applicable mixing zones will
be determined for individual wastewater system?
RESPONSE: Mixing zones will be determined using the mixing zone
regulations adopted by the board.
289. COMMENT: Commentor 7 asks which alternatives are available
for homes where the nitrogen level in ground water is greater
than 2.5 mg/1.

RESPONSE:
See Response 283 for alternative treatment systems.
see Response 184 and 185 for changes in nitrate levels.
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290. COMMENT: Commentor 7 states that current design standards
for individual wastewater systems are adequate to protect state
waters and systems constructed in compliance with those standards should be considered to be nonsignificant.
RESPONSE: Current design criteria for individual wastewater
systems will likely result in significant changes in water
quality and may also cause a violation of standards in certain
instances.
Therefore, the proposal to consider individual
wastewater systems nonsignificant, if constructed according to
current design criteria, will not be included in the final
rule.
291.
COMMENT:
Comment or
50
proposes
changes
for
Rule
VIII (1) (g): (g) Domestic sewage treatment systems in areas in
which the existing nitrogen concentration is over 2. 50 mg/1
... , will not exceed 5. 00 mg/1
perel'utial Sllrfaee water
"nitrate risk zones" which apply best management practices
and/or advanced treatment systems to reduce pollutants,
RESPONSE: See Response 277.
292. COMMENT: Commentor 83 states that the proposed non-significance levels of 2. 5 and 5 mg/1 are too high to provide an
adequate safety margin.
RESPONSE: See Response 184 and 185.
293. COMMENT: Commentor 96 states that in regard to Rule
VIII (1) (g), there is documented evidence that nitrate concentrations of effluent below septic tank systems are less than
the 50 mg/1 currently being used in the Bauman and Schafer
model to approximate nitrogen loading.
It might be better to
address nitrogen loading of ground water in terms of an overall
average.
RESPONSE: The nitrate concentrations delivered to ground water
from standard septic systems are not well documented.
The
department will use the best available data in its evaluations.
At the present time, SO mg/1 for total nitrogen appears to be
reasonable.
If an applicant can document that other levels are
appropriate, those levels will be used.
294. COMMENT: Commentor 96 states that the depth of m1x1ng in
ground water is not always 10 feet and because a mixing zone
cannot be defined in confined or leaky confined aquifers or
bedrock or recharge or discharge zones - the actual mixing zone
should be determined by the investigator (or applicant?) with
final decision left to the department.
RESPONSE: Mixing zones will be determined according to rules
adopted by the board.
295.

COMMENT:
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zone depth, downgradient wells which are considerably deeper
than the mixing depth should not be allowed to object.
RESPONSE: There is no provision in the law that provides an
opportunity or right for downgradient well users to object.
296. COMMENT: Comment or 96 states that the model used by the
department to predict impacts to ground water incorrectly assumes a worst case nitrate concentration in the effluent and in
the natural precipitation.
RESPONSE: The model used by department staff is based upon
conservative assumptions.
The applicant can always provide
justification for the use of different assumptions.
If those
assumption are defensible, they will be used instead of the
normal model.
297. COMMENT: Commentor 96 asks how the department will deal
with seasonal changes in groundwater levels and concentrations?
RESPONSE:' Seasonal changes will be addressed based on available
data and best professional judgement.
298. COMMENT: Commentor 96 states that the department has overlooked the need for proper maintenance of septic systems in
these rules.
RESPONSE: The proposal to address proper maintenance of septic
systems in these rules is beyond the scope of this rulemaking.
Therefor~. the proposed change will not be made.
299. COMMENT: Commentor 96 states that the department should
make it easier to get approval for alternatives to the conventional septic systems.
RESPONSE:,This comment does not directly relate to the proposed
rules and.. therefore, cannot be addressed.
There are plans,
however, for the department to examine and perhaps recommend
alternative systems.
RULE VIII(l) (h) -NONSIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES - LAND APPLICATION
300. COMMENT: Commentors 30 and 47 state that land application
of large amounts of wastes should require a department approved
plan to be categorically excluded from department nondegradation review.
RESPONSE: To be excluded as nonsignificant, land application of
wastes containing nutrients must be applied in a beneficial
manner and meet certain conditions.
Application rates must be
based upon agronomic uptake of applied nutrients and other
parameters cannot cause degradation.
These restrictions a<·e
enough to meet the criteria in § 75-5-301 (5) (c) to categorically exclude the activity without departmental review or approv-

al.
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301. COMMENT: Commentors 42, 43, and 125 propose new language
for Rule VIII (1) (h):
Land application of process wastes, including. but not limited to. animal waste, domestic septage, or
waste from public sewage treatment systems._ er ether ~.·estes
containing nutrients._ where wastes are land applied in a beneficial manner, gng application rates are based on the amounts
of applied nutrients and other parameters which a eeHIJ!lete
agreeeMie ~~take ef a~~liea e~trieate ana ether ~ar~etere will
not cause degradation.
RESPONSE: The term "other wastes" include process wastes.
Therefore, its proposed inclusion in the rule is not necessary.
Since complete agronomic uptake may never occur, the proposal
to delete that portion of the rule requiring "complete" agronomic uptake has been included in the final rule.
The other
changes are unnecessary and will not be made.
302. COMMENT: Commentor 45 states that the language in Rule
VIII (1) (h) should be changed from "complete agronomic uptake"
to "annual maximum agronomic uptake".
Complete uptake may be
impossible to comply with.
RESPONSE: See Response 301.
303. COMMENT: Commentors 73 and 88 state that immediate and
complete agronomic uptake is unattainable, thus, "complete"
should be replaced in Rule VII (1) (h) with "reasonable expectation of" and "during normal cropping or growing cycles" should
be inserted following "of applied nutrients" in this section.
RESPONSE: See Response 301.
304. COMMENT: Commentor 95 states that an allowance for a mixing zone should be reiterated in Rule VIII(1) (h).
RESPONSE: Allowances for mixing zones are not required for this
rule.
Therefore, the suggested change will not be made.
305. COMMENT: Commentor 95 asks whether mixing zones will apply
to land application of waste water?
RESPONSE: No.
RULE VIII(l) (i) ~NONSIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES -LEAKAGE
306. COMMENT: Commentors 30 and 34 state that incidental leakage in Rule VIII(1) (i) should not be classified categorically
as nonsignificant.
If the effect is short term it is covered
under (1) (e).
If the effect is long term, it should be considered significant.
The board should not provide exclusions for
lack of rigor in design, construction, or operation of these
systems.
Commentor 47 states that (i), (j) and (k) in Rule
VIII should be deleted because they are based on standards that
do not meet the intent of SB 401, which is to prevent degradation.
15-8/11/94
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RESPONSE: Incidental leakage from waste water systems designed
in accordance with standards adopted pursuant to the state's
Public Water Supply Act are considered nonsignificant because
that amount of leakage is within the allowable limits of the
best available technology applicable to those systems.
Those
activities excluded under (i) and (j) are considered nonsignificant based on the fact that there is no better technology for
these systems and the amount of leakage is nonsignificant.
For
activities excluded under (k). see Response 310.
307. COMMENT: Comment or 89 states that
needs to be defined in Rule VIII(l) (i).

the term

"incidental"

RESPONSE: The amount of incidental leakage allowed under current design standards will vary depending on the type of waste
water system.
Since the amount of leakage is not universally
applicable to all systems, a definition describing the amount
is not feasible.
308. COMMENT: Commentor 95 asks whether incidental leakage of
cyanide is included in Rule VIII (1) (i).
RESPONSE: No. Rule VIII (1) (i) includes only those activities
that are subject to the requirements of ARM 16.20.401-405.
Those rules require department review and approval prior to the
siting, construction, or modification of any public water supply and waste water systems.
RULE VIII(1) (j) - NONSIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES - WATER TESTS
309. COMMENT: Commentor 93 states that the reference to discharges in Rule VII I ( 1) ( j) needs to be followed by the word
"water" also "wastewater from hardrock exploratory drilling and
geotechnical drilling" needs to be added to this section.
RESPONSE: "Water" has been added to the final rule for clarification.
The addition of "wastewater from hardrock exploratory
drilling and geotechnical drilling" is not appropriate for the
reasons stated in Response 266.
RQLE VIII(1) (k)
- NONSIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES -OIL & GAS
310. COMMENT: Commentor lOB states that oil and gas activities
are not insignificant sources of water pollution. This categorical exclusion should be deleted.
RESPONSE: Activities carried out in accordance with ARM Title
36 chapter 22 will not cause significant effects on water quality and, therefore, meet the guidance under § 75-5-301(5) (c),
MCA.
For this reason, the final rule will include these activities as nonsignificant.
RULE VIII(l) (1) -NONSIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES - SHORT-TERM
311. COMMENT: Commentor lOB states that many everyday activities, such as fording streams with vehicles and stock watering
along streambanks, cause significant degradation. These are
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long term, cumulative, and significant.
RESPONSE: The categories of activities included as nonsignificant under Rule VIII were included after an assessment of their
effect on water quality.
Based upon best professional judgment, these activities were included only upon a determination
that they met the guidance under § 75-5-301 (5) (c), MCA.
For
this reason, the final rule will include certain everyday activities as nonsignificant.
RULE IX - IMPLEMENTATION - GENERAL
312. COMMENT: Commentors 42 and 43 state that the intended
function of Rule IX is not clear.
It should be clarified or
deleted.
RESPONSE: Rule IX is necessary in those instances were there
are no established water quality protection practices for a
proposed activity.
313. COMMENT: Commentor 78 asks whether Rule
activities that are exempt under Rule VIII?

IX

recaptures

RESPONSE: No.
Rule II (13) (d) excludes from the definition of
"new or increased source" activities that are categorically
excluded under Rule VIII. See also Response 312.
GENERAL - NONDEG - IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE
314. COMMENT: Commentors 2, 21, 25, 25, 30, 39, 40, 42, 43, 64,
and 71 state that the minimum detection limit (MDL) is inappropriate for use in the rules because it is set at a level for
which technology is unavailable for reliable monitoring.
RESPONSE: See Response 1 through 12.
315. COMMENT: Commentor 17 states that the DHES should strive
for the adoption of mixing zone rules as soon as possible,

RESPONSE: Comment noted.
316. COMMENT: Commentor 20 states that care must be taken to be
sure the rules do not vary from the original intent of the
legislature in passing SB 401.

RESPONSE: Comment noted.
317. COMMENT: Commentor 20
asks what kind of assessment
has been done to determine the economic impact of these rules
on Montana. Commentor 129 states that extreme care should be
taken to assure the standards set are financially feasible.

RESPONSE: None. The proposed rules are being adopted in response to the legislative enactment of SB 401.
This law nt:,
It
is not appropriate for the agency to withhold the adoption of

ID.I..il:u the adoption of rules implementing its provJ.sJ.ons.
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rules based upon economic considerations when those rules implement legislative intent.
318. COMMENT: Commentor 23 recommends incorporating language
from the Statement of Intent in SB 401.
This language may
provide additional guidance, which would ensure that the agency
and the public understand how the economic and social criteria
are to be analyzed according to the intent of the policy.
RESPONSE: The Statement of Intent (Statement) was considered
during the drafting of these proposed rules in order to implement the legislative intent to maintain existing high quality
waters.
Specific language from the Statement regarding the
adoption of economic and social criteria provides little guidance on how the actual analysis should be conducted.
For the
reasons given above, specific language from the Statement will
not be included in the final rule.
319. COMMENT: Commentor 23 states that the subcommittee recommends that the DHES analyze the entire nondegradation review
process to ensure adequate opportunity for public involvement
at each decision point.
RESPONSE: § 75-5-303, MCA, requires public involvement prior to
a final decision by the department to allow degradation.
Beyond thie~ requirement, the rules include opportunity for public
comment wherever it was considered practical or good policy.
Public involvement in the rulemaking proceeding also guides
agency decision making regarding agency procedures and criteria
to imple~ent the policy.
320. COMMENT: Commentor 26 states that DHES's proposed rules do
not comply with Montana's Constitution.
RESPONSE: The proposed rules are being adopted in response to
the enact,ment of SB 401.
The constitutionality of a legislative enacf,ment is prima facie presumed. Fallon County v. Stat~:.
231 Mont.' 443, 753 P.2d 338 (1988).
Moreover, the constitutional validity of SB 401 was considered during the debates
regarding its passage.
Since the proposed rules do nothing
more than implement the law, the proposed rules are constitutionally valid.
321. COMMENT: Commentors 26, 30, 33, 34, 40, 47, 60, 72, 73,
75, 78, 83, 106, 115, 120 and 129 state that the proposed rules
do not comply with the legislative mandate to ensure implementation of the nondegradation policy, because parts of the proposed rules are contingent upon a proper characterization and
definition of mixing zones.
Therefore, any part of the rules
that rely on mixing zones should not be promulgated until mixing zone regulations have been adopted.
RESPONSE: Mixing zone rules have been developed and filed with
the Secretary of State for adoption by the board If possible,
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those rules will be adopted concurrently with the nondegradation rules.
If this is not possible, the nondegradation rules
could be adopted and implemented prior to the adoption of the
mixing zone rules.
In that event, the department would establish mixing zones according to the guidance in§ 75-5-301(4),
MCA.
322. COMMENT: Commentors 27 and 77 encourage early adoption of
these rules, recognizing they will need modification as more
experience in implementation of the nondegradation policy is
achieved.
The statute has been in effect since April 29, 1993,
and continued implementation without promulgated rules exposes
the department and the regulated community to uncertainty and
risks.
RESPONSE: Comment noted.
323. COMMENT: Commentor 27 (DHES) suggests that the board must
look to the guidance in the Water Quality Act to ensure the
rules' compliance with legislative intent. This is of particular concern in terms of the establishment of criteria for the
determination of nonsignificance and categories of nonsignificant activities.
RESPONSE: Comment noted.
324. COMMENT: Commentor 30 states that the rules should have a
provision which makes it clear that a department determination
of significance will over-rule a self determination of nonsignificance.
RESPONSE: § 75-5-211 and 75-5-303, MCA, vest the department
with the administration and enforcement of the Water Quality
Act • s nondegradation requirements.
A prohibition against degrading without authorization from the department is also contained in § 75-5-605 (1) (d), MCA. This authority clearly establishes that, if the department determines that an activity will
cause degradation, then appropriate action may be taken to
enforce the provisions of the pol icy.
No change in the rules
is necessary to clarify this authority.
325. COMMENT: Commentors 30, 40, and 83 state that the rules
should contain a clear statement that degradation violates the
Water Quality Act.
Penalties for such violations should appear
in the rules.
RESPONSE: Under§ 2-4-305(2), MCA, agency rules cannot unnecessarily repeat statutory language.
Since § 75-5-605 (1) (d), MCA,
states that it is unlawful to cause degradation without authorization, there is no need to repeat that language in the
rules.
Penalties for violations are beyond the scope of this
rulemaking and will not be included in the rules.
326.

COMMENT:
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and the nondegradation policy are intended to protect aquatic
life and communities.
The department is developing biotic
criteria.
Rule VII (2) should be modified to state that these
criteria will be used to determine that degradation is significant.
RESPONSE: These biotic criteria may at some point be adopted as
standards.
Presently, it appears that any detectable biological change would be a violation of standards.
The nondegradation rules prevent any measurable changes in water quality and
therefore, will be more stringent than adopting biological
"triggers" for the purpose of determining nonsignificance.
327. COMMENT: Commentors 33, 34, and 40 state that SB 401 requires a five year review of nondegradation exemptions.
The
October 20, 1993 draft rules addressed this in Rule X.
Rule X
should be reinstated in these proposed rules.
RESPONSE: § 2-4-305(2), MCA, prohibits the promulgation of
rules that unnecessarily repeat statutory language.
§ 7~- 5303 ( 6) , MCA, expressly states that authorizations to degrade
shall be reviewed every 5 years.
For this reason, Rule X was
not included in the final rules.
328. COMMENT: Commentors 38, and 44 state that the intent of SB
401 was to implement a workable nondegradation policy tor Montana.
While the legislation is stt·ict, and will protect water
quality, the proposed rules have gone beyond the intent of SB
401 and should be modified.
These rules should nol be ddopted
until their entire ramifications are understood.

RESPONSE: The proposed rules conform to the guidance in §
75-5-301 and 75-5-303, MCA, and will remain as proposed except
for changes made as discussed herein. Delaying the adoption of
the rules until their ramifications are known is not a solution
to the immediate need for implementation of the policy.
329. COMMENT: Commentor 46 states that the rules should not
address water rights because adequate protection is afforded in
85-2-311, MCA.
(g) the water quality of a prior appropriator
will not be adversely affected; (h) the proposed use will be
substantially in accordance with the classification of water
set for the source of supply pursuant to 75-5-301(1), MCA; and
(i) the ability of a discharge permit holder to satisfy effluent limitations of a permit issued in accordance with Title 75,
chapter 5, part 4, will not be adversely affected.
RESPONSE: See Response 53.
330. COMMENT: Commentor 49 asks what protocol is to be applied
to substances

ttlat

are monitored

for and

found

to

be at

less

than detection limits? This commentor suggests that the protocol should be established to allow any substance with a report
ed concentration less than detection limits be deemed not pres ..
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ent or zero.
RESPONSE: Any levels less than the required "reporting" levels
in WQB-7 will be considered as zero, provided there is no conflicting evidence.
Since the reporting levels address this
commentor' a concern, no change is necessary in the proposed
rules.
331. COMMENT: Commentor 50 states that if maintaining no change
in water quality is the only framework under which implementation of the policy can be accomplished, there is no point in
considering any of the comments.
RESPONSE: The proposed rules do allow nonsignificant changes in
water quality, as well as provide procedures for obtaining an
authorization to degrade.
332. COMMENT: Commentor 50 states that rational people support
the concept that whenever, in the establishment of public policy, you have scientific evidence which established that as a
result of an action people's health will suffer, that is an
objective criteria. There are always changes which will occur;
these changes may or may not be harmful to human health.
RESPONSE: See Response 333.
333. COMMENT: Commentor 50 states that the agency concludes
that no chemical change to the water is the standard.
This
commentor suggests that a standard is reasonable if it does not
compromise public health. Therefore, the rules should be based
on standards that protect human health rather than a "no
change" standard.
RESPONSE: The nondegradation policy was enacted to protect
quality better than the standard by maintaining that high quality.
The difference between the policy and the water quality
standards is that the standards protect public health and the
environment, while the nondegradation policy protects and maintains existing water quality.
Therefore, rules implementing
the policy must be based on the maintenance of quality rather
than the protection of health.
334. COMMENT: Commentor 50 states that the legislature was
clear that it expected the agency to develop reasonable standards and expressed concern about social and economic factors.
The legislature expected significant changes would be monitored
by the agency. What they got, is that every proposed water use
in the state of Montana is subject to agency review, with the
applicant forced to prove they do not have a problem.
I do not
believe this is what the legislature intended.
RESPONSE: Activities that meet the nonsignificance criteria are
not necessarily under department review, unless the individual
requests a nonsignificance determination from the department or
15-8/11/94
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the activity is otherwise permitted by the department.
335. COMMENT: Comment or 52 states that the original intent of
individuals proposing the nondegradation legislation was to
make subdivision developments accountable for degradation of
surface waters in a manner similar to that being required for
the mining industry.
Since the issue of ground water degradation is now part of the policy, the allowable limits for nitrate in ground water should be based on modelling bacterial/viral transport versus nitrate.
RESPONSE: The committee notes show that the legislature was
aware that SB 401 applied to both surface and ground water.
Using nitrate as an indicator for bacterial/viral transport,
however, is not appropriate.
In situations where nitrate lev·
els are the result of naturally occurring nitrate or applied
nitrates from agricultural operations, there is no concern over
bacterial/viral transport.
336. COMMENT: Commentor 52 states that work must progress towards promoting state of the art rather than acceptance of the
status quo in the appropriate technologies.
We desperately
need to abandon the outmoded emphasis which utilize only system-by-system impact analyses.
An approach which first takes
into account cumulative effects and then considers the particular impacts, regardless of any specific focus or parameter, may
soon be seen as being an absolute requirement.
RESPONSE: Cumulative effects on water quality are addressed
through monitoring and wellhead protection programs.
While the
proposed rules do not specify procedures for tracking cumula·
tive impacts, those effects will be addressed when required.
337. COMMENT: Commentor 57 states that the proposed rules approach to increased population must be brought closer to reality.

RESPONSE: Comment noted.
338. COMMENT: Commentor 58 submitted a verbatim transcript of
the summarized paragraph in minutes of the House Taxation Committee on February 4, 1993, on the department's proposed fee
bill.
RESPONSE: This comment is not germane to the proposed rule.
COMMENT: Commentor 59 states that the rules must have all
references to retroactive agency review deleted.

339.

RESPONSE: Rule !1(13) defines new or increased sources as Lho;,e
activities occurring on or after t.he effective date of the
nondegradation statute.
No further change is necessary to
prevent retroactive application of the rules.
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340. COMMENT, Commentor 60 states that many of the comments
submit ted by the Lewis & Clark Water Quality Protect ion District were not addressed in the final draft and most of the
questions asked remain unanswered. This is disappointing given
the time spent in reviewing the proposed rules.
RESPONSE; During the informal review process all comments were
considered and the proposed rule reflects the result of this
consideration.
The law does not require a formal agency response to informal rule proposals.
More importantly, the volume of these comments and limited agency resources precluded
the development of formal responses.
341. COMMENT; Commentor 67 states that mixing zones should not
be exempt from the degradation policy.
RESPONSE; See Response 173.
342. COMMENT; Commentors 67, 69, 70, and 129 state that strict
limits, perhaps in scope and duration, should be placed on the
size of the mixing zones.
RESPONSE; The proposed rules implement the nondegradation policy, not the mixing zone requirements.
Comments on the mixing
zone rules wi 11 be considered during the adoption of those
rules.
343. COMMENT; Commentor 67 states that the mixing zones limits
should be available for public review prior to nondegradation
approval.
RESPONSE; See Response 342.
Public review of mixing zone limits will be available during the rulemaking proceeding for
mixing zone requirements.
In addition, a supplemental not ice
for the nondegradation rules will allow public comment on mixing zones concurrently with the nondegradation rules.
344. COMMENT: Commentor 68 states that the proposed rules reflect the intent of the legislature.
RESPONSE: Comment noted.
345. COMMENT: Comment or 68
measurable and achievable.

states

that

standards

should

be

RESPONSE: See Response 1 through 12.
346. COMMENT: Commentor 69 states that citizens must have ac-.
cess to information in all phases of the permitting process.
RESPONSE: See Response 103.
347. COMMENT: Commentor 69 states that prohibiting subsurface
mixing zones should be considered.
15-8/11/94
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RESPONSE: Prohibiting subsurface mixing zones is not practical.
Therefore, the final rules will allow such mixing zones.
·
348. COMMENT: Commentor 70 states that the concept of m1xing
zones should be retained in the nondegradation rules.
RESPONSE: The final rules allow mixing zones.
34 9. COMMENT: Comment or 71 states that the department shou 1d
not propose changes to the rules during the hearing without
opportunity for public comment.
RESPONSE: See Response 244.
350. COMMENT: Commentor 71 states that the board should reconsider the entire concept of categorical exclusions.

RESPONSE: § 75-5-301 (5) (c), MCA, authorizes the adoption of
criteria for "
determining whether a proposed activity or
class of activities will result in nonsignificant changes in
water quality ... " This provision allows the adopt: ion of cat:e·gories of activities that are nonsignificant.
Those categories
will remain in the final rule as implementation of the policy
without such categories is not feasible.
351. COMMENT: Commentor 71 states that the proposed rules in
terpret the nondegradation too broadly in that they equate any
change in the environment to pollution.

RESPONSE: The proposed rules allow nonsignificant changes in
water quality, as well as provide procedures for authorizations
to degrade.
For this reason, the proposed rules fairly meet
the intent of the nondegradation statute and will not be
changed to conflict with that: intent.
352. COMMENT: Commentor 73 states that: t:he rules should be
amended to provide a more reasonable approach to economic development in the State.
Without amendment, the rules will
seriously discourage and impede economic growth.

RESPONSE: The proposed rules have been modified in response to
public comment.
Whether or not the economic impact of the
rules is lessened as a result of those modifications is un
known.
More importantly, it is not appropriate for the agency
to consider the economic impact of rules when those rules are a
direct response to a legislative enactment.
COMMENT: Comment or 75 states that these rules wi 11 not
irreparably harm the agriculture and timber industries and will
not ruin the hardrock and real estate development industries.
The rules will make them pay for t:he environmental costs of
their actions--as they should.
353.

RESPONSE: Comment noted.
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354. COMMENT: Commentor 75 states that the real-estate industry
complains that these rules will potentially harm housing availability, yet they are responsible for impacts on the environment.
The industry has promoted the benefits of clean water
without accepting responsibility for degrading the resources,
RESPONSE: Comment noted.
355. COMMENT: Commentors 75, 76, and 89 state that
charge needs a mixing zone, it is significant.

if a dis-

RESPONSE: See Response 173.
3 56. COMMENT: Comment or 75 states that mixing zones are not
appropriate for substances that bioaccumulate or biomagnify.
RESPONSE: The proposed rules do not allow mixing zones for
these substances.
Therefore, no change in the rules is necessary to address this comment.
357. COMMENT: Commentor 75 states that Montana does not have
plenty of clean water to throw away. We must have a strong and
enforceable nondegradation policy.
RESPONSE: Comment noted.
358. COMMENT: Commentors 76 and 77 state that anti-degradation
means no loss of beneficial uses. Please, reconsider your proposed changes to ensure the protection of uses.
RESPONSE: The proposed rules include an overriding requirement
in Rule III(2) (a) that assures the protection of existing and
anticipated uses.
Therefore, no change to the rules is necessary to protect beneficial uses.
359. COMMENT: Commentor 77 states that nitrate limits for domestic sewage should be controlled by amending rules for permitting domestic sewage systems.
RESPONSE: The nondegradation requirements are separate from the
permitting requirements for domestic sewage systems.
The proposed rules must implement the policy consistent with the requirements of the statute and according to the guidance in the
rulemaking authority.
Neither the nondegradation statute nor
the rulemaking authority provide for rules regulating the permitting requirements of domestic sewage systems.
360. COMMENT: Commentors 77 and 78 state that the rules need to
balance the need for protecting the environment with the need
to maintain and promote a mining industry in Montana.
RESPONSE: This comment is not specific enough to provide a
response.
The proposed rules are reasonably necessary to implement the policy and are consistent with its requirements.
15~8/ll/94
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361. COMMENT: Commentors 78, 80, 88, 93, 94, 96, 112,
113, and
115 state that adoption of the proposed rules should be delayed
until the board's meeting in March in order to properly consider the comments and to allow review of the effects of the mixing zone rules, which should be ready at that time.
RESPONSE: Adoption of the proposed rules is being delayed until
all responses to comments have been addressed.
The mixing zone
rules will be adopted at the same time as the nondegradation
rules if possible.
362. COMMENT: Commentor 79 states that these rules amount to
confiscation of private property by reducing the value of property for alternate uses.
RESPONSE: It is presumed that legislative enactments are con·
stitutional.
~ ~.
Response 320.
Therefoi·e, it must be
presumed that the nondegr·adation statute and its implementing
regulations do not take away or destroy the use of private
property in violation of the constitution.
363. COMMENT: Commentors 79 and BO state that these rules are
an expression of the anti-business government policy.
RESPONSE: This comment is not specific enough to formulate a
response.
As far as the general criticism of the proposed
rules, the proposed rules fairly meet the intent of and are
consistent with the nondegradation statute enacted by the Legislature.
364. COMMENT: Comment or 80 states that some of these r·u les will
preclude the possibility of responsible development.
RESPONSE: The rules implement the nondegradation pol icy.
'l'he
policy is meant to protect the state's water and thereby promote responsible development.
365. COMMENT: Commentors 83 and 94 state that these rules, by
allowing further pollution, put the Bull Trout in further jeopardy.
RESPONSE: The nondegradation statute and Rule III (2) (a) protect
existing and anticipated uses by requiring the quality of water
necessary to protect those uses.
For this reason, the proposed
rules will not endanger the Bull Trout.
366. COMMENT: Commentor 84 states that these rules will add to
the problem of affordable housing.
RESPONSE: Comment noted.
367. COMMENT: Commentor 84 states that the deparlment needs to
be consistent and not cl1ange its position on significar1ce.
MuntdnU.
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RESPONSE: Comment noted.
The final rules will include the
nonsignificant criteria as modified in response to comments.
368. COMMENT: Commentor 84 states that we do not have enough
basic data about existing conditions in ground water to adopt
new rules.
RESPONSE: The board is required by law to adopt rules implementing the nondegradation policy.
Obtaining data on existing
ground water conditions is not reason to delay the promulgation
of rules required for the protection of those waters.
For this
reason, delay in adopting the rules is inappropriate.
369. COMMENT: Commentor 84 states that instead of adopting
rules that would prohibit septic tanks and drain£ ields, the
state should identify and provide specific alternatives, provide the public with detailed cost and effectiveness statistics, and present a proposal to the Legislature to outlaw or
restrict septic tanks and drainfields.
RESPONSE: Implementation of the policy concerns the protection
of water, not the identification of alternatives or an analysis
of costs for alternative systems.
In addition, although the
policy and its implementing rules may limit or restrict the use
of these systems, they do not impose an absolute ban on their
use.

370. COMMENT: Commentor 84 suggests a rule for determining
nonsignificance that would prohibit discharges to ground water
within 1000 feet of a major stream, unless the discharge waters
are of equal or better quality than the receiving stream.
The
rationale for this rule is that the proposed rules require
methods of detecting water quality that are not feasible.
Commentor 79 suggests that there should be no distance requirement.
RESPONSE: Limitations in the nonsignif icance rules are based
upon the criteria in § 75-5-301 (5) (c), MCA, which require a
consideration of the effects on water quality.
A rule that is
not based on the effects on water quality is inappropriate,
especially when it relies on an arbitrary distance from water.
Therefore, the suggested change will not be included in the
final rule.
371. COMMENT: Commentor 84 and 85 state that the new rules do
not have acceptable methods for determining compliance and that
professional people in the field cannot furnish the required
data.
RESPONSE: See Response 40.
372. COMMENT: Commentor 85 states that the objectives of SB 401
have not been achieved by these rules. They should be revised.
15-8/11/94
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RESPONSE:
response.

This comment

is not specific enough to formulate a

373. COMMENT: Commentor 86 states that the requirements for
reviews of authorizations every 5 years should be in these
rules.
RESPONSE: See Response 327.
374. COMMENT: Commentor 89 states that the only provision for
public participation is in the proposed amendment Lo Rule
VII(3).
There should be more opportunity for citizen participation on activities that have the potential to degrade state
waters.
RESPONSE: See Response 103.
375. COMMENT: Commentor 90 states that there is no absolute
constitutional prohibition against degradation, but the protection of water must be balanced against the inalienable rights
of pursuing life's basic necessities, including the right to
acquire property and use water for beneficial purposes.
The
rules should implement the nondegradat ion policy by defining
the details of this balance in a reasonable way.
To be reasonable the rules must define achievable goals and parameters.
RESPONSE: The proposed rules were drafted in view of the Statement of Intent included in SB 401 and the guidance in § 75-5·
301, MCA.
For these reasons, the rules should achieve this
balance.
376. COMMENT: Commentor 92 states that the current provisions
for development of site specific standards should be retained.
RESPONSE: Proposed amendments to the water quality standards
retain the provisions for site specific criteria.
The current
provisions have been modified in this rulemaking and extended
to other stream classifications, which do not include prov isions for site specific criteria.
377. COMMENT: Commentors 92 and 93 state that these rules do
not treat all sources of nitrate equally. Agricultural practices contribute large amounts of nitrate, some of which are unregulated. All sources should be treated equally.
RESPONSE: See Response 227.
378. COMMENT: Commentor 93 asks whether lowering of water quality means concentration, load, or both?
RESPONSE: See Response 146.
379. COMMENT: Commentor 95 states asks What the relationship is
l5-U!ll/'J4
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between •significance• as used in these rules and "significance
as used in MEPA?
If they are not the same, a different term
should be used in these rules.
RESPONSE: There is no relationship between the use of the term
"significance• in these rules and as it is used in MEPA.
•significance•, as used under the proposed rules, provides a method
for determining what types of activities are considered nonsignificant according to criteria which addresses potential for
harm to human health and the environment.
Under those criteria, activities found nonsignificant are excluded from the
definition of "degradation• due to their low potential to significantly change existing water quality. This determination of
significance is a very narrow assessment of the change in existing water quality.
Significance under MEPA, on the other
hand, considers a broad range of impacts to the "human environment", including secondary impacts, in order to determine
whether an Environmental Impact Statement is required. Through
this rulemaking proceeding, a consideration of impacts to water
quality has been conducted similar to the analysis required by
MEPA.
The use of the term •significance• will remain in the
final rule, as it is consistent with the legislative directive
to develop criteria for determining nonsignificant changes in
water quality.
380. COMMENT: commentor 95 asks whether these rules apply to
hard rock and placer exploration? Is the department prepared to
review approximately 300 to 600 such activities per year?
Should they be categorically exempted?
RESPONSE: Yes, the rules do apply to hard rock and placer exploration. The department will, within the constraints imposed
by staffing limitations, review all such exploration activities
in a timely manner.
381. COMMENT: Commentor 96 states that these rules do not •prohibit" degradation.
RESPONSE: The proposed rules are consistent with the nondegradation policy, which does not prohibit degradation but provides
a process for making an informed decision on whether or not
degradation may be allowed according to the requirements of §
75-5-303, MCA.
382. COMMENT: Commentor 98 asks how the cases where the actual
levels are less than reliable quantification levels will be
handled?
RESPONSE: See Response 6, 7, 12, and 40.
393. COMMENT: Commentor 99 states that water is our most important resource and the proposed rules must achieve a balance in
determining what kinds of human activities are important enough
to compromise water quality.
15-8/ll/94
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RESPONSE: The proposed rules have been developed according to
the guidance in the nondegradation statute and in response to
public comment.
Accordingly, the proposed rules allow only
nonsignificant changes in water quality and provide a process
for full public participation in any decision to authorize
degradation.
The procedures for allowing degradation ensure
that only those activities that benefit society will be allowed.
384. COMMENT: Commentor 100 states that the current policy
should not be weakened and opposes its amendment by SB 401.
RESPONSE: This comment cannot be addressed because the 1971
nondegradation policy was amended by SB 401 during the 1933
legislative session.
Consequently, the proposed rules implement the new nondegradation policy.
385. COMMENT: Commentors 101, 105, 106, 109, 110, 127, 128, and
129 state that our water quality should not be lowered.
Our
water quality should be raised.
RESPONSE: The nondegradation policy is not meant to improve the
quality of water, but to maintain existing water quality.
The
proposed rules implement this policy.
386. COMMENT: Commentor 103 states that the final decision of
these rules should be postponed for 6 months to allow for further study and public input.
In the interim, the current standards and rules should be applied.
RESPONSE: During the 1993 legislative session, the provisions
of the 1971 nondegradation law were repealed and r·eplaced by
the provisions of SB 401.
With the repeal of the 1971 provisions, the rules implementing the 1971 policy were no longer
consistent with the requirements of SB 4 01.
Consequently,
those rules cannot implement the requirements of the new law,
which became effective April 29, 1993. The suggestion to delay
adoption of the proposed rules and use the old rules would
contravene existing statutory requirements and, therefore, must
be rejected.
387. COMMENT:
the rules is?

Commentor 103 asks what

the economic

impact of

RESPONSE: The proposed rules were developed as a result of a
legislative mandate to adopt rules according to the statutory
guidelines of § 75-5-301, MCA.
There is no authority in the
statutory guidance or in the Water Quality Act for the agency
to consider the economic impacts resulting from implementation
of the policy.
Consequently, no economic analysis was consid ..
ered or developed regarding the adoption of these rules.
388.

COMMENT,

Commentor 103 states that the ones who use Mon-
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tana's water should pay the costs of keeping it clean.
RESPONSE:
response.

This comment is not specific enough to formulate a

389. COMMENT: Commentor 107 (DNRC) states that all state agencies should employ the same basic approach when using a cost
benefit analysis in their environmental impact statements and
their permitting decisions.
The cost benefit analysis should
conform to well established, professionally defensible theories
and practices of economics. Therefore, this commentor proposes
amendments to the rules, particularly Rule V, regarding the
economic analysis required under that rule in order to avoid
conflicts with the cost benefit analysis conducted by DNRC
under the Major Facility Siting Act and the Water Reservation
Program.
RESPONSE: Rule IV(7) and Rule V(4) were modified in response to
Commentor 107 for the reasons given in Response 122.
The primary reason for the modifications was to provide guidance to
the public and the agency regarding the method to be used in
weighing the benefits and costs to society resulting from a
proposal to degrade.
390. COMMENT: Comment or 108 (Confederated Salish and Kootenai
Tribes) state that they remain willing to work with the board
to achieve comprehensive water quality protection for all Montana waters.
RESPONSE: Comment noted.
3 91. COMMENT: Commentor 113 states that the procedures for
preforming cost benefits must be improved. A two tier process
should be established so that less effort is required for projects with little impact.
RESPONSE: The parts of the rules dealing with cost benefit
analyses have been modified to clarify them.
The suggestion
for a two tier process was considered and rejected as unnecessarily complex.
392. COMMENT: Commentor 115 states that provision for the development of site specific standards and associated permit
limits for all waters needs to be in these rules.
RESPONSE: This change is included in the surface water quality
standards. See Response 376.
393. COMMENT: Commentor 115 states that the use of site specific criteria developed by an applicant must not be conditional
if the results are obtained in conformance with the rules.
Thus, the language proposed in the surface water quality standards dealing with site specific standards must be changed back
to the current language.
15-8/ll/94
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RESPONSE: The provision for site specific criteria must be
changed in order for the department to consider other routes of
exposure, such as sediment contact and ingestion of organisms
with elevated concentrations of toxicants.
COMMENT: Commentor 116 asks the board to be conservative
in labeling things nonsignificant.

394.

RESPONSE: Comment noted.
395. COMMENT: Comment or 118 asks how and where the department
has complied with the 1989 HB 757 section 13?

RESPONSE: See Response 257.
396. COMMENT: Commentor 119 asks that what
be tied to what is detectable.

is signi.f icant

not

RESPONSE: See Response 6 and 7.
397. COMMENT: Commentor 119 states that for standards that are
below detection levels, standards should be based on calculated
concentrations in the receiving water. Any change thal would
cause a 10\ increase in the receiving water should be considered significant in these cases.

RESPONSE: See Response 6 and 7.
398. COMMENT: Commentor 120 states that the categorical exclu
sions for nonsignificance makes it impossible to comply with
MEPA requirements to assess and mitigate cumulative impacts
which will escape public review.
RESPONSE: The rules adopted by the board implementing MEPA
allow the agency to use an interdisciplinary approach in evaluating alternatives and determining the significance of a state
action pursuant to ARM 16.2.626.
Through this process the
agency may determine that a proposed action, including the
adoption of rules,
meets the functional equivalence of an EA,
provided the action does not result in significant impacts
requiring an EIS.
The legislative guidance for establishing
nonsignificance require the agency to take into account harm,
length of time, character of the pollutant, and equate significance with those parameters that are potentially harmful to
human health or the environment.
The agency has considered the
impacts to the environment through the development of the criteria, whose function is to protect existing water quality, and
tak.en into account public comment.
This has been accompli shed
through this rulemaking proceeding. Since the agency has determined that the adoption of the categorical exclusions under~
Rule VIII

is not a

significant state action dnd the objectives
this rulemaking, adoption ot

of MEPA have been met through
these rules complies with MEPA.
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399. COMMENT: Commentor 120 states that the provision of 75-5303 (4) (B), MCA, requiring the preliminary decision to include
"the limits of degradation authorized" and the "methods for
determining compliance with the authorization to degrade." The
proposed rules must include these requirements.
RESPONSE: Rule VI ( 2) requires the preliminary decision issued
by the department to contain the following: (1) "(f) the amount
of allowed degradation"; and (2) "(h) a description of all
monitoring and reporting requirements".
Those requirements
meet the requirements of § 75-5-303, MCA, regarding the inclusion in the preliminary decision of the limits of degradation
and the methods for determining compliance.
Therefore, no
further change is necessary.
RESPONSE TO PUBLIC COMMENTS RECEIVED IN RESPONSE TO THE PUBLIC
HEARING OF MAY 20, 1994, INCLUDING COMMENTS RECEIVED PRIOR TO
MAY 27, 1994
RE:
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS AND NEW RULES ON NONDEGRADATION,
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59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108

Newton Conklin
Amy Anderson
Shane M. Renfro,
Richard E. Renfro
Harold Moss
Harold Moss
Clayton Berg
Juanler Raunig
Judy Gudgel
Tex Cates
Marilyn Risley
J.T. Meenach
Trudi Edwards
Len Kehl
Rod Filtut
Mary J. Kohn
J.F. Schombel
Bob Pauley
Carla Zinsmann
Floyd "Tiny• Wright
Teresa Polumsky
Andy Polumsky
Harry June
Wm P. & Audrey C. Hammer
Mary K. Chelen
Bob, Markovich Const.
Belle C. Richards
Joan Hurdle
Nell Kubesh
Thomas A. Aichlmayer
Tim Evans
Charles H. Hamwey
Phil Taylor
Gerald Anderson
Lyle Root
June Jones
Barbara Hebrard
Martin Onishuk
Melodie Stewart
R.L. Hawks
Layna Lyons
Debbie M. Grillo
Richard H. Mcintyre
Catherine Bagley
WRITTEN TESTIMONY RECEIVED AT BHES HEARING ON 05/20/94
Greg Fay
Abe Horpestad
Frank Colwell
Abe Horpestad
Keith Goodman
Dan L. Fraser
Jim Katz
Richard Parks
Rich Morris
Rod Walinchus
Trinette Ashcraft
Tom Travis
James Wempner
Ric Smith
Bill Ogden
Ken Donovan
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109

Esther Lilly
Jess Coulston
Lane Coulston
Joel Shouse
Wi 11 iam C. Bradt
Dave Gano

110
111

Paul Hawks
Western Env. Trade Assoc
Mont. Assoc of Realtors
Mont. Water Resources Asc
Mont. Stockgrower's Assoc
Colstrip Energy Ltd Part.
Mont. Coal Council
Mont.
Wood
Product's

As soc
Mont. Bldg Industry Assoc
Mont. Mining Assoc
Mont. Petroleum Assoc
Mont. Dairymen's Assoc
Mont. Farm Bureau
Yellowstone Energy Partnership Limited
Mont. Contractor's Assoc
Mont. Chamber of Commerce
112 Collin Bangs
113 Joe Steiner
114 Max Weiss
115 Map and graphs

116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140

WRITTEN TESTIMONY RECEIVED THROUGH
COMMENT PERIOD ENDING 05/27/94
Joseph Papez
S. Werb
Michael Ford
141 Chip Pr?
Paul J. Bach
Lucille Nisby
Thomas H. Langel
Lisi Beneke
Barbara Berndt
142 Pat & Dick Tourangeau
Janice L. McAndrew
143 Doris W. & John T. Wood
Robert E. Mandeville
144 Tamara J. Johnson
Gene E. Cook
Merle D. Lloyd
Craig FauntLeRoy
Keith L. Olson
Jackie Smart
Bruce Vincent
Sharon G. Roos
Peggy A. Wagner
Briggs and Alice Austin
145 Brian D. Sugden
Patrick McNutt
146 Roger & Olive Robison
Tiffany Burgad
147 Victoria MacDonald
Rick Oncken
148 Lyle & Donna Quick
Patsy Plaggemeyer
149 Mona L. Munson
Charlie 0. Wright
150 Celeste G. Engel
Donald K. Laughlin
151 Trout Unlimited
David D. Traylor
152 Laurel Walter
Boyd I. McGee
153 Marilyn Roos
Bab Kelly
154 H.S. Everingham
Robert W. Stickney
155 Marshall E. Bloom
Howard W. Lyons
156 Jean Carter
Ellen L. Parks
157 Patrick R. Robins
Charles Dundas
158 ?, Caldwell Banker
Albert Gile, Jr
159 Donna May
Ida R. Reynolds
160 Larry T. Lund
L. Earl Reynolds
161 Duane B. Hayward
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162 Terri L. Ask
163 Mark Dickerson
164 Salvatore vaspol
165 Gail & John Richardson
166-169 Blank
170 John Standish
171 Shane Erickson
172 Robin Cunningham
173 Garth & Jane Voight
174 Russell I. Jones
175 Ray Lee
176 Joe Gutkoski
177 Barbara Bowlen
178 Montana Rural Water Sys-

tems,
179

Inc
Mr.

&

Mrs.

Robert

A.

Smith
180
181

182
183
184

185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193

194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201

202
203
204

205
206
207
208

209
210
211
212

Jim Risner
Susan T. Wean
John 0. Marsden
Jose Steiner
Rosalea F. Abelin
Joan Rysharry
Larry L. Evans
Tom Breitbach
Julia Page
Andrea Standers
Mary Ann Jones
Debby Boots
Jerry L. Nordstrom
David Davenport
Guy Graham
Vivian Drake
Marian J. Setter
Donald M. Hart
Greg Vidmar
Patricia Messenger
Gregory M. Tollefson
Geoffrey s. Smith
Scott Mason
Jennifer Martin
Richmond H. Grout
Sue & Ralph Glidden
Mary & Merl Olson
Mavis & Robert McKelvey
Robert M. & Nancy Ballou
Jack V. Logozzo
Deborah W. Richie
Bruce Farling
Leo Berry
Janice L. Rehberg
Don Allen
Noel E. Williams
Gerald R. Criner

213
21.4
215
216
217
218
219

220
221
222
223
224

225
226
227
228

229
230

231
232
233
234
235
236
237

238
239
240

241
242
243
244
24S
246

247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255

256
2S7
258
259

260

Lawrence A. Dolezal
Noel Rosetta
Herbert Johnson
Lauran E. Dundee
Kathleen Walters
James F. Curtis
Jan Willey
Brant Oswald
Mark Simonich
John E. Bloomquist
Rial & Jenda Ctunmi.ngs
Jeanne K. Peterman
Boyd Bernard
Phil Rotherham
Robert C. I,ucas
Douglas C. Parker
Arlene Montgomery
Patty Kluver
Cindy Patterson-Stein
Gary B. Murray
Rod Lorang
Kenneth Stein
Clark Alexis
Debra Beaver
Donald H. Kern
James M. Stauffer
Jerry DiMarco
Emily K. Smith
Sue & Harry Siebert
James J. O'Toole
Robert J. Whalen, Jr
Jim Joslyn
John S. Fitzpatrick
Alan L. Joscelyn
Michael E. Murphy
Jim Greene

Sharlon L. Willows
Martha Vogt
Bonnie Wisherd Brewer
Lynn F. Carey
Becky Helding
Doris Milner
Stu Levit
Paul Eichwald
David R. Paoli
Bruce Gilbert
Noel E. Williams
Gerald R. Criner
Lawrence A. Dolezal
Jeanne-Marie Souvigney
Ron Messer
Ellen Knight
Mark S. Connell
Brian L. Kuehl
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261
262

Vicki Watson
William C. Brandt
Loren Meril

WRITTEN TESTIMONY RECEIVED AT BHES HEARING ON 05/20/94
Abe Horpestad
Debbie Sauskojus
Rafael M. Liston
Bob Kern
Wm L. & Lorraine Baker
Bob Evans
Carmen Redmond
303 Jeff Cornell
Scott Farley
304 Marv Bethea
John Glach
305 Lloyd Eikert
Ruth Egan
306 Brooke A. Bushman
Darlene Lowry
307 Mary E. Cockerham
? Stahl
308 Patty Dorlund
John V. Puckett
309 Nell Kubesh
Bob Oset
310 Florence Zundel
Jim Meade
310 Joan Humiston
Betty duPont
311 Florence Ore
Roy S. O'Connor
312 Phyllis L. Wolfe
Wayne A. Wilcox
313 Jim Barrett
Peggy Stellmach
314 Jerry Iverson
Dj u. Dondurant
315 Alice & Briggs M. Austin
Sheila L. Veerkamp
316 Richard D. Cohen
Betty Wilkins
Charles Pilgrim
Sandy Schlotterbeck
Frances Clark
Donna Wensel
Tom Parae
David D. Traylor
John D. Haynes
Al Hicks
Pam Langley
Russell E. Estes
Sandra s. Lee
Michael L. McKenna
Katherine R. McKenna
Diana Heimer
Fred Bell
Connie Hahn
Jerry Wadkin
Tom Parae
Lela Decock
Cindy Kostrba
Jim Lytle
300 Tom Parae
Lela Decock
Cindy Kostrba
Jim Lytle
301 Warren Yeley
302 Linda Torrey
Martha O'Meara
Allan Kottwitz

263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
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1.
COMMENT: Commentors 1, 2, 4-20, 22-51, 53-59, 61. 65-70,
75-80, 82, 83, 87-94, 96, 98-101, 112, 119, 120, 122, 123, 125,
126, 128, 129, 131, 132, 134-136, 140-141, 149, 151, 152, 153,
156, 158-163, 168, 169, 171, 174, 179, 180, 216, 218, 230, 271,
277-288, and 291-308 stat:e that it is crit:ical to use septic
tanks and drainfields until suitable alternative systems can be
identified and that the department should approve alternative
systems state wide as rapidly as possible.

RESPONSE: Suitable systems are available, as cited in Department Circular WQB- 5, which contains minimum design slanda~·ds
for on-site alternative wastewater treatment systems.
Those
systems include the following: waste segregation systems, elevated sand mound systems (Wisconsin Mounds), aerobic package
plant systems, intermittent sand filters systems, recirculating
sand filter systems, nutrient removal systems, and other systems provided they have been demonstrated to perform r·el iably
and meet state standards. Counties, however, are not bound by
state approval of these systems and may adopt more stringent
requirements.
The department plans r:o hold training sessions
at various points throughout: the state after the rules are
adopted. These sessions will include explanation of the rules,
how they should be applied and options acceptable under the
rules.
No change in the rules will be made to address this
comment.
2.
COMMENT: Commentors 3 and 251 believe that most people in
Montana desire clean water and that the board shnu ld dedicate
itself to the greatest good tor t:he state.
RESPONSE: Comment noted.
These rules
ments of the amended Water Quality Act.

implement

the

require-

3.
COMMENT: Commentor 21 makes the same comment as No. 1, and
in addition states that it is not fair to treat all propert:ies
the same regardless of their size.
RESPONSE: Rule IX(1) (d) (viii) (A),
(B) and (C) in the mixing
zone rules generally allow larger mixing zones for larger properties. The rules have been changed to add a new provision (C),
which specifically allows larger mixing zones where public
health will be protected by conditions imposed prohibi U ng
development on adjacent land.
4.
COMMENT: Commentors 52, 73, 74, 81, 85, 86, 95, 9·1, 105,
106, 109, 117, 127, 133, 137, 142, 146, 151, 154, 15S, 165,
173, 175, 176, 178, 185, 186, 193, 198, 200, 213,217, 219, 223,
224, 226, 228, 232, 238, 239, 250, 251, 253, 257-261, 263, 266,
270, 272, 275, 276, 309, 310, 314 and 315 state that the self
determination of significance is unacceptable and must be deleted.
They suggest. that all applicants shou 1 d be required to
submit a checklist to Lhe department.
The department would
then make theBe checklists available to the public and would
audit a percentage of them to determine compliance.
These
Muntand
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checklists would also be used to maintain a tracking system to
determine long term compliance.
RESPONSE: Under the law the department must assure that all
activities reviewed, authorized or permitted by the department
comply with the law.
This means that the department will determine significance in most cases, and language has been added
in Rule IV(1) to clarify this.
Therefore, the suggested modifications to the rules are not necessary and will not be adopted into these rules.
The final rule will include a provision
clarifying that all activities that are permitted or authorized
by the department will be reviewed for nonsignificance by the
department.
5.
COMMENT: Commentors 60, 62, 71, 72, 112, 183, 195, 196 and
225 point out that the cost of sand filtration systems would
drastically hurt affordability, could stop home construction in
some areas, and have not been proven to reduce nitrates to 2.5
parts per million.
RESPONSE: This comment is not specific enough to justify a
change in the rules so none will be made.
The use of level 2
treatment could increase the cost of a new home by approximately 2\ to 5\. As stated in Response 1, there are several treatment systems that will comply with the level 2 removal requirements and allow the activity to be considered nonsignificant.
6.
COMMENT: Commentors 60, 62, 71, 72, 112, 183, 191, 195, 196
and 225 contend that it will be virtually impossible for a
homeowner to prove that they are in compliance with the nondegradation requirements.
RESPONSE: This comment is not specific enough to justify a
change in the rules so none will be made. The nondegradation
requirements apply to new or increased activities.
Thus, existing homeowners are exempt from the requirements.
The rules
are designed to prevent construction of systems that will result in degradation.
For new or increased sources, homeowners
will be in compliance provided their waste treatment systems
are determined to cause nonsignificant changes in water quality.
7.
COMMENT: Commentors 60, 62, 71,
196, 225, 242, 243 and 289 infer that
to monitor these regulations and that
nondegradation may not be available or

72, 113, 183, 191, 195,
the state cannot afford
the expertise to assure
affordable.

RESPONSE: This comment is not specific enough to justify a
change in the rules so none will be made.
As mentioned in
Response 6, the concept of nondegradation is to prevent problems not to correct them.
Although difficult to project, the
administration of these rules does not appear to be an unreasonable burden on the State.
Expertise does exist to comply
with these rules.
15-8/11/94
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8.
and
all
ing

COMMENT: Commentors 60, 62, 71, 72, 112, 183, 191, 195, 196
225 contend that these rules have the potential to force
Montanans to live on central services and that the resultload cannot be absorbed by the municipalities.

RESPONSE: This comment is not specific enough to justify a
change in the rules so none will be made. These rules may result in more people choosing to live where they can use central
systems. They will not reguire central systems; in many cases
properly utilized on-site systems will continued to be the
preferred type of disposal.
9.
COMMENT: Commentors 60, 62, 71, 72, 183, 191, 195, 196 and
225 contend that there is conflicting scientific evidence concerning the measurement of nitrates in ground water.
RESPONSE: This comment is not specific enough to justify a
change in the rules so none will be made. There is some conflicting data regarding the expected concentrations of nitrate
in the effluent from septic tanks and in the ground below the
drainfield trench.
In the absence of specific data, the department will use conservative assumptions of 50 mg/1 under the
drainfield for standard systems, 27 mg/1 under the drainfield
for pressure dosed closed bottomed sand filters, 36 mg/1 under
pressure dosed open bot tamed intermittent sand filters, and
tested values plus 10\ under the drainfields for other systems.
10. COMMENT: Commentors 60, 62, 71, 72, 183, 195, 196 and 225
contend that the Board has an obligation to seek a change in
the nondegradation law at the next session of the legislature
because it cannot administer the present code.
RESPONSE: Until rules are adopted, it is too speculative to say
that the department will be unable to administer these requirements of the Water Quality Act.
While the present law and the
draft rules may require modifications in staff responsibilities
or staffing levels, it is presumed that the department can
administer them.
No change will be made based upon this comment.
11.
COMMENT: Commentor 63 contends that these rules will not
prevent degradation and that all these rules will do is prevent
further development because the criteria cannot be attained.
The rules are "over kill".
RESPONSE: These rules will limit degradation while still allowing responsible development.
12.

COMMENT: Commentor 64 supports clean water.

RESPONSE: Comment noted.
to formulate a response.

This comment was not specific enough
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13.
137,
197,

COMMENT:
142,
213,

146,
217,

Commentors 73,
151,
219,

154,
223,

155,
232,

74, 85, 95, 97, 106, 118, 127,
157, 165, 175, 185, 186, 188,
250, 251, 258 and 272 contend

that dischargers should be required to do everything possible
to meet water quality standards at the end of the pipe with no
mixing zone.
If the discharger cannot meet this requirement, a
nondegradation application should be required for any mixing
zone that will "significantly" change water quality.
RESPONSE: The proposed mixing zone rules have been developed in
conformance with the guidance in the board's rulemaking authority provided in § 75-5-301 (4), MCA.
There is nothing in that
guidance or in the Water Quality Act itself that suggests mixing zones should generally be denied and discharges should
generally be required to obtain authorization to degrade under
§ 75-5-303, MCA.
The only statutory requirements for mixing
zones is that they are as small as practicable with minimum effect
on water uses and have definable boundaries.
This commentor's
suggestion is contrary to the rulemaking authority of the board
and will not be adopted.
14.
COMMENT: Commentors 73, 81 and 198 contend that increases
of nitrate concentration above 5 parts per million in the
ground water are significant.

RESPONSE: The levels for nitrate established under the rules is
consistent with the guidance in § 75-5-301 (5) (c). Nitrate can,
particularly with domestic waste water systems, be an indicator
of other parameters which may be of even greater concern such
as viruses, bacteria and other pathogens. For this reason the
proposed rules treat nitrate from domestic waste water systems
more stringently than from other sources.
These rules limit
nitrate increases from domestic waste to 5 parts per million.
Table I of the rules has been changed, however, to prevent a
change in the background nitrate level from exceeding 2.5 mg/1
for all sources.
15.
COMMENT: Commentor 81 states that existing dischargers be
required to comply with the mixing zone requirements, while
Commentor 227 asks how this will be done.
RESPONSE: Since the applicability section in SB 401 indicated
that the new law would only apply to new or increased sources
commencing after April 29, 1993, the new mixing zone requirements will not be retroactively applied to existing permits.
Existing discharge permits will be reviewed at the time of
their renewal and any new permit issued will have a mixing zone
with definable boundaries. A proposed modification to Rule III
of the mixing zone rules clarifies this point.
16 .
COMMENT : Commentors 97, 105 and 107 contend that there
should not be any categorical exclusions and to delete Rule
VIII.

15-8/11/94
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RESPONSE: Degradation has been defined statutorily to include
any change in water quality except those changes determined
nonsignificant under rules adopted by the board.
The board's
rule making authority requires the adoption of criteria for
determining what activities or classes of activities are nonsignificant.
For this reason, the proposed change will not be
made.
COMMENT: Commentors 104 and 186 question the source of the
removal requirement in level treatment and contends that
level 2 treatment should require 80 percent removal for industrial sources.

17.
60\

RESPONSE: The 60\ figure was chosen because several systems for
treating human waste can achieve this figure.
The definition
of level 2 treatment has been modified to clearly exclude industrial wastes.
Treatment requirements for nitrate resulting
from industrial wastes will be established by the department as
provided in the surface water quality rules.
18.
COMMENT: Commentor 104 states that the department should
develop and provide a list of acceptable treatment techniques
that will achieve the required removal.

RESPONSE: A partial list for systems treating human wastes was
developed in the previous response to comments, which is pro··
vided below.
The costs for various systems and their estimated nitrate
removal efficiencies are:
1.
Standard in-ground septic tank drainfield on-site systems;
$1500 - $2500; 10% removal.
2.
Shallow place cap and fill systems:
$2000 - $3000; 10% to
20% removal.
3.
Low pressure systems: $3000 - 4000; 10% removal.
4.
Bottomless sand filters:
$5000 - $8000; about 50% removal.
5.
Typical trench discharge sand filters:
$6000
10,000;
50\ to 70\ removal.
6.
Mound system or fill systems: $5000 - $10,000; SO% to 70%
removal.
7.
Soil discharge aeration chamber systems: $6000
8,000;
50\ to 80\ removal.
Costa for on-site sewage system are site specific. Therefore, costs will vary depending on site conditions, access,
availability of material and contractor discretion, expertise,
or bidding practices.
Other coats associated with on-site sewage systems 1nclude
costs incurred when improper siti11g, density, design, construe·
tion, or maintenance results in a health hazard.
Stares and
local governments expend hundreds of thousands of dollars per
year in man hours rectifying problems caused by inadequate
systems. In certain areas in the State, such as at Frenchtown,
homeowners and lending agencies have lost either the use of the
property or the value of the property due to inadequate sewage
lS-H/ll/94
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treatment.
There are also instances where health hazards caused by
inadequate on-site sewage systems required the construction and
use of public treatment works in certain areas of the state.
In Montana, the coat associated with constructing these facilities ranges from $10,000 to $30,000 per lot.
19.
COMMENT: Commentor 104 points out that definition (24) in
Rule II does not include nutrients while in Rule VII (1) (c)
refers to trigger values for nutrients.
It is also stated that
there is no trigger value for nitrogen in WQB-7.
RESPONSE: The definition of trigger values should be modified
by inserting "and nutrients" after toxins.
In addition nitrate
plus nitrite, nitrate and phosphorus in surface waters need to
be categorized as nutrients in WQB-7. There is a trigger value
for nitrate plus nitrite and for nitrate in WQB-7.
20.
COMMENT: Commentor 104 contends that increased dischargers, as defined in Rule II (15) of the nondegradation rules,
should not be entitled to both their petcmitted or approved
discharge and the increases allowed by the significance thtceaholda specified in the rules.
RESPONSE: In order to clarify that existing discharges cannot
increase above limits established in a permit without obtaining
an authorization to degrade, the following language will be
added to the definitions in Rule II of the Nondegradation rules
as follows:
"(3)
"Degradation" is defined in 75-5-103. MCA,
and also means any proposed increase of a discharge that exceeds the limits established under or determined from a permit
or approval issued by the department prior to April 29. 1993."
21.
COMMENT: Commentors 104, 186, 197, 198, 238 and 258 contend that the significance thresholds for nitrate in ground
water are too high and points out that the increases should be
tied to existing values. The increases of nitrate proposed in
Table I may degrade surface water. In addition, there is a lack
of data to establish that treatment systems, which remove nitrate, also remove a proportionate amount of pathogens.
The
proposed rules encourage discharges to ground water while moving towards tighter nutrient controls for municipal discharges.
RESPONSE: The levels for nitrate established under the rules
are consistent with the guidance in § 75-5-301(5) (c).
Proposed
changes to Table I clarify that •existing values• refers to the
levels existing at the time the law was passed. Section (1) (d)
of Rule VII specifically limits the effect of nitrate increases
in ground water based on the expected effects on surface water.
While it is not possible at this time to quantify the pathogen
removal efficiency associated with nitrate removal systems,
professional judgement indicates that a significant amount of
viruses, bacteria and other pathogens will be removed with
15-8/ll/94
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these systems.
Finally, these rules will not encourage dis~
charges to ground waters but will in fact discourage them.
For
the reasons stated above, no further changes will be made based
upon this comment.
22. COMMENT: Commentor 104 contends that nitrate, nitrite and
ammonia increases in ground water caused by septic tank disposal systems should be covered by encouraging a class authorization for these systems.
RESPONSE: While class authorizations may be appropriate for
certain activities, the on-going construction of homes argues
against delaying the adoption of rules that allow nonsignificant changes in nitrate levels resulting from on-site treatment
systems. Class authorizations for individual counties would
delay construction throughout the state until those activities
are approved through a process that may take years to accomplish. Clearly the legislature did not intend this result.
23.
COMMENT: Commentors 105, 106, 198, 217, 219, 251, 257,
260, and 275 contend that the significance threshold for nitrate increases in ground water should be 2. 5 parts per mi 1lion.
Response: See Response 14.
24.
COMMENT: Commentors 105, 186 and 228 contend that the
board should adopt a definition of •natural condition" in these
rules.
RESPONSE: The provision referencing "natural condition" is
derived from § 75-5-306, MCA, in the Water Quality Act.
The
term is used in the surface water quality standards, and its
inclusion in rules amending the surface water quality standards
and establishing requirements for mixing zones is appropriate.
Defining this term is not necessary for the adoption of these
rules.
25.
Comment: Commentors 106, 198, 217, 219, 257, 261 and 275
contend that all "nonsignificant• activities should be required
to use approved best management practices.
RESPONSE: The use of reasonable land, soil, and water conservation practices are more protective than best management practices (BMP) and are required for nonpoint sources.
The suggested change will not be made as BMPs are not appropriate for
point sources that may qualify as nonsignificant.
26.
COMMENT: Commentors 107 and 217 contend that degradation
should not be allowed.
RESPONSE: The rules have been written in response to SB 401,
which specifically allows degradation under limited circumstances. Therefore, no change will be made based upon this
Muntana
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comment.
COMMENT: Commentor 107 contends that there should be no
increase allowed in the nitrate concentration in ground water.

27.

RESPONSE: The levels for nitrate established under the rules
are consistent with the guidance in § 75-5-301 (5) (c), MCA.
COMMENT: Commentors 108, 198 and 262 point out that protecting the ground water will in the long run enhance property
values, and that allowing nitrate contamination of the ground
water will depress the real estate market.
This commentor
contends that a significance threshold of 7.5 parts per million
is too high.
28.

RESPONSE: The draft rules will prevent nitrate concentrations
resulting from the disposal of human waste from exceeding 5
I?arts per million and will require level 2 treatment, i f the
1ncreases will exceed 2. 5 parts per million. The levels for
nitrate established under the rules are consistent with the
guidance in § 75-5-301 (5) (c), MCA.
A modification of Table I
is proposed, which would clarify that "existing values" refers
to levels existing existed at the time the law was passed,
thereby eliminating the use of changing background levels.
29.
COMMENT: Commentor 110 contends that the rules should
contain a provision for the designation of outstanding resource
waters (ORW) .

RESPONSE: Rule !!(19) defines ORW as any waters that are classified as such by the board.
Under § 2-4-315, MCA, any person
may petition the board for the adoption or amendment of rules
that would classify a particular water as an ORW.
30.
COMMENT: Commentor 110 contends that the term "unreasonable interference with or danger to existing beneficial uses"
in Rule III(2) and Rule IV(l) of the mixing zone rules should
be changed to "threaten or impair existing beneficial uses" as
this term is used in Rule VIII(6).

RESPONSE: For consistency, the suggested change will be made.
31.
COMMENT: Commentor 110 contends that the language •may be
appropriate" in Rule !V(2) (a), (c), (e) and (g) of the mixing
zone rules should be changed to "may be nonsignificant due to
their low potential for harm to human health or the environment11

RESPONSE: The present language accurately expresses the intent
to provide agency discretion in designating mixing zones.
The
term "nonsignificant" refers to changes in water that do not
cause degradation. Inclusion of that term in the mixing zone
rules would only cause confusion.
Consequently, the proposed
change will not be made.
15~8/11/94
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32. COMMENT: Commentor 110 contends that allowing the use of a
standard mixing zone without approval from the department is
not legal.
RESPONSE: There is nothing in the rule making authority under §
75~5-301(4), MCA, which precludes allowing individuals to use a
standard mixing zone without approval from the department.
Generally, this will only occur when individuals make "selfdeterminations" of nonsignificance.
As stated in a prior response, instances of self-determinations will seldom occur in
practice.
33.
COMMENT: Commentor 110 contends that allowing a standard
mixing zone for leakage from an impoundment or seepage from a
land application area will allow an escape from department
review.

RESPONSE: See Response 4.
34.
COMMENT: Commentor 110 asks how can there be enough dilution, if a discharge flow exceeds the flow of the receiving
water?

RESPONSE: This comment is not specific enough to justify a
change in the rules so none will be made.
In response to the
comment, this means that the discharge will be very rapidly
mixed, but it does not address the resulting concentrations in
the stream.
Those concentrations may or may not comply with
the requirements for minimum impact and compliance with standards.
35.
COMMENT: Commentor 110 contends that Rule VI(2) (i) of the
nondegradation rules should be modified by deleting "description"
of the mixing zone and inserting
"specifically identifying" the mixing zone.
RESPONSE: This change will be made in order to conform to the
requirements in§ 75-5-301(4), MCA.
36.
COMMENT: Commentors 110 and 186 contend that the language
"In any review subsequent to the first, the department may not
make a determination of incompleteness on the basis of a deficiency which could have been noted in the first review" in Rule
IV(11) of the nondegradation rules should be deleted.
RESPONSE: The provisions in this rule require the information
as necessary to conduct a thorough review.
This particular
requirement will ensure a timely review by the department because it ensures that any requests for supplemental information
will not unduly delay the application process.
The rule will
remain as proposed.
37. COMMENT: Commentor 110 contends that the language dealing
with the required 5 year review in previous version of these
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rules in Rule X should be reinstated.
RESPONSE: Rule X was deleted because it unnecessarily repeated
statutory language, which is prohibited under the Montana AdTherefore, the suggested change
ministrative Procedure Act.
will not be made.
38.
COMMENT: commentor 111, 209-211 and 243 contend that "Existence values" in Rule II (3) and "Opportunity cost" in Rule
II (18) should be deleted and no reference should be made to
those terms in the rules.
RESPONSE: Because the quantification of projected social costs
and benefits (i.e., opportunity costs and existence values) are
imprecise and uncertain, these terms have been removed from the
rules.
39.
COMMENT: Commentors 111, 209-211, 221 and 243 suggest
deleting the definition in Rule Il(l), which provides examples
of "management or conservation practice".
RESPONSE: This language adds clarity and will be retained as
proposed.
40.
COMMENT: Commentors 111, 209-211, 221 and 243, contend
that the definition of outstanding resource waters, Rule
1!(19), should be deleted and all requirements for these waters
removed from the rules.
RESPONSE: Under federal rules, all states are required to designate outstanding resource waters CORW) and provide additional
levels of protection.
The suggested deletion would result in
disapproval of these rules and promulgation of federal rules,
which the state would be required to enforce. The rule will
remain as proposed rather than allow a federal rule, which may
list additional waters as ORWs and corresponding requirements
to protect them.
The rule has been modified, however, to delete the term "recreational" because existing recreational
activities would be excluded and because there is no direct
relationship between degradation and outstanding recreational
significance.
41.
COMMENT: Commentor 111
should be deleted from WQB-7.
RESPONSE:

suggests

that

reporting

values

See Response 90.

42.
COMMENT: Commentors 111 and 209-211 contend the "trigger
values" in Rule II (24) should be deleted and it should not be
used in the rules.
RESPONSE: See Response 90.
43.

COMMENT: Commentors 111 and 209-211 contend that the non-
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degradation Rule 111(2) (b) is unworkable and at a m1n1mum the
Phrase "The assurance will be achieved through ongoing administration by the department of the existing programs for control
of point and nonpoint source discharges" should be used in Rule
III (2) (b).

RESPONSE: The intent of the proposed rule is to require a review of existing permits and programs to ensure compliance
before degradation is allowed in conformance with 40 CFR
131.12 (2).
The proposed language will not be used because it
may unnecessarily preclude some future use of a broader based
assessment of water quality than currently provided by existing
permits and nonpoint source programs.
The rules will be
changed, however, to provide that assurance will be achieved
through the administration of any approved program of the department (i.e., existing or future program).
44.
COMMENT: Commentors 111 and 209-212 contend Rule IV(7)
should be changed to delete the list of information which must
be submitted and instead say that "an applicant shall include
an analysis demonstrating that the proposed activity will provide important economic or social development which exceeds any
cost to society of allowing the proposed change in water quality."
RESPONSE: While this change simplifies the rule, it fails to
clarify what type of factors the department will consider in
the applicant's demonstration. Therefore, it will not be adopted.
45.
COMMENT: Commentors 111, 209, 210, 212 and 221 suggest
modifying Rule V(4) by deleting the current language and replacing it with a list of criteria that would allow the department to approve a project based on the ability of the project
to provide employment, create or maintain a supply of goods and
services, increase local or state revenues, or provide a public
service.
The proposal allows the department to weigh these
benefits against any quantifiable harm to any person caused by
the change in water quality, as well as the ability of the
proposed to foreclose a project that would provide greater
benefits to society.
This change should be made because the
enabling legislation did not contemplate the type of cost benefit analysis proposed in the current rules.
RESPONSE:
In response to the extensive comments on the
cost/benefit analysis in the proposed rules, Rules IV(B) and
V(4) have been modified to provide flexibility in considering
other societal benefits and goals than previously allowed.
Many of the proposed changes suggested by this commentor have
been included in the proposed rules.
In addition, the rules
now give the department discretion to simplify the analysis
depending upon the complexity or magnitude of the proposed
activity.
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46.
COMMENT: commentors 111, 209-212 and 221 suggest deletion
of any reference to changes in flow.
RESPONSE: This provision is consistent with legislative guidance for establishing nonsignificant criteria as it recognizes
the fact that changes in flow can, and do, impact water quality.
§ 75-5-301(5) (c) addresses, among other things, the potential for harm to human health and the environment, not just
discharges of pollutants. Therefore, the suggested change will
not be made.
47.
COMMENT: Commentor 111 suggests changing the language in
Rule VII(1) (c) to treat toxic parameters in the same manner as
harmful parameters. This would allow a 10\ increase as long as
the existing water quality is less than 50\ of the standard, or
if the standard is lower than the reporting value, changes up
to the reporting value should be allowed without considering
the change significant.
RESPONSE: This approach does not consicler the potential for
harm to the environment as required in§ 75-5-301(5) (c), MCA.
This proposal, in conjunct ion with the comment or's suggested
reporting values, allows significantly greater changes in water
quality than allowed under the proposed rules to be consider
nonsignificant. Therefore, the proposed change will not be
made.
48.
COMMENT:
Comment or 111
suggested changes
in Rule
VII(1) (f), which consist of grammar changes and the inclusion
of the provision dealing with reporting values discussed in
Comment 47.
RESPONSE: In conjunction with the suggested reporting values,
this proposed change would allow significantly greater changes
in water quality to be considered nonsignificant and is contrary to the intent of the nondegradation policy. Therefore,
the suggested change will not be made.
49.
COMMENT: Commentor 11, 209-211 and 221 call for deletion
of Rule VII(2) (a) dealing with cumulative impacts or synergistic effects.
The issue of cumulative impacts and synergistic
effects was deleted from SB 401 by the Montana Legislature.
For the Department to have such discretion was viewed as improper by the legislature, and should not be included in these
rules.
RESPONSE: The purpose of the nondegradation policy is to prevent cumulative impacts or the incremental degradation of water.
Since this is the essence of the policy, no specific
wording addressing cumulative impacts was necessary in the
proposed legislation, nor was it proposed.
This does not,
however, preclude the inclusion of cumulative impacts or synergistic effects in the rules implementing the policy.
For the
above reasons, the rule will remain as proposed.
15-B/11/94
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50. COMMENT: Commentors 111, 209 and 211 contend that "remedial" should be added after "emergency" in Rule VIII(l) (c).
RESPONSE: In order to clarify that remedial actions are not
subject to the application procedures under the nondegradation
policy, the suggested change will be included in the final
rule.
51.
COMMENT: Commentors 111, 209-212 and 221 suggest adding a
new categorical exclusion as (p) of Rule VIII(1) as follows:
"Activities permitted pursuant to § 75-7-101, MCA, and section
404 of the Clean Water Act."
RESPONSE: One of the proposed exclusions would exempt activities permitted under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (CWA) .
Those activities, however, must be certified by the department
under Section 401 of the CWA for compliance with state water
quality laws.
Since 404 activities are subject to department
review, they must be reviewed for compliance with the nondegradation policy.
An exclusion of those activities is not justified as they may cause degradation.
The suggestion to exempt activities currently permitted
under the Natural Streambed and Land Preservation Act of 1975
is allowed under Rule VIII (1) (e).
This categorical exclusion
allows activities to be considered nonsignificant that result
in short-term changes in water quality as specified under § 755-308, MCA.
This would include construction or hydraulic projects conducted under § 75-7-101 ~ .!l..!:J.l., MCA.
Therefore, no
change in the rules is necessary to address this comment.
52.
COMMENT:
Commentor 111 suggests insertion of a statement
that recognizes the validity of mixing zones made or recognized
by the department prior to the adoption of these rules and that
nonsignificant activities are not required to obtain mixing
zone designations or approval from the department.
RESPONSE: Under Rule III of the mixing zone rules, a provision
has been added that recognizes the continuing validity of mixing zones under existing permits, provided those mixing zones
do not impair existing or anticipated uses.
The suggested
exemption for nonsignificant activities from the requirement to
obtain a mixing zone from the department will not be made as
some of those activities may require a permit or other form of
authorization from the department.
53. COMMENT: Commentor 111 requests that the language "zone of
passage for migrating fish or other species" be used in Rule
IV(2) (e) instead of "passage of aquatic organisms".
RESPONSE: This suggested change would only cause confusion, not
clarity. Therefore, the suggested change will not be made.
54.
COMMENT: Commentors 111, 209 and 211 contend that (2) (g)
of Rule IV dealing with aquifer characteristics should be deMontana Administrative Register
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leted.
RESPONSE: While predictions of changes in water quality can be
made using present methods, the accuracy of these predictions
depends upon the validity of assumptions used to calculate the
predictions and the quality of the site specifi,. ·I·• ·l.
In some
settings the accuracy of predicted changes iJJ w->l<>r quality
will be good, at some other sites it will be poo1.
This section gives the department authority to deny mixing zones when
the actual mixing zone cannot be accurately predicted.
Therefore, the rule will remain as proposed.
55. COMMENT: Commentor 111 suggested c~anges to (h) of Rule IV
of the mixing zone rules to clarify its intent.
RESPONSE: This change will be made for clarification.
56. COMMENT: Commentor 111 requested changing (1) (b) of Rule v
of the mixing zone rules so that acute standards may be exceeded in the zone immediately surrounding the outfall regardless
of its effect on existing beneficial uses.
RESPONSE: This change will not be made as the Water Quality Act
and the nondegradation policy require the protection of existing beneficial uses.
57.
COMMENT: Commentors 111 and 209-211 propose that the ban
on mixing zones for carcinogens and bioaccumulatives be deleted
from the sections containing specific restrictions for ground
water and surface water mixing zones.
RESPONSE: The rules will be modified to remove those prov1s1ons
as the Water Quality Act does not impose this prohibition.
58.
COMMENT: commentor 111 requested including a statement in
Rule Vl(1) (a) of the mixing zone rules to clarify that aquatic
life standards do not apply to ground water.
RESPONSE: This change will be made for clarification.
59.
COMMENT:
Commentors 111 and 209-211 contend that "an
alternative or modified mixing zone, as defined by the department" should be replaced with "a source specific mixing zone"
in Rule VII (1) (d) and add a provision to clarify what a "source
specific mixing zone" is in Rule X(S).
RESPONSE: This change will be made for clarification.
60.
COMMENT: Commentors 111 and 209-211 contend that (7) of
Rule VIII should be changed to state that once a mixing zone is
granted, it may only be modified in response to a change in the
discharge.
RESPONSE: The rules must allow flexibility on the part of the
15-8/ll/94
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department to modify permitted ml.xl.ng zones due to changing
technology and the development of new information regarding the
effects of the mixing zone.
Therefore, the requested change
will not be made.
61. Comment: Commentors 111 and 209-211 contend that (3) (b) of
Rule VIII should be modified to allow discharge limitations
proportionate to the dilution of the 7010.
RESPONSE: The commentor apparently misunderstands the intent of
this section.
It is intended to allow standard mixing zones
when the dilution, even at low flow, is much larger than the
flow of the receiving wa~r so that impacts to uses are relatively unlikely.
I f the dilution is less than 100:1, and the
discharge limitations are based on less than 25\ of the 7Q10,
this would not be the case. Therefore, the suggested change
will not be made.
62.
COMMENT: Commentors 111 and 209-211 contend that (3) (c) of
Rule VIII should be modified in the interests of clarity.
RESPONSE: This change will be made for clarification.
63.
COMMENT: Commentors 111 and 209-211, suggest adding a
clarifying phrase to (1) (c) of Rule IX of the mixing zone rules
stating that aquatic life standards do not apply to ground
water.
RESPONSE: This change will be made to clarify the rules.
64.
COMMENT: Commentors 111 and 209-211, contend that the
proposed consideration of other routes of exposure in the development of site specific standards in the surface water quality standards rules should not be adopted and that these effects should be dealt with through standards for toxics in
sediments recommended by the EPA.
RESPONSE: Unfortunately, criteria for toxics in sediment have
not been developed. The present EPA guidance lacks a consideration of the potential effects of ingestion of sediment, vegetation, and smaller aquatic organisms.
These must be considered to assess the potential impacts on aquatic life.
Therefore, the suggested change will not be made.
65 _
COMMENT: Commentor 112 contends that the depth of
mixing zone in ground water should be 25 feet.

the

RESPONSE: Fifteen feet is a reasonable value for the standard
ground water mixing zone and will remain as proposed.
In specific cases, an applicant may demonstrate to the department
that a greater depth is justified in an application for a nonstandard mixing zone.
Since this flexibility is provided in
the rules, the change from 15 feet to 25 feet will not be included in the rules.
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66.
COMMENT: commentor 112 recommends that the nitrate chart
be modified to change all references to "significant" to read
"Level 2 treatment".

RESPONSE: The proposed change will not be made because at certain levels, the change in nitrate concentrations in ground
water will cause degradation and require authorization from the
department.
In addition, level 2 treatment refers only to
domestic waste while industrial wastes discharges are required,
under both federal and state law, to provide "best available
treatment" or its equivalent or meet "new source performance
standards".
These requirements are not comparable to level 2
treatment.
Table I will be modified to clarify treatment requirements for various sources.
67.
COMMENT:" Commentor 113 states that the provision that
mixing zones may not be allowed for discharges containing carcinogenic or bioconcentrating substances should be deleted.
This restriction is unnecessarily restrictive.

RESPONSE: This section will be deleted as the Water Quality Act
and nondegradation rules will provide the protection necessary
for carcinogenic or bioconcentrating parameters.
68.
COMMENT: Comment or 113 states that the proposed rules
prohibit mixing zones unless the requirement for "near instantaneous mixing" is met. Municipal discharges would be required
to use effluent diffusers extending the entire stream width,
which would result in environmental damage far greater than any
potential water degradation.
RESPONSE: Commentor 113 states that the proposed rules do not
require "near instantaneous mixing" for all discharges, but
allow the use of diffusers as one way of achieving "near instantaneous mixing•.
The other provisions for standard or
nonstandard mixing zones may be appropriate for other discharges, including municipal discharges.
For these reasons, no
change will be made in response to this comment.
69.
COMMENT: Commentor 113 contends that Rule VIII of the
nondegradation rules is in conflict with federal law, which
exempts all municipalities with populations less than 100,000
from being required to have approved storm water permits.
RESPONSE: The provision exempting certain activities covered by
a general storm water permit has been removed from the final
rules in response to comments suggesting that such activities
should be reviewed on a case-by-case basis for compliance with
the nondegradation policy.
Due to its removal from the rule,
no further change will be made in response to this comment.
70. COMMENT: Commentors 113 and 208 contend that the rules are
complex, confusing and unworkable.
15-B/11/94
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RESPONSE: The rules are complex because the issues are complex.
Under the circumstances, the proposed rules are as simple,
clear, and practical as possible.
Future implementation and
refinement of the rules should provide more clarity and cer~
tainty to the process.
For the reasons stated above, no specific change will be made in response to this comment.
71.
COMMENT: Commentor 114 asks what the department is doing
to "conduct or encourage necessary research and demonstration
concerning water pollution"?
RESPONSE: This comment does not request proposed changes to the
rules so none will be made in response to this comment.
In
response to this question, the department does not have sufficient funds to have a formal program in this area. The department informally encourages such research and demonstrations.
72.
COMMENT: Comment or 117 contends that the significance
thresholds for nitrate increases in ground water in the nondegradation rules are too high.
RESPONSE: In many instances, the nitrate level in ground water
can exceed 1. 0 mg/1 and still be nonsignificant according to
the guidance in § 75-5-301 (5) (c), MCA.
The proposed rules
reflect those instances and will no~ be changed as suggested.
73.
COMMENT: Commentor 117 contends that the rules should
prohibit development that relies on septic systems and all
developments should be hooked to existing city disposal systems.
RESPONSE: In many cases, the use of properly installed and
maintained on-site systems are the preferred type of disposal
and will protect the public health and the environment. Therefore, no change to the rules will be made in response to this
comment.
74.
COMMENT: Commentor 118 contends that any proposed activity
which will increase ground water nitrate level by 5 mg/1 should
be considered significant.
That is, an absolute limit should
apply rather than the proposed relative limit.
The commentor
also suggests that nitrate levels alone are not sufficient to
determine the potential human health effects of bacteria and
viruses present in septic tank leachate.
RESPONSE: Because the potential human health effects of bacteria and viruses present in septic tank leachate are not associated with other sources of nitrate, those other sources have a
lower potential for harm to public health.
Thus, there is
little justification for not allowing relative limits and the
requested change will not be made.
See Response 14, 27, and
26.

75.

COMMENT: Commentors 121, 185, 212 and 255 contend that the
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nitrate threshold for nitrate in ground water should be 5 rather than 2.5 mg/1.
RESPONSE: The proposed limits are appropriate and no change
will be made in response to this comment.
See Responses 14,
27, 28 and 75.
COMMENT: Commentors 127, 139, 228, 233-235 and 272 contend
76.
that any change is degradation, and allowing individuals to
determine for themselves what is degradation makes a mockery of
the policy.
RESPONSE: SB 401 specifically recognizes small changes in water
quality as being nonsignificant. The provision allowing individuals to make determinations of nonsignificance will not
include any activity regulated by the department.
In effect,
there will be very few instances when an individual will not be
subject to department review and approval.
The provisions for
allowing self-determinations of nonsignificance will remain as
proposed.
77.
COMMENT: Commentors 130 and 208 ask who is responsible in
cases where an existing well must be abandoned or re-drilled
because of pollution that results from new development?
Will
the new home (a) be forced to remedy the problem?
What if the
problem cannot be fixed by a new well or attachment to a public
source? Is the state liable for permitting degradation that is
economically or physically harmful to existing home owners?

RESPONSE: This comment does not request a change in the rules
so none will be made in response to this comment. The issue of
liability is complex and dependent on applicable law and specific facts.
It may be in some instances liability will attach
to the state or the developer. Under the current proposed
rules, authorizing degradation must protect any existing or
beneficial uses.
Therefore, it is unlikely the issue of harm
to adjacent land owners will ever arise.
78.
COMMENT: Comment ora 142, 151, 155, and 175 contend that
all nonsignificant activities should be required to use best
management practices.

RESPONSE: The use of best management practices applies only to
nonpoint sources and does not include point sources.
Since
many nonsignificant activities are point sources, the use of
best management practices would not be appropriate or applicable for many of those activities.
Therefore, the suggested
change will not be made.
79.
257

COMMENT: Commentors 142, 151, 154,

155,

165,

175-177 and

contend that any increase in nitrate concentration above 2. 5
mg/1 is significant and that treatment should be required in
these cases.
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RESPONSE: See Responses 14, 27, 28, and 75.
80. COMMENT: Commentors 143, 148, 154, 155, 167, 184, 186, 188,
193, 194, 197, 226, 231, 236, 244-247, 249, 256, 264-266, 272,
274 and 309 contend that the rules are too lenient and will
allow problems to occur that the citizens will ultimately pay
to clean up.
RESPONSE: This comment is not specific enough to formulate a
response regarding any proposed changes in the rules.
The
rules as proposed, however, are consistent with the requirements of the Water Quality Act and are meant to ensure that
high quality waters are protected from degradation.
The rules
are meant to ensure that changes in existing water quality are
only allowed in limited circumstances and under certain conditions. The rules do not address remedial activities for sources
that violate water quality standards.
Enforcement procedures
for such violations may fall under the Water Quality Act or
other state laws and requirements.
81.
COMMENT: Commentors 144 and 145 support the comments made
by WETA (Commentor 111) .
RESPONSE: See Responses 38 through 67.
82.
COMMENT: Commentor 14 6 contends that these rules
many loopholes for the mining and logging industries.

allow

RESPONSE:
This comment is not specific enough to justify a
change in the rules so none will be made.
The rules apply
equally to all activities from ranching and housing development
to industrial development.
They are intended to be as stringent as the law requires.
83. COMMENT: Commentor 147 contends that the body is unable to
accommodate high levels of nitrate and other toxic materials.
RESPONSE: This comment is not specific enough to justify a
change in the rules so none will be made. All substances are
harmful or toxic at some level.
The standards are set at levels which will protect all beneficial uses of water.
The rules
prohibit significant changes in existing nitrate levels without
authorization from the department.
84.
COMMENT: Commentor 154 contends that the potential health
effects from bacteria and viruses in septic tank leachate
should be determined from specific testing and not extrapolated
from nitrate levels.
RESPONSE: This comment does not specifically propose a change
in the rules so none will be made in response to this comment.
In regard to testing the effects of bacteria and viruses, this
should be done.
However, determining the potential health
effects of viruses in septic tank leachate is not technologiMontana Administrative Register
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cally or politically possible due to liability issues involved
with on-site research and the difficulty in recovering and
identifying viruses.
85.
COMMENT: Commentor 154 contends that the rules allowing
mixing zones are discriminatory in effect because this commentor cannot obtain a permit to dump an old car body into the
Clark Fork River, while an existing discharger has a permit to
discharge using an 8-mile mixing zone.
RESPONSE: The rules follow statutory guidance and allow mixing
zones so long as they have minimal effect and are as small as
practicable.
If a discharge qualifies for a discharge permit,
the mixing zone rules apply equally without discriminatory
effect.
Therefore, no change will be made in response to this
comment.
86. COMMENT: Commentors 155 and 208 contend that the rules, as
proposed, would encourage potential polluters to request mixing
zones as large as possible in order to avoid having to go
through the process to apply for a nondegradation exemption.
RESPONSE:
This comment is not specific enough to justify a
change in the rules.
All discharges must comply with the mixing zone requirements, which are intended to be as small as
practicable with minimum effect.
They are not intended as an
exemption from the nondegradation process.
87.
COMMENT: Commentor 155 contends that any discharger requesting the use of a mixing zone prove that no harm will be
caused to any beneficial use.
RESPONSE: A
be granted.
will ensure
in response

mixing zone that may harm a beneficial use cannot
Information requested or received by the department
this protection. Therefore, no change will be made
to this comment.

88. COMMENT: Commentor 165 contends that mines abandoned prior
to 1955 should not be considered natural.
RESPONSE: This comment is not specific enough to justify a
change in the rules.
In addition, this issue will not be addressed in these rules as it is outside the scope of this rule
making.
89.
COMMENT: Commentor 165 contends
having secret meetings with industry.

that

the department

is

RESPONSE: This comment is not specific enough to justify a
change in the rules so none will be made.
In response to the
comment, the department has met many times with all types of
individuals and interest groups during the development of these
rules.
It is impractical to provide public notice on a day to
day basis whenever department staff meet with industry or other
15-8/11/94
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interest groups to discuss the rules.
90.
COMMENT: Commentors 111, 170, 209 and 221 recommend that
WQB-7 use Method Limits (ML) or practical quantification limits
rather than Method Detection Limits (MDLs). ML's are essentially (MDL' s X 3 .18) , which are supposed to be obtainable and
quantifiable. In contrast, MDL' s can only reliably be determined to be not zero.
RESPONSE: Practical Quantification Levels (PQL) are not applicable to water quality standards and significance determinations under the nondegradation rules and policy.
WQB-7 includes trigger levels for toxic parameters and a required reporting level for all parameters. The trigger level represents
a level of change in a parameter in the receiving water caused
by a discharge. This predicted change will determine whether or
not the activity would result in degradation.
It should be
applied in a predictive manner. If the change in water quality
is less than the trigger level, then the activity is considered
nonsignificant.
Use of trigger values alone, however, includes a consideration of the relationship of the increase to the standard.
That is, where a trigger value is similar in magnitude to the
standard, then use of the trigger value will allow a relatively
large change that will be considet:ed nonsignificant.
If the
trigger value is much less than the standard, then use of the
trigger value would allow only a very small change be found
nonsignificant.
To correct this disparity, the following
change has been added to Rule VII(l) (c) of the nondegradation
rules:
"Whenever the change in water quality exceeds the trigger value the change is not significant. if the resulting concentration outside of a mixing ~one designated by the department does not exceed 15\ of the lowest applicable standard",
The trigger level is based on the Method Detection Limit
(MDL) approach and does not consider Practical Quantification
Levels (PQL) .
The MDL is a statistical method of estimating
the lowest concentration that can be determined to be statistically different from a blank specimen (~ero concentration) with
a 99\ probability.
This is a valid approach of measuring concentrations of ambient water within the context of the nondegradation policy as expressed in SB 401.
The trigger level
does not represent a level of analysis for routine sampling,
only for determining a predicted change.
Practical Quantification Levels (PQL) are not used to
determine compliance with water quality standards. PQL are
arbitrarily set at 2 to 500 times the MDL depending upon the
media.
The required reporting level is the department's best
determination of a level of analysis that can be achieved in
routine sampling. The reporting level is based on levels actually achieved at both commercial and governmental laboratories
within Montana using accepted methods.
Neither WQB-7 nor the
nondegradation rules are proposing procedures for determining
compliance.
Compliance is established through the use of statistical techniques, as well as other technical review criteria
Montana Administrative Register
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that are established on a programmatic basis.
For the 7 inorganic substances, Aluminum, Antimony, Arsenic, Lead, Mercury, Silver, and Thallium, the reporting values
based on MDLs have been replaced with the MLs which is 3.18
times as great as the MDLs.
Since the use of MDL, trigger levels, and reporting levels
are most protective of water quality, no change will be made in
response to this comment.
91. COMMENT: Commentor 170 contends that the methods for hexavalent chromium and organic mercury are not EPA approved they
should be deleted from WQB-7.
In addition WQB-7 should refer
to the "latest edition of EPA/600-4-9-010".
RESPONSE: In response to this comment, the rules will be
changed to delete the methods which are not EPA approved. The
suggested change to use the "latest edition" will not be made
for the following reason.
Rules cannot refer to the "latest
edition" but must by law refer to a published document existing
at the time the rules are adopted.
The date of that document
must be published in the rule incorporating the document.
92.
COMMENT: Commentor 172 contends that the tiered scheme of
nonsignificant nitrate levels violate the notion of what should
be considered to be maximum allowable level.
This level needs
to be defined and any level above this amount is unacceptable.
RESPONSE: See Responses 14, 27, 28, and 75.
93.
COMMENT: Commentors 176 and 226 contend that the department should stop using site specific analysis of pollution to
determine cumulative impacts and begin using watershed analysis
to determine the full impact of pollution.
RESPONSE: This comment is not specific enough to justify a
change in the rules.
In response, the department is developing
methods for watershed management.
However, because of the
greater complexity and cost of this approach, site specific
analysis of pollution is, and will remain for the foreseeable
future, a major emphasis for new discharges.
94.
COMMENT: Commentors 176, 186, 232 and 263 contend that
there are too many categorical exceptions in the nondegradation
rules.
RESPONSE: This comment is not specific enough to justify removing a particular categorical exemption, so no change will be
made in the proposed rules.
In addition, categorical exceptions are available for only those classes of activities that
are nonsignificant according to the guidance given in the law.
95. COMMENT: Commentor 178 suggests the concept of Best Available Technology (BAT) is missing from the equation of water
quality to allow individual systems the flexibility to meet
15-B/11/94
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standards.
RESPONSE: BAT for individual treatment systems has not been
defined.
Thus, the approach of defining minimum acceptable
removal, which can be reasonably achieved, has been adopted
through the requirement for level 2 treatment.
Therefore, no
change will be made in response to this comment.
96.
COMMENT: Comment or 178 contends that any discussion of
socioeconomic impacts concerning the protection of Montana • s
waters is moot.
The responsibility of the department is to
protect water.
SB 401 concerns itself with the environment,
not economics.
RESPONSE: SB 401 specifically requires a determination of social and economic importance before degradation can be allowed.
In addition, the rule making authority of the board requires
the adoption of criteria for determining social and economic
importance.
Therefore, the inclusion of an economic analysis
will remain in the final rules.
97.
COMMENT: Commentor 182 contends that Department Circular
WQB-7 must be approved as part of the rule package and all
revisions and modifications of WQB-7 must go through the formal
rulemaking process.
RESPONSE: Department Circular WQB-7 will be adopted through its
incorporation by reference in the surface water quality standards and other water quality rules.
All future revisions and
modifications of WQB-7 must go through the formal rule-making
process. Therefore, no change is necessary in response to this
comment.
98.
COMMENT: Commentor 186 suggests changes to the section in
the rules concerning site specific standards so that they may
be used only if they are equal or more stringent than the levels in WQB-7.
RESPONSE: Such a restriction would destroy the intent of this
section, which provides flexibility in setting standards.
The
provision for site specific standards is intended to be used
whenever the levels in WQB-7, which are based on average conditions, are demonstrated to be unnecessarily restrictive in
protecting all uses.
In those instances, site specific standards may be developed and used.
For the above reasons, no
change will be made in the proposed rule.
99.
COMMENT: Comment or 186 contends that the word "other" be
reinstated wherever the phrase "... which establishes limits
for toxic, carcinogenic, bioconcentrating, and ~ harmful
parameters in water: ... '' appears in these rules.
RESPONSE: Because WQB-7 categorizes substances as carcinogenic,
toxic, and harmful, the use of "other harmful" in this phrase
Montana Administrative Register
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would be confusing. Therefore, the change will not be made.
100.
COMMENT: Commentor 186 objects to the definition of "currently available data".
It should include "currently obtainable data".
RESPONSE: The term •currently obtainable" could be construed
broadly to include data that must be developed by the applicant, but which may not be necessary for the protect ion of
water. Under Rule VII, the department may require additional
information as necessary for an informed decision.
Therefore,
tht requested change will not be made.
101.
COMMENT: Commentor 186 contends that the definitions of
the terms "recreational" and "recreational area" are too narrow.
By limiting those definitions to "swimming" and "public
beaches or swimming areas", the rules ignore the wide range of
recreational activities that now make up a significant part of
Montana's growing recreation-based economy and which could be
severely impacted by a mixing zone.
This commentor suggests
the following:
"a leisure-time activity engaged in for the
sake of refreshment or entertainment".
RESPONSE: The definition, as proposed in the rules, includes
those activities where public health may be affected by the
presence of a mixing zone.
The definition is intended to include any human contact with the water.
The definition suggested by this commentor could include activities occurring on
a golf -course, in a home, or other places where mixing zones
are not an issue.
Therefore, the suggested change will not be
made and the rule will remain as proposed.
102. COMMENT: Commentor 186 suggests that Rule VI(1) (a) should
read "Human health and aquatic life based ground water standards must not be exceeded beyond the boundaries of the mixing

zone

11

•

RESPONSE: There are no aquatic life standards for ground water.
Therefore the proposed change will not be made.
103.
COMMENT: Commentor 186 suggests that wherever publications are adopted by reference that they be preceded by a general explanation of what the publications are for, e.g., standards or testing procedures.
There should also be an explanation of why they are needed, i.e., compliance with federal
regulations.
RESPONSE: The present language in the proposed rule lists the
content of the adopted material after the incorporation by
reference.
For example, ARM 16.20. 1003 ( 1) (b) states in relevant part:. "These publications set forth EPA approved testing
procedureE"
The reason for these materials is the requirement for their use throughout the rules.
For the above
reasons, no change will be made in response to this comment.
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104. Comment: Commentor 186 suggests that throughout the rules
the issue of prohibitive versus optional language should be
carefully reviewed.
RESPONSE: This comment is not specific enough to justify a
change in the rules.
In response, the rules are reviewed for
consistency with the enabling law and the requirements of the
Montana Administrative Procedure Act as required by law.
105.
COMMENT: Commentor 186 contends that there is no provision in the rules for comprehensive protection of outstanding
resource waters.
RESPONSE: Comprehensive protection is provided by (2) (c) of
Rule III of the nondegradation rule, which states that DQ degradation of outstanding resource waters is allowed. Therefore,
any activity that is authorized to degrade will be prohibited
from degrading at the point where impacts from the proposed
discharge meet an outstanding resource water.
No change is
necessary to address this comment.
106.
Comment: Commentor 186 contends that the threshold for
nonsignificance must be set at low levels to ensure that substances that are known or even suspected of being harmful are
kept out of our water rather than arguing over how much is or
is not there.
RESPONSE: Adoption of trigger values will ensure that nonsignificance thresholds are set at the lowest practical levels.
Therefore, no change will be made to address this comment.
107.
COMMENT: Commentors 186 and 208 feel that "where reasonable land, soil and water conservation practices have been implemented and the discharge does not impact existing or anticipated uses" on Page 3 of 18, Rule II (16) (b) should not have
been deleted.
RESPONSE: The intent of this rule is to clarify that nonpoint
sources using practices that prevented impacts to water uses
prior to the effective date of the new law were excluded from
its requirements.
Nonpoint sources have been and continue to
be subject to the state's nondegradation policy.
It is not the
intent of the rule, however, to require nonpoint sources that
were in violation of the Water Quality Act prior to April 29,
1993, to seek authorization to degrade.
The final rule will
remain as proposed to clarify the intent to exclude all nonpoint sources discharging prior to April 29, 1993, from the
procedures of the new law.
lOB.
COMMENT: Commentor 186 objects to the retroactive application of the proposed "nonsignificance criteria" and consequent exemption of such activities under the definition of "new
or increased sources' in Rule II(16) (dl
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RESPONSE: In Section 10 of SB 401 an applicability date for the
1993.
The amended policy allows certain activities or class of activities to be considered nonsignificant.
The rules are not retroactive in their effect, but recognize that, at the time of
the adoption of these rules, certain activities are considered
nonsignificant. As these rules are consistent with the law, no
change will be made in response to this comment.

1\'~mended nondegradation was expressly stated as April 29,

109.
COMMENT: Comment or 186 contends that all terms relating
to the socio-economic determinations required by the nondegratlation rules will require much more detailed definition in
order to be useful to the regulated public.
RESPONSE: This comment was not specific enough to justify a
change in the rules so none has been made based upon this com~ent.
In response to the numerous comments on the
socioeconomic
analysis, the rules have been modified to allow
greater flexibility in determining social benefit than was
formerly proposed. The rules have also been changed to require
a demonstration of costs and benefits that can be quantified.
110.
COMMENT: Commentors 186, 198 and 208 suggest that "reporting values" and "trigger values" be more completely explained.
RESPONSE: Changes have been made in the final rules to clarify
the use of these terms.
111. COMMENT: Commentor 186 objects to the substitution of the
words "shall be" for the words "have been" in Rule III (ll (b).
RESPONSE: The language, "there shall be achieved", is specified
in the federal requirements for state's nondegradation policies
at 40 CFR 131.12(2). In order to be consistent with the federal requirements, the language has been changed from "there
have been achieved" to "there shall be achieved". This language
will remain as proposed in the final rule.
112.
COMMENT: Commentor 186 objects to Rule VII (b) of the
nondegradation rules.
This rule essentially states that if
there already are concentrations of carcinogenic and bioconcentrating parameters in the receiving waters then the Department
will allow discharges with the same parameter to be non-significant this;does not protect water quality.
Response: Where there are naturally occurring concentrations of
carcinogenic or bioconcentrating parameters in a stream, the
effects of those parameters are not increased by discharges
that do not increase those concentrations. Therefore, no change
will be made in response to this comment.
113.
COMMENT: Commentor 186 asks how does Rule VII (1) (c) and
(d) which both make reference to a "mixing zone designated by
15-8/11/94
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the department" apply to m1x1ng zones that are allowed by virtue of a self-determination on non-significance?
RESPONSE: There are instances that the department will not
designate a mixing zone in "self determinations of nonsignificance".
The rules will be modified to clarify that all mixing
zones will comply with the rules adopted by the board.
114.
COMMENT: Commentor 186 contends that Rule VII(1) (d)
should include intermittent or ephemeral after perennial in the
last line.
RESPONSE: This section has been modified in response to comments and the term perennial has been removed as the trigger
value for determining nonsignificance applies to toxins in all
state surface waters.
115.
COMMENT: Comment or 186 contends that the treatment by
chlorination of public water supplies should not be categorically excluded as nonsignificant because of the probable health
effect of chlorinated compounds.
RESPONSE: At the present time available data indicates that the
beneficial health effects of chlorination far outweigh any
demonstrated detrimental effects. This issue will be revisited
when or if detrimental effects are identified.
For this reason, no change will be made in response to this comment.
116. COMMENT: Commentor 185 contends that "short-term changes"
needs to be defined and limited in some way in the categorical
exclusions from significance.
RESPONSE: Rule VII(2) (a) and (g) allow the department to make
case-by-case evaluations that would preclude short term repetitive activities from being considered nonsignificant.
Establishing a time limit by rule would not be practical considering
the varying types of short term activities that may occur.
Therefore, the proposed change will not be made.
117. COMMENT: Commentor 188 does not believe any waters should
be degraded from their present pristine qualities.
RESPONSE: The legislature enacted SB 401, which expressly authorizes the department to allow degradation provided all the
requirements in § 75-5-303, MCA, are met.
To adopt rules prohibiting any degradation would conflict with the intent of the
legislature as expressed in the Water Quality Act and the
Statement of Intent for SB 401.
Therefore, the suggested
change will not be made.
118.
Comment: Commentor 192 contends that there are a number
of instances where the "Trigger Level" is the eame level as the
"Required Reporting Limit" in WQB-7 (for example, nitrate plue
nitrite has a "Trigger Level" of 10 ppm) .
I f the trigger and
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required reporting levels for toxic, carcinogenic, or harmful
chemicals are the same, damage to human health and the environment may be beyond repair.
RESPONSE: This comment was not specific enough to justify a
change so none will be made.
In addition, there is no relationship between "trigger values•, "reporting values" and stanpards.
Standards are set at levels which will prevent effects
'on uses.
Trigger values are values which can theoretically
measure change.
Reporting values are the detection values
achievable in good quality laboratories. The trigger value for
· nitrate plus nitrite is 10 ppb.
COMMENT: Commentor 192 contends if m1x1ng zones are granted for individual parameters, the size of the zone may be
different for different constituents.
This will cause inconsistent and probleMatic reporting requirements. This commentor
also asks for the technical documentation used in the determination of mixing zone area calculations.
119.

'

RESPONSE: No change in the rule is necessary to clarify that
the parameter which results in the most limiting requirements
will govern the mixing zone requirements. The calculations are
based on EPA guidance.
120.
COMMENT: Comment or 192 contends that there should be
specific restrictions for groundwater mixing zones for parameter that are·toxic and harmful parameters.

RESPONSE: The concentrations of toxic and harmful parameters
are adequately restricted by the general mixing zone requirements.
Therefore, no change is necessary to address this comment.
121.
COMMENT: Commentor contends that values for hydraulic
conductivities should ~ be estimated from field observations
as there are accurate technical methods for determining hydraulic conductivities.

RESPONSE: Under the "General Considerations" in Rule III (1) (d),
the rules provide that "estimated parameter levels in the mixing zone area will be calculated, unless the department determines that monitoring is necessary due to the potential harm to
the impacted water and its beneficial uses". This concept will
also be applied in determining hydraulic conductivities. No
change in the rules will be made based upon this comment.
COMMENT: Commentor 198 contends that public participation
in the review of application completeness and the preliminary
decision by the department to authorize degradation is essential.
The department will be given up to 180 days to review
complete applications to degrade, and the public should be
involved in this process from the start.
122.
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RESPONSE: Completeness review by the department consists of a
technical review and analysis that is time consuming and generally beyond the expertise of the general public.
The rules do
include, however, provisions that require public notice and
opportunity to comment on all applications to degrade.
The
rules require the department to issue a preliminary decision
accompanied by a statement of basis explaining the basis for
the decision pursuant to Rule V1(4). No further changes to the
rules are necessary to provide an opportunity for public involvement.
123. COMMENT: Commentor 198 contends that most carcinogens are
persistent in the environment, and hence, it is the total load
of these parameters that is a concern, not simply their concentration in the discharge.
RESPONSE: The effects of carcinogens are manifested through the
concentration of the intake not through the load in the environment. No changes to the rules are necessary to address this
comment.
124.
COMMENT: Commentor 198 contends that the background nitrate concentrations in ground water should be determined in
accordance with definition (3) of Rule II.
RESPONSE: Definition (3) of Rule II does not apply to ground
water and, therefore, no change will be made in response to
this comment.
125.
COMMENT: Commentor 198 contends that unless the Board or
the department has a specifically proven method to distinguish
the source of nitrate in ground water, we must assume all nitrogen is from human wastes and apply the more stringent standards to properly protect human health as well as the environment.
RESPONSE: The are no specific methods to determine the source
of nitrate in ground water.
In practice the source of nitrate
in ground water will be determined by using all available data
including past and present land uses in the area.
Since the
background source of nitrate can generally be determined, the
rules will not be changed as suggested.
126.
COMMENT: Commentor 198 contends that the public must have
the opportunity to participate in the development of the preliminary decision regarding a petition to degrade.
RESPONSE: See Response 122.
127.
COMMENT: Commentor 198 contends that categorically excluded activities should not be exempt from the intent of the
Nondegradation Law.
If these activities are in fact found to
be degrading state waters, they should be corrected or stopped.
More importantly, anyone planning to carry out these acti viMontana Administrative Register
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ties, particularly oil and gas drilling operations, must demonstrate to the department that they are using state accepted
water conservation and pollution prevention practices.
RESPONSE: Categorically excluded activities are not exempt from
the law.
If these activities are degrading state waters they
will be corrected or stopped.
There is no need for a demonstration because it has been determined that these activities,
if conducted in conformance with law, will not cause degradation.
If tpey are not in conformance with law, then they are
subject to enforcement proceedings.
In addition, there are no
approved state water conservation and pollution prevention
practices at this time.
128. COMMENT: Commentor 198 contends that the dissolved oxygen
limits in WQB-7 must be re-addressed as fish eggs need higher
oxygen level's in order for them to reach juvenile life stages.
Also, the aquatic insects the fish feed on need dissolved oxygen as well.
RESPONSE: The proposed dissolved oxygen limits will adequately
protect all life stages of all types of aquatic life. Therefore, no change will be made in response to this comment.
129. COMMENT: Commentor 199 requests that the department evaluate and report the socio-economic effects of the proposed
rules.
RESPONSE: This comment does not request a change in the rules
so none will be made.
In response, the proposed rules are
being adopted in response to the legislative enactment of SB
401, which was adopted in April of 1993 and effective immediately upon adoption.
This law requires the adoption of rules
implementing its provisions.
It is not appropriate for the
agency to withhold the adoption of rules based upon economic
considerations when those rules implement legislative intent.
130.
COMMENT: Commentors 200,
permitted stormwater discharges
excluded as nonsignificant.

260, 261, 263, contend that
should not be categorically

RESPONSE: This exclusion has been removed in response to comments.
131.
COMMENT: Commentor 200 asks how will wildlife be kept
away from mixing zones?
How will the area be monitored to
ensure the zone ;.doesn't enlarge and slip contaminated water
through an irrigation ditch headgate to damage hay or poison
cattle?
RESPONSE: This comment is not specific enough to justify a
change so none will be made. Potential effects on wildlife and
irrigation withdrawals will be considered under Rule IV(l) of
15-8/ll/94
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the mixing zone rules.
132.
COMMENT: Commentor 208 contends that mixing zones
only appropriate for substances which can be assimilated.

are

RESPONSE: The mixing zones allowed in the proposed rules are
consistent with the criteria of § 75-5-301 (4), MCA, which do
not limit the applicability of mixing zones to substances that
can be assimilated.
For this reason, the suggested change will
not be made.
133.
COMMENT: Commentor 208 asks why trigger values are not
listed for all parameters?
RESPONSE: This commentor did not suggest a change, so none have
been made in response.
In response, trigger values are used to
determine significance for substances categorized as toxic.
For carcinogens, any increase is significant however small so
that trigger values do not apply.
For less detrimental substances, such as sulfate, a 10% increase is significant.
134.
COMMENT: Commentor 208 contends that Note 19 in WQB-7
should say that the reporting level is the minimum detection
level that must be achieved.
RESPONSE: The addition of the word "minimum" does not add to
the clarity of this footnote and, therefore, the suggested
change will not be made.
135.
COMMENT: Commentor 208 contends that in Rule III(1) the
size, configuration and location of mixing zones, both standard
and nonstandard, should always be described, instead of only
when "applicable" .
RESPONSE: The term "applicable" acknowledges that in some cases
a mixing zone will not be granted and thus a requirement to
describe the mixing zone is not always ''applicable".
For this
reason, the suggested change will not be made.
136.
COMMENT: Commentor 208 contends that the mixing ;zone
requirement should apply when re-issuance of MPDES or GWPCS
permits occur.
RESPONSE: The mixing zone rules will not be applied retroactively to existing permits.
At the time of their renewal,
however, the department will review any mixing zone previously
allowed in a permit to determine whether it is as small as
practicable and does not impair any existing or anticipated
uses.
Rule III (1) of the mixing zone rules has been modified
to clarify this issue.
137.
COMMENT: Commentor 208 states that it is unclear as to
what type of data would satisfy Rule IV of the mixing zone
rules and what occurs in the absence of data.
If, for example,
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data is unavailable or incomplete for any of these items, would
a proposed mixing zone be rejected?
RESPONSE: This comment is not specific enough to justify a
change in the rules so none will be made.
In response, the
department will determine the potential impacts of a proposed
mixing zone on a case-by-case basis.
In cases where sufficient
data does not exist to make a reasoned decision, the department
will err
on the side of protecting water quality and either
deny the mixing zone or request sufficient data to make a reasoned decision.
138. COMMENT: Commentor 208 asks what does "a period of years"
mean in Rule IV(2) (d) of the mixing zone rules?
RESPONSE: This will be determined on a case-by-case basis based
upon best professional judgment of the department.
No change
in the rules will be made to address this comment.
139.
COMMENT: Commentor 208 contends that mixing zones should
be prohibited for any substance that is both toxic and persistent.
RESPONSE:

Flexibility is important

persistent.

Everything

is

"toxic"

in dealing with toxic and
and

"persistent 11

to

some

degree.
Therefore, no change will be made to prohibit these
substances from using mixing zones.
140.
COMMENT: Commentor 208 contends that
should never be exceeded in the mixing zone.

acute

criteria

RESPONSE: The authority for allowing exceedences of standards
is expressly stated in the definition of mixing zones in §
75-5-103(13), MCA, which defines a mixing zone as an area where
standards may be exceeded.
Although Rule V(l) (b) constrains
exceedences of acute standards in the mixing zone, it does
allow such exceedences if certain conditions are met.
For the
above reasons, the suggested change will not be made.
141. COMMENT: Commentors 208, 260, 261 contend that discharges
to wetlands (other than constructed, pollution-reducing wetlands) should not be granted mixing zones especially if they
contain bioaccumulative, bioconcentrating and biomagnifying
substances.
RESPONSE: Section (2) of Rule V of the mixing zone rules prohibit mixing zones in wetlands for any substance for which the
state has adopted numeric standards. This requirement, together with the general requirements of the mixing zone rules, will
protect wetlands.
Therefore, no change in the rules is necessary to address this comment.
142.
COMMENT: Commentor 208 contends that "zone of influence"
used in Rule VI(2) of the mixing zone rules needs to be de15-8/11/94
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fined.
RESPONSE: The following definition has been added to the mixing
zone rules in response to comments:
"Zone of influence" means
the area from whjch a well can be expected to withdraw water.
143.
COMMENT: Commentor 208 states that it is unclear who
provides the data and what quality it must be in Rule VIII of
the mixing zone rules.
RESPONSE: As provided in Rule IV, the applicant must provide
the information necessary to allow a determination regarding
the applicability of a mixing zone. In most cases, this data
will be developed by the discharger.
The final decision as to
the validity of the data will be made by the department. Since
this is a decision based on professional judgment, no change in
the rules will be made to address this comment.
144.
COMMENT: Commentor 208 contends that Rule VIII (3) (c) is
unclear, as is its relationship to nondegradation.
Does this
grant a groundwater mixing zone?
Can MCLs be exceeded in the
groundwater?
RESPONSE: This comment is not specific enough to justify a
change in the rules so none has been made.
Mixing zones are
authorized by law and independent of the nondegradation policy.
Rule VI II ( 3) (c) applies in those cases where a discharge to
ground water will also affect surface water.
The requirements
for ground water mixing zones will still apply in these cases,
but the discharge may also qualify for a standard surface water
mixing zone provided certain conditions are met.
145.
COMMENT: Commentors 206, 261, contend that monitoring of
all surface water mixing zones should be required.
RESPONSE: The suggested requirement will not be adopted because
there may be instances where it is not warranted.
Monitoring
will be required, however, when there is a reason for monitoring.
146.
COMMENT: Comment or 208 disagrees that a standard mixing
zone "is generally applicable to unconfined aquifers ... " (Rule
IX(l) (a)).
The understanding of groundwater hydrology is not
that precise.
RESPONSE: The intent of this language is to limit standard
mixing zones to unconfined aquifers where ground water hydrology is relatively precise compared to semi-confined and confined
aquifers. Therefore, the rule will remain as proposed.
147.
COMMENT: Commentor 208 ask what happens when monitoring
reveals that a unacceptable situation has occurred?
RESPONSE:

This

comment

is

not
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change in the rules so none has been made.
Violations of law
will be dealt with through enforcement proceedings and department policy.
COMMENT: commentors :we, 217, 260, contend that mixing
zones should not be allowed in lakes due to their inability to
•mix• discharges and allow pollutants to accumulate.

148.

RESPONSE: The suggested change will not be made because the
requirements in the mixing zone rules will protect the uses of
lakes.
149.
COMMENT: Commentor 208 asks how will a contingency plan
work in the case of subdivision when there are multiple-owners
causing a cumulative effect as provided in Rule X ( 6) of the
mixing zone rules?

RESPONSE: This comment is not specific enough to justify a
change in the rules so none will be made.
In response, the
contingency plan required in this section must demonstrate that
alternative actions exist that will ensure compliance with the
mixing zone restrictions regardless of potential impacts of
other discharges.
150.
COMMENT: Commentor 208 contends that the practices defined in Rule II(ll) in the nondegradation rules should be EPA
or state-approved.
RESPONSE: No change in the rules is necessary to address this
comment.
For the present these practices will be approved as
needed by the department.
151.
COMMENT: Commentor 208 contends that any discharge that
includes carcinogenic parameters or substances that bioconcentrate, irrespective of how much, should be considered significant.

RESPONSE: Many, if not most discharges will contain some level
of carcinogenic parameters or substances that bioconcentrate.
The significance levels are set taking into consideration the
harm that may occur due to the character of the discharge.
To
prohibit any discharge of the above referenced parameters is
not required by law and is not necessary to comply with the
intent of the nondegradation policy.
For this reason, the
suggested change will not be made.
152.
COMMENT: Commentor 208 contends that Nondegradation Rule
VII(1) (d) and Table 1 should be simplified and the table stricken.
The significance threshold for nitrates for groundwater
should be 2 mg/1 (if the existing quality exceeds that, then a
nondegradation petition should be required) .
The significance
threshold for surface water, including existing quality should
be 0.01 mg/1.
The table is simply unworkable, and the thresholds will allow for unacceptable cumulative levels of nitrogen
compounds in groundwater, which will in turn put at risk nearby
15-8/ll/94
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surface waters, despite language in the rules that implies
streams, lakes and wetland will be protected.
The monitoring
burden would simply be overwhelming.
In addition, the concept
of separating sources of nitrates in doing calculation will be
complicated in many areas of Montana where residential development is mingled with ranches and farms.
Finally the levels
allowed for nitrogen concentrations do not account for its role
as a surrogate for potentially harmful pathogens and toxins
associated with sewage.
RESPONSE: The significance language of the act specifically
refers to "changes".
The changes allowed by the language in
the rule and the table will protect public health and the environment.
The rules do consider the other potentially harmful
substances/organisms associated with human waste, the potential
effect on surface water, and the proposed rules are implementable.
For these reasons, the suggested change will not be made.
153.
COMMENT: Commentor 208 contends that SB 401 did not authorize automatic exemptions from significance review as are
provided by Rule VIII of the nondegradation rules (categorical
exceptions).
This section appears to conflict with the statute.
RESPONSE:
SB 401 specifically allows for classes of activities
to be considered nonsignificant.
Therefore, the rule will
remain as proposed.
154.
COMMENT: Commentor 209 contends that it is unclear as to
what "character of the discharge" means in nondegradation Rule
IV (3) (c).
RESPONSE: The term is derived from the criteria for determining
nonsignificance under § 75-5-301 (5) (c) (iv).
In order to implement the requirements of that section, this information is
required in Rule IV ( 3) of the nondegradation rules.
The term
"character of the discharge" is self explanatory (i.e., the
type of pollutant in the discharge) and no change will be made
to clarify this term.
155.
COMMENT: Commentor 209 contends that all subparts of
Nondegradation Rule VII (a), (b), and (c) should be deleted.
These rules are extremely vague and subject to very loose interpretation and qualification.
RESPONSE: These parts of the rules are precise and as simple as
possible.
Therefore, no change will be made in response to
this comment.
156.
COMMENT: Commentor 209 contends that Nondegradation Rule
VI (2) (e) should be revised to read as follows:
"A determination that all existing and reasonably anticipated uses will or
will not be fully protected."
Mc1ntand Administrative Register·
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RESPONSE: Agency decisions are held to a standard
ableness.
In determining an anticipated use, the
will include only those uses that are reasonably
for the particular stream.
No change will be made
this comment.

of reasondepartment
anticipated
to address

157. COMMENT: commentors 213 and 258 contend that there should
be restrictions on the introduction of sediment into our
streams and rivers by activities such as road construction and
logging.
RESPONSE: Sections (1) (f) of Rule VIII and (2) (a) of Rule III
restrict such activities. Therefore, no change is necessary to
address this comment.
158.
COMMENT: Commentors 217 and 235 contend that the 125%
rule appears to be an open invitation to the applicant to propose the lowest possible cost water quality protection practice, because the department cannot impose treatment which
exceeds this cost.
RESPONSE: This commentor misunderstands this rule. If the cost
of alternative treatment is less than 125% the applicant must
use the treatment; if the cost exceeds 125\ an applicant may be
required to use such treatment.
The rule is being modified to
reduce the percentage from 125\ to 110% in response to comments.
159.
COMMENT: Commentor 217 contends that any attempt at
cost/benefit analysis is an exercise in futility. If an activity or project cannot be developed in a manner that provides for
protection of the environment, or if the applicant is unwilling
to bear the cost of environmentally responsible development of
his activity or project, the activity or project should not be
allowed.
RESPONSE: The law specifically requires a demonstration that
the proposed activity will result in important economic or
social development that exceeds the cost to society of lower
water quality. Therefore, the rule will remain as proposed.
160. COMMENT: Commentor 221 contends that the last sentence of
Rule III(2) (b) be clarified so that a workable policy is developed that is able to be administered.
The federal provision
does llQt require that upstream of the proposed activity, there
shall be achieved the highest statutory and regulatory requirements for all point and nonpoint sources.
The following sentence is suggested:
"This assurance will be achieved through
the on-going administration by the department of existing point
and nonpoint programs.•
RESPONSE: The intent of the proposed rule is to require a review of existing permits and programs to ensure compliance
before degradation is allowed in conformance with 40 CFR
131.12(2).
EPA rules require some accounting for loads within
15-8/11/94
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the basin in terms of both point and nonpoint sources in order
to determine existing quality as well as compliance with regulatory requirements.
The proposed language will be used with
modifications as it clarifies that the "highest statutory and
regulatory requirements" will be achieved through an assessment
of approved department programs.
In addition, while the federal rule does not specify that the assessment must be •upstream", this term is meant to limit the water quality assessment to upstream compliance rather than state-wide compliance.
For the above reason, this language will remain as proposed.
161.
COMMENT: Commentor 221 contends that Rule VII (2) should
be stricken.
This language is obviously too broad and should
be changed or eliminated.
RESPONSE: It is unlikely that a set of criteria for nonsignificance can be developed that would sufficiently fulfill the goal
of preventing degradation in every instance. Given that implementation of the policy under the rules has yet to be tested,
it is important that the department have discretion to make a
determination of significance independent of the criteria in
Rule VII(1). Therefore, the rule will remain as proposed.
162.
COMMENT: Commentor 221 suggests modifying Nondegradation
Rule VIII (1) (a) by striking •on land".
Therefore, the provision should read as follows:
"Activities which are nonpoint
sources of pollution where reasonable land, soil and water
conservation practices are applied and existing and anticipated
beneficial uses will be fully protected."
RESPONSE: This change has been made to clarify that nonpoint
sources are excluded whenever they are using reasonable conservation practices, whether or not those practices take place on
land or in water.
163.
COMMENT: Commentor 221 contends that WQB-7 should be
modified to establish water quality standards in Montana which
are measurable, reasonable, and protect existing and anticipated beneficial uses of water.
RESPONSE: The standards in WQB-7 are reasonable and protective
of existing and anticipated uses of water.
Due to analytical
limitations, however, some of the standards are not measurable.
The US EPA requires standards to be set at levels that will
protect uses, regardless of the ability to measure at those
levels with present methods.
The levels set in WQB-7 are based
on EPA recommended levels for protecting beneficial uses. Since
the standards in WQB-7 are protective of present and anticipated uses, no change will be made based upon this comment.
164.
COMMENT: Commentor 221 contends that the effect of the
nondegradation law is restricted to changes which occur after
the adoption of the law.
Montana Administrative Register
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RESPONSE; Comment noted.
165.
COMMENT: commentor 221 contends that it should be clear
in the proposed rules that activities which are exempt from the
requirement to obtain MPDES or MGWPCS permits and nonsignificant activities under the nondegradation law are not required
to obtain any mixing zone approval from the Department.
Language should be added which reflects this concept.
RESPONSE: The rules are clear in this respect and no change is
necessary to address this comment.
166.
COMMENT: Commentor 221 states that the nondegradation
Rule V(2), concerning mixing zone requirements for wet lands
should be re-analyzed.
Natural wetlands have generally been
recognized as natural filters of pollutants.
RESPONSE: Natural wetlands are in some cases effective "filters" for pollutants. Unfortunately, such filtering may not be
good for the wetland. For this reason, the rule will remain as
proposed.
167.
COMMENT:
Commentor 111.
RESPONSE:

Commentor

227

supports

the

comments

made

by

See response to Commentor 111.

166. COMMENT: Montana's classification system for state waters
is too broad.
RESPONSE: This comment is not specific enough to justify a
change and none will be made.
Although the classification
system for state waters may need to be more detailed, the classification system is part of this rulemaking process.
169. COMMENT: Commentor 227 contends that these rules are more
restrictive than the written guidance from US EPA Region VIII
and regulations adopted by neighboring states.
RESPONSE: This comment is not specific enough to justify a
change in the rules so none will be made.
In response, the
proposed rules contain the minimum restrictions necessary to
implement Montana law and meet federal requirements.
170.
COMMENT: Commentor 227 notes that the very low levels
listed for a number of parameters are not measurable and are
exceeded naturally in many Montana streams.
Does the department intend to ignore a public health standard once it is adopted?
How does the department propose to use the human health
standards? Will recreational use be restricted?
RESPONSE: This comment is not specific enough to justify a
change in the rules so none wi 11 be made.
In response, upon
adoption of these rules, the department is required by law to
15-B/ll/94
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administer and enforce their provisions.
171.
COMMENT: Commentor 228 contends that it is inappropriate
to discharge pollutants or toxic substances in water bodies
containing native fish known to be considered sensitive,
threatened or endangered.
RESPONSE: At the present time there are no provisions of law
which specifically prohibit discharges to water bodies containing sensitive or threatened native fish.
The nondegradation
law, however, prohibits changes in water quality which would
affect existing or potential beneficial use. Support of sensitive, threatened or endangered species is an existing use of
some waters and protected by the rules.
Therefore, no change
is necessary to address this comment.
172.
COMMENT: Commentor 228 states that data on many
aquatic species is unavailable simply because studies
been conducted.
How can we protect the fish from
plumes blocking migration into tributary segments, if
is not available?

fish and
have not
effluent
the data

RESPONSE: This comment is not specific enough to justify a
change in the rules so none will be made.
In response, there
will be many cases where all of the data necessary to make a
"fully informed decision" is lacking.
Until sufficient data
accumulates, the department will make decisions that are as
protective as possible of water quality based on available
data. When there is doubt, any errors made will be on the side
of protecting existing uses.
173.
COMMENT: Commentor 228 asks whether there are existing
standard water mixing zone permits for lakes or wetlands and if
so, will they be subject to this rule when the current permit
expires?
RESPONSE: This comment is not specific enough to justify a
change in the rules so none will be made.
In response, the
mixing zone rules have been changed to clarify that existing
permits may continue to use any mixing zone allowed under the
permit until the permit expires. At that time, the permit will
be reissued with the mixing zone specifically identified, as
long as the continued use of the prior mixing zone will not
harm existing or anticipated uses.
174.
COMMENT: Commentor 228 asks what are the impacts from 1
million gallons per day entering a stream segment in terms of
bank erosion, bed load movement, sedimentation and fisheries
habitat? (with respect to the allowance for a standard mixing
zone for discharges of less than 1 million gallons per day at a
dilution of 100:1)
RESPONSE: This comment is not specific enough to justify a
change in the rules so none will be made.
In response, under
Montana Administrative
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the circumstances described above,
zone is unlikely to impact uses.

allowing a standard mixing

175. COMMENT: Commentor 228 contends that monitoring should be
part of the permit process.
RESPONSE: This comment is not specific enough to justify a
change in the rules so none will be made.
Discharge permits,
however, require self monitoring and the department periodically monitors to ensure compliance.
176.
COMMENT: Commentor 228 contends that the department
should have the capability to assess cumulative impacts.
RESPONSE: This comment is not specific enough to justify a
change in the rules so none will be made. Although the department should have this capability in order to fully protect
water quality, the extremely high cost of developing background
data and tracking changes prevent the department from doing
this at the present time.
177.
COMMENT: Commentor 235 contends that monitoring mixing
zones should be a standard procedure.
Estimates and calculations should nQ£ be used as provided in the rules.
RESPONSE: Mixing zones can only be monitored after a discharge
exists.
Estimates and calculations must be used to predict
effects and make a reasoned decision.
For this reason, the
rules will remain as proposed.
178.
COMMENT: Commentor 235 contends that multiple mixing
zones could be confusing and difficult or expensive to monitor.
Only one should be allowed.
RESPONSE: Section ( 1) (f) of the mixing zone Rule IV gives the
department sufficient authority to deal with multiple mixing
zones.
Therefore, the rules allowing multiple mixing zones
will remain as proposed.
179. COMMENT: Commentor 235 contends that the "natural" condition of water (i.e., before human impacts) should be used as
the "existing" water quality for nondegradation limitations.
RESPONSE: At this time it is essentially impossible to determine what water quality existed prior to any man caused impacts.
In addition, § 75-5-303 (2) (b), MCA, specifically refers
to protecting existing high-quality waters, as well as existing
uses.
For this reason, no change will be made in response to
this comment.
180.
COMMENT: Commentor 235 contends that the rules should
define how the department will determine environmental and
technological feasibility.
15-8/11/94
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RESPONSE: Although the law and the rules require this determination, there is no practical way to define environmental or
technological feasibility other than listing the considerations
taken into account as provided in Rule V of the nondegradation
rules.
The determination must be made on a case-by-case basis,
based on best professional judgment of the department.
For
this reason, no change will be made in response to this comment.
181.
COMMENT: Commentor 235 asks how will the Department determine that the specified water quality protection practice
will remain in place until the degradation no longer occurs?
RESPONSE: This comment is not specific enough to justify a
change in the rules so none will be made.
In response, this
determination will be made during the authorization review
process.
182.
COMMENT: Commentor 235 contends that these rules do not
comply with§ 75-5-301(5) (c), MCA, which requires establishment
of "criteria" for determining those activities that cause nonsignificant activities.
These rules exempt activities from
review without establishing that they result in non-significant
changes.
RESPONSE: The categorical activities listed in Rule VIII and
the criteria provided in Rule VII were developed to conform to
the nonsignificance criteria given in the law.
Therefore, the
rules will remain as proposed.
183.
COMMENT:
commentor 111.

Commentors

241,

254,

support

the comments of

RESPONSE: See Response to Comments made by Commentor 111.
184.
COMMENT: Commentor 241 contends that the proposed rules
governing hard rock exploration activities will comply with the
criteria for nonsignificance and suggests that a categorical
exclusion be provided for such activity as follows:
"(ql metallic and non-fuel, non-metallic mineral exploration performed
in accordance with ARM 26.4.104A".
RESPONSE: Until the proposed rules regulating hard rock exploration activities are adopted, it would be inappropriate to
exclude such activities prior to the ability of the state to
enforce such requirements.
For this reason, the suggested
change will not be made.
185.
COMMENT: Comment or 241 lists a series of major problems
with the cost-benefit analysis, as contained in the proposed
rules, and urges the Board to review the attached comments and
reject the cost/benefit approach that is currently contained
within the rules.
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RESPONSE: In response to the extensive comments received criticizing the proposed cost/benefit analysis, the rules have been
Therefore, no
modified to address this comment or's concern.
further change is necessary.
186. COMMENT: Commentors 242 and 243
support the comments of
commentor 111.
In addition they have re-submitted comments
prepared for the earlier hearings.
RESPONSE: See Response to Comments made by Commentor 111 and
the Response to Comments prepared for the earlier board hearings regarding the re-submitted comments of Commentor 242 and
243.
187.
COMMENT: Commentor 260 contends that the categorical
exemption in Rule VIII(l) (g) creates an untenable loophole in
the nondegradation policy and must be revised.
First, any
waste stream containing nitrogen could fall within this exemption, even if the waste stream contained other harmful constituents.
Second, "a complete" was deleted.
By eliminating the
term "complete" the most recent draft of these rules has added
an unnecessary element of discretion into this exemption.
Finally, this provision states that VIII (1) (g) applies only if
"other parameters will not cause degradation."
What does this
mean? Rule Vlll(2) provides that the discharger will determine
whether this exemption is applicable.
RESPONSE: The term "other sources" has been deleted from the
final rule and the categorical exclusion now applies only to
nitrogen from human wastes in order to address this commentor's
concern.
Immediate and complete agronomic uptake, however, is
unattainable and will not be included in the final rule.
188.
COMMENT: Comment or 261 contends that the department has
insufficient resources to adequately administer an effective
nondegradation program and consequently should direct its resources away from small sources of pollution to Montana's waters. A potential, partial solution would be to increase revenues through new or increased fees.
RESPONSE: This comment is not specific enough to justify a
change in the rules so none will be made.
In response, the
department is required to administer the requirements of the
Water Quality Act as i t applies to all sources of pollution,
regardless of size. The department has the authority to charge
fees for processing requests to degrade and has adopted a schedule for implementation of the fees.
189.
COMMENT: Commentor 261 contends that activities excluded
from coverage by Rule VII for nondegradation consideration must
still be liable for pollution to state waters, if they cause
degradation.
RESPONSE:
15-8!11/94
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change in the rules so none will be made.
In response, under §
75-5-605 (1) (d), MCA, no activity may cause degradation unless
authorized by the department.
If an activity fails to conform
to the criteria in Rule VII and thereby causes degradation, the
person conducting the activity is in violation of the law and
subject to enforcement proceedings.
190.
COMMENT: Commentor 261 contends that the limit for nitrate concentration in groundwater should be 2. 0 ppm.
In the
case where groundwater drains directly or immediately into
surface water, any source that will cause nitrate level to
exceed 2.0 should be considered significant.
RESPONSE: In many instances the nitrate level in ground water
can exceed 1. 0 mg/1 and still be nonsignificant according to
the criteria in § 75-5-301 (5) (c), MCA.
The proposed rules
reflect those instances and will not be changed as suggested.
191.
COMMENT: Commentor 261 suggests that the nondegradation
rules need to be more clear regarding their relationship to the
Montana Environmental Policy Act (MEPA) .
RESPONSE: The department is required by law to follow the requirements of MEPA and has adopted rules establishing procedures for compliance with the Act in ARM 16.2.601 ~ ~·
Those rules establish time-frames for agency decisions and
criteria for determining when an Environmental Impact Statement
must be prepared.
Restating those requirements in the nondegradation rules would be unduly cumbersome and repetitive.
Therefore, the suggested change will not be made.
192.
COMMENT: Commentor 261 suggests that in cases where a
chemical detection level is lower than the level set for the
standard, the trigger level should be set at 10\ to 50\ of the
standard.
RESPONSE: There is no rational basis for selection of lower
trigger values and, therefore, the suggested change will not be
made.
193.
COMMENT: Commentor 261 Recommends further review of the
following chemicals and their associated standards:
* dichlorodifluoromethane, set ® 6, 90Dppb.
Maybe needs to be
set at 1,00Dppb.
* 2,4-dinitrotoluene, set ® O.llppb.
Maybe
needs to be set at 0. 05ppb.
* endrin, set ® 0. 76ppb.
Maybe
needs to be set at 0.2ppb.
• simazine, set ® 4ppb.
Maybe
needs to be set at 1. 7ppb.
* toluene, set ® 1, oooppb. Maybe
needs to be set at 343ppb.
* trichlorofluoromethane, set ®
10,00Dppb.
Maybe needs to be set at 3,49Dppb.
* vinyl chloride, set ® 2ppb. Maybe needs to be set at 0.2ppb.
* xylenea,
set® 10,000ppb. Maybe needs to be set at 620.
RESPONSE: * dichlorodifluoromethane, set® 6,900 micrograms per
liter.
This is an updated value of the published 304(a) Human
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Health Criteria for water plus fish consumption.
The updated
information was published by EPA Region VIII on July 1, 1993.
The previously published value was 0.19 micrograms per liter.
* 2,4-dinitrotoluene, set ® 0.11 micrograms per liter. This
value did was not changed from the previously published Human
Health Criteria.
* endrin, set ® 0. 76 micrograms per liter.
This is an updated value of the published 304(a) Human Health
Criteria for water plus fish consumption. The updated information was published by EPA Region VIII on July 1, 1993.
The
previously published value was 0.2 micrograms per liter.
Footnotes indicate the value was based on drinking water MCL's.
simazine, set ® 4 micrograms per liter.
Based on published
drinking water MCL criteria.
* toluene, set ® 1,000 micrograms
per liter.
This value was based on drinking water MCL's.
The
updated value of the published 304(a) Human Health Criteria for
water plus fish consumption was published by EPA Region VIII on
July 1, 1993.
The update gave the new value of 6,800 micrograms per liter.
The previously published value was 14,300
micrograms per liter.
In setting the standard, the department
used the more restrictive value derived from the drinking water
MCL.
194.
COMMENT: Commentor 261 suggests that the following 25
chemicals be added to WQB-7:
* acetone * butylate * carbaryl * chloramben * cyanazine *
dicamba
* 1,1-dichloroethylene * dimethoate * eptam (EPTC)
* ethylene glycol * di(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate --- bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate * formaldehyde * methyl ethyl ketone (MEK)
*
metolachlor * methyl isobutyl ketone (M!BK) --- isopropylacetone
* methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE) --- 2-methoxy-2-methylpropane * metribuzin * tetrahydrofuran • trifluralin
RESPONSE: There are tens-of-thousands of chemicals/compounds
not listed in WQB-7.
Those listed in WQB-7 come from two primary sources.
One is the U.S. EPA's list of 126 "Priority
Pollutants" and the second being chemicals listed for drinking
water MCL's.
If a chemical/compound was on either list, it is
in WQB-7. A few chemicals are not found on either list but are
in WQB-7 because they affect quality factors such as organoleptic effects, oil & suspended solids, or other aesthetic considerations.
WQB-7 is not intended to be an all inclusive list of harmful
pollutants.
It is meant to list a minimum set of chemical/compounds that ~s to be controlled.
This determination and
proof is left with the U. S. EPA. Future changes, both additions and deletions, to WQB-7, will reflect EPA's changes based
on its scientific evidence and recommendations. The department
simply does not have the resources to conduct these types of
investigations to make a rational choice regarding what must be
in WQB-7. Incidently, di(2-ethylhexyllphthalate -- bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate is listed on page 13.
1,1-dichloroethylene is
listed on page 16.
195.

COMMENT: Commentor 261 states that the following 7 chemi-
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cal/compounds found on the EPA's list of 126 "Priority Pollutants" were omitted from WQB-7:
* 2-chloronaphthalene * parachlorometa cresol * 1,1-dichloroethylene * dichlorobromethane
* di-n-butyl phthalate * diethyl phthalate • dimethyl phthalate
RESPONSE: * 2-chloronaphthalene, listed on page 2 of WQB-7.
•
parachlorometa cresol, listed on page 11 of WQB-7.
* 1,1dichloroethylene, listed on page 16 of WQB-7.
* dichlorobromethane, listed on page 9 of WQB-7.
* di-n-butyl phthalate,
listed on page 14 of WQB-7.
* diethyl phthalate, listed on
page 18 of WQB-7.
* dimethyl phthalate, listed on page 18 of
WQB-7.
196.
COMMENT: Commentor 261 states that some
ants" were left out of WQB-7.

"Toxic Pollut-

RESPONSE: Many of those suggested as missing by this Commentor
seem to be from a general class of chemicals.
WQB-7, whenever
possible, lists chemicals individually. WQB-7 does include all
126 "Priority Pollutants" plus chemicals with Drinking Water
MCL's plus those other few chemicals/compounds where justification exists for inclusion.
Therefore, the suggested change
will not be made.
197.
COMMENT: Commentor 261 suggests that compounds (organic
reagents) associated with processing mining ores be included in
WQB-7.
RESPONSE: WQB-7 is not an all inclusive list of harmful pollutants.
It is a minimum set of chemical/compounds that should be
limited to make it useable. Future changes, both additions and
deletions, to WQB-7, will reflect scientific evidence and EPA
recommendations.
Therefore, the suggested change will not be
made.
198. COMMENT: Commentor 261 suggests that another column(s) be
added to WQB-7 to contain the uses of the compounds (organic
reagents) listed, as well as the main effluents in which organic reagents will be found.
RESPONSE: WQB-7' s scope is and will remain limited to Water
Quality Standards and their associated values. While additional information can add value to a document, it can also unnecessarily clutter or cause confusion.
Discussions of socioeconomic impacts, chemistry, and mining engineering practices
are better left to another format.
Therefore, the suggested
change will not be made.
199.

COMMENT:

"Ratio",

Commentor

concerning

the

261

points

chronic

out

ammonia

that

the

standard,

value
is

13.5

for
in

WQB-7, but was listed as 16.0 in the old EPA Gold Book.
RESPONSE: This value, 13.5, was published by EPA Region VIII on
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July 1, 1993.
The previously published value for Ratio was
16.0. The value as listed in WQB-7 is correct and will remain
as proposed.
200.
COMMENT: Commentor 261 suggests footnotes 4 and 5 in the
dissolved oxygen table in WQB-7 seem to contradict one another.
Footnote 4 should be eliminated.
RESPONSE: There is a contradiction.
nated in response to this comment.

Footnote 4 will be elimi-

201.
COMMENT: Commentor 261 contends that footnote 2 in the
dissolved oxygen table in WQB-7 should include eggs.
RESPONSE: This footnote includes "all embryonic and larval
stages". Thus, eggs are included and no change is necessary.
202. COMMENT: Commentor 261 suggests that in each of the water
use classifications in the water quality standards (16.20.616624), Section (h) (i) states: "Concentrations of carcinogenic,
bioconcentrating, toxic, or harmful parameters which would
remain in [drinking) water after conventional [drinking) water
treatment ... ".
To avoid confusing this with ambient water and
wastewater treatment, add the word drinking (shown above in
brackets) .
RESPONSE: The suggested change will not be made as it is beyond
the scope and purpose of this rulemaking.
203.
COMMENT: Commentor 261 contends that the proposed language for site specific standards in Class I waters would mean
that site-specific standards can only be less stringent and not
more stringent than WQB-7, even though the EPA recommends that
site-specific standards may sometimes need to be more stringent
than its general criteria.
RESPONSE: The language regarding site specific standards in the
surface water quality rules will be modified for the reasons
stated by this commentor.
204.
COMMENT: Commentor 261 contends that ARM 16.20.623
(2) (h) (iv) does not specify the period used to determine the
"mean instream concentrations immediately upstream".
As such,
Class I streams effectively are excluded from the nondegradation rules, which was not the intent of the legislature and
ultimately weakens the application of water quality standards.
It certainly is not the intent of the legislature that any
impaired stream be further degraded.
Therefore, this section
of the rules should be removed.
Please note that the previous
section, ARM 16.20. 623 (2) (h) ( i i il , appropriately states that
the standards for Class I streams are the applicable levels in
WQB-7 or site-specific standards developed under the appropriate guidance from EPA.
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RESPONSE: The use of one~half of the upstream quality as a
discharge limit results in improved water quality and therefore, will not be changed as requested.
In addition, the legislature specifically excluded Class I waters from the nondegradation law by excluding such waters in the definition of
high-quality waters.
Section (h) (iii) effectively set goals
for the water quality in these streams.
Therefore, no change
will be made.
205. COMMENT: Commentor 261 recommends the
concerning mixing zone rules, Rule III (1):
ceived ~ the applicant" should be changed
received ii:2m the applicant".

following change
"Information reto: "information

RESPONSE: This change will be made.
2 06.
COMMENT: Comment or 261 recommends the following change
concerning mixing zone rules, Rule III(l):
the department
needs to indicate how concentrations in the mixing zone will be
calculated (by what approach or model).
RESPONSE: Due to the large variety of situations that may
arise, it is not possible to specify precisely how these calculations will be made except to say that beat professional
judgement will be employed.
Therefore, the suggested change
will not be made.
207.
COMMENT: Commentor 261
concerning mixing zone rules,
mixing zone will be granted,
interference with or danger to
word "unreasonable" should be
and is very subjective.

recommends the following change
Rule V ( 1) :
The rule says "No
if it would cause unreasonable
existing beneficial uses."
The
dropped since it is not defined

RESPONSE: The language cited above has been changed in Response
to Comment 30.
The term "unreasonable" has been removed and
the rule now refers to "threaten or impair existing beneficial
uses" for consistency with Rule VIII {6) of the mixing zone
rules.
No further change is necessary to address this comment.
208.
COMMENT: Commentor 261 recommends the following changes
concerning Rule V{3) of the mixing zone rules:
This commentor
believes that whether or not a pollutant is granted a surface
water mixing zone should depend more on its fate than on its
effect on humans.
Therefore, only substances and situations
that meet the following criteria should be granted mixing
zones: (a) the substance does not bioconcentrate (BCFclOO); (b)
the substance is rapidly broken down to nontoxic, harmless
compounds (The half-life of the substance in surface waters is
cl day); (c) the oxygen depletion in the receiving water must
have recovered fully before allowing the next oxygen-demanding
mixing zone.
RESPONSE:

This commentor overlooks the slogan of the patholo-
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gists that "the dose makes the poison". There are no "nontoxic
harmless compounds" so that implementation of the requested
change would result in no mixing zones for any pollutant.
The
mixing zone rules as proposed will adequately protect all present and anticipated uses of water and will remain as proposed.
209.
COMMENT: Comment or 261 recommends the following change
concerning mixing zone rules, Rule VIII(3): The rule now states
that facilities which meet conditions in (a) and (d) qualify
for standard mixing zones.
This should be changed to "(a)
through (d)".
RESPONSE:
made.

This was an error and the requested change will be

210. COMMENT: Commentor 261 contends that there is an error in
mixing zone Rule VIII(3) (b). She contends that if you add the
conditions in (b) to the conditions in (a), it would include
all facilities because (a) and (b) together specify every conceivable combination of discharges and dilution rates and requests that (b) be eliminated or corrected.
RESPONSE: For the reasons stated above,
address this comment.

(b) has been changed to

211.
COMMENT: Commentor 261 recommends the following change
concerning mixing zone rules, Rule VIII(3) (d): Facilities with
instantaneous mixing zones ( <2 stream widths) should not be
given
standard mixing zones (10 stream widths) because the legislature intended that mixing zones should be as small as practicable.
RESPONSE: Facilities with instantaneous mixing zones (<2 stream
widths) under the above cited rule are granted a standard mixing zone, which is less than 2 stream widths in length.
This
is as short as practical and, therefore, the suggested change
will not be made.
212.
COMMENT: Commentor 261 contends that mixing zone Rule
VIII(6) is unnecessary in light of nonstandard mixing zones.
RESPONSE: The above cited rule is necessary to clarify the
authority of the department to modify standard mixing zones as
needed to protect uses.
Therefore, the rule will remain as
proposed.
213.
COMMENT: Commentor 261 recommends the following change
concerning Rule IX(1) (c) of the mixing zone rules:
Change the
last line from "discharge qualifies for a standard mixing zone"
to "discharge !!l.<l,y qualify for a standard mixing zone" because
it may not satisfy Rule IX(1) (a).
RESPONSE: If the ground water discharge is subject to the limi15-8/11/94
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tations in (a), a standard mixing zone may not be appropriate.
Where the limitations in (a) do not apply, then the discharge
clearly qualifies for a standard mixing zone whenever the conditions in (c) are met. XXX
214.
COMMENT: Commentor 261 contends that in mixing zone Rule
IX(ll (d) (viiil: the downgradient boundary of a standard mixing
zone should be limited by its distance to the nearest groundwater well. The same is true of nonstandard mixing zones.
RESPONSE: Protection of drinking water supply wells is assured
by Rule VI ( 2 l .
Therefore, no further change is necessary to
address this comment.
215.
COMMENT: Commentor 261 contends that
nondegradation
Rule II (16) (a) should be deleted because a point source discharging under an existing permit can cause degradation if it
significantly increases its discharge.
RESPONSE: The above referenced rule is renumbered as Rule
11(15) (a) in the nondegradation rules. The rule allows changes
in water quality under an existing permit or approval obtained
prior to the enactment of the new law. This is consistent with
legislative intent as clearly expressed in Section 10 of SB 401
and discussions before the Senate Natural Resources Committee.
Therefore, the rule will remain as proposed.
216.
COMMENT: Commentor 261 recommends
nondegradation Rule
11(16) (b) should read: •nonpoint sources discharging prior to
April 29, 1993, which have had no increase in land disturbance
(that is, no increase in acres disturbed, no increase in grazing or tree harvest rates)".
RESPONSE: The requested change will not be made because the
increased land disturbance, if it caused degradation, would
fall under the definition of •new or increased source• in Rule
II (15).
217.
COMMENT: Comment or 261 recommends the following change
concerning nondegradation
Rule VI (2) (d):
after •determination of economic or social importance• add "of the proposed
activity and of the loss of existing water quality".
RESPONSE: In response to numerous comments on the economic
analysis required under the rules, this entire section has been
changed.
No further change is necessary to address this comment.
218.
COMMENT: Commentor 261 recommends
concerning nondegradation Rule VII (1) (a):
words "less than•.

the following change
before "10\" add the

RESPONSE: This change has been made.
Montana AdministratiVe Register
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219.
COMMENT: Commentor 261 recommends adding teratogenic and
mutagenic substances to nondegradation Rule VII(1) (b) as param~
eters that cannot exceed background levels.
RESPONSE: To the best of our knowledge, there is no adequately
documented list of such parameters and the department does not
have the means to develop a defensible list.
Therefore, the
suggested change will not be made.
220.
COMMENT: commentor 261 recommends the following change
concerning nondegradation
Rule VI I ( 1) (b) : add "Where
parameters are below detection in receiving water upstream of a
discharge, the parameters will be assumed to be zero for the
purposes of determining the allowed levels in that discharge."
RESPONSE: This change will not be made as such an assumption is
not reasonable.
221.
COMMENT: commentor 261 recommends the following change
concerning nondegradation
Rule VII (1) (e):
delete the
words "for a period of 50 years•.
RESPONSE: Phosphorus is removed from soil solution in two ways.
First, some fine soil particles can absorb phosphorus.
The
amount of phosphorus absorbed by soils is limited by the soil
texture and the type of soil particles present. The absorptive
capacity of the soil can be determined through the proper
tests.
Second, phosphorus can also be removed from soil solu~
tion through the process of precipitation. Although the amount
of precipitation is determined by the chemical characteristics
of the soil solution, the process for making this determination
is very complex and not well understood.
The available data
indicates, however, that if the absorptive capacity of the soil
exceeds 50 years, it is likely that phosphorus will be effectively removed due to precipitation.
The 50 year requirement
will not be deleted but may be modified when better data is
available.
222.
COMMENT: Commentor 261 contends that nondegradation Rule
VIII(l) (f) should be deleted.
RESPONSE: Since increases in nitrate are covered in Rule VII of
the nondegradation rules, the proposed change will be made.
223. COMMENT: Commentor 263 points out that the equation for a
"one-half area• in mixing zone Rule VIII (4) is actually an
equation for the distance downstream it takes for the mixing
zone plume to get to one-half the width of the stream.
This
rule should be modified to indicate that the equation should be
used to calculate the downstream distance to one-half width
mixing.
RESPONSE:
comment.
15-8/11/94
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224. COMMENT: Commentors 273 and 316 urge the board to approve
composting toilet systems.
RESPONSE: See Response 1.
225.
COMMENT: Commentors 276, 311, 313, and 315 contend that
if a mixing zone is needed, the activity is significant.
Therefore the nonsignificance criteria in the nondegradation
rules should not include mixing zones.
RESPONSE: The inclusion of certain activities that require
mixing zones under the proposed rules is consistent with the
criteria for determining nonsignificant activities pursuant to
§ 75-5-301 (5) (c),
MCA.
Therefore, the inclusion of mixing
zones will remain in the final rules.
226. COMMENT: Commentor 276 contends that any increase greater
than 5.0 mg/1 is significant.
RESPONSE: See Response No. 14.
227.
COMMENT: Commentor 289 agrees with the substance of comments made by Commentor 111.
RESPONSE: Comment noted.
228.
COMMENT: Commentor 2 90 contends that the categorical
exclusion for agricultural chemicals in Rule VIII(1) (b) should
be deleted and a section added to clarify that under the provisions of 85-15-212, MCA, these activities are exempt from permitting.
RESPONSE: The requested change will not be made because unpermitted nonpoint source activities remain subject to the nondegradation policy and its requirements. This exclusion recognizes that the activities are nonsignificant provided they
comply with the conditions set forth in the rule.
229. COMMENT: Commentor 290 contends that "anticipated beneficial
uses"
should
be
deleted
from
nondegradation
Rule
VIII (1) (b) because it is not defined.
RESPONSE: §§ 75-5-303 (1) and 75-5-303 (3) (c), MCA, require the
protection of existing and anticipated uses of state waters.
The rule will not be changed as suggested because the law requires the protection of "anticipated uses".
230.
COMMENT: Comment or 290 contends that the nitrate standards should be the same for both surface and ground water.
RESPONSE: The standards to protect public health are the same.
However, nitrate may cause undesirable changes in aquatic
growth for surface waters at concentrations far below the levels which are protective of public health.
In contrast, niMuntaua Admin1stratiw' Rc<Jistcr
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trate does not cause undesirable changes in aquatic growth for
ground waters.
Due to its effect in surface water, it is appropriate that the standard be more stringent.
For this reason, the rule will remain as proposed.
231.
COMMENT: Comment or 314 contends that if there are mistakes during the completeness review, it should not be possible
to correct them.
RESPONSE: This requirement would be counterproductive
therefore, will not be included in the rules.

and

RAYMOND W. GUSTAFSON, Chairman
BOARD OF HEALTH AND
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

Certified to the Secretary of State

Aygust 1, 1994
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
OF THE STATE OF MONTANA
In the matter of the amendment of
rule 16.28.1005 containing TB
control requirements for schools
and day care facilities
To:

NOTICE OF
AMENDMENT OF RULE
(Tuberculosis)

All Interested Persons

1.
On June 23, 1994, the department publish7d notice of
the proposed amendment of ARM 16.28.1005, concern1ng measures
required to prevent the spread of tuberculosis in schools and day
care facilities, at page 1652 of the Montana Administrative
Register, issue number 12.
2.
The agency has amended ARM 16.28.1005 as proposed.
3.
No comments were received .
..-""'"

/(F

. /'/ "
_../

,~

Certified to the Secretary of State

Monlana Adrninislrativt; Register

August 1. 1994
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
OF THE STATE OF MONTANA
In the matter of the proposed
adoption of new rules I-XXII and
the repeal of 16.32.380-388
dealing with licensure of
personal care facilities.

NOTICE OF REPEAL OF
ARM 16.32.380-388
AND ADOPTION OF NEW
RULES I-XXII PERTAINING
TO PERSONAL CARE

1.
On May 26, 1994, the Department published notice of
public hearing on the above stated proposed repeal of rules and
adoption of new rules at page 1342 of the 1994 Montana Administrative Register, issue number 10.
2.
The Department has repealed rules 16.32. 380 through
16.32.388 as proposed.
3.
The Department has adopted the following rules as
proposed with the following changes.
RULE I
posed.

(16.32.901)

APPLICATION OF RULES

Same as pro-

RULE II
(16.32.902)
DEFINITIONS
(1)-(3) Same as proposed.
(4)
"Licensed Hhealth care professional" means ·a physician, a physician assistant-certified, a nurse practitioner, or
a registered nurse practicing within the scope of his/her license.
(5)
"•4eelieally l!'elateel seeial eel"dees" lfteaRs sel"viees
pre•,.ieleel B'f the perseaal eal"e Eaeility etaf£ te assist l"esi
elel'lts il'l lftaiHtaiRil'lg er ilftpreviRg their ability ts lftBHage their
e•• el!'yela)' f:!h} eieal, lfteHtal, aftel f'IS} eheeeeial He eels.
(~~)
"Personal care facility" means a home or institution
that is licensed to provide personal care to either category A
or category B residents under 50-5-227, MCA.
('7£.)
"Resident" means anyone accepted for care, through
contractual agreement, in a personal care facility .
.il.l "Social services" means services provided by the
personal care facility staff to assist residents in maintaining
or improving their ability to manage their everyday physical,
mental, and psychosocial needs.
RULE III
(16.32.903)
ADMINISTRATION
(1)
Each personal
care facility shall employ an administrator, vhe lftHst be in
geeel ph)'sieal aRel lfteRtal health, be ef l!'eputable aAel res~eAei
ale mel'al ei'lal"aetel", aAEl e .. hibit eeAee.-., fer the safety aAd
\Jell being ef l"esideAts, anel who must:
(a)-(c)
Same as proposed;
(El)
Ret be eefi•ieted ef a erilfte iR~elviR~ vielenee,
frauel, deceit, theft, er ether eleeeptieR fer which he/she is
still HReler etate su~ervisisH,
(eg)
have knowledge of and the abi 1 i ty to del j ver or
direct the delivery of appropriate care to residents; and
15-8/ll/94
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(~~)
show evidence of at least 6 hours of annual continuing education in at least one of the following areas:
(i)-(vi) Same as proposed;
(vii) basic and advanced emergency first aid.
(2)-(3) Same as proposed.
( 4)
Bitfie£ tHe ad!lliftist£ats£ er a desi!Jftatea refjf'eeeft
tati~e wfis 111eete the ~HalifieatisHe ef tfie aa!lliHiatratsF !IIHBt
l:le awalte aHa eft dttty at tfie faeility at least 49 fisH£e f'BF

weeJt-,.
(6-~)
In the absence of the administrator.._ sr hie/fie£
aesi!JHated !'ef'FeseHtati.e aHa in order that service to residents is not interrupted, the duties of the administrator must
be delegated to a responsible adult who:
(a)-(c) Same as proposed.
(6~)
The administrator or designated representative shall
initiate transfer of a resident through the resident's physician.._ afld./eF appropriate agencies, and/or the resident's personal representative or responsible party when the resident's
condition is not within the scope of services of the personal
care facility.
('1ji)
Whenever a resident of a category A facility needs
skilled nursing services, the administrator is responsible for
documenting when the resident is recejving the third-party
nursing services ess£diHatiH!J witH the HttrsiH!J f'e£sSRHel f'FS
¥iaifi"J tfisse seFviees ts eRs~otre tfiaet tfie iellswift"J a~otties are
earriea s~ott.
(a)
illlfjle!IISRtiR!J fjfiysieiaft'B S!'aera;
(e)
plaRftift!J aRd aireetift!J tfie deli•BF} ef Rttrsift!J eaFe,
(e) t£eat!lleHts, f3rseea~otres, <>Ha etHer ser, ieee asettriH!J
tfiat eaefi zesideRt's Reeds a£e Met,
(a)
eare plaRRiH!J, eased eH e!'ders aftd Heeds,
(e) RStif:JiR!J tfie reeideRt's pHysieiaft f'FBRiptl} wheft tfie
!'CBideRE is iRj ~otFed SF whefl there is a stladeR er lftarlted ehaR!Je
iA a reeideHt's Si!JRB, SY!flptSRIS Bl" eefiaYiS£;
(f)
RStif}iR!J tfie £eeideRt's fa111il} ef iRjtt!'} te tfie
:J"eBiSeAt B!' el\aR!Je ifl his/fie£ Si!JHB, SY!flf'ESRIB, Bl" Beha, is£,
afteF rtetiee fias BeeR !'>ZS.iaed pttl"stlaAt ts (7) (e) aesve; artd
(!J) f'FsvidiR!J aaeEJHate eEJ~otiplfteAt ts Meet tfie rteetis sf
!'esitieAtB.
(~1)
I f the facility cannot provide the care required by
the resident, the administrator must notify the resident's
family and physician and request that the family relocate the
resident within 30 days.
A category A facility 'ffte resident
has the right to appeal this decision by following the procedures outlined in [RULE XVII(2) (b)].
(9~)
The administrator of a personal care facility shall
~:l"s·~itie ensure and documentee that orientation is provided to
all employees that is appropriate to the employee's job responsibilities and includes, at a minimum;
(a)-(c) Same as proposed;
(d)
the aging process aftti elftatieHal prshlelfte sf illAess;
(e)-(f) Same as proposed;
(g) emergency procedures, such as basic first aid~
and procedures used to contact outs ide agencies, physicians,
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and individuals; and
(h) Same as proposed.
(10)-(11)
Same as proposed but renumbered (9)-(10).
(~ill
The administrator shall J;;Omply with the Montana
Elder and Developmentally Disabled Abuse prevention Act. found
at 52-3-801 et seq., MCA l'le~ify ~he sl:ate leR!Y ter111 eare 0111
b"uielllaH, ~he aeparl:llleH~, aHa ~he Reareet 13eaee offieer, law
eRfe£eellleft~
a!YeHey, o£ J!'FB~ee~ive serviees a!!eHe)" wheHe·.·er
there is reaseH to believe ~hat a resiaeHt has beeR et~bjee!o Ee
abt~se, He~leeE, or eMf!leil:a!oieR.
'fhe aallliflietra!oer shall re
EJHire aRe e!'leeHl"B!Ye the s~aff te l"ef!el"t obeel"+aEieRe or evi
deHee of ab1:1se asa shall iH¥esti~aEe aHa Eake eol"ree!oive aetieR
as iflaiea~;:ea.
(13) Same as proposed but renumbered (12).
(HUl
The administrator is responsible for maintaining
aaeEJI:laEe personnel records and must maintain a current list of
the names, addressee, and telephone numbers of all employees,
including substitute personnel.
(+l>ll)
The administrator must ensure that the facility
aaeJ!~B a etateMel'l~ ef reeiaeflt ri~hts complies with the Montana
Long-Term Care Residents' Bill of Rights. found at 50-5-1101,
et seq .. MCA that iAel1:1aee, a~ a 111iRi1111:1111, the ri!!Ate aeliReatea
ifl [RULB XVIJ, aHa 111\:lBE.
(al J!eet a eBJ!) ef the etate111eRt ef reeideRt rights iR a
ee!'lsf!iel:leHB f!laee visible te the J!Hblie,
(b) f!l"eBeftt the state111el'lt iR a ferMat thaE eaR ee read
easily ey the reeideHte aRa B)' the f!l:lBlie, aRa
(el e'FIBI:ll"e that the reEJHil"el!leRtB ef 59 5 1195, MCA, are
Met, aHEi that the ei!!Rea aelmewleEi!Y'"eRt referred te thereifl ie
plaeed ifl the reeiEieat'e reeera.
(~12)
The administrator must ensure that a resident who
is ambulatory only with mechanical assistance is able to safely
self-evacuate the facility without the aid of an elevator or
similar mechanical lift is aet hetieea aeowe the ~re1:1aa fleer ef
the faeilit)'.
RULE IV {16.32.904)
STAFFING
(1)
Each employee of the
personal care facility must meet the following minimum qualifi~
cations:
(a) after eviaeaee ef eHitaele eaaraeter, t:elllf!erallleHt,
OMJ!erieftee, aREi ability be able to function in his/her appointed capacity;
(b) Same as proposed;
(c) be free from any medical condition, iRell:ldia~ Eir1:1~ er
aleebel aaaietiefl, that limits the employee's ability to ~
viae J!eraoaal eare sen•ieee perform his/her iob description
with reasonable skill and safety;
(d) Same as proposed;
(e) not be convicted of a crime involving violence,
fraud, deceit, theft, E>£ other deception, or a violation of
52-3-825, MCA, for which the person is still under state supervision.

(2) Same as proposed,
(a)-(b) Same as proposed;
15-8/ll/94
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(c)

bowel

and

bladder

care,

in

a

category

B

facility

2!J.ly;

(d)-(e)
Same as proposed;
(f)
MeEfieas ef Mailing resiaeAEe physically eeMterEable,
(~f)
food, nutrition, and diet planning, in a category B
facility only;
(fig)
health-oriented
record
keeping,
including
time/employment records and resident records; and
(~h)
assistance with medications.
( 3) Employees may perform cooking, housekeeping, laundering, general maintenance, and office work.
Any employee
providing any who MighE be respeasible te aeliveF eeeasieaal
direct care, however, is subject to the orientation and training requirements for direct care staff.
(4) There must be a personnel record for each employee
that includes the employee's name, address, and social security
number, his/her ~ tuberculosis records, an annual evaluation of performance, a record of the employee's previous experience, and documentation of orientation and on-the-job training, along with a signed acknowledgement by the employee that
the training was provided and included specific mention of
resident rights.
(5) The following rules must be followed in staffing the
personal care facility:
(a)
Direct care sBtaff MeiiiBeFe shall have knowledge of
each resident's health condi tiona, the residents' needs, and
any events about which the employee should notify the administrator or his/her designated representative;
(b)-(c) Same as proposed;
(d) The staff shall provide for the care and safety of
residents without abuse, exploitation or discrimination; aft6
(e) The individual in charge of each work shift shall
have keys to all exit doors, medication cabinets, and resident
records~

lll Direct care staff may not perform any service for
which they have not received appropriate training by an appropriate instructor.
(6)-(7) Same as proposed.
AUTH:
50-5-103,
50-5-227, MCA

RULE V
proposed.

50-5-226,

(16. 32 '905)

50-5-227,

RECREATIONAL

MCA;

IMP:

ACTIVITIES

50-5-226,

Same

as

RULE VI
(16.32.906)
LAUNDRY (1)
Same as proposed.
(2)
If a health care facility processes its laundry on
the facility site, it must:
(a)
set asiae ana Htiliee an atea eelely feF laHtHlFy
pHrpeses have a separate area used solely as a laundry, including an area for sorting soiled and clean linen and clothing.
No laundry may be done in a food preparation or dishwashing
(b)
(e)

Same as proposed;
f<a¥e a sel'a.-ate area o.- coe111 tiesiEjnea fee ttse as a
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la~fter}, iRel~siR~ aR area fer eertiR~ eeiles aRe eleaR liReR
elethiR~.
Ne la~Rary may be seRe iR a teed ~re~araeieR or

aRa

aishwashiR~

area,
(a£)
provide well-maintained containers to store and
transport laundry that are impervious to moisture, keeping
those used for soiled laundry separate from those used for
clean laundry;
(eg)
dry all bed linen, towels, and wash cloths in the
dryer;
(~~)
protect clean laundry from sources of contamination;
and
(§'f)
ensure that facility staff handling laundry cover
their clothes while working with soiled laundry, use separate
clean covering for their clothes while handling clean laundry,
and wash their hands both after working with soiled laundry and
before they handle clean laundry.
(3)
If a personal care facility processes its laundry off
the facility site, it must utilize a commercial laundry (not
self-service) which satisfies the requirements of (2) above 9llQ
must set aside and utilize an area solely for laundry purposes.
(4)
Resident's personal clothing must be laundered by the
facility unless the resident or the resident's family accepts
this responsibility.
If the facility launders the resident's
personal clothing, the elethiR!J lllttst ee Marllea .. ith the resi
sent's Rame ana rettt,..nea te the eo~ reet reeieeRt facility is
responsible for returnjng the clothing.
Residents capable of
laundering their own personal clothing and wishing to do so
~ m2Y be provided the facilities and necessary assistance.
RULE

VII

(16.32.907)

PHYSICAL PLANT

(1)

Same as pro-

posed.
(2)
All rooms with toilets or shower/bathing facilities
must have an operable window to the outside or must be exhausted to the outside by a mechanical ventilation system.
(3)
Same as proposed.
(4)
Same as proposed:
(a)-(e) Same as proposed;
(f) mirror mounted or secured to allow for convenient use
by both wheelchair bound residents and ambulatory persons 6ft
the wall er deer at eeR¥eRient hei~ht iR eaeh besreeM;
(g)-(h) Same as proposed.
(5)-(6) Same as proposed.
(7) Any provision of this rule may be waived at the discretion of the department if conditions in existence prior to
the adoption of this rule or construction factors would make
compliance extremely difficult or impossible and if the department determines that the level of safety to residents and staff
is not diminished.
AUTH:
50-5-103, 50-5-226, 50-5-227, MCA; IMP:
50-5-226,
50-5-227, MCA
RULE VIII
(16.32.906)
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
(1)
A
personal care facility must be constructed and maintained so as
to prevent as much as possible the entrance and harborage of
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rats, mice, insects, flies, and other vermin.
(2) Hand cleansing soap or detergent and individual towels must be available at each sink in the commonly-shared are~
~ facility.
A waste receptacle must be located near each
sink. Towels for common use are not permitted.
(3) A minimum of 10 foot candles of light must be available in all rooms afta hallways, with the following exceptions:
(a)-(d) Same as proposed.
AUTH:
50-5-103, 50-5-226. 50-5-227, MCA; IMP:
50-5-226..
50-5-227, MCA
RULE IX (16.32.909) WRITTEN POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
(1) Same as proposed:
(a)-(c) Same as proposed;
(d) a disaster plan that includes an evacuation plan
a plan fQr a bickup source of oxvgen;
(e)-(g) Same as proposed.

ana

RULE X (16.32.910) RESIDENTIAL SERVICES (ll The personal care facility shall provide a clean, comfortable, and
well-maintained home, free of unpleasant odors, that is safe
ftftS eeM~e•eeele for residents and employees at all times.
(2) The facility shall have a written disaster plan in
effect that includes an evacuation plan in event of fire, and
that is available to all staff members and residents. In addition, the facility must conduct an annual drill and maintain a
written record of that drill.
(3) Same as proposed.
(4) The facility shall stock and maintain appropriate
first aid supplies in a sift~le at least one location.
(5)-(6) Same as proposed.
(7) Same as proposed:
(a)-(c) Same as proposed;
(d) Garbage and trash must be stored for final disposal
in areas separate from those used for preparation and storage
of food and must be removed from the facility daily.
Garbage
containers must be cleaned at least once a week.
(8) At all times, the facility shall Provide keep a supply of clean linen in good condition at all times that is sufficient to change beds often enough to keep them clean, dry,
and free from odors. Residents may use their own linen in the
facility if they choose. In addition, the facility must ensure
that each resident is supplied with clean towels and washcloths
that are changed at least twice a week, a moisture-proof mattress cover and mattress pad, and enough blankets to maintain
warmth and comfort while sleeping.
(9) Same as proposed.
(19)
~e feeilie} shall maiBtaift a •eee•a ef all Iepaire
aHa eerviees prewiaea te maintaiB the faeility.
(Hl.Q.)
Temperature in resident rooms, bathrooms, and
common areas must be maintained at a minimum of 70"F and a
maximum of ao•F. and the facility must giye apPropriate consideration to each resident's preferences regarding the tempera~ eel!weeft 7S"P afta 89 9 P titl•ift!!J t.he mel'iths h•em Oeteber te
Montana Administrative Register
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Mareh end heeween 79"F end 75"F d~r~n~ ehe Menehe freM
Sepeelllber.
(12) Same aa proposed but is renumbered (11).
RULE XI

(16.32.911)

PERSONAL SERVICES

~r!l

ee

Same as proposed.

(16,32.912)
(1)
INFECTION CONTRQL
Same as
RULE XII
proposed.
(2) The facility must ensure that, at the time of admission and annually thereafter, a resident in a personal care
facility provides documentation from a licensed ph's~eian
health care professional showing that the resident is free from
communicable tuberculosis.
(3)
The personal care facility must establish and maintain infection control policies and procedures sufficient to
provide a safe environment and to prevent the transmission of
disease. Such policies and procedures must include, at a minimum, the following requirements:
(a) Any employee contracting a communicable disease that
is transmissible to residents through food handling or direct
care must not appear at work until the infectious diseases can
no longer be transmitted.
The decision to return to work must
be made by the administrator in accordance with the policies
and procedures instituted by the facility;
(b)
Same as proposed.
(4)
Same as proposed.
RULE XIII
(16.32.913) SOCIAL SERVICES (1) The personal
care facility shall provide Med~eally relaeed social services
to attain or maintain the highest practicable physical, mental,
and psychosocial well-being of each resident.
(2)-(4) Same as proposed.
AUTH:
50-5-103, 50-5-226. 50-5-227, MCA; IMP:
50-5-226,
50-5-227, MCA
RULE XIV (16.32.914)
PETS (1)
Same as proposed:
(a)-(b) Same as proposed;
(c) Birds and fish must be kept in appropriate enclosures; lllll1
(d)
Pets that are kept at the facility shall have documentation of current vaccinations, including rabies, as appropriate-r--ttM
h!) I~aftas 1 SHa:lteB; etfte;p !'eptiles, •ee!leR~a, lften:Jteya,
ferrees 1 er eeher etteeie pees -Y nee he ltepl! ~n a persenal
eare faeil~ey.
(2)-(4) Same as proposed.
RULE XV
(16.32.915)
FOOD SERVICE
(1)
The feed sePW~ee
facility must establish and maintain standards relative to food
sources; refrigeration; refuse handling; pest control; storage,
preparation, procuring, serving, and handling food; and dishwashing procedures that are sufficient to prevent food spoilage
and the transmission of infectious disease.
These standards
must include the following:
15-8/11/94
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(a)-(d) Same as proposed.
(2)
Foods must be served in amounts and a variety sufficient to meet the nutritional needs of each resident, and the
facility must provide therapeutic diets when prescribed by the
resident • s physician.
At least three meals must be eer¥ed
offered daily and at regular times, with not more than a
14-hour span between an evening meal and breakfast.
(3)
Same as proposed.
(4)
If a resident is unable to eat a meal or refuses to
eat a meal, this Reft partieiflatiea must be documented in the
resident's record if there is a medical reason or it is otherwise aPpropriate to do so.
(5)-(11) Same as proposed.
(12)
Tobacco products may not be used in the food preparation and kitchen er serviee areas.
AUTH:
50-5-103, 50-5-226. 50-5-227, MCA; IMP:
50-5-226,
50-5-227, MCA

RULE XVI (16.32.916) RESIDENT RIGHTS (1) The facility
shall comply with the Montana long-term care residents• bill Qt
rights, found at 50-5-1101, et seq .. MCA shall adeflt a state
Meftt ei resideftt ri~fits that iftelYdee, at a MiBiMHM 1 tfie state
MeftE ef resident l!'i~hte feYfta at 59 s 1194 1 14CA, ami Mttst pest
ettel'l etaeeMe8t ift aeeel!'da8ee ~citfi sa 5 1195, MCA.
(2)-(3) Same as proposed.
RVLE XVII

(16.32.917)
RESIDENCY APPLICATION PROCEDURES
(1) Same as proposed.
(a) an application form requiring the prospective resident's name, address, sex, social security number, date of
birth, marital status, insurance or financial responsibility
information, religious affiliation, next of kin, and his/her
physician's name, address, and telephone number. and whether
the prospective resident has apy health care decision making
instruments in effect; and
(b) a statement which informs the resident and the resi-·
dent's physician,
if applicable,
of the requirements of
50-5-226, MCA.
(2)
If a category A the perseftal eare facility determines
that it must rei·ect May ftBt adMit tfie l! prospective resident
because the prospective resident is not appropriate for residence in a category A facility based on the criteria of
50-5-226. MCA. or d§!;erminea it must relocate a resident because the resident is no longer appropriate fQr residence in a
category A facility based on the criteria Qf 50-5-226, MCAi Qr
if !;he department determines a categQry A facility resident
must be relocated because a/be is n9 lQnger appropriate fQr
residence in the categQry A facility based on the criteria Qf
50-5-226, MCA, the following rules apply:
(a) The facility, or department. if appropriate, must
provide written notice of rejection or relocation of the resident•• applieatieft that includes:
(i)
the grounds for the rejection or relocation;
(ii)
the right to appeal the decision to the department
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within 15 days after the date of the written notice a£ Pejee
and
(iii) the information that the appeal request must contain, as delineated in (b) below.
(b) A person or facility appealing a rejection or relocati.Qn must send the department, within 15 calendar days after
the date of written notice of rejection or relocation re;ee-~. written notice containing the following:
(i)
name of the individual concerning whom the reiection
or relocation se•eenin~ decision was made;
(ii) name of the personal care facility affected~
whether the decision was made by that facility or by the department;
(iii) grounds for the reiection or relocation sepeenin~
decision; and
(iv) statement of evidence contradicting the reiection or
relocation se•eenin! decision.
(c) Unless the appealing party agrees to a time extension, the director of the department ef healeh ans en~i•enMen
eal seieneee must make a final decision regarding the appeal
within 15 working days after receipt of the notice.
(3) Same as proposed:
(a)-(e) Same as proposed;
(f) a listing of specific charges to be incurred for the
resident's care, frequency of payment, aftd rules relating to
non-payment. and the facility's policy relating to refunds.
(4)-(6) same as proposed.
AUTH:
50-5-103, 50-5-226, 50-5-227, MCA; IMP:
50-5-226,
50-5-227, MCA
~;

RULE XVIII
{16.32.918)
RESIDENT BECQBDS
(1)-(2)
Same
as proposed.
(3) The record must be kept current and shall include at
least the following:
(a) Same as proposed;
(b) records of third-party nursing seryices provided to
each category A facility resident t.hiPii psl!'e} &!1!'8e111enes 1 U
any 1 ei!neli ens dat.ed;
(c) Same as proposed;
(d)
resident's weight on admission and at least quarterly
thereafter. if the resident and/or the resident's licensed
bealth care professional determine a weight check is necessary;
(e) personal/social information and preferences, such as
food preferences, special interests and hobbies, or community
and religious contacts. if the resident voluntarily discloses
this information;
(f)
Same as proposed;
(g) a progress note at least auarterly e·,•el!'y 39 aaya,
setting forth the resident's current condition, level of functioning, participation in activities, social interactions,
problems noted, and concerns stated by family members or other
visitors, if any;
(h)
the resident's care plan for all category B residents
and for category A residents, if necessary and appropriate;
15-B/11/94
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(i)-(j)
Same as proposed;
Ot)
l!'eeers sf sel!'"'iees pl!'e.,·iaea ey thii!'Ei party pre <'iEie!'s 1
(~k)
dates of overnight absences from the home;
(m)-(n)
Same as proposed but are renumbered (1)-(m).
AUTH:
50-5-103,
50-5-226,
50-5-227, MCA;
IMP:
50-5-226,
50-5-227, MCA
RULE XIX
(16.32.919)
MEDICATIONS AND OXYGEN
(1)
Same
as proposed:
(a)-(c)
Same as proposed;
(dl
Medications that require refrigeration must be segregated from food items and stored within the temperature range
apecified by the manufacturer at te~el'atHres between 36•P ana
+&£P; and
(e)
Same as proposed.
(2)-(4) Same as proposed.
(5) The facility shall maintain for each resident a medication administration record listing all medications used and
all doses taken or not taken by the resident, and shall state
the reason for omission of any scheduled dose of medication.
~hie reeera ehall inelHEie the fellewin~.
(a)
&fly ehaBgee h•e111 the eriginal preeeript ie11 1 ana
(8)
the l!'eaeen that a p.l!'.n.
(as neeses) lfteEiieatiefl,
iftelHEiil'I!J aft eoet' the eeHfitel!' 111eEiieatief!, ~.as .. sea by a l!'esi
dent ana the ree~lte ebtait~eEi.
(6)-(7)
Same as proposed.
RULEXX
(16.32.920)
CONSTRUCTION
(1)-(2)
Sameasproposed.
AUTH:
50-5-103,
50-5-226.
50-5-227, MCA;
IMP:
50-5-20:§,
50·5-227, MCA
RQLE XXI
(16.30:.90:1)
REQUIREMENTS FOR CATEGORY B FACILITIES QNLY
(1)
At the time of admission, the administrator
shall assure that a licensed health care professional assesses
each resident is assesses, in writing, for at least the follow
ing:
(a)-(g)
Same as proposed.
(2)
Within 3 days after admission,
the administrator
shall assure that there is a plan of care for each resident
that is orepared by a licensed health care professional. and.
to the extent practicable. with the participation of the resident. the resident's family. or the resident's legal representative; and that the plan of care is available to and followed
by all direct care staff.
The plan of care must include but
need not be limited to:
(a)-(d)
same as proposed.
(3)
The facility shall develop its own policy regarding
the contents of care plans that includes a requirement that all
care plans be reviewed and updated at least quarterly ~ or
more frequently, if necessary, to account for significant changes in a resident's physical, mental, or social condition or
needs.
In addition, at a minimum, the facility must comply
with the following rules:
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(a) Within 3 days after the admission of a resident, a
licensed health care professional must visit the resident in
the facility and develop a plan of care for that resident.._
unless the physician who certified the resident geveloped a
plan of care for the resident, which plan must be included in
the resident's record; or
(b) Same as proposed.
(4)-(7) Same as proposed.
(8) Chemical or medical restraints ordered by the physician are permitted. and a licensed health care professional
must monitor the resident's response to use of the medication
and communicate with the pharmacist and physician to implement
a regimen that ensures the least medication and fewest negative
consequences IUl!leJ!' !!he felle•;;iR! eee!IH:iefts•
(e) A lieeRae!l heelUl eaJ!'e pJ!'efeeeieeal lllttBI! llleftil!aJ!' !!he
J!'eai!leRE' a J!'espeeae ee ttae ef Ute 11\eaiael!iee aft!l e-ieal!e
whh t;he phaJ!'IIlaeiae ae!l J!hyeiaiaft t;e i~~~pleMeet; a J!'eg-illleft !!hat;
eft&ttJ!'es ~!he lease 111e!lieae ieft ae!l te·.. eae ~~oeg-at; he eeeael!flleReea 1
aM

(e) The J!'eai!leftE ~~~t~ae Felllaift aleFt aft!l iftl!eJ!'ael! \oi~
etheF J!'eei!leet;a.
(9) Same as proposed.
(10)
Oely aeh 1 p,fhysical restraints ordered by the physician are permitted when needed to manage resident behavior
that endangers themselves or others, and only under the following conditions:
(a) Same as proposed;
(b) The ~ restraints must be applied by a licensed
health care professional;
(c)-(e) Same as proposed.
(lll
A facility must institute. through policies and
procedures. restraint reduction programs and restraint assessIMil.t..IL..
(11)-(12)
Same as proposed but renumbered (12)-(13),

XXli

!16.32.922)
FEES (1)-(2) Same as proposed.
(3) The department shall collect a screening fee of $100
from a perseeal eare faeility feF eaeh sereeeift! sf a J!'eai!leftl!
81!' pJ!'eepeet;Le Feai!leRE ef that; faeiliey thee is seesttel;e!l ey
the !lepaJ!'EIIleftt prospective resident. resident. or facility
appealing a reiection or relocation decjsjon rnade pursuant to
!Rule XVIIJ .

4.
The Department has thoroughly considered all commentary received.
The comments and the Department's response to
each are noted below:
RULE II

Sub••ction 4

COIIIID'l'S:
Rose Hughes,
Montana Health Care Association
(Hughes) : The term •health care professional" excludes LPNs,
but later in the rule the term is used to describe individuals
providing nursing services to residents of category B facilities.
This seems to exclude LPNs from providing nursing services they are licensed to provide. The rule should be amended
15-8/11/94
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to correct this problem.
Eunice Ash, Administrator of Eunice's Personal Care Facility (Ash): commented "intend to staff a residents Personal Care
Home with Nursing services, again SBllB was only to help us
maintain those in need of assisting nursing skills which are
provided as a doctor prescribes."
Nancy Ellery, Administrator of Medicaid Services Division,
Department of Social and Rehabilitation Services
(Ellery) :
"health care professionals• is defined but the rules refer to
licensed health care professional.
They need to be the same.
Also, we recommend adding licensed practical nurse to the definition.

USPOHSB:

As to Hughes' comment, the Department agrees that
facially the definition seems to exclude LPNs; however, under
these rules, LPNs are still free to operate within the scope of
their licensure. The definition as used in these rules applies
primarily to assessments and certifications, which must be
accomplished by one of the defined licensed health care professionals.
LPNs are not precluded from assisting one of the
defined professionals or from working under the supervision of
one of the defined professionals.
As to Ash's comment, the Department acknowledges it, but,
because it does not understand what was meant by the comment,
made no change in the rule.
As to Ellery• s comment, the Department agrees that the
terms should be consistent and have amended this rule to define
the term "licensed health care professional." As to adding LPN
to the definition, please see the response above.

Sub••ction 6 -CONKINT: Ellery: In these rules, the definitions of category A
and B facilities is critical to understanding the differences
between the nature of the facilities and services provided. We
recommend clarifying the difference by specifically defining
category A and category B residents in the rule.

USPOHSB: The Department acknowledges this comment,

but notes
that § 2-4-305, MCA, states that "[r]ules may not unnecessarily
repeat statutory language. •
The Department believes that the
statutes are sufficiently clear in their definitions of category A and B facilities and that repeating the statutory language
in the rules is not necessary.

RULE III

Sub•ection 1 --

COMMBNTS: Hughes: The department is authorized to adopt rules
relating to "staffing" in category A facilities and is authorized to adopt rules relating to "qualifications and training"
of staff in category B facilities.
The department does not
have authority to adopt rules regarding levels of education and
training for administrators of category A facilities.
Christopher and Manolit:.a Connor, Administrators of Maplewood Manor Personal Care (Connors) : This is vague and subjective, and rules should be objective and precise.
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Don and Margo Hamilton, Administrators of Hamilton House
(Hamiltons): •moral" is vague.
RBSPONSB: As to Hughes' comment, the Department has broad statutory rulemaking authority to promulgate and adopt rules pertaining to health care facilities.
Specifically, S 50-5-103,
MCA, provides that •[t]he department shall promulgate and adopt
rules and minimum standards for implementation of parts 1 and
2."
S 50-5-226, MCA, authorizes the Department to adopt rules
relating to the staffing of category A facility,
and S
50-5-227, MCA, also gives the department authority to adopt
standards for licensing and operating personal care facilities.
Given these three grants of rulemaking authority, the Department's position remains that it has clear statutory authority
to adopt rules fully implementing all of parts 1 and 2 of the
health facility statutes and rules governing the operation of
personal care facilities.
This necessarily requires adopting
rules regarding category A facility administrators.
As to Connors• and Hamiltons' comments, the Department
agrees and the rule has been amended accordingly.

COMNKNTS: l(b) -- Hughes: As it pertains to category B facility
administrators, a high school diploma or GED does not qualify a
person to manage a skilled nursing facility, which is what a
category B facility is authorized to be.
Liz Lewis, Hillcrest Retirement Community (Lewis) a category A facility administrator should not be required to have a
high school diploma or a GED if the person has the knowledge
and ability to conform to the applicable rules and laws relating to personal care.
Doug Blakley, State Ombudsman (Blakley): in general, the
requirements for being an administrator need upgrading, as they
are too lenient.
RJ:SPONSB: The Department has considered these comments, but
declines to amend the rule.
A high school diploma or GED establishes some baseline of minimum knowledge, and satisfies the
expectation that a person can read and write, which are essential functions of the administrator.
The Department does not
feel the requirement should be upgraded or downgraded, but will
establish the required minimum.
The statutes which establish
personal care facilities have placed responsibility on the
physician to certify initially, and then quarterly, that the
category B facility is meeting the resident's needs. This high
level of oversight means that an administrator may not need the
same level of education and experience required of a licensed
nursing home administrator.
In addition, nursing home administrators must be licensed pursuant to§§ 37-9-101, et seq., MCA,
and there are no similar licensing statutes for personal care
facility administrators.
COIIIIDITS: l(d) -· Don Sekora, Program Officer for the Department of Family Services (Sekora) : End the sentence after the
word "deception" and delete the rest.
This rule, as written,
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exposes vulnerable residents to the risk of becoming a victim.
The Department of Family Services and its legal staff have
determined that protecting vulnerable persons ~s a greater
legal and ethical obligation than protecting specific job opportunities for persons convicted of crimes or having substantiated cases of abuse, neglect, or exploitation on their record.
Allowing persons convicted of crimes to be licensed and
failing to exclude persons convicted of abuse, neglect, or
exploitation in the rules conflicts with section 1 and section
3(b) and also with rule IV section 5(d). Also, add the following as a separate item: •not be convicted of abuse, sexual
abuse, neglect, or exploitation as defined in 52-3-803."
Blakley: This seems to be in indirect conflict with other requirements the Department is responsible for enforcing.
The
requirements should be tied to the Elder Abuse Act.
Hamiltons: We are unclear if no person convicted can ever
serve as administrator, or if a person may serve as administrator if not on parole.

USPONS•:

The Department has considered these comments and
believes that § 50-5-207, MCA, governs this issue and therefore
no rule is required. For that reason, this portion of the rule
has been deleted and the statutory provisions on the issue will
properly govern.
l(e)
Hughes: Without licensing, certification, or
testing procedures, there is no way to know if administrators
•have knowledge of and the ability to conform to" applicable
laws and rules governing the facility or "have knowledge of and
the ability to deliver or direct the delivery" of appropriate
care. The department should require a specific amount and type
of training, education, or experience for category B facility
administrators.

COIDIIDIT:

USPONS•: The Department has carefully considered this comment
and believes that requiring specific amounts and types of
training, education, and experience is not necessary.
The
issue is whether the administrators are, in fact, capable of
ensuring that the required care is given to residents, not
whether a specific education level is present.
In addition,
the survey process will reveal an administrator's knowledge, or
lack thereof, by inspecting for compliance with all rules and
regulations.
In addition, see the response to l(b) above.
COMNBHTS: l(f) -- Hughes: Six hours of continuing education is
not sufficient to maintain the skills required to administer a
skilled nursing facility.
Also, there is no base level of
education required, so how is the education "continuing"? Six
hours is required in only one of the areas listed, and there is
a need to have knowledge in all areas listed.
Hamiltons: More than basic first aid should be required in
(vii).
Connors: If there is an education requirement, there
should be a corresponding license.
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R•SPONS•: As to Hughes• comment, the Department has considered
this and agrees that administrators need to have knowledge in
all the areas listed.
However, the Department is unable to
determine how many hours of continuing education the commentator believes would be appropriate. Therefore, the rule has not
been amended to increase the continuing education requirements.
However, i f it appears at some time in the future that this
requirement is not adequate, an amendment to the rule could be
proposed.
As to the comment that there is no base level of
education so the education can not be "continuing,• the Department's position is that the continuation of education is in the
area of personal care knowledge and its many components, and no
base line of education i.e., a baccalaureate degree or master's
degree, is required to •continue• one's education.
As to Hami 1 tons' comment, the Department agrees and the
rule has been amended accordingly.
As to Connors' comment, the Department is authorh;ed to
issue licenses for the facility only, not for an administrator.
Therefore, the Department cannot issue a corresponding license.

COMNBNT: l(g) -- Jan Overbaugh, Flor-Haven Personal Care Home
(OVerbaugh) : Would the administrator receive a catalog stating
what classes are offered and where and the price?
RaSPONSK: It is the administrator's responsibility to seek out
appropriate courses in the areas required and needed to improve
and enhance the individual administrator's knowledge and
skills.
The Department does not coordinate this continuing
education.
COIIIIIENTS: Suhaaction t -- Connors: A forty hour minimum work
week on premises is petty and unenforceable.
Is every nursing
home administrator on duty forty hours a week?
Overbaugh: Can the combined hours of the administrator and
the designated representative add up to 40 hours? Can there be
more than 1 administrator and more than 1 designated representative?
USPONs•: As to Connors' comment, the Department agrees that
the administrator should not be required, by rule, to be on the
premises forty hours a week. This is covered by Rule IV, which
requires 24-hour staffing of a personal care facility.
The
rule has been amended accordingly.
As to Overbaugh's comments, the Department believes that
there can be more than one administrator. As to the designated
representative, this subsection is being deleted so no response
is required.

COMNBNT: Suhaaction S(a)-- Lewis: Does the administrator of a
category A facility need to be able to write if s/he can communicate? Is this an essential function or does it conflict with
the ADA?
a•sPONSK: The ability to read and write is an essential func15-8/11/94
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tion of the administrator• s position.
The administrator must
be able to document training, keep adequate records, and do a
whole host of other functions which require, at a minimum, the
ability to read and write.
COIIIIIDI'l': Sub•ection 6
Hamil tons: Add "and/or
personal representative or responsible party."

resident's

RBSPONSB: The Department agrees that this language is appropriate and the rule has been amended accordingly.

CONHBNTS: Sub•ection 7 -- Hamiltons: Third-party providers must
be compelled to allow said supervision.
Leisure Care: The administrator does not have the medical
background to coordinate nursing care.
Much of the nursing
care will be provided by third party contract and the administrator should not be responsible for another agency's employee.
The administrator could be responsible for documenting visits;
however, the resident's right to privacy would be invaded if
the facility must be involved in coordinating all nursing care.
Hughes: An administrator of a category A facility should
never be involved in coordinating nursing personnel or services, as category A facilities have no statutory authority to be
involved in nursing services.
The statute simply allows category A residents to make arrangements with third parties, and
all arrangements should be between the resident and the third
party.
Ronald Gersack, Windward Place (Gersack) : The facility
should not be involved in third-party contracts.

USPONSB: The Department has carefully considered all these
comments, agrees that third-party contracts should not require
the involvement of the administrator, and agrees with Leisure
Care's comment that the administrator could be responsible for
documenting visits.
In addition, the Department agrees that an
administrator in a category A facility should not coordinate
nursing services.
Therefore, the requirements of subsection 7
have been removed, and the only remaining requirement is that
the category A facility administrator document skilled nursing
services provided by a third-party, in order to allow the administrator to ensure that a category A resident does not receive nursing services for more than twenty consecutive days at
a time.
COMNBNT: 7(c) -- Bob Duncan: Nurses need to stay in the medical
realm and not be involved in the administration of services.
This rule should be amended to read "treatments and the delivery of nursing services."

aBSPONSB: The Department has noted this comment;

this subsec·
tion has been removed for the reasons set forth above.

CONNBHT: 7(e) -- Hamiltons: Add alternatives when a resident's
primary physician is unavailable.
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RBSPONSB: The Department has noted this comment; this subsection has been removed for the reasons set forth above.
COJOIDTS: 7 (f)
Hamil tons: Add "and/or representative/ responsible party."
Leisure Care: family members should be notified before the
physician.
RESPONSB: The Department has noted these comments; this subsection has been removed for the reasons set forth above.
COJOIDTS: Subeection 8 -- Hamil tons: What i f no appropriate
beds are available in the area?
Leisure Care: Is it necessary to notify the physician when
relocating the resident?
RBSPONSB: As to Hamiltons' comment, it is the Department's
position that, if a facility is unable to provide the necessary
care required by a resident, that resident must be transferred.
The Department is charged with ensuring the safety, health, and
welfare of the public, and cannot write rules based on a local
concern.
As to Leisure Care • s comment, the Department believes it
is appropriate that the resident's physician should be notified
of a relocation so that the physician knows where his/her patient is.
COJOIDT: Subeection 9 -- Blakley: You should set a minimum
number of hours of training for aides.
Because of the pivotal
relationship to delivering services, this is one area in which
setting minimums makes sense.
At least 16 hours of training
should be required.
Hughes: This requires the administrator to provide orientation and training to staff, but the administrator may not be
the best person to train staff.
This should be a facility
requirement.
Ash: The administrator trains employees individually and
the department has licensing and enforcement control over the
facility, not the administration or employees.
RBSPONSB: As to Blakley's comment, the Department has declined
to set a minimum number of required training hours, because
more time may be required to adequately train staff.
For that
reason, the rules require that staff is adequately trained in
all areas to meet the needs of residents, rather than setting a
minimum number of training hours.
As to Hughes' comment, the Department agrees and has amended the rule accordingly.
As to Ash's comment, the Department notes that the administrator is responsible for the operation of the facility and
for ensuring compliance with all rules and regulations, and the
staff is required to follow rules governing the facility.
If
compliance with all rules is not present, the facility license
is jeopardized.
15-8/11/94
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COMIIBN'l': 9 {d)
Lei~:mre Care:
What is meant by "emotional
problems of illness?"
Is this training on common geriatric
illnesses or the emotions related to loss of physical capabilities?
USPONSB: The Department takes note of this comment and believes the language is vague.
For that reason, this requirement has been deleted and the rule has been amended accordingly.
CONKBNTS: 9(g) -- Leisure Care: A facility is not
train in basic first aid, which should be taught by
instructor.
The rule should be reworded to say
care staff should be trained and certified in basic
Ellery: Add "CPR" after basic first aid.

licensed to
a certified
that direct
first aid.

USPONSB: As to both comments, the Department agrees and the
rule has been amended accordingly.
COHNBNT: Subaectiona
amended to read "the
trator must• because
ment control over the

10-16
Hughes: The rules should be
facility will" rather than "the adminia··
the department has licensing and enforcefacility, not the administrator.

RBSPONSB: The Department has reviewed this comment and believes
that the language, as proposed, is adequate. The administrator
is responsible for the operation of the facility and for ensuring compliance with all rules and regulations.
If compliance
is not present, the facility license is jeopardized.
COHNBNTS: Subaection 12 -- Sekora: The words "and the nearest
peace officer, law enforcement agency, or protective services
agency• should be deleted in accordance with § 52-3-611, MCA.
Hughes: This should simply refer to the Montana Elder
Abuse Act.
RBSPONSB: The Department agrees with both commentators that the
Montana Elder and Developmentally Disabled Abuse Prevention Act
governs this issue and has amended the rule accordingly.
COMNBNTS: Subaeotion 13 -- Connors: Are nursing home residents
or hospital patients allowed access to corporate policy books?
Leisure Care: Is it necessary for the facility to make ita
complete policy and procedure manual available to residents?
Much of the manual contains confidential information specific
to operating the business, so what, if any, sect ions of the
manual are pertinent for the resident to see?
RBSPONSB: The Department has carefully reviewed these comments
and believes that the rule, as written, is appropriate.
Not
every aspect of the business must be included in the policies
and procedures manual, but residents have a right to know the
policies and procedures governing their ca_re.
If infon!'at ion
on certain operating aspects of the bus1ness is cons1dered
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private, the facility may consider, after consultation with
legal counsel, not including that information in the manual.
The rules governing nursing homes and hospitals are not relevant, as these are personal care facility rules.
COMMBHTS: Sub••otion 14 -- Hamiltons: Define •adequate.•
Connors: This is unnecessary because other regulations are
already in place for tax purposes and benefit programs, but
other agencies give a facility a period of time to prepare the
list and send it in, and do not expect it to be ready and waiting at a moment's notice.
RKSPONSB: As to Hamilton&' comment, the term is vague and has
been deleted from the rule, and the rule has been amended accordingly.
As to Connors' comment, this rule encompasses a number of
issues.
The Department believes having ready access to this
information through the facility is required to adequately
investigate allegations of abuse, neglect, or exploitation. In
addition, this information is necessary for surveyors to fully
and adequately inspect the facility, as discussions with employees often are necessary to the process.
In addition, a
disaster plan typically contains a "calling tree• for personnel
in the event of a disaster, which requires records of staff
telephone numbers and addresses.
Maintaining these records is
not burdensome, as they are normally kept in the everyday
course of business, and the information in the records could
potentially be very important. For those reasons, the rule has
not been amended on that issue.
CONMBNT: Sub••ction 15 -- Hughes: This should require facilities to comply with Montana's long term care facility resident
rights statutes, as personal care facilities are covered there.
USPONSB: The Department agrees and has amended the rule accordingly.
COIIIDNTS: Sub•eotion 16
Leisure Care: Limiting residents
with mechanical ambulation devices to the ground floor conflicts with the Fair Housing Act.
Lewis: If there is adequate access to a second level there
is no reason not to house a resident above ground floor.
The
wording should be amended to read: "The administrator must
ensure that a resident who is ambulatory with medical assistance has access to and from the facility as required by the
ADA."

Bob Westerman, Cambridge Court and the Rainbow (Westerman) : This conflicts with the federal Fair Housing Amendment
Act and the Americans with Disabilities Act.
Residing on any
floor above ground level should be based on a resident's ability to self-evacuate the building, not on the presence of an
assisted device.
RBSPONSB:
15-8/11/94
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agrees that the issue is a resident's ability to self-evacuate.
Therefore, the rule has been amended accordingly.
RULE

IY

CONN&NTS: Sub•action 1 -- Hughes: The department can only prescribe qualifications and training of staff for category B
facilities.
Sekora: Add the following as a separate item: "not be
convicted of abuse, sexual abuse, neglect, or exploitation as
defined in 52-3-803."
RaSPOHSB: As to Hughes'

comment, the Department has broad statutory rulemaking authority to promulgate and adopt rules pertaining to health care facilities.
Specifically, § 50-5-103,
MCA, provides that •[t)he department shall promulgate and adopt
rules and minimum standards for implementation of parts 1 and
2."
Section 50-5-226, MCA, authorizes the Department to adopt
rules relating to the staffing of a category A facility, and §
50-5-227, MCA, also gives the department authority to adopt
standards for licensing and operating personal care facilities.
Given these three grants of rulemaking authority, the Department' s position remains that it has clear statutory authority
to adopt rules fully implementing all of parts 1 and 2 of the
health facility statutes and rules governing the ope rat ion of
personal care facilities.
This necessarily requires adopting
rules regarding category A facility staff.
As to Sekora' s comment, the Department agrees with the
nature of the comment and has amended the rule to incorporate
a violation of the Montana Elder and Developmentally Disabled
Abuse Prevention Act.

COIIICD'l'S: l(a) -- Hamiltons: Define "evidence."
Connors: What is "evidence" of "suitable character?"
The Department has reviewed these comments and believes the language is vague.
For that reason, the language
has been stricken and the rule amended accordingly.

RaSPOHSB:

CONNBNT: l(c) -- Hughes: May conflict with the Americans with
Disabilities Act, which governs the issue.
This should require
that employees be able to perform their functions with reasonable skill and safety.
It should not discuss specific medical
conditions, and talks about the ability to perform "personal
care services," which not every employee does.
The Department acknowledges
amended the rule accordingly.

RBSPOHSB:

this

comment

and

hae

COMMBHTS: l(a) -- Hughes: § 50-5-207, MCA, addresses this issue
and the rule may be in conflict with the statute.
Hamil tons: Administrators must be granted access to off icial records to confirm status.
RaSPOHSB:

As to Hughes'

comment,
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lieve the rule conflicts with § 50-5-207, MCA, because that
statute only applies to " [t) he applicant [for a health care
facility license) or any person managing it.
By its
language, the statute does not apply to staff.
Therefore, the
Department has determined that such language is necessary to
adequately protect the public health, safety, and welfare.
As to Hamiltons' comment, the Department notes that administrators can access the abuse registry for potential employees
who are certified nurse aides. As to potential nursing employees, the administrator may be able to obtain relevant information through the Montana Board of Nursing.
Records of conviction in justice and district courts are available through the
county, and records of convictions in municipal courts are
available through the city. As to accessing other information,
the administrator should consult with legal counsel to determine an appropriate way to obtain this information, perhaps
through the use of a release.
COMMINTS: Subaection ~ -- Hughes: Direct care staff should be
required to complete the seventy-five hour training and competency evaluation program required of nurse aides, so that residents of category B facilities, which can provide skilled care,
receive care from properly trained people.
At the very least,
the rule should include language that direct care staff not
perform any service for which they have not received appropriate training by an appropriate instructor.
Lewis: Add the following language to the last sentence of
the first paragraph: "at a minimum, if the service is provided
by the facility."
RBSPONSB: As to Hughes' comment, the Department notes that the
seventy-five hour training program is a federal requirement and
is not provided for under state law.
Mandating such a program
is appropriate for the legislature, but not appropriate by
rule.
However, the Department agrees that direct care staff
should not perform any service for which they have not received
appropriate training, and have added (f) to subsection 5 to
incorporate this requirement.
As to Lewis' comment, the Department disagrees, and believes that the items listed are basic skills all direct care
staff should have, and are personal services all facilities
must provide.

COMMINT: ~(a-i) -- Hamiltons: Orientation should be specific to
the job an individual was hired for (e.g., cook training for
bowel care) .
USPONSR: The rule specifically states that only direct care
staff must receive this orientation, so there will be no need
for a cook to receive training in bowel care, unless the cook
also provides direct care.

COMMINT: l (f) -- Leisure Care: What is meant by training in
•methods of making residents physically comfortable?"
15-B/11/94
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RBSPONSB: The Department believes this requirement is vague and
has deleted the same from the rule.
COJINBNT: 2 (g) -- Connors: Should every employee be trained in
diet planning? Are all nursing home workers so trained?
RBSPONSB: It is not necessary that all employees be trained in
diet planning.
Again. only direct care staff must receive
orientation in this area.
The Department does recognize that
category A facility staff do not need this training, and have
amended the rule accordingly. Whether nursing home workers are
so trained is irrelevant, as these are personal care rules.
COJINBNT AND RBSPONSB1
In responding to a comment made by
Hughes to.Rule XXI, the Department recognizes that category A
facility staff do not need training in bowel and bladder care.
Therefore, the rule has been amended to require training in
this area only for direct care staff in category B facilities.
COIGCBNT: Suh•ection 3 -- Blakley: The "occasional" direct care
rule will be difficult to enforce because the term is not defined. Standards for volunteers are higher, and the same standard should apply to any employee who provides direct care.
The rule should be changed to read that anyone providing any
direct care must have training prior to providing any such
care.
RBSPONSB: The Department agrees and has removed the word "occasional• from the rule and amended the rule to state that any
employee providing any direct care must be provided the required orientation and training.
COIDCBNTS: Suh•ection 4 -- Hamiltons: Why is prior experience
required? Can you hire someone with no prior experience?
Connors: What health records should the facility have to
maintain?
It may be a violation of privacy to require such
records. What purpose would keeping such records serve?
Overbaugh: If the employee does not have previous experience, can they be hired if they are provided orientation?
Leisure Care: Health records on all employees is not necessary, and may be an invasion of privacy.
Tuberculosis testing and documentation of results is appropriate.
RBSPONSB: As to Hamiltons• and Overbaugh's comments, the rule
does not require an employee to have prior experience.
However, if they do, this experience should be documented in their
personnel record.
In addition, all employees muse receive
orientation and training as indicated by the rule.
As to Connors' and Leisure Care's comments, the Department
agrees that the facility should not be required to maintain
health recorda, and has amended the rule to indicate that the
tuberculosis records are the only ones which are required.
COIIIIBNT: Suh•ection S(a) -- Leisure Care: Do all staff members
Montana Administrative Register
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need to know each resident's health condition?
This seems to
be an invasion of privacy -- health conditions and updates
should be known only by direct care staff and the administrator.
RBSPONSB: The Department agrees that only direct care staff
must have this knowledge and has amended the rule accordingly.
COMKBNT: S(b) (c) -· Lewis: There is a concern about the potential interpretation of the terms •sufficient staff• and "adequate relief personnel. •
The facility should be required to
designate by policy the number of staff needed on duty to provide proper resident care.
If the terms are left to the judgment of a surveyor, the rule ehould be specific as to the types
of employees and the ratio of employees to resident required.
otherwise, facilities may be subjected to the arbitrary judgment of the surveyors.

USPONSB: The Department has carefully reviewed this comment,
and does not believe that setting specific ratios of staff to
residents is necessary.
Because of the wide divergence of
individual resident characteristics and needs, it is difficult
to state that a ratio adequate for one facility would be adequate for another.
The facility is free to establish policies
and procedures which indicate the necessary ratios or numbers
of staff, so long as these numbers are sufficient to ensure
that all required services are provided.
COMKBNT: Bub•ection 6 ·· Hughes: Volunteer training is more
stringent than nursing home requirements and is not appropriate.

RBSPONSB: The Department has considered this comment, but believes that requiring volunteers providing direct care to residents to complete the orientation and training is appropriate.
Nursing home requirements are not relevant to personal care
facilities.
COMKBNT: 6(a) ·· Connors: No facility should have to provide a
staff member to closely supervise and babysit a volunteer wtx>
wants to chat with a resident or read them a story.
This requirement is a little extreme.
USPONSB: The Department has considered this comment, and notes
that the rule does not indicate what level of supervision is
required of volunteers; obviously, the level of supervision
required will be commensurate with what service the volunteer
is providing.
For example, if a volunteer is providing direct
care, some supervision is required. However, it is not anticipated that close supervision would be required for a volunteer
who is talking or reading to a resident.
B..Ul.L)l

COMKBNTS: Sub•ection• 1·3 -- Hughes: Does the department intend
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to apply standards similar to nursing facility standards to
category A facilities whose residents are higher functioning
and more independent?
Lewis: It appears the objective is to ensure that activities are available rather than to mandate the facility to provide the activities.
Permissive language should be used, such
as "the facility offer or make available" rather than "shall
provide," so that residents have a choice whether to participate.
RBSPOHSB: As to Hughes' comment, the Department is not applying
similar standards.
§ 50-5-225, MCA, requires that a facility
provide recreational activities to residents.
However, residents are not mandated to participate, and are free to participate or not.
As to Lewis' comment, the provision of recreational activities is required but residents always have a choice to participate.

RQLE VI
Sl.lb•action :il (a)
simplified form of 2(c).

COIOIBNT:

--

Hamil tons:

This

appears

to be

a

USPOHSB: The Department agrees that these two sections are
confusing.
Subsection 2(c) has been amended and moved to position (a), and subsection 2{a) has been moved to subsection 3 to
clearly indicate the intent of the rule.
Sl.lb•ection 4 -- Hamiltons: The last sentence places
residents in smaller facilities at risk if there is no room to
install equipment, and a resident must be allowed to use commercial equipment, even with supervision.
Leisure Care: This should be reworded to state that the
facility will provide personal laundry assistance to residents
who chose to receive assistance.
The marking of clothing is an
institutional approach -- stating that the facility is responsible for the return of clothing would suffice.
Hughes: It is difficult to determine whether residents
will be allowed to use the laundry facility used to do facility
laundry or whether a separate area must be provided.
Statutorily, facilities are required to provide laundry services to
residents, but they are not required to provide assistance for
those wishing to do their own laundry.
This should be an optional service for facilities to offer but should not be required.
Gersack: Residents should be allowed to do their own laundry if they choose to do so.
CONKBNTS:

RBSPOHSB: As to all comments, the Department agrees and has
amended the rule to make the assistance optional, by changing
the WOrd •muSt n tO "may. II
As to the second portion of Leisure Care's comment, the
Department agrees and has amended the rule as requested.
As to Gersack's comment, the Department believes the rule
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provides this flexibility.
RULE Yll

COMKKNT: Sub•ection l(b) -- Thomas Towe, Montana State Senator
(Towe) : New construction should allow for the space set forth
in this rule, but existing homes should be allowed to have 80
square feet for one bed, 120 square feet for two beds, and 160
square feet for three beds.
RISPONS&: The Department has included a physical plant waiver
in subsection 7 which allows existing facilities who do not
meet this standard to apply for a waiver.
COMM&NT: l(d) -- Overbaugh: We have a bathroom off the kitchen
and would like to be grandfathered a waiver for this.
RISPONS&: The Department has included
facilities to apply for a waiver.

a

provision

to

allow

COMKKNT: Sub•ection 2 -- Connors: Since when is a window not
considered adequate ventilation for a bathroom?
R&SPONS&: The Department has considered this comment and agrees
that, in residential settings, a window may provide adequate
ventilation. The rule has been amended accordingly.
COMNBNTS: Sub•ection 4(f) -- Hamiltons: Mirrors should be allowed to be a secured free standing floor model.
Hughes: The rule should state that the mirror must be
placed in a convenient location.
R&SPONS&: The Department has considered both these comments and
has amended the rule in a manner which it believes takes into
account both comments.
COIIMDIT: Sub•ection 7 -- Hughes: The waiver should only be
granted if the department determines that the health, welfare,
and safety of the resident can be met by an alternative means.
R&SPONSB: The Department agrees with this comment in substance
and has amended the rule to respond to the commentator's concerns.
COIIMDIT: Other C~ent• on Rule VI-- Hughes: There are no provisions relating to sprinklers, smoke detectors, and other fire
and life safety issues, which should be dealt with, especially
for category B facilities, who may have bedridden or non-ambulatory patients.
Also, some provision should be made with
respect to arrangements for emergency power in the case of a
power outage, due to residents who may be on oxygen.
R&SPONSB: Under Rule XX, fire issues are under the jurisdiction
of the local authorities, and those authorities set the requirements for the items mentioned. The Department agrees that
15-8/11/94
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some provision should be made with respect to a standby supply
of oxygen, and has amended rule IX accordingly.
RULEVUI
COMNINT: Subaaction 1 -- Hughes: Just refer to the maintenance
of pest control, sanitation, and infection control standards
required in other settings.
RISPONSB: The Department has considered this comment, and has
amended the rule to reflect the current language being used by
the Department as it amends other health facility rules.
COMNBNT: Bubaection l -- Leisure Care: Requiring soap and towels by the sink in each apartment's restroom is invasive to the
rights of the residents to set up their living space as they
choose.
RBSPONSB: The Department has considered this comment and agrees
that, in individual, private living areas, a resident should be
able to set up the living space as s/he chooses.
The rule has
been amended to apply only to commonly-shared areas.
CONNZNT: Subaeation 3(d) -- Connors: It is an invasion of personal choice to have the hall lights on all night long.
If a
resident needs light at night to traverse a hallway, they can
turn on a light.
If not, they should not be forced to endure
having lights on all night long.
RBSPONSB: The Department has carefully considered this comment,
but believes that five foot candles of light at the floor is
extremely minimal and is commonly supplied by a night light.
The Department has amended subsection (3) itself to remove the
reference to hallways, so that the rule is not interpreted to
require ten foot candles of light in the hallways at all times.

Blll&...X

CONNBNT: Subaection 1 -- Hughes: Delete the reference to safety
and comfort of employees.
The department is not charged with
ensuring the comfort of facility employees, and what is comfortable for a resident is not necessarily comfortable for an
employee.
RBSPONSB: The Department agrees that the facility is not re··
quired to make the facility "comfortable" for its employees,
and has amended the rule accordingly to delete this reference.
However, the Department does not agree that the facility is not
required to provide a •safe" workplace for its employees, and
has not removed this requirement.
COIOIBNT: Subaection l
Hamiltons: Primary and secondary
egress routes in accordance with the disaster plan should be
posted in resident rooms.
RBSPONSB:

In response to this comment,
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that facilities are free to post these routes if they choose.
In addition, the rule has been amended to require that the
disaster plan be available to residents, and the evacuation
routes will be a part of this disaster plan.
CONKINTS: Sub•ection 4 -- Hamiltons: Allow for duplicate supplies in multiple locations "in at least one location".
Leisure Care: Why must there only be one first aid supply
location? May each floor of a facility contain a first aid kit
if they choose?
USPONSB: The Department agrees with both comments and has
amended the rule to require these supplies to be stocked in at
least one location.
CONKINT: Sub•ection 7 -- Hughes: Just state that the facility
be clean and sanitary, and do not discuss the availability of
specific supplies. The facility might hire an outside cleaning
service to do the cleaning, and the number and types of supplies is not an issue so long as the facility is clean and
sanitary.
USPONBB: The Department has considered this comment, but
believes that the rule provides appropriate guidance as to
cleaning while protecting the health of the residents, and has
declined to amend the same.
However, the Department agrees
that a facility is allowed to use an outside cleaning service
to clean the facility, and that service will use products specified by the facility.
COMNBNT: 7(d) -- Hughes: This indicates that there will be no
trash receptacle in the kitchen, and elsewhere in the rules
there is a provision that there be a trash receptacle at every
sink.
Perhaps the language should prohibit •garbage• in the
kitchen.
RBSPONBB: The Department agrees that this rule is confusing and
has amended the same to indicate that a facility may not store
garbage for final disposal in the areas indicated.
COMKBNTS: Sub•ection 8 -- Leisure Care: Can residents provide
their own linen if they choose?
Hughes: Residents may choose to bring their own linen to
the facility.
RBSPONBB: The Department agrees
amended the rule accordingly.

with

both

comments

and

has

COIOIIDITS: Sub•ection 10
Hamilton&: "all repairs" is too
excessive, e.g., changing lightbulbs has to be documented?
Hughes: This is unnecessary, as the issue is not whether
there is a record of repairs, but whether the facility is in
fact in good repair.
15-8/11/94
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The Department agrees with these
deleted this requirement from the rule.

RBSPOHSB:

comments and has

CONKBNTS: Subaection 11 -- Connors:

It should be enough that a
facility's heat system can maintain the 75-BO degree temperature in the bedrooms and living areas, and after that, it is up
to the individual resident to lower or raise the heat as they
wish.
Leisure Care: Maintaining a minimum temperature of 75
degrees from October to March is extremely expensive and may
not be necessary. A more realistic point is 70 degrees. Also,
temperatures should be allowed to vary from daylight hours to
nighttime hours.
Hughes: This fails to take resident preferences into account, and should refer to maintaining "comfortable" temperatures and state that the temperature cannot fall below a certain temperature or above a certain temperature.
Gersack: The resident should be able to choose the room
temperature; it should not be mandated.
The Department agrees with these comments and has
amended the rule in such a way as to take into consideration
all comments received.
The amended rule reflects a more realistic range which allows resident preferences to govern the
temperature.

RBSPOHSB:

RQLEXII
COMKBNT: Subaection 1 -- Hughes: It should refer to communicable disease instead of just tuberculosis.

The Department has considered this comment, but disagrees that the rule should be amended.
There are a number of
communicable diseases, such as sexually transmitted diseases,
which an individual has the right to keep private.
The only
communicable disease requiring documentation is tuberculosis.
RBSPONSB:

Subaection :1
Hamil tons and Hughes: Can nurses
document the absence of tuberculosis?
Hughes: It should refer to communicable disease instead of
just tuberculosis.

COIIIIBH'l'S:

RBSPOHSB: The Department has reviewed these comments and amend-

ed the rule to state that a licensed health care professional
may document the absence of tuberculosis. If this documenting
is in the scope of a particular professional's license, the
Department would accept such documentation.
As to the second Hughes' comment, the Department declines
to amend the rule for the reasons set forth in the response to
subsection 1 of this rule.
Subaection 3 (a) -- Hamil tons: The administrator is
making a medical decision that falls within a physician's jurisdiction.
Connors: Does this mean an employee must not come to work

COMKBNTS:
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with a cold?

RJ:SPONSII:: As to Hamiltons' comment, the Department disagrees
that the administrator is making a medical decision.
Rather,
the administrator is charged with following established policies and procedures which will govern the issue.
The facility
always has the right to consult a physician when developing
policies and procedures or when interpreting the same.
As to Connors' comment, a facility is free to develop its
own policies and procedures on this issue.
If, however, residents of a facility are susceptible to upper respiratory infections, sending an ill employee home may be the appropriate
policy.
CONNBNT: Other Comment• on Rule XII -- Hughes: This rule should
refer to infection control procedures required by the Center
for Disease Control, and category B facilities should be required to follow the same infection control procedures as other
health care facilities.

RII:SPONSB: The Department has carefully considered this comment
but declines to amend the rule which, as proposed, sets out the
minimum standards a facility must comply with and which the
Department has determined to be minimally sufficient. However,
the facility is free to adopt univers!ll precautions or other
CDC recommendations through the use of its policies and procedures.
In addition, a facility can tailor its policies and
procedures on infection control to meet the needs of the particular facility and its residents.
RULE XIII
CONkBNTS: Sub•ection 1 -- Leisure Care: The definition is not
clear and needs to be clarified.
"Medically-related social
services• seems to indicate the need for physical, occupational, and speech therapy, which would require the services of a
licensed health care professional and would increase the cost.
Hughes: Category A facilities should not be required to
provide medically related social services.
With respect to
category B facilities, qualifications of staff providing these
services should be included.
Lewis: Social services must be available to the residents
if needed, but staff should not be required to provide the
services.
Amend the rule to state "the personal care facility
shall have a referral source for these residents in need of
medically related social services."
Westerman: The definition of social services should be
clarified, as •medically related social services" suggests
physical, occupational, and speech therapies.
Does a category
A facility have to staff for this?
Gersack: The resident should be able to choose whether to
receive social services.

RJ:SPONSII:: As to Leisure Care's, Hughes', and Westerman's comments, the Department agrees and has removed the language •med15-B/11/94
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ically-related" both from this rule and from the definition
found in Rule II.
As to the second portion of Hughes' comment, the Department has removed the language •medically-related" and thus does
not believe that qualifications for staff in category B facilities need to be included.
The scope and range of services
provided in all facilities will depend in large part on the
individual needs and characteristics of the facility's residents, and each facility is required to meet the resident's
individual needs.
Therefore, the facilities will have to determine, through policy, what staff are adequate to meet their
residents' needs.
As to Lewis' and Gersack' s comments, the personal care
facility is required to provide social services, but the rule
does not require a reside»t to participate or receive the services.
If the facility elects to meet this requirement by
depending on referrals, that may be an option, so long as each
resident is having his/her individual needs met. The rule does
not require that specific staff be hired for this purpose, but
rather requires that the facility ensure that the appropriate
services are provided.

RULE XIV
COHKBHT: Suh•ection 1
Leisure Care: The facility should have
the right to decide i f it will allow the residents to keep
pets.
RISPOHSB: The Department notes that the rule specifically
Therefore,
states " [u) nless the facility disallows it.
the facility does have the right to decide, by policy, whether
pets will be allowed in the facility.
CONKBHTS: 1(e) -- Hughes: Delete this rule, because if pets are
clean, disease-free, in appropriate enclosures, and have current vaccinations, it shouldn't matter what kind of pet it is.

Lewis: Is it necessary to limit the type of pet as long as
the environment is safe and clean?
RBSPOHSB: The Department agrees with these comments, and this
language has been removed.
The facility will retain the authority to decide what pets, if any, will be allowed in the
facility.

RULE XV

CONKBHT: Suh•ection 1 -- Hughes: The phrase "the food service
must establish" should read "the facility must establish."
RBSPOHSB: The Department acknowledges this comment and the rule
has been amended accordingly.
CONKBHT: 1(b) -- Lewis: This is restrictive, as some residents
have gardens and preserve their own food.
The wording should
state that home canned goods be labeled and dated.
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The Department disagrees with this comment.
The
facility cannot use home canned foods to serve to residents.
However, residents may use home canned food in their own individual living areas, so long as it is not the facility which is
serving and/or providing the canned food.

RBSPONSK:

COIGIKNT: 1 (d) -- Connors: we have enough sense to know when
perishables are too old, and no amount of writing dates will
help.
USPONSK: The Department notes this comment,

but believes this
requirement is reasonable to guarantee that all staff members
and residents are aware of the age of the food.
Not every
person opening a refrigerator will know when a particular perishable was prepared, eo labeling is required.
COIGIDI'l'S: Suh••ction 2 -- Hughes: This requires that no more
than 14 hours can pass between the evening meal and breakfast.

In a category A facility, this should be a matter of resident
choice. Also, the facility should not have to provide 3 meals
to every resident, as a resident may wish to fix their own meal
or go out.
They should be able to contract for the services
they want as a matter of choosing which services to buy.
Connors: If the facility is to provide therapeutic diets
more elaborate than low-salt, low-sugar. or high potassium
diets already provided upon request, the State will have to
provide the facility with reasonable remuneration for such
specialty diets.
Gersack: A resident should have a choice when to eat and
should not be required to eat twice in a fourteen hour span.
RBSPONSK: As to Hughes• and Gersack's comments, the Department
agrees that when to eat should be a matter of resident choice,
especially in a category A facility. The rule has been amended
to state that at least three meals must be offered daily, with
no more than fourteen hours between the evening and morning
meal.
with that amendment, the facility must offer the meal,
and whether a resident. takes that meal is up to that individual's preference.
!n addition, a resident can then contract
for the meals that a/he wants.
As to Connors' comment, the Department notes the same but
is not the agency which provides reimbursement, so no further
response is required.
Suh••ction 4 -- Hughes: This should not apply to
category A facilities, as these residents may not need to be
observed to determine how much food is eaten.
Connors: A resident has the right to miss an occasional
meal.
If there is no medical reason why it is important to
document the loss of a single meal, a single missed meal on
occasion is not noteworthy for the average individual.
COIIIDNTS:

USPONSK: The Department agrees with these comments, and has
amended the rule to state that documentation must occur only if
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there is a medical reason or it is otherwise appropriate to
document a missed meal.

CONNBNT: Sub•ection 1l -- Hughes: Smoking should not be banned
in eating areas, as it should be a matter of resident choice
and facility policy.
USPONSJ:: The Department agrees with this comment, and has
removed the language regarding smoking in service areas.
This
gives a facility the ability to establish policies regarding
smoking in service areas. However, § 50-40·106, MCA, prohibits
smoking in all kitchens in health care facilities, so the words
•and kitchen• have been added to the rule.
CONNJ:HT: Other C~t• oa Rule ZV -- Hughes: Category B facilities should be required to use a dietician.
USPONSa: The Department has considered this comment, but believes mandating this requirement is appropriately done by the
legislature.
Facilities are free to utilize the services of a
dietician, but the Department does not believe mandating that a
category B facility use a dietician is supportable.
However,
the facility is still required to meet all the needs, including
dietetic, of each resident.

RULE XVI
CONNBHTS: Sub•ection 1 -- Blakley: This rule should mention the
requirement that a facility must meet all applicable state and
federal requirements.
Amend the rule to read as follows: (1)
The facility shall adopt a statement of resident rights that
includes, at a minimum, the statement of applicable federal and
state resident rights found at § 50-5-1104, MCA, and must post
such statement in accordance with S 50-5-1105, MCA.
Hughes: This rule should refer to the Montana resident
rights statute.
USPONSJ:: The Department agrees that the issue is governed by
Montana • s resident rights statute.
Therefore, the rule has
been amended to refer to these statutory provisions.
CONNZNT: Sub•ection l -- Leisure Care: A personal care facility
is not a medical facility with trained, licensed health care
professionals, so is it realistic to hold the staff accountable
for making such decisions as to when a person is in cardiac
arrest in order to uphold advanced directives?
USPONSa:
lieves it
aware if
directive

The Department has reviewed this comment, and beis appropriate that every direct care staff member be
a resident has an advanced directive and what that
means.

CONNJ:HTS: Other Camaent• on Rule ZVI -- Lewis: § 50-5-1104,
MCA, states that residents must maintain decision making rights
in all aspects of health care. The department should ask, with
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each rule, if the rule conflicts with resident rights.
Ash: This provision should be adopted and used, not just
posted. The rights should be included in any decision pertaining to the resident • s care and should be discussed with the
doctor and family members.
The Department acknowledges these comments, but does
not believe responses are required.
They are statements of
policy but do not speak to the substance of the rule.

RBSPONSB:

RULE XVII

Subaeation l(a) -- Blakley: Facilities should be required to determine whether a resident has any health care
decision making instruments in effect.
This is fundamental
information facilities need to know in making decisions, planning care, an9 safeguarding resident rights.
CONKBNT:

RBSPONSB:

The Department agrees and has amended the rule ac-

cordingly.
COIIIIIINT AND RBSPONSB: Subaeetion 2 -- Upon amending the proposed rules and responding to the comments, particularly those
made by Senator Towe, the Department realized that an error was
made in the appeal process found in this subsection.
Section
50-5-226, MCA, provides an appeal process for prospective residents and residents of category A facilities who are either
rejected or relocated because they are no longer appropriate
for the A facility (i.e., they fall into the definition of a
category B resident). In addition, the statute provides that a
facility can appeal a relocation decision based upon a screening made by the Department. For those reasons, the language in
this subsection has been amended to provide for all the appeals
contemplated by the statute.
Subaection 3 -- Hughes: The department should not
require an admission agreement, which is beyond the statutory
authorization for rulemaking.
The department can make rules
for an application or placement procedure.
COIIIIIINT:

RBSPONSB: The Department has broad statutory rulemaking author-

ity to promulgate and adopt rules pertaining to health care
facilities.
Specifically, § 50-5-103, MCA, provides that
"[t)he department shall promulgate and adopt rules and minimum
standards for implementation of parts 1 and 2."
Section
50-5-226, MeA, authorizes the Department to adopt rules relating to the application or placement procedures of a facility,
and § 50-5-227, MeA, also gives the department authority to
adopt standards for licensing and the operation o£ personal
care facilities.
Given these three grants of rulemaking authority, the Department's position remains that it has clear
statutory authority to adopt rules fully implementing all of
, ', parts 1 and 2 of the health facility statutes and rules governing the operation of personal care facilities. This necessarily requires adopting rules regarding application and placement
15-B/11/94
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procedures, and the Department has determined that an admission
agreement is an appropriate component of these procedures.
3(b)(c) -- Hamiltons: This will necessitate a new
agreement with each price change, so price lists should be
separate from the agreement.

COIOCBIIT:

USPONSB: The Department has reviewed this comment, but disagrees that a price change will necessitate a new agreement.
An addendum to the original agreement would satisfy this rule.

COMNBNT: 3(tl -- Blakley: This rule should require a facility
to state its policy regarding refunds.
Problems relating to
refunds are a frequent source of complaints in personal care
homes.
The language would not require facilities to give refunds, but would require the facilities to inform residents in
writing, in advance, what the policies are.
USPONSB:

The Department agrees and has amended the rule ac-

cordingly.
Other Ca.unt• on Rule XVU: -- Hughes: Subsections
3(b) (c) (e) (f), 4, 5, and 6 go beyond statutory intent.

COIIIIBNT:

The Department has reviewed this comment but
agrees; please see the response to subsection 3 above.

USPONSB:

dis-

RULE XVIII
Stib•eation 2(b) -- Overbaugh: Do we need a physician•s certification for category A residents?
Hughes: Certification statements only applies to category
A facilities.
COIIIIBNTS:

USPONSB: As to both comments, § 50-5-226(4), MCA, specifically

states that residents of both category A and B facilities must
have a certification statement.
This rule applies to both
categories of facility.
COMNBNT: Stib•eation 3(a) -- Hughes: This refers to administration of medication, and category A facilities are not allowed
do this.
RBSPONSB: The Department agrees that category A facilities are

not allowed to administer medications, but are still required
to keep a record of medications self-administered by each resident.
Some requirements of Rule XIX regarding the medication
administration record have been amended in response to this
comment and others regarding this issue.
COIOCBIITS: J(b)

-- Leisure Care: A resident maintains the right
to contract with a third party without notifying management, so
it is unrealistic to require the facility to be liable for
maintaining this information.
Revise the rule to state:
"third-party agreements, if any, upon notification to manageMontana Administrative Register
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ment, signed and dated."
Hughes: This should not apply to category A facilities.
Third party agreements are between the client and a separate
agency and the facility should not be involved or keep records
of such agreements.
The Department has considered both comments and
agrees in part.
Category A residents may only receive skilled
nursing services by a third-party provider for twenty consecutive days at a time.
If more service is needed, the resident
is no longer appropriate for an A facility.
For that reason, a
facility must know when a category A resident is rece1v1ng
skilled nursing services. The rule has been amended to require
a category A facility to keep records of third-party skilled
nursing services provided to each resident.
The facility is
not required to have the agreements, and does not have to document other third-party services.
The Department believes this
is an adequate compromise between a facility's statutory duties
and a resident's right to privacy.

RISPONS&:

CONNaNTS: l(d) -- Leisure Care: If the resident has an unstable
weight or health concern centered around eating, requiring
quarterly weight checks is appropriate.
Otherwise, a resident's right to privacy supersedes this concern, and weight
checks should be optional, taking place when the resident or
physician requests one.
Westerman: If a resident has an unstable weight or health
concerns centered around eating, then a weight check is appropriate. Otherwise, a weight check should be optional.
Gersack: weight checks are unreasonable and conflict with
the idea of independent living.

The Department agrees with these comments and has
amended the rule to require weight checks only if a resident
and his/her licensed health care professional determines such a
weight check is necessary.

RISPONS•:

CONNKNT: 3(•) -- Leisure Care: Requesting information about a
resident must be balanced against a resident's right to privacy. Food preferences, special interests, and hobbies should be
information that is volunteered by the resident, not required
by the facility.

The Department agrees and has modified the rule to
state that a facility must keep record of this information only
if a resident voluntarily discloses the information.

RISPONsa:

COIOIDT: 3 (g) -- Leisure Care: Progress notes should be made
quarterly and as needed for any changes in status, instead of
every thirty days.
More frequent documentation may be appropriate for a category B facility.
The Department agrees and has amended the
require quarterly progress notes.

RISPONS&:
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COJIIIBH'l': 3 (h) -- Hughes : This requires a care plan for all
residents, and not all category A residents require care plans.
The Department agrees and has amended the rule to
require care plans for all category B residents and category A
residents only if a care plan is necessary or appropriate.

USPOHSB:

3 (k) - • Hughes: This should not apply to category A
facilities.
Third party agreements are between the client and
a separate agency and the facility should not be involved or
keep records of such agreements.

COJIIIBH'l':

The Department agrees, but also recognizes that a
category A facility must maintain records of third-party
skilled nursing services. This subsection has been deleted, as
subsection (b), as amended above, adequately addresses Departmental concerns.

USPOHSB:

RULE XIX
CONNBHT: Suhaeotion l(d) -- Hamiltons: These temperatures may
not meet with the manufacturer's specifications, putting the
resident at risk -- change to •within the temperature range
specified by the manufacturer.•
USPOHSB:

The Department agrees and has amended the rule as

requested.
COMNBNT: Suhaeotion 2(b) -- Leisure Care: As currently stated,
the rule reads that a licensed health care professional staff
member may not provide assistance to residents with medication.
This rule should be rewritten to state than an unlicensed
health care professional may provide medication assistance.
Also, 2 (c) assumes that all medication is dispensed from the
pharmacy into bottles.
What about bubble packs -- are they
allowed?

The Department has reviewed this comment, but does
not agree that the rule reads as stated. Any person, licensed
or unlicensed, can provide the assistance as outlined.
The
Department does agree that bubble packs are allowed.
USPOHSB:

COKKBHTS: Suhaeotion 3 -- Leisure Care: If the facility has a
licensed health care professional on staff, may that person
provide this care?
The rule should be amended to strike the
requirement of working under third-party contract.
Hughes: This allows health care professionals to perform
nursing tasks, and the proposed definition excludes LPNs. Some
of the tasks discussed in this rule can be performed by LPNs,
so this rule should be clarified.

As to Leisure Care's comment, the rule specifically
uses the language •working under third-party contract with a
resident or employed by the facility."
Therefore, a staff
member could provide the care.
The Department disagrees with

RBSPOHSB:
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the second portion of the comment, as there is no requirement
that the professional be working under third-party contract.
As to Hughes' comment, the Department does not believe
that LPNs are excluded from practicing within the scope of
their license, which requires an LPN to work under the supervision of one of the professionals.
CONNBNT: 3(b)
Ash: These require nursing judgment and
skills; how will unlicensed people be able to do these things?
a.SPONSB: An unlicensed person may not provide these services,
as they are specifically within the scope of a licensed health
care professional.
CONNKHT: Sub••ation S(b) -- Hughes: These require nursing judgment and skills
how will unlicensed people be able to do
these things?
a.SPONSB: The Department has reviewed this comment and believes
that the subsections (a) and (b) should be removed from the
rule. The facility must keep a record of medications used, and
the details to be included in that record are a matter of facility policy and category of facility.

COMMKNT: Sub••ation 6 -- Hughes: These require nursing judgment
and skills
things?

how will unlicensed people be able to do these

RBSPONSB: The Department has considered this comment, and
states that the facility is responsible for providing adequate
training to its staff to ensure that the staff have the skill
to report, as required by rule.
CONNBNT: Sub•eation 7 -- Ash: These require nursing judgment
and skills; how will unlicensed people be able to do these
things?
a.SPONSB: The Department has reviewed this rule and does not
believe nursing judgment or skill is required to comply.
RULE XXI

Sub••ation 1 -- Blakley: It should require
qualified health care professional do the assessment,
assessment is the foundation for care.
COIIIIIDI'l':

that a
as the

a.SPONSB: The Department agrees with this comment and has amended the rule accordingly.

COMNBNTS: Sub••ation 2 --

Ellery: Amend to read: • ... there is
a plan of care for each resident that is prepared with the
resident's health care professional, and to the extent practicable, with the participation of the resident, the resident's
family or the resident's legal representative; and that the
plan of care .... •
15-B/11/94
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Hamiltons: Why can't this be an office visit? Sometimes
the physician won't come to the facility.
Leisure Care: The rule should allow a licensed health care
professional who is on staff with the facility to develop the
resident's p{an of care.
RaSPONSB: As to Ellery's comment, the Department agrees and has
amended the rule accordingly.
However, the language regarding
the resident • s health care professional has been changed to
state •a licensed health care professional.•
As to Hamiltons' comment, a physician, during an office
visit, is free to develop a plan of care which the facility can
follow.
However, if the physician does not develop a plan of
care for the resident, it is the facility's responsibility to
ensure one is prepared.
As to Leisure Care • s comment, the Department has amended
the rule and believes the amendment meets the concern stated.
COMNBNTS: Suba•ctioo 3(al -- Towe: The care plan developed when
the physician certifies the resident for admission should be
sufficient, and a new care plan should be not required.
Hughes: There should be quarterly assessments, not yearly.
Ellery: S 50-5-226(4), MCA, requires a quarterly certifi~
cation, so this rule should require care plans to be reviewed
and updated at least quarterly.
RBSPONSB: As to Towe's comment, the Department agrees that, if
a care plan is developed when the physician certifies the resident for admission and at each quarterly certification, no new
care plan is required.
However, if no care plan is developed
at the time of certification, one must be developed within
three days.
As to Hughes' and Ellery's comments, the Department agrees
·and has amended the rule accordingly.
COIINBNT: Suba•ction 7 -- Hughes:
There should be a requirement for bowel and bladder training.
RaSPONSB: The Department has considered this comment, and notes
that this requirement is found in Rule IV(2) (b).
However,
category A facility staff do not need this training, and the
rule has been amended to reflect this requirement for category
B facility staff.
COKKBNT: Suba•ctioo 8 -- Lewis: Does this imply that category B
facilities must employee a physician, physician assistant,
Please define •must
nurse practitioner, or registered nurse?
monitor."
RBSPONSB: The Department has reviewed this comment, and states
that, if a facility wishes to keep a patient that requires
restraints, that facility must ensure that a licensed health
care professional, either employed by the facility or on contract with the facility, monitors those restraints.
The moniMontana Administrative Register
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toring requirement would be met if the professional observed
the resident to ensure that no harmful adverse side effects
occurred, and to ensure that the other restraint rules are met.
COIDIBNT: 8(b) -- Hamiltons: What i f the resident did not do
either of these things prior to restraint?

RKSPON8B: The Department agrees that the rule is vague and has
deleted (b) and moved (a) to the end of subsection 8.
Sub•eotion 9 -- Hughes: There should be specific
requirements for restraint reduction programs and restraint
assessments.
Lewis: Does this imply that category B facilities must
employee a physician, physician assistant, nurse practitioner,
or registered nurse?
COIDIBNTS:

RBSPONSB: As to Hughes• comment, the Department agrees and has
amended the rule to require that the facility institute policies and procedures relating to restraint reduction programs
and restraint assessments.
As to Lewis • comment, the Department states that, if a
facility wishes to keep a patient that requires restraints,
that facility must ensure that a licensed health care professional, either employed by the facility or on contract with the
facility, monitors those restraints in compliance with the
rules.
Subeeotion 10
Hughes: Definitions
straints and protective devices should be added.

COIDIBNT:

of

soft

re-

USPOHSB: The Department has carefully reviewed this comment,
and has explored the possibility of defining these terms.
However, the Department believes that the nature of the restraint will be defined by the physician, as the physician must
order the restraints.
However, the term 11 soft 11 is vague and
has been deleted from the rule.
COIIIIBNT: lO(b) -- Hamilton&: If a lay person can perform indwelling catheter care after appropriate instruction, why are
they prohibited from applying soft restraints after instruction?

USPONSB: The Department has reviewed this comment and believes
this issue is one which must be put to the Montana Board of
Nursing to determine whether applying restraints is a nursing
task for which a license is required. However, because of the
nature of restraints and the strict rules in place which govern
restraints, the Department believes that only licensed health
care professionals should be involved in the use of restraints.
COMMBNTS: Other Com.ent• on Rule XXI -- Hughes: Care planning
and other resident care issues should be handled the same as in
nursing homes.
How can the department justify less stringent
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requirements in facilities treating the same kinds of residents? There are no provisions for qualifications and training
of staff other than what is required for category A facilities,
and there should be, given the difference in the level of care.
Category B facilities should be required to provide 24 -hour
licensed staff according to the needs of residents.
Penny Hale, Billings Chapter of the National Committee for
the Prevention of Elder Abuse (Hale) : The requirements for
category B facilities are not strict enough and may create an
environment ripe for neglect. The rule allows the provision of
nursing home services without the strict requirements placed on
these licensed nursing facilities.
oversight and enforcement
must be provided to inlilure the safety and wellbeing of the
category B residents.
a.SPONSK: As to both comments, the Department notes that nurs-

ing home regulations are almost entirely based on federal statutes and rules.
The State has not enacted similar rules and
regulations, and the Department does not believe the intent was
to place identical federal requirements on state personal care
facilities.
There is no indication that the legislature intended to make category B facilities mirror nursing home requirements and, in fact, the legislature provided for oversight
by the physician certifying the resident quarterly.
For that
reason, the Department has endeavored to protect the public
health and safety to the greatest extent possible while complying with statutory mandates. In addition, both types of facilities are required to provide twenty-four hour staffing to
provide proper resident care, and there are specific requirements relating to staff training for category B residents. The
Department agrees that oversight and enforcement must be provided to insure the safety and wellbeing of all personal care
facility residents.
RQLE XXII

Sub•eation 2 -- Lewis: Language should be added to
allow a reprieve for thoae facilities who are in aubstantial
compliance with the rules. Also, the resident screening fee is
high, especially for category A facilities. Amend the language
to state:
(2) (a) $70.00 per bed for an inspection of a Category A facility. This includes inspection of the operations
and any resident screenings.
(b) $90.00 per bed for an inspection of a Category B
facility.
This includes inspection of the operations and
any resident screenings.
Any facility found in substantial compliance should be excused
from a routine inspection for a three year period, and the
department could still inspect upon a complaint.
Connie Thisselle, Hillside Manor (Thissellel : objects to
the inspection fees, as no one can afford them.
Connors: This is an outrageous amount of money.
It represents the total monthly income from four SSI residents combined. What the department does in one day's inspection is not
CONMZNTS:
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as valuable to the resident as what the facility does for an
entire month.
If the facility can pass the cost along to all
the residents, then it may be possible, but still outrageous.
Ellery: The fees should be reduced and a cap or upper
limit should be set. At a minimum, some schedule for progressively increasing fees over time would seem more appropriate.
We are also concerned that licensure fees are considered health
care related taxes under the donations and taxes provision of
federal regulations.
If revenue gathered is greater than the
cost of licensing, it is an impermissible tax and we are at
risk of losing FFP.
Betty Asplin: The fee is discriminatory, because nursing
homes and large personal care facilities are not charged the
same fee.
Westerman: The fee should be reviewed, because the cost
will get passed on to the residents, which may drive people out
of the facility and on to the State's rolls.
Hughes: There should be a limit on the inspection fee, or
the amount paid could be outrageous.
The new legislation
changed nothing with respect to category A facilities yet they
will be charged substantial new fees, even though the department is doing less when inspecting these facilities because the
rules remove the requirement to screen each resident for appropriate placement at the time of each inspection.
The legislature funds the department to perform inspections, and the department's fiscal notes when the new legislation was considered
indicated that the department's increased costs would be caused
by substantial new numbers of facilities being licensed. Thus,
the fees should be applicable only to the initial inspection of
new facilities.
This would get the department through the
current biennium and allow an evaluation of fees by the 1995
legislature.

a.sPONs•:

As to Lewis' comment, the Department has reviewed the
same but does not believe the amended language is necessary or
appropriate, as there is a difference in cost between screening
and inspecting.
Statutorily, the Department has the authority
to issue one to three year licenses and, if a facility is in
substantial compliance, the possibility for an extended license
is present and does not need to be added by rule.
The Department does not understand the comment regarding the resident
screening fee being high in category A facilities, as the
screening is the same in both types of facilities, and is commensurate with service costs.
As to Thiaselle's, Connors•, and Westerman's comments, the
Department notes the same and states that it has carefully
reviewed the fee amount and, baaed on the best estimates available of surveyor time and involved expenses, the fee is clearly
commensurate with the service cost of performing the inspections; the fee computes to $.19 per day for a category A facility and $.25 per day for a category B facility.
If the Department finds that the fee is too low or too high, it can be adjusted in the future.
As to Ellery's comment, the Department does not believe
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that a schedule for progressively increasing fees is appropriate. The Department is authorized to set inspection fees which
are reasonably related to service costs, and that is what the
Department has done, using the best information available.
Increasing fees over time would not necessarily be related to
service costs, and would thus contravene the statute.
As to
the concern regarding health care related taxes, the revenue
gathered under these inspection fees is not greater than cost;
revenue gathered is enough for approximately . 75 FTE.
Thus,
this is not an impermissible tax and does not threaten FFP.
As to Asplin's comment, the Department disagrees that the
fee is discriminatory.
All personal care facilities will be
charged the fee, regardless of size, and what nursing homes are
charged is irrelevant, as they cannot be assessed an inspection
service fee unless there is statutory authority to do so.
As to Hughes' comment, the Department has estimated, with
the best information available, how much inspecting a facility
costs. The new legislation authorized the department to establish inspection fees, and the department has done that.
The
cost of screening each resident was not taken into consideration when computing the fee, because the Department is no
longer obligated to conduct these screenings on every resident.
In addition, the Department does not believe it is appropriate
to charge the inspection service fee only to new facilities, as
the statute does not indicate that .the inspection fees are only
supposed to be charged to new facilities.
In complying with
the statute, the inspection service fees apply across the board
and are applicable to all facilities.
The Department agrees
that it is in the legislature's discretion to review the fees
and evaluate the same.
COIIIIDIT: Sub••ction 3 -- Towe: What is meant by a screening?
Does this apply for each admission, or only on an appeal?
USPONs•: A "screening• involves a number of different scenarios under the statute: (1) i f a category A facility rejects a
prospective resident because the person falls into the definition of a category B resident and that prospective resident
appeals the facility's decision, the Department may have to
conduct a •screening" using the definitions of S 50-5-226, MCA;
(2) if a category A facility determines that a resident must be
relocated because the person has progressed to the point where
a/he is no longer appropriate for category A facility residence, and the resident appeals the facility's decision, the
Department may have to conduct a "screening" using the definitions of § 50-5-226, MCA; and (3) if the Department receives a
complaint or other notice regarding the placement of a category
A resident or if during inspection a surveyor determines a
resident is inappropriately placed in a category A facility,
the facility or the resident may appeal the surveyor's •screening• to the director of the Department. All these appeals will
be based on the process outlined in Rule XVII, which has been
amended pursuant to this comment to more clearly reflect when
an appeal may be taken.
The screening fee will not apply on
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each admission; rather, it will apply on a category A facility
admission application rejected by the facility based on the
criteria of § 50-5-226, MCA, which is appealed by the prospective resident.
It will also be assessed on an appeal based on
a facility's relocation decision if a surveyor is required to
survey the resident and/or facility to determine whether the
category A facility is an appropriate place for the resident.
The fee rule has been amended to reflect the intention to assess the screening fee against the appealing party.
The other
scenario where it could be assessed is if the Department receives a complaint or other notice of inappropriate placement
and is required to determine whether placement of the category
A facility resident is appropriate.
However, upon reviewing
this comment, the Department recognizes that assessing a screening fee based on complaint is difficult, at best, in that
assessing the •fee against the complaining party might discourage complaints. Similarly, it may not be appropriate to assess
a screening fee based upon a complaint against the facility,
especially if the complaint is not verified.
Therefore, the
Department has determined that it will not assess a screening
fee based upon complaint, and that this fee will only be assessed on an appeal against the appealing party.
In addition,
if, during a routine inspection subject to the inspection fees
of subchapter (2) of this rule, a surveyor determines a resident is inappropriately placed. the facility will not be subjected to both the inspection fee and the screening fee, unless
that decision is appealed.
MI~CELLAHEQUS

COMMENTS
Overbaugh: If we apply for A and B licenses,
choose not to have category B residents?

COIOIBNT:

can we

It is up to the facility how many residents, if any,
it chooses to house up to the maximum allowed by its license,
and up to the facility to decide what type of residents to
allow within the scope of its license.

RBSPONSB:

Hughes: The intent of the 1993 legislation was not to
impose additional requirements on category A facilities, but
rather to provide additional requirements for category B facilities.
CUrrent requirements for A facilities should be maintained, as the new rules make these facilities look like nursing homes.
An individual requiring a nursing home level of
care admitted to a B facility deserves the same quality of
services that are mandated in nursing facilities.

COIOIBNT:

The Department has previously responded to this in
various other areas of the rules, but will reiterate that the
statute specifically directs the Department to establish standards for operating both types of facilities.
In addition, the
Department has broad rulemaking authority to implement all
health care facility statutes.
The Department does not agree
that the rules for category A facilities look like nursing home
regulations, and believes that it has balanced its statutory
RBSPONSB:
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obligations and legislative intent with its obligation to protect the health, safety, and welfare of residents in all personal care facilities.
COMKKNT: Thisselle: The intent of the new legislation has been

misunderstood.
ing the rules.

A task force should be enacted before finaliz-

RISPONSK: The Department acknowledges this comment but does not
agree that the intent of the new legislation has been misunderstood, as explained throughout these reaponses.
COKMBHT: Hale: currently, many small facilities are operating
without a license, and there does not appear to be any enforcement or follow-up.
How will this be different under the new
rules, and how frequently will on-site visits be made to ensure
compliance?
Also, there are numeroua reports of neglect and
exploitation in many small personal care facilities -- what
system will be put into place to investigate reports of abuse
and force corrective action?

RISPONSK: The new legislation did not give the Department any
new enforcement authority, so enforcement and follow-up inspections will be based on statutes in place prior to the 1993
legislation.
Visits will be made as necessary to ensure compliance with statutes and rules.
Any reports of neglect and
exploitation will be investigated in compliance with the Montana Elder and Developmentally Disabled Abuse Prevention Act.
CONMBRT: Ellery: We have general concerns about the increased
restrictiveness introduced into the proposed rules for category
A facilities.

·aasPONSK: The Department acknowledges this comment but does not
believe a separate response is necessary, given prior responses
in this notice.
COMKKNT: Westerman: As to category A facility rules, they
should be based on a social model and these rules have a medical tinge to them.

RISPONSK: The Department acknowledges this comment, and states
that the statutes authorizing personal care facilities are
found within the health care statutes, and invariably there
will be a medical aspect to the rules.
In addition, there are
many different definitions of •social model," and the Department is unsure of which definition this commentator would apply.
The Department does not believe that any other response
is necessary to this comment.
COMKBNT: Bill McClain, Aspen Meadows: the personal care facilities are in a free market, because there is no state reimbursement.
For that reason, the state should not be regulating as
much, but let the free market do its own regulating.
Also,
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many of the rules infringe on a resident's right to choose, and
the regulations are driving the cost of service up.
RBSPONSB: The Department notes that the legislature has specifically directed the Department to regulate various aspects of
health care, in order to guarantee the public health, safety,
and welfare.
Facilities are operating in a free market, but
the Department is statutorily mandated to regulate health care
facilities, and has attempted to regulate the facilities in a
way that infringes on resident's choices as little as possible.
CONNBNT: Ash: We work with the doctor's orders, V.N.S. staff,
and family members to assure that the best quality of 24 hour
care is being provided. Because a category B facility is for a
residential setting with five or less persons. the intent of
the legislation has been overlooked.
The intent of the legislation was to provide some regulation to personal care homes in
a residential setting, not to make them look like nursing facilities.
RBSPOifs•: The Department has previously responded to similar
comments, but reiterates that the plain language of the statutes directs the Department to adopt a number of different
standards applying to and governing both category A and B facilities, and has complied with the legislative mandate.
~=

Sue Hash, The Sage Company: Category A facilities look
too regulated and category B facilities are like a five bed
nursing home and should be more regulated, although ideally,
nursing home regulations should be lessened.
Less regulation
is appropriate if safety issues are considered.
RBSPONS•: The Department acknowledges this comment and states
that it believes an appropriate compromise betwe_.ep, regulation
and safety is met by these rules.
~'~

Certified to the Secretary of State
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRY
OF THE STATE OF MONTANA
In the matter of the
repeal of the organizational
rule for the former Division
of Workers' Compensation

NOTICE OF REPEAL OF
ARM 24.29.101

1.
Pursuant to chapter 613, Laws of 1989, the former
Division of Workers' Compensation ceased to exist on the earlier
signing of an executive order creating the state compensation
mutual insurance fund on January 1, 1990.
The regulatory
functions of the former Division of Workers' Compensation were
transferred to the Department of Labor and Industry effective
January 1, 1990.
The administrative rules of the former
Division of Worker's Compensation (which had been attached to
the Department of Labor and Industry for administrative
purposes) were transferred in their entirety to the Employment
Relations Division of the Department of Labor and Industry
without change
in citation or location.
Because
the
organizational structure of the former Division of Workers'
Compensation is no longer in existence, the Department is
repealing ARM 24.29.101 in its entirety.
2.
Pursuant to 2-4-201, MCA, an agency does not have to
comply with the notice and hearing requirements contained in
2-4-302, MCA, for matters regarding its organizational rules.
This Notice is made for the purpose of providing a record of the
reasons for the repeal of ARM 24.29.101.

G.

t

c

.A A . ..Ju#=

David A. Scott
Rule Reviewer

Laurie Ekanger, Commissioner
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR & INDUSTRY

Certified to the Secretary of State:
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
OF THE STATE OF MONTANA
IN THE MATTER OF THE AMENDMENT)
of ARM 42.16.104 relating to )
Net Operating Loss Carryback )

NOTICE OF THE AMENDMENT of
ARM 42.16.104 relating to
Net Operating Loss Carryback

TO: All Interested Persons:
1. On June 23, 1994, the Department published notice of
the proposed amendment of ARM 42.16,104 relating to net
operating loss carryback at page 1657 of the 1994 Montana
Administrative Register, issue no. 12.
2. No public comments were received regarding this rule.
3. Therefore, the Department amends the rule as proposed.

eLy~

CLEO ANDERSON
Rule Reviewer

MlCRBINSON
Director of Revenue

Certified to Secretary of State August 1, 1994.
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
OF THE STATE OF MONTANA
IN THE MATTER OF THE
AMENDMENT OF ARM 42.23.606,
42.23.607, 42.23.608 and
42.23.609 relating to
Estimated Tax Payments

NOTICE OF THE AMENDMENT of
ARM 42.23.606, 42.23.607,
42.23.608 and 42.23.609
relating to Estimated Tax
Payments

TO: All Interested Persons:
1. On June 23, 1994, the Department published notice of
the proposed amendment of ARM 42.23.606, 42.23.607, 42.23.608,
and 42.23.609 relating to estimated tax payments at page 1659 of
the 1994 Montana Administrative Register, issue no. 12.
2. No public comments were received regarding these rules.
3. Therefore, the Department amends the rules as proposed.

~~~
LEOlrNDERSON
Rule Reviewer

Director of Revenue

Certified to Secretary of State August 1, 1994.
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
OF THE STATE OF MONTANA
IN THE MATTER OF THE AMENDMENT)
of ARM 42.25.1201, 42.25.1206,)
and 42.25.1207; ADOPTION of
)
RULE I (ARM 42.25.1028 and
)
42.25.1208), II (ARM 42.25.
)
1029 and 42.25.1209), and
)
III (ARM 42.25.1030 and 42.
)
25.1210); and REPEAL of ARM
)
42.25.1203, 42.25.1204, and
)
42.25.1205 relating to
)
Horizontal Wells
l

NOTICE OF THE AMENDMENT of
ARM 42.25.1201, 42.25.1206,
and 42.25.1207; ADOPTION
of RULES I (42.25.1028 and
42.25.1208), I I (ARM 42.25.
1029 and 42.25.1209), and
III (ARM 42.25.1030 and 42.
25.1210); and REPEAL of
ARM 42.25.1203, 42.25.1204,
and 42.25.1205 relating to
Horizontal Wells

TO: All Interested Persons:
1. On June 23, 1994, the Department published notice of
the proposed
amendment, adoption,
and repeal of the abovereferenced rules relating to horizontal wells at pages 1663 of
the 1994 Montana Administrative Register, issue no. 12.
2. A Public Hearing was held on July 14, 1994, to consider
the proposed action.
Leo Barry, attorney for Meridian Oil
Company appeared at the hearing but did not present any
testimony but did address his concerns with the Department staff
prior to the hearing. The Department then advised the hearing
officer that there were amendments to two of lhe new rules.
Those amendments are incorporated in this notice of adoption.
Oral comments received prior to the hearing are summarized
as follows along with the response of the Department:
COMMENT: Rule I (1) is not clear regarding what will occur
if the cert1fication is received by the department after the
month in which production for sale first occurs.
RESPONSE: The Department will prepare clarifying language
for this rule.
COMMENT:
Rule III (4) should reference "net proceeds"
rather than 1 LGST".
RESPONSE: The Department will amend this rule to correct
that error.
COMMENT: The Department pointed out that these new rules
should be placed both in the severance and net proceeds sections
of Title 42, Administrative Rules of Montana since the rules
apply to requirements for both areas of taxation.
RESPONSE:
New rules I through III will be placed in both
sub-chapter 10 and sub-chapter 12 of chapter 25, Title 42, ARM.
3. The Department has adopted the amendments to ARM
42.25.1201,
42.25.1206, 42.25.1207; and new Rule II (ARM
42.25.1029 and 42.25.1209) as proposed.
The Department adopts
new Rule I (42.25.1028 and 42.25.1208) and III (42.25.1030 and

15-8/11/94
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42.25.1210) with the following amendments:
NEW RULE I (ARM 42.25.1028 AND 42.25.1208) HORIZONTALLY
COMPLETED OR RECOMPLETED WELLS
(1) For hor1zontally completed or horizontally recompleted
wells the operator must provide to the department of revenue a
copy of the horizontal certification from the board of oil and
gas conservation. If the operator does not provide the
certification, or the well is not certified by the board as
horizontally completed or recompleted, the well will not qualify
for the 18 month exemption until such time as operator provides
the certification to the department.
IF A CERTIFICATION IS
RECEIVED BY THE DEPARTME~ AFTER THE MONTH IN WHICH PRODUCTION
FOR SALE FIRST OCCURS, AND THE TAXPAYER HAS FILED AND PAID TAXES
ON PRODUCTION THAT WOULD OTHERWISE BE EXEMPT HEREIN, A REFUND OR
CREDIT WILL BE GRANTED TO THE TAXPAYER.
(2) through (5) remains the same.
AUTH: Sec. 15-1-201 MCA; IMP: Sees. 15-6-208, 15-23-601,
15-23-602, 15-23-603, 15-23-607:-15-23-612, 15-36-101 MCA.
NEW RULE III (ARM 42.25.1030 AND 42.25.1210) ALLOCATION OF
INCREMENTAL PRODUCTION
(1) through (3) remains the same.
(4)
Incremental production to be reported as b6S'i' NET
PROCEEDS and subject to tax rates imposed by 15-23-607, MCA is
the amount of production computed when the NPT ratio determined
above is multiplied times the total incremental production for
the quarter.
The amount of non-incremental net proceeds
production to be reported and subject to tax rates imposed by
15-23-607, MCA is determined by subtracting the amount of net
proceeds incremental production from the total net proceeds
production.
(5) remains the same.
AUTH: Sees. 15-l-201 and 15-23-614 MCA; IMP: Sees. 15-23601, lS-23-602, 15-23-603, 15-23-607, 15-23-6~ and 15-36-101
MCA.
4. The Department repeals ARM 42.25.1203, 42.25.1204, and
42.25.1205 as proposed.

Rule Reviewer

Director of Revenue

Certified to Secretary of State August 1, 1994
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL
AND REHABILITATION SERVICES OF THE
STATE OF MONTANA
NOTICE OF THE AMENDMENT OF
RULES 46.10.803, 46.10.805,
46.10.807, 46.10.811,
46.10.819, 46.10.825,
46.10.841 AND 46.10.843
PERTAINING TO AFDC JOBS

In the matter of the
a•andaent of rulea
46.10.803, 46.10.805,
46.10.807, 46.10.811,
46.10.819, 46.10.825,
46.10.841 and 46.10.843
pertaining to AFDC JOBS
proqram
TO:

PROGRAM

All Intereated Paraona

1.
on June 9, 1994, the Department of social and
Rehabilitation Service• publiahed notice of the proposed
a•endment of rule• 46.10,803, 46.10.805, 46.10.807, 46,10.811,
46.10.819, 46.10.825, 46.10,841 and 46.10.843 pertaining to AFDC
JOBS proqram at page 1515 of the 1994 Montana Administrative
Register, issue number 11.

2.
The Department has amended rules 46.10.803, 46.10.805,
46.10.807, 46.10.811, 46.10.819, 46.10.825, 46.10.841 and
46.10.843 aa proposed.
3.

No written comments or testimony were received.

4.

The a•endaent of ARM 46.10.805(3) (g) will be
applied
to July 1, 1994, because the legislature mandated that this
change be made by that data. The amendments to ARM 46.10.825
will be effective on October 1, 1994, to coincide with the
effective date of the same amendments to the department's state
plan governing the AFDC proqraa.
re~ively

~

~

Rulel:;fewer

~1 \~~b-r
aan
Dlrecor, Soc
tion Services

Rehllllta-

Certified to the Secretary of state ____A_u~~-u_s_t_I_________ , 1994.
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NQTICB OP FQHCTIQNS OF ADMINISTRATIVE CODE CQMMITTEE
The Administrative Code Committee reviews all proposals for
adoption of new rules, amendment or repeal of existing rule•
filed with the Secretary of State, except rules proposed by the
Deparbaent of Revenue.

Proposals of the Department of Revenue

are reviewed by the Revenue OVersight Committee.
The Administrative Code Committee has the authority to make
recommendations to an agency regarding the adoption, amendment,
or repeal of a rule or to requ.e11t that the agency prepare a
statement of the estimated economic impact of a proposal.

In

addition, the Committee may poll the members of the Legislature
to determine if a proposed rule is consistent with the intent of
the Legislature or, during a legislative session,

introduce a

bill repealing a rule, or directing an agency to adopt or amend
a rule, or a Joint Resolution recommending that an agency adopt
or amend a rule.
The Committee welcomes comments from the public and invites
members of the public to appear before it or to send it written
statements in order to bring to the Committee's attention any
difficulties with the existing or proposed rules.

The address

is Room 138, Montana State Capitol, Helena, Montana 59620.
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HOW TO USB THE ADMINISTRATIVE RULES OF MONTANA AND THE
MONTANA ADMINISTRATIVE REGISTER

Definitions:

Administrative Rules of Montana !ARM! is a
looseleaf ca.pilation by department of all rules
of
state departments
and
attached boards
presently in effect, except rules adopted up to
three months previously.
Kontana Administrative Register !MARl is a soft
back, bound publication, issued twice-monthly,
containing notices of rules proposed by agencies,
notices of rules adopted by agencies, and
interpretations of statutes and rules by the
attorney general (Attorney General's Opinions)
and agencies (Declaratory Rulings) issued since
publication of the preceding register.

Use of the Administrative Rules of Montana (ARM) :
ltJlown

1.

Consult ARM topical index.
Update the rule by checking the accumulative
table and the table of contents in the last
Montana Administrative Register issued.

2.

Go to cross reference table at end of each
title which lists MCA section numbers and
corresponding ARM rule numbers.

Subject
Matter
Statute
Number and
Department

Montana Administrative Register
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ACCUMULATIVE TABLE
The Administ~ative Rules of Montana (ARM) is a compilation of
existing per$Snent ~ules of those executive agencies which have
been designated by the Montana Administrative Procedu~e Act for
inclusion
in
the
ARM.
The
ARM
is
updated
th~ough
Ma~ch 31, 1994.
This table includes those ~ules adopted during
the pe~iod Ap~il 1, 1994 through June 30, 1994 and any p~oposed
~ule action that was pending du~ing the past 6-month pe~iod.
(A
notice of adoption must be published within 6 lllOnths of the
published notice of the proposed ~ule.)
This table does not,
howeve~,
include the contents of this issue of the Montana
Administ~ative Registe~ (MAR) .
To be current on proposed and adopted rulemaking, it is
necessary to check the ARM updated through March 31, 1994, this
table and the table of contents of this issue of the MAR.
This table indicates the department nallle, title number, rule
numbers in ascending order, catchphrase or the subject matter of
the rule and the page number at which the action is published in
the 1994 Montana Administrative Register.
APMINISTBATIQH,

Pepartm~nt

of, Title 2

and other rules - State Purchasing, p. 1, 383
and other rules - Sick Leave, p. 480, 1407
and other rules - Annual Vacation Leave, p. 2861, 151
Leave of Absence Without Pay, p. 483, 1409
and other rules - Leave of Absence Due to Disability
and Maternity. p. 473, 1410
and other rule - Alternate Work Schedules, p. 476,
2.U.1604
1411
Exempt Compensatory Time, p. 2462, 22
2.21.1812
and othe~ rules - Veterans' Employment P~eference
2.21.3607
p. 2464, 23
and other rules - Recruitment and Selection. p. 487,
2.21.3702
1412
2.21.5006
and other rules - Reduction in Work Force, p. 498,
1419
2.21.6701
and othe~ rules - Statewide Employee Incentive Award
P~og~-. p. 1784
2.21.8011 Grievances, p. 485, 1421
2.21.8109 Bqua1 Employment Oppo~tunity/Affirmative Action,
p. 478, 1422
(Public Employees• Retirement Board)
I-III
Mailing Membership Information about Non-Profit
Organizations, p. S08
I-XI
and other rules
Medical Review of Members
Discontinuance of Disability Retirement Benefits Procedu~es fo~ Requesting an Administrative Hearing Model Rules - Definitions - Disability Application

2.5.202
2.21.137
2.21.224
2.21.704
2.21.903

Mon~ana Adminiat~ative
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Proceaa - Election of Diaability Coverage, p. 1191,
1816
2.43.302
and other rule& - Definition& - Requeat for Releaae
of Information by Member•
Effect of Voluntary
Election& - Lump Sum Payment• of Vacation or Sick
Leave - Purchaae of Previoua Military Service -Modification• Affecting Actuarial Coat - Diaability
Retirement
Conversion of Optional Retirement
Benefit Upon Death or Divorce froa the Contingent
Annuitant, p. 2864, 291
2.43.302
and other rules
Retirement Incentive Program
Provided by RB 517, p. 2057, 2762
(Teacher&' Retirement Board)
2.44.405
and other rule& - Adjuating Diaability Allowance& Intereat on Non-fayment for Additional Credita Creditable
Service
for
Teaching
in
Private
Educational Inatitutions, p. 2858, 561
(State Compenaation Inaurance Pund)
2. 55.320
and other rulea
Method for AaaigDIIUint of
Classification& of Employment& - Premium Rateaetting
- Conatruction Induatry Premium Credit Program Medical Deductible, p. 597, 1423
2.55.324
Premium Rateaetting, p. 1497
2.55.326
Minimum Yearly Premium, p. 981, 1817
2.55.327
and other rule& - Conatruction Induatry Progrem Scheduled Rating for Loa& Control Non-co.pliance
Modifier and Unique Riak Characteriatica Modifier,
p. 2870, 292, 661
2.55.404
Schedulsd Rating - High Loaa Modifier&, p. 661
AGRICULTURE. Department of, Title 4
I-II
I-VIII
I-VIII
4.2.102
4.5.202
4.10.206
4.15.101

and other rulea - Civil Penaltiea - Enforcement and
Matrix - Sale, Diatribution and Inapection of Nuraery
Stock in Montana, p. 2580, 24
Rinaing and Dispoaal of Peaticide Container&,
p. 1317, 1988
Peaticide Diapoaal Program, p. 600, 1280
and other rule
Exception& and Additions for
Agricultural Science& Division
Exception• and
Addition• for Plant Induatry Division, p. 1501, 1987
and other rule - Category 1 Noxioua Weeda, p. 93, 563
Licensing for Peaticide Operator&, p. 2063, 2669
and other rule - Feea - Mediation Scheduling and
Agreement Procedure&, p. 1499, 1989

STATE AUDITOR, Title 6
I-II

I-II
15-8/11/94

Emergency Adoption - Allowing Credit to Domeatic
Ceding Inaurera
Reduction of Liability for
Reinaurance Ceded by Domestic Inaurera to Aaauming
Inaurera, p. 564
and other rules - Establishing Accreditation P'eea for
Annual Continuation of Authority - Defining "Money
Montana Adainiatrative Regiater
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Market Funds• as they Relate to Investment• by Farm
Mutual Insurers • Remove Limitations on the Issuance
of Credit Life and Credit Disability Insurance to
Joint Debtors
Prohibiting Discrimination
in
Determining Eligibility for Personal Automobile
Insurance - Wage Assignments
Voluntary Payroll
Deduction, p. 2163, 2764
I-III
Blectronic Filing of the Appointment and Termination
of Insurance Producers, p. 1323, 1820
Continuing Education Program for Insurance Producers
I-XI
and Consultants, p. 2466, 3004
Small Employer Carrier Reinsurance Program. p. 1200
I-XIII
Small Bmployer Health Benefit Plans, p. 511, 1528,
I·XXIV
1990
(Classifi,~ation and Rating Committee)
6. 6. 8301
Updating References to the NCCI Basic Manual for
Workers•
Compensation and Employers'
Liability
Insurance, 1980 Edition, p. 608, 1669
6.10.102
and other
rules
Exempting Certain
Foreign
Securities from Registration · Requiring that Exempt
Foreign Savings and Loan Associations be Members of
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and that
their Certificates of Deposit be Fully Insured by the
Federal Deposit Inaurance Corporation, p. 95, 569
CQKMIRCE,

Ptpa~tment

of, Title 8

(Board of Alternative Health Care)
and other rules
Certification fo·r Specialty
8.4.404
Practice
Conditions Which Require Physician
Consultation - Continuing Education, p. 2713, 386
(Board of Architects)
Reciprocity, p. 715. 1577
8.6.405
Examination, p. 983
8.6.407
(Board of Athletics)
and other rules - Licensing Requirements - Contracts
8.8.2804
and Penalties - Peea - Promoter-Matchmaker, p. 985,
1670
(Board of Barbers)
Pee Schedule, p. 2168, 295
8.10.405
(Board of Chiropractor&)
and other rules
Applications
Reciprocity
8.12.601
Reinstatement - Interns and Preceptors, p. 1503
and
other
rules
Applications,
Educational
8.1:1.601
Requirements
Renewals
Continuing Education
Requirements - Unprofessional Conduct, p. 222, 1578
(Board of Clinical Laboratory Science Practitioners)
Continuing Education, p. 611, 1671
I
Clinical Laboratory Science Practitioners, p. 2065,
I-IX
2766
(Board of Cosmetologists)
8.14. 401
and other rules - Practice of Cosmetology, Manicuring
and Electrolysis, p. 331. 1679, 1822
Montana Administrative Register
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(Board of Dentiatryl
8.16.60:<1
and other rulaa
Dental Hygianiata
Uae of
Auxiliary
Peraonnel
and
Dental
Bygieniata
Exemption• and Bxceptiona - Dafinitiona, p. :<1743,
11:<10
8.16.904
and other rulea - Adminiatration of Aneatheaia and
Sedation by Dentiata - Prohibition - Permita Required
for Adminiatration - Minimua Qualifying Standarda Minimum Monitoring Standard• - Pacility Standard• On-aite Inapection of Pacilitiaa, p. :<1478, 1130
8 .16 .100:<1
and other rulaa - Continuing Education ~ Requirement•
and Raatrictiona, p. 988, 1506
(State Electrical Board)
8.18.40:<1
and
other
rulaa
Application•
General
Reaponaibilitiaa
Temporary Pe~it
Paea
Examination&
Continuing Education
Pioneer
Electrician Certificatea, p. ;;z;;zs, 951
(Board of Hearing Aid Diapanaera)
8. :<10. 40:<1
and other rulaa - Peea - Bxaminationa - Licenaaaa
from Other Statea, p. 717
(Board of Horae Racing)
8. ;;z;;z. SOl
and other rulaa - Definition• - Licenaea ~ Paaa ~
Clark of Scalae - General Proviaiona - Groome ~
Jockeya - Ownara - Declaration& and scratchea
Claiming - Paddock to Poet - Parmiaaibla Medication,
p. 547' 1:<18:<1
8.2:<1.1402 and other rule - Parmiaaibla Medication - Trifacta
Wagering, p. 1507
(Board of Landacape Architect&)
8.:<14.409
and other rule - Pea Schedule - Ran-ala, p. 991,
1579
8.:<14.409
Pea Schedule, p. :<1986, 388
(Board of Medical Bxaminara)
8. :<18. 502
and other rulea
Requirement& for Licenaure
Unprofaaaional Conduct - Definitions with Regard to
the Practice of Acupuncture, p. 613, 1580
8.28.1501 and other rulaa - Phyaician Aaaiatanta - Definition&
- Qualification• - Application• - Peea - Utilisation
Plana - Protocol - Temporary Approval - Info~ed
Conaant - Te~ination and Tranafar - Unprofaaaional
Conduct, p. 720, 158:<1
(Board of Funeral Service)
8. 30.407
and other rules - Pee• - Unprofaaaional Conduct Crematory Facility Regulation - Caakat/Containara Shipping Cremated Human Remains - Identifying Metal
Diac - Proceaaing of Cremated Remaina - Crematory
Prohibition&, p. 1787, 2670
(Board of Nuraing)
8. 3:<1. 304
and other ru1aa - Advanced Practice Ragiatarad Nuraaa
- Executive Director - Bxaminationa - Inactive Statue
- Schoola - Prescriptive Authority - Clinical Nurae
Specia1iata - Delegation of Nuraing Taaka, p. 100,
1424
15-8/11/94
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8.32.1501
(Board of
8.34.414A
(Board of
8.35.402
8.35.408
(Board of
8.36.601
8.36.602
8.36.801
(Board of
8.39.504
(Board of
8.40.404
(Board of
8.42.402
8.4:1.402
(Board of
8.48.407
(Board of
8.52.606
(Board of
8.56.409
(Board of
8.57.401
8.57.403
(Board of
8.58.406C
8.58.419
8.58.419

Mon~ana

and other rules - Prescriptive Authority, p. 615,
1326
Nursing Home Administrators)
Application for Examinations, p. 993
Occupational Therapy Practice)
and other rules - Definitions - Use of Modalities,
p. 116, 663
Unprofeasional Conduct, p. 2483, 25
Optometry)
and other rules - Continuing Education - Approved
Courses and Bxaminations - New Licenses - Therapeutic
Pharmaceutical Agents, p. 120
Continuing Education - Approved Programs or Courses,
p. 2294, 152
and other rule - Therapeutic Pharmaceutical Agents Approved Drugs, p. 2485, 153
Outfitters)
and other rules
Outfitter Operations Plana
Conduct of Outfitters and Guides - Unprofessional
Conduct, p. 2070, 155
Pharmacy)
and other rules - Pees - Out-of-State Mail Service
Pharmacies, p. 2073, 2586, 571
Physical Therapy Bxaminers)
and other rules - Bxaminations - Peas - Licensure by
Bndoraament - Foreign-Trained Applicante, p. 996,
1583
Bxaminations - Peas - Temporary Licenses - Licensure
by Bndoraament, p. 2587, 159
Profeaaional Bngineers and Land Surveyors)
and
other
rule
Affiliation
with
National
Aaaociationa - Complaint Process, p. 1625
Paychologiata)
and other rule - Required Supervised Experience Licensees from Other States, p. 2590, 389
Radiologic Technologists)
and other rules - Examinations - Renewals - Pees Permits - Permit Pees, p. 1455, 2912
Real Bstate Appraisers)
and
other rules
Definitions
Application
Requirements
Course Requirements
Continuing
Bducation- Pees, p. 727, 1584
Experience
and other rules
Examinations
Feee
Requirements
Education Requirements
Agricultural Certification, p. 2170, 2775
Realty Regulation)
and other rule - Application for Equivalency
Broker - Grounds for License Discipline - General
Provisions - Unprofessional Conduct, p. 730, 1585
Grounds for License Discipline - General Provisions Unprofessional Conduct, p. 232, 667
Grounds for License Discipline - General Provisions Unprofessional Conduct, p. 2719, 297
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(Board of Respiratory Care Practitioners)
8.59.402
Definitions, p. 123, 668
8. 59.402
and other rule - Definitions - Use of Pulse Old-try,
p. 2487. 160
(Board of Sanitarians)
8.60.408
Standards of Registration Certificate, p. 349, 952
(Board of Social Work Bxaminers and Professional Counselors)
8.61.401
and
other
rules
Definitions
Licensure
Requirements
for
Social
Workers,
Application
Procedures
for
Social
Workers
Licensure
Requirements for Professional Counselors, p. 2296,
3015, 26
8.61.404
and other rules - Pees - Bthical Standards for Social
Work Bxaainara and Professional Counselors - Inactive
Status Licenses, p. 2988, 298
(Board of Speech-Language Pathologists and Audiologists)
8.62.413
and other rule - Fees - Schedule of Supervision Contents, p. 1327, 1992
and other rules - Aide Supervision - Nonallowable
8.62.502
Functions of Aides, p. 1795, 2913
(Board of Passenger Tramway Safety)
8.63.501
Adoption of the ANSI Standard, p. 351, 1136
(Board of Veterinary Medicine)
8.64.802
and other rules - Applications for Certification Qualification - Manag-nt of Infectious Wastes,
p. 1329, 1993
(Building Codas Bureau)
8.70.101
Incorporation by Reference of Uniform Building Code,
p. 1331, 1994
8.70.101
and other rules - Building Codes, p. 2173, 299, 670
(Milk Control Bureau)
8.79.101
and other rules
Definitions
Transactions
Involving the Purchase and Resale of Milk within the
state, p. 2301, 3016
(Banking and Financial Institutions Division)
I-II
and other rules
Retention of Bank Records
Invaata.nt Securities, p. 355, 1137
8.80.101
and other rules - Banks - Reserve Requir-ents Invea~t
in Corporate Stock
Inveataanta of
Financial Institutions - Limitations on Loans - Loans
to a Managing Officer, Officer, Director or Principal
Shareholder - Corporate Credit Unions, p. 1599, 2198,
2776, 161
and other rules - s-i-Annual Assessments Upon Banka,
8.80.104
Investment Companies and Trust companies - Peas for
Approval of Automated Teller Machines and Point-ofSale Terminala, p. 353, 1143
Dollar Amounts to Which Consumer Loan Rates are to be
8.80.307
Applied, p. 359, 953
(Board of Milk Control)
8.86,301
and other rule - Establishment of the Class III for
Milk in the State - Purchase and Sale of Surplus Milk
between Distributors within the State, p. 1334
15-8/11/94
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-2365and othe~ rulea - T~anspo~tation of Milk f~om Farmto-Plant and as it Relates to MinimUlll P~icing Readjustment of Quota& - Settlement Fund Payment&,
p. 2315, 3018
(Banking and Financial Institutions Division)
8. 87.202
and othe~ ~ules
Investigation Responaibility Application P~ocedu~es and Requi~amenta
fo~
a
Ce~tificate of Autho~ization fo~ a State Cha~te~ad
Bank - Aasuming Deposit Liability of Any Closed Bank
- Me~ge~ of Affiliated Banks - !stabliahment of New
B~anch Banka - Discovecy and Hea~ing P~ocedurea Application Requirement, p. 361, 1146
(Local Government Aasiatance Division)
I
Administration of the 1994 Treasure State Endowment
(TSBP) Prog~am, p. 125, 1589
I
Administration of
the 1994
Fede~al
Community
Development Block G~ant (CDBG) Prog~am. p. 127, 1587
8.94.4102 and othe~ rulea - Report Filing Fees Paid by Local
Government Bntitiea
Financial
Statement&
Incocyoration by Refex-ence of Va~ious Standa~da,
Accounting Policiea and Federal Laws and Regulations
under the Montana Single Audit Act, p. 999
(Hard-Rock Mining Impact Boax-d)
8.104.101 and other rule& - Administration of the Hard-Rock
Mining Impact Act, p. 1627
(Board of Houaing)
8.111.405 Income Limite and Loan Amount&, p. 5, 577
(Montana State Lottery)
8.127.407 and other rule - Retailer Commiaaions - Sales Staff
Incentive Plan, p. 1002, 1823, 1995
8.127.407 Retailer Commiaaion, p. 2078, 391
8.127.1007 Sale& Staff Incentive Plan, p. 1947
8.86.301

IWCATZOH. Title 10
(Superintendant of Public Inatruction)
10.10.301A and other rule&
School Funding and Tuition,
p. 1006, 1824
(Board of Public Bducation)
I
Teacher Certification
Surrendex- of a TeachexSpecialiat o~ Adminiat~ator Certificate, p. 817
Teach&~
Certification
Area
of
Specialized
I
Co.petency, p. 237, 954
10.55.601 Accreditation Standa~da; Px-oceduree, p. 1642
10.57.211 Teat for Teacher Ce~tification, p. 1463, 2781
Endorsement Information,
10.57.301 Teacher Certification
p. 815, 1690
10.57.501 Teacher Certification- School Psychologist&, School
Social Worke~a, Nu~eea and Speech and Hearing
Tbe~apista, p. 234, 955
10.58.102 and other rulee - Teacher Certification - Teacher
Education Px-ogr..- Standa~da, p. 814
10.60.101 and other rules - Boax-d of Public Bducation Policy
Statement - Due Proceaa in Services - Identification
Montana
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of Children with Diaabilitiea
Opportunity and
Educational Equity - Special Education - Student
Recorda - Special Education Recorda, p. 2326, 166
10.64. 355
Bmergency Amendment - School Bua Body Standarda,
p. 956
10.64.355 Tranaportation - Bua Body, p. 733
10. 65 .101
Hour a and Daya of Inatruction - Policy Governing
Pupil Inatruction
Related Daya Approved for
Foundation Progr. . Calculationa, p. 1640
10.66.101
and other rulea - General Bducational Develo~nt Requirement• Which Nuat be Met in Order to Receive
High School Bquivalenoy Certificate• - Waiver of Age
Requirement& - Method of Applying - Peea - Waiting
Period for Reteating
Iaauance of Bquivalenoy
Certificate&, p. 2593, 167
(State Library Cammiaaion)
10.101.101 Organization of the State Library Agency, p. 1461,
2783
FAMILY SIRVICBS. Departmtnt of. Title 11
I

I

I-II

11.5. 501
11.5.601
11.5. 602
11.7.901
11.8.304

and other rulea - Day Care Pacilitiea - Legally
Unregiatered Provider• Participating in Day Care
Benefit&' Pr09r. . . , p. 129, 958
Qualification& of Reapite Care Provider&, p. 1251,
3019
Placement of Children with out-of-State Providara,
p. 1338, 1996
and other rulea - Child Protective Servicea, p. 1792
and other rulea - Caae Recorda of Abuae and Neglect,
p. 1789
and other· rule - Case Recorda of Abuae or Neglect,
p. 238, 1290
Adoption and Incorporation of the Regulation• of the
Aaaociation of Adminiatratora of the Interatata
Compact on the Placement of Children, p. 621, 1294
Violation• of Aftercare Agreements, p. 819, 1590

FISH. WILPLIPI. AND PARJS. Department of. Title 12
I

I

I - V

I-X
12.3.112
12.3.116
12.3.123

15-8/11/94

Classifying Certain Types of Actions Taken Undar the
River Reatoration Program as Categorical Bxcluaions,
p. 1649
Nonresident Hunting Licenae Preference Syatem,
p. 242, 1834
and other rules - Wildlife Habitat, p. 1644
Block Management Program, p. 1064, 1691
Setting of Nonresident Antelope Doe/Pawn Licenaes,
p. 2201, 2914
and other rule .- Application and Drawing of Moose,
Sheep, and Goat Licenses, p. 6, 392
Nonreaident Combination Licanae Alternate List,
p. 2199. 2915
Montana Administrative Register
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12.6.901
12.6.901

Establishment of a No Wake Speed Zone on Portions of
the Blackfoot and Clark Pork Rivera, Missoula County,
p. 825, 1699
Water Safety Regulation• - Allowing Electric Motors
on Lake B1mo, p. 1963, 2916

HIALTH AND ENYIRONKINTAL SCIINCBS. pepartm.nt of, Title 16
Integrated Solid Waate Management Plan, p. 1510
Adminiatrative Penaltiea for Violation& of Hazardous
Waate Lawa and Rulea, p. 2992, 419
Water Quality Permit and Degradation Authorization
I
Peea, p. 2489, 393, 672
I-I:I:I
Health Care Facility Licenaing - Licenaure Standard&
for Reaidential Treataent Pacilitiea, p. 1809, 304
x-rx
and other rulea • :Implementation of the Water Quality
Act'a Nondegradation Policy, p. 2723, 849
Water Quality - Uae of Nixing Zonea, p. 835
I-X
Home
Infuaion Therapy Licanaing, p. 882
X-XIII
Air Quality Bureau - Operating Peralta for Certain
I-XXV
Stationary Sourcea of Air Pollution, p. 1817, 2933
and other rulea
Air Quality
Air Quality
I-XXXIV
Permitting - Prevention of Significant Deterioration
- Permitting in Nonattainment Areaa - Source Teating
Protocol and Procedure
Wood Waate Burners,
p. 1264, 2530, 2919
and other rules - Recorda and Statiatica - Piling
16.6.901
Death Certificate• - Burial Traneit Permit• - Dead
Body Removal Authorization - Notification of Failure
to Pile Certificate or Body Removal Authorization,
p. 2599, 3023
Air Quality Preconatruction
16.8.1107 and other rule•
Peraita, p. 1965, 2930
16.8.1301 and other rulea - Air Quality - Open Burning of
Chriatmaa Tree Waate - Open Burning for Commercial
Pi1m or Video Production&, p. 867
16.8.1413 and other rule - Air Quality - Opacity Requirement•
at Kraft Pulp Mille, p. 1654
16.8.1907 Air Quality - Peea for the Smoke Management Program,
p. 1511
16.10.239 and other rulea - MinLmu. Perforaance Requirement•
for Local Health Authoritiea, p. 1797
Indication of What
16.10.1311 Swimming Pool Inapectione
Conatitutea a PUll Facility Inapection and a Critical
Point Inapection of a Public Bathing Place or
Swimming Pool, p. 1513, 1998
16.14.501 and other rulea - Solid Waate - Municipal Solid Waate
Management, p. 2083, 2672
16.14.502 and other rulaa - Solid Waate - Municipal Solid Waste
Management, p. 2203, 2784
16.20.202 and other rules - Drinking Water - Setting Standard&
for Public Drinking Water that Incorporate Federal
Requirement& for Phase II and V Cont.-inants and Lead
and Copper, p. 1362
I
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16.20.603
16.20.1003
16.24.104
16.28.202
16.28.1005
16.28.1005
16.30. 801
16.30.801
16.32.110
16.32. 356
16.32.373
16.32. 380
16.44.102
16.44. 303
16.45.1201

(Petroleum
16.47.311

and other rulaa - Water Quality - Surface Water
Quality Standarda, p. 2737, 827
and other rulaa - Water Quality
Ground Water
Quality Standard& - Mixing Zonae - Water Quality
Nondagradation, p. 244, 846
and other rulaa - Childran•a Spacial Health Sarvicaa
Standarda for the Children'• Spacial Health
Sarvicaa Program, p. 1340, 1836
and other rulaa - Communicable Diaaaaaa - Reportable
Diaaaaaa, p. 623, 1295
Tuherculoaia Control Raquir-anta for Schools and Day
Care Pacilitiaa, p. 1652
Tuharculoaia Control Requir-enta for School a and Day
Care Pacilitiaa, p. 2721
and other rulaa
Blllargancy Medical Servicaa
Reporting of Bxpoaura to Infectioua Disaasas, p.
1251, 1704
and other rulaa - Blllargancy Amendment - Reporting of
Expoaura to Infactioua Disaaaaa, p. 415
Health Planning
Certificate of Need Required
Pindinga and Criteria, p. 639, 1296
and other rulaa - Adult Day Care - Licanaure of Adult
Day Care Cantara, p. 1255, 1838
and other rule&
Standard& for Licenaure of
Hoapicaa, p. 631
and other rulea
Personal Care
Licensure of
Peraona1 Care Paci1itiaa, p. 1342
and other ru1ae - Sa•ardoua Waatea - Ha•ardous Waate
Manag-.nt, p. 2330, 2952
and other rulaa
Solid and Ha•ardous Waate
Ha•ardoua Waata Manag-ant - Uaa of Uaed Oil aa a
Duat Suppraaaant, p. 556
and other rulaa
Underground Storage Tanka
Undarground Storage Tanlt Inatallar and Inapector
Licenaing
Tanlt Permita
Tank Inapectiona
Inapactor Licanaing Paaa, p. 1221
Tank Ra1aaaa Co.penaation Board)
and other rulaa - Conaultant Labor C1asai£icationa,
p. 2206, 2678

TRAKSPOITATION, peparbpent of, Title 18
18.7.302
18.8.101
CORRBCTIONS

and other rulea - Motorist Information Signs, p. 137,
674
and other rule• - Motor Carrier Services (Formerly
•Groaa Vehicle Weight•), p. 2875, 1148

AND HUMAN

SIBVICIS. Department of, Title 20

(Board of Pardona)
20.25.101 and other ru1ea - Revision of Rules of the Board of
Pardona - ARM Title 20, Subchapter& 3 through 11,
p. 2495. 168
15-8/11/94
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JQSTICZ, Department of. Title
I

~3

Iaauanca of Seaaonal Commercial Driver• a License,
p. 161.0, 169

I-VI

and other rulaa - Rulea of the Pira Prevention and
Inveatigation Bureau Daacribing the Revision of
Licensure
Requirement•
for
Peraona
Salling,
Inatalling or Servicing Pira Protection Equipment Other Proviaiona Dealing with Pire Safety, p. 1855,

I-VII
I-XI

Regional Youth Detention Service&, p. 2886, 579
and other rule& - Inatituting Procedures for the
Revocation or Suapenaion of the Certification of
Peace Officer& and Other Public Safety Officers Procedure& for Peace Officer Standard& and Training,
p. 893, 1449
State Adoption of Federal Bazardoua Material&
Regulation&, p. 1469, 141, 578
and other rule&
Cr~
Victima Compenaation,

2953, 3025

23.5.101
23.15.102

p. 1381, 1999
23.16.101

and other rule•
p. 1974, 2786, 3025

Regulating

Public

Gambling,

LABOR AND INPUSTBY, Depart.ent of. Title 24
I-IV
I-IX

Impl-antation of Education-baaed Safety ProgrUUI for
Workera• Companaation Purpoaea, p. 257, 1156
Groupa of Buaineaa Bntitiea Joining Together for the
Purchaae of Workera• Compenaation Inaurance, p. 9,
681

Worker&' Companaation Data Baae Syatam, p. 1949
and other rule& - Claim& for unpaid and Underpaid
Wagea - Calculation of Panaltiaa, p. 367, 115:1
Certification of Managed care Organization• for
I-XX
Worker•• Companaation, p. 2890, flO
(Worker&' Compenaation Judge)
and other rule& - Procedural Rulaa of the Court,
24.5.301
I-XI
I-XIX

p. 2747' 27
24.5.322

and other rulea

- Procedural Rulaa of the court,

p. :148, 675
:14.16.9007
24.:16.:102
:14.29.1402
24.29.1409
24.:19.1416
24.:19.1504

Montana•a Prevailing Wage Rata, p. 91:1, 1705
and other rulea - Rulaa of Procedure before tbe Board
of Paraonnal Appeal& - Labor-Management Relation& and
Grievances, p. 2339, 3026
Liability for Worker& for Medical Bxpen••• for
Workera• Companaation Purpoaaa - Payment of Medical
Clatm., p. 1870, 2801
Travel
Expana•
Raimbura . .enta
for
Worker&'
Compenaation Purpoaea, p. 1872, 2804
Applicability of Rulea and Statute• in Worker•'
Compenaation Mattera - Applicability of Pate of
Injury, Data of Service, P• 143, 679
and other rulea - Selection of Treating Phyaician for
Workera• Companaation Purpoaea, p. 1878, :1809
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24.29.1513 and other rulaa
Utilization and Medical Pee
Schedules for Worker&' Compenaation Mattera, p. 146,
680

STAIB LANPS. Department of. Title 26
I

I

I-UV

26.3.180
26.3.180
26.3.186
26.4.201

Rental Rate& for Grazing Leases and Lioenaes - Rental
Rates for Cabinaite Leaaes
Pee& for General
Recreational uae Lioenae, p. 2496, 34
Aaaeaemant of Fire Protection Pee& for Private Landa
under Direct State Fire Protection, p. 1881, 35
and othar rule• - Regulation of Hard Rook Mining or
Exploration, p. 1956
and other rule& - Recreational Use of State Landa,
p. 641, 1844
and other rule& - Recreational Uae of State Landa Posting of State Landa to Prevent Trespass, p. 1471,
2536, 33
and other rule&
Authorizing and Regulating
Bnrollment of state Landa in Block Management Area&,
p. 1071, 2002
and othar rule& - Opencut Mining Act, p. 914, 1871

NATUBAL IBSOUICIS AND
I
I-VI
36.12.202
36.16.102
36.17.101

CQMSIRYATIQH, Department of, Title 36

Reject, Modify or Condition Permit Application& in
the Willow Creek Baain, p. 1809
Horizontal
Welle
and
Bnhanced
Recovery
Tax
Incantivea, p. 925, 1875
and other rule&
Water Right Conteeted Case
Rearing&, p. 2086, 307
and other rule& - Water Reaervationa, p. 262, 1297
and other rule• - Renewable Resource Grant and Loan
Program, p. 2498, 3040

PUBLIC SQYICI UQULATIOH, Department of, Title 38
I

I-V
38.2.3909
38.3.201

38.3.702
38.3.2504
38.4.801

15-8/11/94

Adoption by Reference of the 1993 Bdition of the
National Blectrical Safety Code, p. 2606, 3042
Bxcluaion
froa Hotor
Carrier
Regulation
for
Tran&portation Incidental to a Principal Busineaa,
p. 18
Stenographic Recording and Tranacripts, p. 929, 2010
and other rule&
Regiatration of Intraatate,
Interatate and Foreign Motor Carriers to I~lement
New
Federal
Requirements
on
Single
State
Regiatration, p. 275, 964
Cla•• B Motor Carriere - Motor Carriere Authorized to
Tranaport Loge, p. 2370, 2966
and other rule& - Tariff Pee - Tariff Symbol&, All
Relating to Motor carriere, p. 14, 965
and other rule• - Rear-End Telemetry Systems for
Trains, p. 2602, 3041
Montana Administrative Register
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38.5.2202
38.5. 3345

and other rule- Pederal Pipeline Safety Regulationa,
p. 2604, 3043
Unauthorized Changea of Telephone CUetomere• Primary
Interexchange Carrier (PIC), p. 2368, 3044

REVBNUI. Deparbpent of. Title

t2

I

Tax Information Provided to the Department of
Revenue, p. 1192, 2811
I-II
Limited Liability Campaniea, p. 931, 1721
I-II
Bxemptione Involving OWne:rahip and Uae Teate for
Property, p. 2:112, 2968
I-VIII
Regulation of Cigarette Marketing, p. 375, 1453, 1722
42 .11. 301
Opening a New Liquor Store, p. 1475, :1418
42.12.103
and other rulea
Liquor Licenaea and Permita,
p. 2003, 2423.•
42.15.308
Adjusted Groaa Income, p. 657, 1720
42.16.104
Net Operating Loaa Carryback, p. 1657
42.17.105
and other rules - Old Pund Liability Tax, p. 2612,
3045
42.19.401
Low Income Property Tax Reduction, p. 2398, 2967
42.20.137
and other rulee
Valuation of Real Property,
p. 2633, 3048
42.20.161
and other rules
Poreat Land Classification,
p. 239:1, 2970
42.20.303
and other rulea - Mining Claimll and Real Property
Valuea, p. :1625, 3060
42.21.106
and other rulea - Personal Property, p. 2373, 2972
42.21.162
Peraonal Property Taxation Datea, p. 2907, 685
42.22.101
and other rulea
Centrally Aeeeaaed Property,
p. 2608, 3061
42.22.1311 and other rule - Industrial Trend Tablea, p. 2658,
306:1
42.23.606
and other rules - Batim&ted Tax Pay.enta, p. 1659
42.:15.1201 and other rules - Horizontal Welle, p. 1663
Telephones, p. 2107, 2685
42.31.402
and other rulea - Inheritance Tax, p. 2109, :1817
42.35.211
SICRITARJ OP STATJ, Title

4t

I-III
1.2.419

Voter Information Pamphlet Pormat, p. 2665, 3064
Schedule Datea for Piling, Compiling, Printer Pickup
and Publication of the Montana Adminiatrative
Regiater, p. 2667, 3063
(Commissioner of Political Practice•)
44.10.331
Limitation• on Receipts from Political Committee& to
Legialative Candidates, p. 659

SociAL AHP RIBABILITATIQN SIBVJCIS. Department of. Title 46
I

I-IX

and other rule - Contractor Allotmenta for Community
Block Grante, p. 933, 1725
Child Support Bnforcement Suapenaion of Licenaea
Proceaa, p. 1386, 2011
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I-X
46.10.108
46,10.304A
46.10.314
46.10.403
46.10.403
46.10.403
46.10.404
46.10.410
46.10.803
46.12.204
46.141.501
46.141.503
46.141.507
46.141.510
46 .lll. 571
46.141.590
46.1:.il. 7041
46 .l:.il.8041
46 .lll.l107
46.141.1414141
46.141.30041
46 .l:.il. 3803
46.13.303

15-8/11/94

and other rules - Review and Modification of Support
Orders, p. 139l, lOll
and other rulee
APDC and Pood Stamp Monthly
Reporting Requirements, p. 1271
and other rules - APDC Unemployed Parent, p. l505,
3065
and other rules - Transitional Child Care, p. 1400
APDC Standards and Payment Amounts Concerning Shared
Living Arrangements, p. 1264, 17l6
APDC Income Standards and Payment Amounts, p. 1090,
17:.il8
Revision of APDC Standards Concerning Shared Living
Arrangeaenta, p. l78
Title IV-A Day Care for Children, p. 2910, 312
At-Risk Child Care Services, p. 2114, 41686
and other rules - APDC JOBS Program, p. 1515
Medicaid Requir. . .nts for Co-Payments, p. 286, 686
and other rules - Mid-Level Practitioners, p. 2994,
313
and other rules - Medicaid Coverage and Reimbursement
of Inpatient and Outpatient Hoapital Services,
p. 1076, 17341
and other rules - Medicaid Coverage and Reimbursement
of Ambulance services, p. 2218, 2819
and other rules
Swing-bed Hospital Services,
p. 41508. 3069
Ambulatory surgical Centers, p. 949
and other rules - Medicaid Coverage and Reimbursement
of Residential Treatment Services, p. 1111, 1744
Medicaid Outpatient Drugs, p. 1525
and other rules - Medicaid Coverage and Reimbursement
of Wheelchairs and Wheelchair Accessories, p. 1811
and other rules - Medicaid Coverage of Services
Provided
to
Recipients
Age
65
and
Over
in·
Institutions for Mental Diseases, p. 936, 1591, 1878
and other rules - Medicaid Coverage and Reimbursement
of Nursing Pacility services, p. 1096, 1881
Datar.dnation of Eligibility for Medicaid Disability
Aid, p. 41758, 36
Medically Heady Income Standards, p. 1109, 1750
and other rules
Low-Income Bnergy Assiatance
Program, p. 1983
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